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In pursuit of the study begun in the preceding paper of the spontaneous emission of a 
Wigner-Weisskopf atom in a one-dimensional radiation field, the exact solution of this problem in 
the thermodynamic limit of a system of infinite extent is examined. The analysis reveals the existence 
in general of three contributions to the probability of the atom's being excited at any moment: a 
constant contribution and two sorts of time-dependent ones, exponential and nonexponential. For a 
specific choice of coupling function, this probability is written down in closed form. The link 
between the constant contribution and the appearance of ghost states and ergodicity is investigated, 
and criteria given to determine when this contribution does not arise. A numerical study is made of 
the expressions obtained, and the nonexponential part of the solution compared with approximations 
for it which have been previously obtained by various means. It is concluded that the predictions of 
the weak-coupling Prigogine-Resibois master equation are inadequate except when the model is 
ergodic in a certain sense, and some suggestions are made concerning the relevance of these studies 
to nonequilibrium statistical mechanics. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

This paper is a sequel to the preceding one (hereafter 
called IV) and to three previous papers of the authors'! 
A study is undertaken of the properties of an exact so
lution of the problem of the spontaneous emission of a 
Wigner-Weisskopf two-level atom in interaction with a 
one-dimensional radiation field, in the limit where the 
size of the system becomes infinite. This exact solu
tion was obtained in III, where it was investigated for 
both finite and infinite systems in the limit of weak 
coupling between the atom and the field. Then, in IV, 
finite systems were again examined, without any ap
proximation of weak coupling, and it was found that the 
exact solution and the approximate solution of III were 
indeed very similar for small couplings, and for all but 
the smallest systems. This was in contrast to another 
weak-coupling approach elaborated in II, and based on 
the Prigogine-Resibois master equation for the diagonal 
elements of the density matrix. This approach yielded 
an approximate solution of a different analytic form 
from those of III and IV, and which accorded with neither 
in a numerical comparison. Both weak-coupling treat
ments, however, led to the same result in the thermo
dynamic limit of an infinite system, namely, a simple 
exponential decay. But even in this limit, it was seen in 
I that the solution of the master equation contained non
exponential terms when one considered anything more 
than the lowest order in the coupling. It is therefore of 
interest to see if the exact solution for an infinite sys
tem manifests this property, and if so, to compare the 
nonexponential part of it with that found in I. 

In order to treat the problem of spontaneous emission 
of the two-level atom, it has been seen to be sufficient 
tb consider a Hilbert space spanned by the state vectors 

l:n) and {I.\)}, 

where l:n) denotes the state with the atom excited and 
the radiation field completely de-excited, and 1.\) that 
with the atom de -excited and one photon excited in the 
.\th mode of the field. The index.\ labels the modes of 
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the field, the properties of which are to be determined by 
the geometry of the system,Le., its size and dimension
ality. The Hamiltonian can be written [see Eq.(IV-5)] 

H = liE l:n)(:nl + L) liw ".1.\)(.\ 1 

A 

+ L) [h A.J2 I.\)(:nl + ht.J2 l:n)(.\ I], (1) 
A 

where liE is the energy separating the two levels of the 
atom,1fwA is the energy of a photon in the .\th mode, and 
h A is a (possibly complex) coupling parameter. Now, if 
the system is in the statel:n) at time t = 0, it has been 
shown that the probability amplitude for finding the state 
l:n) at time t is given by (see Eq. [III-12)] 

(:n!+(T) = __ 1_1 dze-izt (z -E-L) 21hAI2 )-1 
21Ti C A Ii(z - w) 

(2) 

(C is a contour above the real axis and parallel to it,) 
This result, in the form of an inverse Laplace transform 
integral, was obtained directly by solving the Schrodinger 
equation for the problem. This form is particularly con
venient for present purposes, since to proceed to the in
finite system limit, it is sufficient to replace the quantity 

(3) 

by its limit when the spectrum of energies IiwA becomes 
continuous. For a one-dimensional system of length L, 
with periodic boundary conditions, the wA are given by 

W A = 21Tlnlc/L, (4) 

where the nonzero integers n replace .\ as the label. 
Finally, c is the velocity of light. As was discussed in 
the previous papers, it is best, with this choice of the wA' 

to take the couplings as [see Eq. (IV-2)] 

(5) 
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where 0' is a dimensionless coupling constant, which cor
responds,for a one-dimensional system to the fine
structure constant of quantum electrodynamics. This 
choice of 1 hAl 2 a voids difficulties associated with the 
infrared and ultraviolet divergences. With the specifi
cations of Eqs. (4) and (5), Eq. (3) becomes 

6 (z) = 2 I; 20'cEl+p 1 (6) 
n=l L(21fnc/L)P z - (21fnc/L) 

and as L ~ 00, this goes over to an integral: 

6 (z) =! O'El+P J;oo dk • 1 
00 1f 0 kP(z - k) 

= -201El+Pz-Pe iprr csC(P1f) 

for 0 < argz < 1f, as in Eq. (2). For the calculation of 
Eq. (2), it is convenient to employ dimensionless vari
ables, and we shall define these as follows: 

T=O'Et, ~ = z/O'E, 

(7) 

making use of the scaling by 0' which was found neces
sary to make a weak-coupling scheme meaningful. Then, 
with the further definition 

aW = (I/O'E) 6 (z) = (I/O'E) 6 (O'E~), (8) 

Eq. (2) becomes 

(9) 

with 

aooW = -ze iP" csc(P1f)(O'~tP. 

This result, Eq. (9), will be the principal object of study 
in the remainder of the paper. It was shown in 1lI that in 
the limit 0' ~ 0 it leads to the result that the probability 
of finding the statel:n) at time Tis 

p(T) = 1(:nlw(T» 12 = e-4T , (10) 

the simple exponential decay mentioned earlier. 

As soon as one tries to go beyond this approximation, it 
is found that corrections to Eq. (10) are nonanalytic in 
0'. This was the main conclusion of I, and the same phen-
0menon was pointed out in III for an infinite. system. 
Nonanalyticity in 0' is also a feature even of the weak
coupling solution for a finite system, and this matter has 
been extensively discussed in II, 1lI, and IV. Mazur and 
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FIG. 1. The contour used in the study of Eq. (9) for 0 <p < 1. 
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Siskens 2 have argued convincingly that nonanalyticity 
with respect to the coupling constant of the constants of 
motion is linked closely with the appearance of ergodic 
properties in the thermodynamic limit. Such nonanalyti
city will also appear in the matrix elements of the trans
formation which diagonalizes the Hamiltonian [for our 
system these are displayed in Eq. (IV-12»), and a connec
tion has been made by Cukier and Mazur 3 between the 
appearance of this phenomenon and of ergodicity of cer
tain phase functions simultaneously in the thermodyna
mic limit. In their work, they considered a system which, 
like ours, is not a completely ergodic system even in 
this limit, but for which certain dynamical variables 
possess an ergodic property that may be studied by means 
of some bounds on time-averaged autocorrelation func
tions derived by Mazur. 4 In view of the formal similar
ities between our model and that of Cukier and Mazur, it 
is interesting to see whether the same kind of link can 
be made connecting the nonanalyticity of our model with 
ergodicity of the probability p( T) for the statel:Jr.) , since, 
if this quantity decays, by whatever means, to zero as 
T ~ 00 in the thermodynamic limit, then it will be ergodic. 

In the next section, the properties of Eq. (9) will be ex
amined as a function of the time, T,and then in Sec. III, 
for the particular choice p = i of the exponent in Eq. (5), 
the contour integral will be explicitly calculated in clo
sed form, and its properties studied. The matter of ergo
dicity will be considered in Sec. IV, and criteria will be 
established for its occurrence. A numerical evaluation 
of p( T) is reported in Sec. V, along with a comparison of 
this exact result with the nonexponential contributions to 
p( T) which arise from the approximate master equation 
treatment presented in I. Finally, there is some discus
sion of the results of this paper in Sec. VI and of their 
relevance to the statistical mechanical theory of non
equilibrium processes. 

II. THE CONTOUR INTEGRAL 

For the evaluation of the integral in Eq. (9), it is neces
sary to examine the singularities of the integrand: 

(11) 

The exponential factor here enables one to close the in
tegration contour C by a large semicircle in the lower 
half -plane of ~ which will not contribute to the integral. 
Provision must be made by a cut for the branch pOint at 
~ = 0 caused by the occurrence of (O'~tP in the second 
factor. Since it is then clear that the only other singula
rities of the expression (11) within the closed contour 
are poles, consideration of the contour of Fig. 1 will al
low the integral to be evaluated by Cauchy's theorem. 
The poles are located at the zeros of the expression 

This expression itself has no poles in the finite part of 
the plane, and so its zeros can be unambiguously located 
by use of the prinCiple of the argument. It can readily 
be seen that the variation of the argument of cp(~) around 
a contour, described in the positive sense, enclosing that 
part of the lower half-plane below the cut,is 21f. There 
is consequently a simple zero at ~ = ~r' say, in this re
gion. Similarly one finds that there is no zero in the 
upper half-plane. On the positive real axis, the imagin
ary part of cp(~) is 2(0' ~)-P, which does not vanish. But 
on the negative real axis, the expression is purely real. 
Its value tends to +.00 as ~ ~ 0-, and to -co as ~ ~ - 00, 

and its derivative is always positive in this interval. 
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There is consequently one further simple zero on the 
negative real axis at ~ = ~P' say. 

The location of the zero, ~ .. , can be determined as a 
power series in o.. If one solves the equation cp(~) = 0 
by Newton's method, using as the first approximant ~o = 
1/ a, then there results 

~ .. = (1/0.) - 2w - 4pw 2o. - 4w 3p(3p + 1)0. 2 + 0(0. 3), 
(12) 

where we have written for convenience 

w = eiP'lf cscprr = cotprr + i. 

It is seen at once that,for small a at least, the series, 
Eq. (12), converges to the zero ~ .. and not to any other 
zero of cp(~). Further,for small a, ~r is in the right
hand quadrant of the lower half -plane. This implies that 
the cut in Fig. 1 may be displaced to lie along the imagin
aryaxis. Since for negative ~,cp(~) is purely real, and 
since it has no zeros in the upper half -plane, the prin
ciple of reflection ensures that no zero is uncovered in 
the lower left-hand quadrant by this shift of the cut. As 
regards ~ P' Newton's method can again be employed to 
give a series solution for it. Let us rearrange the equa
tion cp(~) = 0 for negative ~ by putting 

-o.~=r, (2o.cscprr)1/P={3 

to yield 
r = {3(1 + r)-l/P. 

With first approximant r 0 = {3, the series solution is 

r = {3 - (l/p ){32 + [(p + 3)/2p2]{33 + tl({34), 

that is, 

~P = -(l/o.){{3 - (1/p){32 + [(p + 3)/2p2]{33 + 0({34)}. 

Again, it is evident that for small enough a, this con
verges suitably. There, too, we may see the appearance, 
through (3, of a nonanalyticity in a at a = 0, except for 
the case l/p = integer. 
The residues of the integrand (11) at the two poles ~r and 
~P are readily obtained in terms of the locations of these 
poles. Since each pole is simple, the residues take the 
form: 

Res(~ = ~i) = e-i!;iT[:~ {cp(~)}l:'i 
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FIG. 2. The contour used in accounting for the contribution from the 
cut. See the discussion prefacing Eq. (14). 

If Eq. (13) is expanded out in powers of a for the residue 
at ~r' by uSing Eq. (12), one obtains 

exp(iT)[(l/o.) - 2 cotprr + tl(o.)] exp(-2T) 

x {1 + 2pwo.+ 4p(2p + 1)w 2o. 2 + 0(o. 3)} , 

whence it is clear that the weak-coupling limit, Eq. (10), 
of p( T), which involves no nonanalyticity in a, comes in its 
entirety from this residue. 

When Cauchy's theorem is applied to calculate the integral 
of Eq.(9),in addition to the two residues given by Eq.(13), 
account must be taken of the contribution from the cut. 
This is most simply done using the contour of Fig.2. The 
result is 

(14) 

where cp<r)(~) is the value assumed by cp(~) for ~ on the 
right-hand side of the cut and cp(l)(~) for the left-hand 
side. A little rearrangement of the cut contribution yields 
for it the explicit expression: 

L l'XJ dxe-XT/ cx ( -1 + 20. cos(3prr/2) csc(P1J)x-P + i[x - 20. sin(3prr/2) csc(P1J)x-p ] 

2rr 0 [-1 + 20. cos(3prr/2) csc(P1J)X-P]2 + fx - 20. sin(3p1T/2) CSC(p1T)X-P]2 

-1 + 20. cos(P1J/2) csc(prr)x-P + i[x + 20. sin(p1T/2) CSC(P1T)X-P]) (15) 
- [-1 + 20. cos(prr/2) CSC(p1T)X-Pj2 + [x + 20. sin(p1T/2) CSC(p1T)X-P]2 • 

For general p ,this contribution can be studied best by 
numerical computation, but for the special case p = t, 
an explicit closed analytical form for Eq. (14) will be 
derived in the next section, which will manifest most of 
the interesting properties of the general case. It can 
also be seen by use of the Tauberian theorems for in
verse Laplace transforms (see, for example, Ref. 5) that 
the asymptotic behavior of the expression (15) as T -? 00 

will be proportional to T-(1+P). 

III. THE CASE p = 1/2 

On settingp = t in Eq. (9), we obtain for the solution of 
our problem 
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(I() lid· 1 
~ ii T = - 21Ti c ~e-'!;T ~ _ (1/0.) + 2i(o.~)-1/2· 

For the evaluation of this integral, a somewhat different 
contour from that used in the last section will be con
sidered. It is shown in Fig. 3, and its advantage is that 
its cut contribution can readily be expressed in terms of 
the error function. First of all, it is necessary to find 
closed expressions for the poles ~ .. and ~p. 

The equation 

~ - (1/0.) + 2i(o.~tl/2 = 0 

can be reduced to a simple cubic by making the substi
tution 

y = -i(a~)1/2. (16) 
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FIG. 3. The contour used in the study of Eq. (9) for the choice p = 1. 

This yields the equation: 

y3 + y - 2a ::: O. (17) 

To obtain the real root of this equation, one may set y ::: 
U + v, and it can be seen that y will be this root if u and 
v satisfy the equations 

u 3 + v 3 ::: 2a, uv =-t, 

that is, if u 3 and v 3 are the roots of the quadratic 

0 2 - 2aO -f7 = O. 

Hence, 

y = u + V ::: [a + (a 2 +~) 1/2]1/3 + [a -(a2 + tr)1/2]1/3. 

We shall define 

81 = U + v, (18) 

and then the left-hand side of Eq. (17) can be factorized 
to yield the expression 

From this result and Eq. (16) it is easily seen that the 
poles ~ .. and ~p are given by 

~p == -8~/a, 
~ .. == -(1/4a)(81 + i82{3)2 = (1/2a)(8~ + 2 - i81 82 {3), 

where, in the last equality, use has been made of the re
lation 

8~ ::: 8~ + i, 
which follows from the definitions (18). Further proper
ties of 61 and 82 which will be needed are 

It is clear from this that, with p == i, ~ .. is always in the 
lower right -hand quadrant, whatever a. 

We may now write down the two pole contributions to 
(:rc.ll{I(T» at once from Eq.(13). They are 

t Res(~ = ~p) = tei~T/a 8~/(8r + a), 

Res(~ = ~ .. ) = exp[(iT/4a)(81 + i82 {3)2] 

x {I + [a/2(8~ + 1)3]{(28~ + 3)81 - i82 {3}}-1, 
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Only a half of the residue at.~ has been taken here of 
course, because of the use of tte contour of Fig. 3. 
These two contributions can be put into a more con
venient form by noticing that Eqs. (18) can be inverted 
to yield a in terms of 81 : 

a = i81(8~ + 1). 

Some manipulation then gives, for the sum of the two 
expressions, 

[1/(38~ + 1)]{8~ exp(i8~T/a) + (28~ + 1 + i81/82{3) 

x exp[(iT/4a)(81 + i82 {3)2]}. (20) 

There remains to be considered the cut contribution to 
(:rc.ll{I (T». This is the integral of the discontinuity of 

across the cut of Fig. 3. It is easily seen to be 

4 00 (a~)1/2eitT 
- - <P it d~ -----

21Ti 0 4-aH~+I/a)2' 

where the symbol <P denotes the Cauchy principal part. 
The change of variable, 

analogous to Eq. (16), puts the integral into a tractable 
form: 

4ai 00 y2eiy2da - <p]; dy --"-----
1T 0 4a2 - y2(y2 + 1)2 

1 (j+oo y2eiy2T/a = - <P _ dy - <P 
21Ti 00 y3 + y - 2a 

j +OO y2e i Y2T/a) 
-00 dy • 

y3 + y + 2a 

(21) 
H we denote by I(a 1 T) the integral 

j
+oo eiy2T/a 

± <P _ dy , 
00 y3 + Y ± 2a 

then 
a j+oo y2eiy2T/a 

- ia - I(a1 T) = ± (p -00 dy --"3----
aT y + y ± 2a 

and so the expression Eq. (21) is just 

a a 
1T aT I(a, T). (22) 

The denominator y3 + y - 2a can be factorized as in Eq. 
(19),and this factorization permits the evaluation of 
I(a1 T) to be reduced, by the decompOSition of the inte
grand into partial fractions, to the consideration of inte
rals of the form 

(a real). 

This integral, which occurs in the theory: of the plasma 
dispersion function,6 is related to the error function, and 
its value is 

- 1Tie-a2 erf(ia), (23) 

where the erf function is defined as follows 7 : 

(Z 2 __ "L..J (-I)n z 2n+1. erfz = Jo e-t dt I, 
n =0 n! (2n + 1) 
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For complex a, this result can be extended: 

+00 e- x2 2 1- dx -- = - rrie-a [erf(ia) + 1] (Ima > 0) 
00 x + a 

= -rrie-a2 [erf(ia) - 1] (Ima < 0). 

Now the decomposition into partial fractions is 

1 1 

y3+ y -2a 30~+1 

1 (i01v'3) 1 ] 
-"21-~ y+~(01-i02v'3)' 

(24a) 

(24b) 

Next, by the use of Eqs. (23) and (24) one obtains the re
sults 

and 

+00 eiy2T/a (iT ) 1-00 dy 1 • v'3 = rri exp - (01 - i82v'3)2 
Y + "2 (0 1 - Z O2 3) 4a 

x 1erf [(~r/2 t(i02v'3 - 01)e in/ 4] + If. 
Thus it follows that 

I(a T) = rri [_ eie~T/a erf[(.!..\ 1/20 e in/ 4] 
1 30~ + 1 a) 1 

- t(1 + iO~~) exp(~: (01 + i02v'3)2) 

x~erf[(~r/2 t(01 + i02v'3)e in/ 4] + 1~ 

whence, since 

d f _,,2 
dx er x = e , 

there results from Eq. (22) 

cut contribution = ~ :T l(a1 r) 

1 [ (iOfT) ~(T) 1/2 ] = 20~ exp - -- erf - 0 e in/ 4 
2(30¥ + 1) a a 1 
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(25) 

It is perhaps worthwhile to remark that when T is set 
equal to zero in Eqs. (20) and (25), all the contributions 
to (:Jr.1 'iT (0» add up to unity as they should. To see this, 
one has that Eq. (20) gives 

whereas Eq. (25) gives 

since erf(O) = O. 

The asymptotic behavior and limit of (:Jr.1 'iT (T» as T ~ ro 
is of interest in determining the nature of the spontane-
0us emission of the excited atom. First of all, one can 
see that of the two terms in Eq. (20), the first is a purely 
oscillatory exponential which does not decay as T~ ro. 
It will give rise to a constant contribution to the proba
bility 

The second term has superimposed on its oscillatory 
part an exponential decay governed by the factor 

to lowest order in a as can be seen by the definitions of 
01 and O2 , Eq. (18); this factor is 

and is responSible, as remarked earlier, for the decay 
which is found in the weak-coupling solution 

The cut contribution is more complicated, and can best 
be investigated by introducing the error function of com
plex argument,7 W(Z), defined by the relation 

W(Z) = e-z2 [1 + erf(iz)]. 

This function has the asymptotic development, valid as 
Izl ~ ro,-rr/4 < argz < 5rr/4: 

W(z) ~ _l_' [1 + f 1 . 3 . 5 •.• (2m -1)J. 
z..;-; m=1 (2z 2) m 

(26) 

Now, Eq. (25) may be rewritten as 

1 [ ( i0
2T) ~(T) 1/2 ~ 202 exp - _1_ - 20~w - 0 e3 .. i/4 

2(38¥+1) 1 a a 1 
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Again, the first term in square brackets in this expres
sio.n is a no.ndecaying purely o.scillato.ry expo.nential, 
equal to. the term o.f this kind in Eq. (26). When the o.ther 
terms are expanded using Eq. (22), it can be seen that 
the lo.west o.rder term,pro.po.rtio.nal to. T-1/2,has a van
ishing co.efficient, so. that the asymptotic behavio.r co.mes 
fro.m the next terms, which are pro.po.rtio.nal to. r-3 / 2 , in 
acco.rd with the remark at the end o.f Sec. II. 

Lastly, in this sectio.n, we shall write o.ut o.ur so.lutio.n 
fo.r (~I w (r) in a co.mpact fo.rm suitable fo.r the numeri
cal calculatio.ns described in Sec. V. When Eqs. (20) and 
(25) are gro.uped to.gether, there results 

1 
(~Iw(r) =---

2(38~ + 1) 

x [28~ exp(i8!r) ~erf[(;r/2 81e in/4] + 1\ 

+ (28~ + 1 + 8:13) expG: (81 + i82,(3)~ 

x 1erf [- (~) 1/2 H81 + i82,(3)eni/4] + 1 \ 

IV. CRITERIA FOR ERGODICITY 

A so.mewhat surprising feature in the analysis o.f the 
last two. sectio.ns has been the appearance o.f the po.le ,at 
~ = ~£..: o.n the negative real axis, in the integrand, Eq. 
(11). The residue fro.m this pole gives rise, as we saw 
in the last sectio.n, to. a co.nstant co.ntributio.n to. p( T), 
which perSists after all the o.ther terms, pro.po.rtio.nal to. 
either a decaying expo.nential o.r to. r-(l+P),have beco.me 
arbitrarily small. The presence o.f this feature means 
that,co.ntrary to. the burden o.f the remarks in Sec.l,p(r) 
is no.t, in this mo.del, an ergodic functio.n, since, inasmuch 
as the system we have co.nsidered is essentially at zero. 
temperature in the thermo.dynamic limit, the time aver
age o.f 

p = lim -r1 1:
0

T 
drp( T) 

T .... oo 

wo.uld be zero. were the functio.n ergo.dic. It is therefo.re 
o.f interest to. seek the o.rigino.fthepo.le at ~p,and to. de
termine which pro.perty o.f o.ur mo.del prevents the ap
pearance o.f an ergo.dic p(r). It sho.uld be remarked that 
it is sufficient to. study the functio.n p( r) in this regard 
in o.rder to. make a co.nnectio.n with the work o.f Mazur, 4 

where in a quantum-mechanical system,an o.bservable, 
to. be ergo.dic, needs to. have the appro.priate pro.perty 
fo.r its asso.ciated operator. Fo.r it is clear fro.m Eqs. 
(IV .10,11) that if the pro.bability amflitUde (~I w (r) 
tends to. zero. as r ---)co, then so. do.es (A w (r) fo.r all A, and 
in co.nsequence also. the full density matrix o.f the sys-
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tem. Thus co.nsideratio.n o.f p( r) abo.ve is eno.ugh to. en
able o.ne to. decide if the Heisenberg o.perato.r I ~)(~I is 
ergo.dic. 

There are two. clues to. the pro.blem. The first co.mes 
fro.m quantum field theo.ry,and has to. do. with the o.ccur
rence o.f gho.st states. It was remarked in I that the 
mo.del treated in these papers is clo.sely related to. the 
Lee mo.del o.f field theo.ry, and may be co.nsidered as a 
special case o.f it, with infinite-mass N and V particles. 
(Fo.r a discussio.n o.f the Lee mo.del and o.f gho.st states 
in it, see Refs. 8 and 9.) No.w the gho.st state o.f the Lee 
model is characterized as being a state o.f negative 
energy which is needed to. co.mplete the Hilbert space o.f 
the pro.blem and which is asso.ciated with a negative 
no.rm, that is, the pro.bability asso.ciated with it, in the 
expansio.n o.f a state o.f the system in terms o.f the co.m
plete set o.f eigenstates o.f the Hamilto.nian, is negative. 
Negative pro.babilities canno.t o.ccur in o.ur treatment o.f 
co.urse, because all that has been do.ne is to. go. to. the 
limit o.f infinite size in a well-po.sed quantum -mechanical 
pro.blem [that is, as prescribed by the Hamilto.nian Eq. 
(1) and the bo.undary co.nditio.ns] in which all pro.babili
ties are no.nnegative by co.nstructio.n. But, altho.ugh the 
gho.st state, with negative no.rm, can o.nly arise in an 
appro.ach based o.n interacting fields, with the co.nse
quent co.mplicatio.ns o.f reno.rmalizatio.n, bo.th o.f mass 
and charge, it is fairly clear that the same pro.perty o.f 
the Hamilto.nian is at wo.rk in producing such a state 
and also. in giving rise to. o.ur po.le at ~p. This remark 
will be made mo.re explicit belo.w. Here, it can be no.ted 
that in field theo.ry, gho.sts are related to. particular 
cho.ices o.f the fo.rm facto.r fo.r the interactio.n term in 
the Hamilto.nian. In o.ur discussio.n, the "fo.rm facto.r" is 
essentially the quantity I h A I 2. 

The seco.nd clue is found in the wo.rk o.f Cukier and Ma
zur ,3 who. fo.und that the dynamical variable that they 
examined co.uld be either ergo.dic o.r no.t depending o.n 
the magnitude o.f the co.upling co.nstant in their pro.blem. 

When ergodicity failed, it was because, as here, a po.le 
separated fro.m an o.therwise co.ntinuo.us spectrum gave 
rise to. no.ndecaying co.ntributio.ns. In their wo.rk, ho.w
ever, which deals with an impurity ato.m in a harmo.nic 
chain, the separated po.le co.rrespo.nds to. a frequency 
greater than that o.f the o.ther mo.des o.f the system, ra
ther than to. a negative energy, and it is kno.wn fro.m 
so.lid state physics and lattice dynamics10 that such 
"iso.lated mo.des" do. indeed o.ccur. 
That the po.le at ~p in fact do.es co.rrespond to. a special 
eigenstate o.f the Hamilto.nian, an iso.lated mo.de o.f the 
exact mo.tio.n, can be seen by examining the eigenvalue 
spectrum o.f the Hamilto.nian fo.r a finite system. This 
has been studied in IV, where the nature o.f the ro.o.ts o.f 
the dimensio.nless secular equatio.n [co.mpare Eqs. (8) 
and (9)] 

~ - (l/a) - aW = 0 (28) 

was examined. It was fo.und that the lo.west ro.o.t, ~o' say, 
was always less than the smallest o.ne-pho.to.n (dimen
sio.nless) energy o.f the unperturbed radiatio.n field. 
Since the derivative a'(~) is always negative,and since 
a(~) has no. po.les fo.r ~ .;; 0 and tends to. 0- as ~ -+ - co, it 
fo.llo.ws that ~o will be negative if (and o.nly if) 

a(O) < -l/a. (29) 

All o.ther ro.o.ts o.f Eq. (28) will of co.urse always be po.si
tive. But if a(O) is lo.o.ked at as a functio.n o.f the length 
L o.f the system [see Eq. (6)], then it is seen at o.nce that 
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a(O) ~ - co as L ~ co. Thus above a critical length, de
termined by 

a(O) =-1/a, 

the quantity ~o will be negative,and it is clear that ~p is 
Simply the limit of ~o as L ~ co, being in fact a zero of 

~ - (1/ a) - a oo(~). 

This analysis parallels that leading to the identification 
of the ghost state in the Lee model. 

With the "form factor" of our Hamiltonian given, as it 
has been throughout this paper, by Eq. (5), it can now be 
seen that the isolated pole ~p is unavoidable, whatever a 
may be, since a 00(0) = - co, and the condition, Eq. (29), is 
always satisfied. But it is possible, as with the Lee mo
del, to find other choices of 1 h,\ 12 which will remove the 
difficulty, at least for suffiCiently small a. To achieve 
this, it is necessary and sufficient that a 00(0) be finite 
(it is always negative and cannot vanish), and then for 

there will be no "ghost state." If one tries the choice of 
1 h,\ 12 used in I and II, namely 

(30) 

then a(~) will diverge unless the summation which de
fines it, Eq. (6), is truncated at some upper bound for the 
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whence a 00(0) = - 6/11 ,and so for a < 11/6, the absence of 
isolated poles implies that the only contributions in Eq. 
(9) to (:nII}l(T) will be those from cuts and the pole 
which corresponds to the ~ .. of our analysis. In a sys
tem with form factor given by Eq. (32), then,p(T) will 
indeed be an ergodic function. 

v. NUMERICAL CALCULATIONS 

In order to have an idea of the relative importance of 
the various contributions, discussed in the preceding 
sections, to the probability p( r) offinding the two -level 
atom excited at a time T, a numerical investigation has 
been performed based on Eq. (27). The real and imagin
ary parts of (:nll}l (T) were separately calculated from 
this equation, and from these results p( T) itself was ob
tained. This function is plotted in Figs. 4 and 5 for the 
choices a = 0.1 and a = 0.8, respectively; included in 
these figures for comparison is the corresponding weak
coupling solution obtained in III [see Eq. (III. 27) 1, which, 

one-photon energies. Such a procedure would yield P(r:) 

[see Eq. (7)]: 

with J1. as the (dimensionless) cutoff.B~t a 00(0) is still 
unbounded here,and,worse,the expresslOn ~ - (1/a) . 
- a oo(~) has another isolated zero for ~ > J1., of the type 
found by Cukier and Mazur. This is the case,too,for 
another choice of Ih ,\12 mentioned in I [Eq. (1-11)]: 

(31) 

where again a cutoff is needed for the convergence of 
Eq.(6). For this choice, however, the "ghost state" pole 
is removed, since aoo(O) is now finite,as it is for any 
1 h ,\ 1 2 which behaves like a positive power of w,\ near 
w,\ = O. Thus no isolated pole will appear if 1 h,\ 12 has 
this property for small w,\ and yet remains nonzero 
(except perhaps at discrete points) for all finite w,\. An 
example of such a Ih,\ 12 may be cited, which has the 
same value,1Z 2acE/L,for w,\ = E as in Eqs. (5), (30), and 
(31). It is 

This choice yields 

2a~ (O:~ 1 a W=-log--
00 11 a~-1 

2 

11 

(32a) 

(32b) 

2 ( 1 - a~ ~ + log , 
11(a~)1/2 1 + a~ + 2(a~)1/2 
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FIG. 4. A plot of p(r) versus r for a = O.l,p = %. The solid line re
presents the exact solution derived from Eq. (27), and the dashed line 
represents the Schrlidinger weak-coupling solution given by Eq. (33). 
" For clarity the horizontal scale has been expanded by a factor of two." 
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FIG. 5. A plot of p(r) versus r for a = o. 8,p = i. The solid line re
presents the exact solution derived from Eq. (27), and the dashed line 
represents the Schrlidlnger weak-coupling solution given by Eq. (33). 
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for p = t ,assumes the following form: 

[ 
2 a (T\ ( ~ ~ 1/

2J 2 
p(T) = e-2T + 1i 10 d~ sin fJ 0: - f) 

[ 
2 a (T) ( ~ ~ 1/2J2 + o:e-2 

T -1i fo d~ cos f 0: _ ~) . (33) 

For small values of 0:, it is clear that the constant term 
in p( T), arising from the" ghost state" is very small, and 
the departure of p( T) from ergodicity cannot be seen in 
the figure. On the other hand, for 0: = O. 8, this contri
bution is significant and it can be seen that even over 
the time range shown, it rapidly becomes dominant. It is 
readily noted from Sec. III that the value of the contri
bution is 

( 
28~ \ 2 

38~ + D ' (34) 

that is, the square of the modulus of the full residue at 
~ = ~p. For 0: = 0.8, this quantity is 0.22. 

The most noticeable feature of both these plots, how
ever, is the appearance of nonexponential decay, coming 
from the cut integral in <::n I >li (T». This phenomenon is 

_ L {a d~ 
1T Jo 
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quite in agreement with the predictions of I, where, al
though nothing like the constant term, Eq. (34), can be 
found in the weak -coupling theory, nonexponential con
tributions which are also nonanalytic in 0: at 0: = 0 are 
Significant in p( T). It may be remarked in passing that 
such nonanalyticity is evident in the exact solution of 
this paper, Eq. (27), through the arguments of the error 
functions, proportional to 0:-1/2 • In view of these com
ments, the purely exponential part of p(T), as calculated 
from Eq. (27), namely 

4(8¥ + 1)2 
2 exp[-(8182v'3/0:)T], 

381 + 4 

has been substracted from p( T), along with the constant 
term, Eq. (34), so as to make a quantitative comparison 
with the predictions of I. 

A different choice of form factor was made in I from that 
used here. There, Ih;>..12 was taken as given by Eq.(30), 
and, moreover, no cutoff was found to be necessary in 
the approximation scheme of that paper. So that a proper 
numerical comparison might be effected, the form fac
tor used here, Eq. (5), was put into the formulas of I, and 
it follows easily that the nonexponential contribution to 
p(T) as computed by those methods is 

X (2 cos(T/m~p(~ + o:)-P + 2~P(o: - ~)-P COSp1T] + sin(T/~){~-1 + 2[~P(~ + o:)-P COSP1T - ~P(o: - ~)-P COS2p1T] CSCp1T})/ 

X (4~2[~p(~ + o:)-P + 2~P(o: - ~)-P COSP1T]2 + {1 + 2~[~P(~ + o:)-p COSP1T - ~P(o: - ~)-P COS2p1T] CSCP1T}2) 

- (2 cos(T/~)~P(~ + o:)-P + sin(T/~){~-1 + 2[~P(~ + o:)-P COSP1T - ~P(o: - ~)-P] cscp1T})/(4~2[~ 2P(~ + 0:)-2P] 

+ {1 + 2H~P(~ + o:)-P COSP1T - ~P(o: - ~)-P] CSCp1TP). (35) 

For the choice p = 0, this expression reduces to Eq. (I. 
62). For the choice p = t ,in Figs. 6 and 7, the two non
exponential decays, form the exact solution and from 
Eq. (35), are plotted together ,for 0: = 0.1 and 0: = 0.8, 
respectively. It is obvious at first glance that despite 
certain similarities in the behavior of the decays for 
small 0:, nothing like quantitative agreement is achieved. 
Considerable differences exist in the time scales over 
which they relax to zero, and for large 0: in the times at 
which they attain their maxima and minima. For 0: = 
0.8, since the theory of I is intended for weak coupling, 
this is not surprising, but for 0: = 0.1, it is evident that 
there is a substantial and Significant disagreement. 

On the basis of the comparisons given in Figs. 4 and 5, 
it is possible to conclude that the results obtained us
ing Eq. (33) are in good qualitative agreement with those 
obtained using the exact solution, Eq. (27), for the choice 
p = t ; furthermore , given the comparisons presented in 
FigS. 6 and 7, it is possible to maintain that Eq. (33) is 
in better quantitative agreement with the exact solution 
than is Eq. (35). These conclusions strengthen the argu
ment stated in IV (also given at the beginning of the next 
section) that the approach given in III is better all around 
than the approach adopted in I and II. 

VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

The effort of this paper has been directed towards un
derstanding the properties of the quantum -mechanical 
solution of our problem of spontaneous emission in the 
thermodynamiC limit, and the relations that exist be
tween this solution and that of the master equation. It 
has been seen that the master equation, while reproduc
ing certain qualitative features of the exact solution, 
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fails to yield quantitative agreement for any of the non
exponential parts of it, in just the same way as it failed, 
as was seen in IV, to describe properly the behavior of 
a finite system. This tends, then, to reinforce the con
clusion of IV that the master equation, having been con
structed specifically to deal with large systems with 
weak coupling, cannot be pressed into effective service 
outside this regime. 
In a sense,on'ce one has seen the nature of the exact 
thermodynamic solution to the problem with p = t, Eq. 
(6), then it is evident that the master equation, although 
possessed, through its non-Markovian property [see Eq. 
(I. 24)], of a great deal more structure than say, a simple 
gain-loss equation of the Pauli type, cannot yield such a 
variety of behavior as is manifested in the exact solu
tion. For the links between ergodicity of the function 
p( T) and nonanalyticity, in the thermodynamic limit, of 
certain contributions to it, and of the important quantity 
aoo(~) [Eq.(9)],have been seen to be rather complex,de
pending on the properties of the form factor I h;>.. 12 at 
zero and infinity, as well as on the size of the coupling 
as measured by 0:. Nonetheless, the qualitative feature, 
predicted by the non-Markovian master equation, of non
exponential decay, a feature which does not appear in any 
Simpler approach to spontaneous emiss~on, is without any 
doubt a real property of the exact solution. 

The problem of the ghost state in models of the kind we 
have discussed is a difficult one, but the point of great
est interest for present purposes is the rather direct 
connection that has appeared between the occurrence of 
such a state and the failure of ergodfcity. If a form fac
tor is chosen so that no ghost appears, or if coupling is 
sufficiently weak that its contribution to the time-de
pendence of p( T) is small, then it is fair to say that the 
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master equation, while still somewhat wide of the mark 
when compared with the exact dynamics, gives a better 
description of the physics of the problem than when a 
ghost is present, that is, when p(T) is not ergodic. Per
haps, it should be added to the list of conditions under 
which the master equation can be expected to be valid, 
that the system it describes should have the ergodic 
property as regards the observables of interest. Such 
an attitude rules out the pqssibility of using the master 
equation to investigate ergodic properties, but, as has 
already been remarked in IV, there are quite enough 
difficulties in understanding the rigorous status of the 
equation, and its links to the dynamics of finite systems, 
that this is no real loss. As a calculational tool for real 
phYSical and chemical problems, the master equation 
remains of the highest importance. 

The conceptual problem of nonequilibrium statistical 
mechanics, namely of how it is that one may reasonably 
discuss the dynamics of infinite systems, is left largely 
untouched by the above arguments. But it seems to the 
authors that the possibility of examining, both analytical
ly and numerically an exact solution to a problem which 
can have the ergodic property-by the elimination of the 
ghost-iS very hopeful from the point of view of obtain
ing a better understanding of this matter. The notion of 
subdynamics 11 has recently been introduced into non
equilibrium theory, and it deals with the possibility of 
separating from the full dynamics of a large system a 
set of variables or modes, limited in number, whose 
time evolution depends only on these quantities them
selves, and which determine the thermodynamics of. the 
system. It has been pointed out by Levy12 in a study of 
the definition of unstable states in the Lee model, and in 
a field-theoretic calculation very similar to that of this 
paper, that by "suitable" choice of initial conditions the 
nonexponential contribution to the evolution of his model 
can be made arbitrarily small. A thorough investigation 
of these matters is now possible within the framework 
of nonequilibrium theory by means of the model of this 
paper, and it may be hoped that in this way the application 
of subdynamics to irreversible systems, and the concepts 
of the thermodynamic limit and the master equation, may 
be better understood. 
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On the phase velocity and group velocity of guided waves 
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Relations between the phase velocity and group velocity of guided waves in homogeneous media and the 
restrictions under which they can be generalized to inhomogeneous media are discussed. Dirichlet, Neumann, 
and mixed boundary conditions are considered, including the case of frequency dependent media and boundary 
conditions. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In treatments of homogeneous wave guiding structures 
subject to Dirichlet or Neumann boundary conditions, 
it is often demonstrated that phase velocity and group 
velocity are related as follows: 

and 

where c is the wave speed of the medium when un
bounded. 

Case1 has recently given an interesting generalization 
for inhomogeneous media. Propagation of the form 

<I> = ei(k.l:-wt)+(y) 

is conSidered, where <I> satisfies the wave equation 

'\7 2qi _ ~ o2qi = 0 
c2 ot2 

and c is independent of z but a general function of the 
transverse coordinate y p' The variational expreSSion 

is I V'w 12d2yp + k 2 Js 1+1 2d2yp 
w 2 = -----.:..--------

Js (lwI2/c 2)d2 yp 

is the starting point, and it is shown that 

1 v v =--
P 8 1/c2 

and 

vp ~ (l/c2 f1/2 ~ vg , 

where 
w 

vp = -, 
k 

2. DISCUSSION 

dw 
Vg = , 

dk 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

In clarification of these results, it should be pointed out 
that (1) is valid for Dirichlet or Neumann boundary con
ditions,2 and therefore (2) and (3) hold under that res
triction. Implicit in the derivation of (2) and (3) is the 
assumption that c is not a function of w. 

Actually the cases of equality and inequality in (3) are 
easily separated. It is seen from (1) that equality is 
possible only for the solution w = const, a solution 
which exists if and only if the boundary condition is 
Neumann and the media is homogeneous. 

While (2) is a noteworthy result which may provide 
insight, one should be cautioned in its use. For inhomo
geneous problems w and consequently l/c2 are functions 
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of w. Therefore the product VpVg is not constant but a 
function of w. Since wand v p are mutually dependent, 
the product v p v 9 is a function of v p • 

Extension of (2) and (3) to mixed boundary conditions is 
qualified and will be discussed in the following sections. 
Frequency dependent media and boundary conditions 
will also be considered. 

3. MIXED BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 

We denote the contour which is the boundary of the 
waveguide cross section by r and consider the boundary 
condition 

ow an + fw = 0, (4) 

where f may be a function of transverse coordinates 
but not of frequency. The boundary may extend to infi
nity, but only modes of finite energy are conSidered, i.e., 
is IVlJ! 12d 2yp and Is I Wl2d2yp are finite. Then it is 
simply shown that 

w2 == Js IVlJ! 12d2yp + k 2 Is 1lJ!1 2d2rp + !rf Iw 12dYP. (5) 

is(/lJ!12 /c2) d2yp 

which is stationary in lJ!. We consider w to be varied 
by Ilw and describe the corresponding variation in propa
gation by Ilk and ow. Taking the limit Ilw ~ 0 results in 
relation (2). 

If the case f == 0 (the previously treated Neumann prob
lem) is excluded, we are assured that Is lV'wl2d2yp > O. 
Then 

v2> _1_ (1- !r IIwl2dYp )-1 
P l/c2 Is( IwI2/c2)d2yp 

follows from (5). Therefore, f;:: 0 everywhere on t is 
a sufficient condition for 

Vp> (l/c2t1/2 > vg • 

That this result does not hold for general f is demon
strated by the slow-wave (vp < c) structure conSisting 
of a homogeneous half-space bounded by an impedance 
surface on which ow/an + f+ = 0, with f a negative 
constant. 

4. FREQUENCY DEPENDENT c AND f 

If the problem is generalized to frequency dependent c 
and I, a variation Ilw will be accompanied by change in 
the properties of the waveguiding structure, Ile and 5f. 
and by change in the propagation, described by Ilk and 
Ilw. Effecting such variations in (5) and taking the limit 
Ilw ~ O,we get 
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1 ( Is(eje)(I>It1 2/e2)d2r p 
VpVg = 1/e2 1- W Is ( I >J112/e2)d2r p 

1 ~rf wi>J11 2dr p )-1 
- 2w Is(lwI2/e2)d2rp , 

(6) 

where the subscript w indicates partial differentiation. 
This form does not invite interpretation as (2) does. 

Now (5) is rearranged to give 

1 v2 = __ 
p 1/e 2 

-2 1rflwl2d2rp )-1 
w Is(lwI2/e2)d2rp • 

Dividing (7) by (6), we have 

Is(e je)( I wl 2 /e2) d2r p 

Is( IwI2/e 2)d2rp 

(7) 

1 Jr fw I w 1 2dr p ) 

2w Js(I>It1 2/e 2)d2r p 

w-2 r p , f 1>J11 2dr )-1 
fs(I>It1 2/e 2)d2rp • 

(8) 
Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions are the 
limit cases f -> ~ and f -> 0, with f w = O. Comparison 
of (1) and (5) reveals that in both cases rjrf 1>It12drp -> O. 
Therefore results for Dirichlet and Neumann boundary 
conditions can be obtained by setting f w = 0 and 
firf Iwl 2dr p = 0 in (8): 
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VP=(1_W 
Vg 

We first consider the solution >It = const, which exists 
if and only if the media is homogeneous and the boundary 
is Neumann. In that case the indirect approach taken 
here is unnecessary, since all propagation properties 
are simply determined from k 2 = w2 /e 2 (w). 

In all other cases Is I 'Vwl 2d2r p > 0, so that sufficient 
conditions for v p > v g are 

everywhere in S for Dirichlet and Neumann 
boundary conditions, 

everywhere in S, f 2::: 0, fw :::s 0 everywhere on 
r for mixed boundary conditions. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

For frequency independent wave guiding structures, the 
product VpVg can be given in the suggestive form of (2) 
if boundary conditions are Dirichlet, Neumann, or mixed. 
The product is constant for homogeneous media. How
ever, relation (3) applies without qualification only for 
Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions, with 
equality holding only for homogeneous media, Neumann 
boundary conditions, and >J1 = const. For the mixed 
boundary condition aw Ian + f>It = 0, (3) holds with the 
restriction f 2::: O. 

For frequency dependent waveguiding structures, re
strictions on the media and boundary conditions have 
been given which are sufficient to assure vp > vg • 

lK. M. Case, J. Math. Phys. 13, 360 (1972). 
2p. M. Morse and H. Feshbach, Methods of Theoretical Physics 

(McGraw-Hill, New York, 1953), p. 1112-14. 
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The factor ordering problem is discussed using functional integrals and the nonuniqueness of the 
quantum Hamiltonian is more closely investigated. Systems whose Hamiltonians are quadratic in the 
momenta are considered in detail and the equivalence of the canonical and Lagrangian approaches 
is explicitly confirmed by an averaging procedure. It is important that the integrand be in an 
averaged form if formal manipulations such as partial integrations are to be performed. This is prob
ably significant for perturbation calculations. 

INTRODUCTION 

The functional integral formulations of quantum mechan
ics and quantum field theory often provide conveniently 
compact expressions suitable for formal manipulations 
and for the generation of perturbation expansions. It is 
not necessary here to justify the use of the method and 
we refer to the books of Katz,! Rosen,2 and Feynman 
and Hibbs3 for extensive background material. 

Recently, functional integrals have been used in discus
sions of the ordering problem. Given a classical quan
tity, say the Hamiltonian, what is the corresponding 
quantum ·operator? 

Kerner and Sutcliffe4 and Cohen5 employ the canonical 
approach in which the functional integral is one over 
paths in phase space, i.e., paths {p(t), q(t )}. According 
to Cohen5 the ambiguity in the ordering is due to the 
different choices one Can make for the action A for 
small time intervals, t" - t', 

t" 
A[p,q] =.r (pdq -Hcdt). 

t' 
(1) 

Typically,A occurs in a functional integral of the form 

K(q", t" Iq't') = :JI. If eiA[p,q1d(p)d(q), (2) 

where, to obtain the usual propagator, we integrate over 
all paths {p(t),q(t)} subject to q(t' ) = q' and q(t") = q". 
There is no restriction on p. 

To give a precise meaning to such an integral, it is 
first of all necessary to turn the functional integrals 
into lattice ones. Next, the total action A is split up into 
pieces corresponding to the lattice intervals, and it is 
here that the ambiguities occur. 5 

In the present work we wish to investigate this question 
of ambiguities further and also to relate the canonical 
approach to the strictly Lagrangian one discussed by 
Rosen2 and, more generally, by DeWitt. 6 The motivation 
for this is provided, partly, by the use of functional 
methods, canonical and Lagrangian, in the theory of 
chiral dynamics. 7 It seems to us that in such a non
linear theory one must be more than usually careful 
when using functional integrals. 

QUANTUM HAMILTONIAN 

To obtain the quantum Hamiltonian for which (2) is the 
propagator, we proceed formally and differentiate (2) 
with respect to til in order to obtain a Schrodinger 
equation. 
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We have 

i_o_K(q" t"lq' t') =:JI.fJ- oA eiA[p,q1d(p)d(q) 
0" " ot" 

=:JI. ff II c(t")eiAd(p)d(q). (3) 

Using the bracket notation, we can write (3) as 

i ~ (q"t"lq't') = (qlt"IT*(H(t")) Iq't') ot" _., 
(4) 

where T* is the time ordering operator of Nishijima. 
Expression (4) is not well defined when the operators 
involved in H are at equal times, and recourse to the 
lattice defiilition is required to resolve the ambiguities. 
The method is that of Katz. 1 

To obtain the derivative of ~:"Hcdt, we continue it by a 
time 6 t which is then divided into a network of 2m + 1 
lattice points with the p and q arranged alternately and 
equally spaced. The expression so obtained is next 
divided by 6 t and the limits m -700 and M -7 0 taken. 

We find 

lim 
m"'OO 
t.t ... o 

£ l~tH[P(tk+!/2),q(tk+l),q(tk)]( 
k=O )6 \ 

(5) 

where E = 6t /(2m + 1) and where H(Pk+1/2' q k+ 1> q k) is 
determined only by the requirement that it should give 
the Hamiltonian H c (p k' q k) in the limit of E tending to 
zero. 5 

It is expression (5) that should be substituted into (4) for 
!!., with p,q replaced by operators ~,l!.' 

If we choose 

H(p,q",q') = t[HC(p,q") + Hc(p,q')], 

then for (4) we find 

i ~ (q"t"lq't') = lim (qlt"IT*{H [p(t") q(t" + E)] o t II <"'0 C' 

+HAP(tl),q(t"- E)]} Iq't ' ) 

= (q"t"l!!. s(E(tl),f! . .<t")) Iq't ' ), 

where now the time ordering is well defined and clearly 
yields the symmetrically ordered Hamiltonian 1. 5 !is, 
i.e., the average of the expressions with all the p on the 
left and all the p on the right. 

Copyright © 1973 by the American Institute of Physics 434 
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In order to obtain the Weyl ordering rule, it is neces
sary to consider Hamiltonians of the form 

He = qmpn. 

We choose a lowest order term H(p,q",q') as 

H(p, q" ,q') = H e(P, t (q" + q'» 

and find that (4) becomes 

i _0_ (q"t"lq't') = lim iq"t"l T* 
at" .-0 \; 

x ~2~ [~(t" + E) + ~(t" - E)]m~n(t")\ Iq't). 

The time ordering is performed after expanding the 
power by the binomial theorem, 

m 

(6) 

[q(t + E) + q(t - E)]m = L) C:,qr(t + E)qm-r(t - E). (7) 
r=O - -

[The fact that q(t + E) and q(t - E) do not commute does 
not worry us here as the commutator will be of order E 

and will vanish in the limit.] Substituting (7) into (6), we 
find the quantum Hamiltonian to be 

m 
2- m L C,:qrp nqm -r, 

o 

which is equivalent to the Weyl ordering.s 

Instead of determining the quantum Hamiltonian through 
a Schrodinger equation, one can proceed directly to the 
Heisenberg equations of motion. These follow from the 
functional integration by parts lemma. 2 

Thus we have 

and 

II ~eiAd(p)d(q) = 0 
()P 

II ~ eiAd(p)d(q) = 0 
()q 

whence, formally, we find 

and 

q = T*jOHc(E.,q)/\ 
- I op 

p = T*~oHe(p,q)t. 
- I aq \ 

(8) 

(9) 

As before we must return to the lattice form of the in
tegral to define the time ordering, and it is clear from 
our previous results that we shall find the Heisenberg 
equations of motion, 

and 

. oH 
q = -=- = i[H,q] 
- op --

oH 
P = -=- = i [ H, P ], 
- oq - -

to be in accord with the Hamiltonian in the Schrodinger 
picture. 

To summarize the main pOints, we can say that the for
mal expression (2) will give different propagators de-
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pending on what lowest order term one chooses for the 
action, 

limJ. (Pdq-Hedt)= p(t)-[q(t+E)-q(t-E)] t+. (1 
.... 0 t-. 2E 

- H(p(t), q(t + E), q(t - E» ) 2E. (10) 

Expression (10) is taken to be valid inside the functional 
integral, as part of the implicit formalism, and this is 
important because it enables us perform the functional 
integration by parts and pass from (8) to (9). For this to 
be valid, we require that 

dA • H -=pq-
dt C 

under the functional integral sign. 

CANONICAL VERSUS LAGRANGIAN 

If we wish to compare and ultimately show the equiva
lence of the canonical and Lagrangian approaches, it will 
be wise to discuss systems for which they are not ob
viously different at the start. 2 ,s Thus we shall restrict 
ourselves to systems the Hamiltonians for which are 
quadratic in the momenta. This class of systems is suf
fiCiently large to make the discussion relevant to real 
life. The quantization of such systems has been discuss
ed at length by DeWitt,6 and we shall use the results of 
his work. 

We write down the classical Lagrangian and Hamiltonian 

. dqa qa= __ 
dt ' 

(11) 

Now, instead of arguing from the classical to the quan
tum Hamiltonian, it is easier to reverse this and take 
the quantum equations (Schrodinger or Heisenberg) as 
given and then ask for the corresponding functional inte
gral. Again we concentrate on the propagator K(q", t"l 
q', t '), which we will assume satisfies the covariant 
equation 

Ii _0_ + l.t:.")K(q" t"lq' t') = i{)(t"- t'){)(q' q") \' at" 2 2 , , , , 

t:.2 being the Laplace-Beltrami operator for the metric 
gaB' The quantum Hamiltonian is thus fixed and reads6,9 

(12) 

in terms of the momentum operator Pa' Passing to the 
Heisenberg picture the operator equations of motion 
follow directly if the canonical commutation rules 

are employed. However, since the resulting, rather long, 
expressions have already been given by DeWitt10 they 
will not be repeated at this point. 

We now ask whether it is possible to write K in the form 
(2) with A given by (1) and He by (11). Under the as
sumption (10) with H(p, q", q') chosen to give the sym
metrical ordering, say, it is easily checked that the 
quantum Hamiltonian is not that of (12), and this is true 
whatever ordering we choose. 
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To make the quantum Hamiltonian coming from (2) the 
same as the!!. of (12), one must take He in (1) not as the 
classical Hamiltonian H of (11) but as H + B( q), where 
the B term is to be determined and will depend on the 
particular correspondence rule opted for. For the sym
metrization rule we find 

This is the expression given in our earlier paper11 

where the ambiguities inherent in the calculation were 
not appreciated. 

In general, then, we have the canonical expression 

K(q"t"iq't') 

= 'Jr. ff exp ~~:. (Pa qa - H - B)dt) d(p)d(q) (15) 

with the understanding that in the lattice meaning of the 
integrals the action is approximated to first order in the 
lattice spacing € according to (10), and the B term will 
depend on the particular H(p,q",q') chosen. 12 

Thus we have different-looking, formal integrals for the 
same propagator. 

The origin of this situation can be discovered by actual
ly constructing the functional integral for K as DeWittS 
does. He, however, works directly with the Lagrangian 
method, and so let us formally integrate over p to obtain 

K(q"t' i q't') = 'Jr.' f exp(i ~:" (L - ~)dt)Xl(q), (16) 

where 

:D(q) = exp[tO(O) f lngdt]d(q). 

By folding together the short time propagators DeWitt 
finds for K the formal expression 

K(q"t"l q't ') 

~ t") = '.JC f eXP\is(q"t"iq't') + i ~~, R(q) dt Xl(q), (17) 

where 

S(q"t"!q't') = Ie:" L(q)dt 

and where R is the scalar curvature for the metric gall' 

The fact that (17) differs from (16) is not surprising be
cause, as with (2), one has to say what one means by the 
functional integral, i.e., one has to say how one treats 
the integrand in a lattice approximation. For (16) this 
is already defined, through (10), i.e., wetlf.hoose the 
lowest order term for the action S = ft. Ldt. This is 
not true for (17), where one has to expand S in powers 
of (q" - q') as far as necessary (usually to the fourth 
order). The paths that contribute to the functional inte
gral are really Brownian paths for which Oq ~ €1/2 and 
so (6q)4/€ ~ E.13 

It will be demonstrated that expressions (16) and (17) 
are, in fact, equivalent, the quantity B ariSing from 
averaging terms of higher order in (q" - q') in the ex
pansion of S(q"t" iq't') in (17), as suggested before. 11 

The first step is to write (15) in lattice form, integrate 
over p and compare with the lattice form of (17). For 
definiteness we shall choose H(p, q", q') to give the sym
metrical ordering, viz., 
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The action then becomes 

t j Pcx..k+1/2(q'f;+1 - q'f;) EScx.B(q k+1,q k) 
k= 0 I 

XPcx.k+1I2Pcx..k+l/2 - h(B(q k) + B(q k+l)]~ 

where 

Scx.B(qk+l,qk) = t[gaB(qk+l) + gCXB(qk)] 

and where the index k refers to the lattice point, i.e., 
q k+l = q(tk;-l), etc. For the propagator we have 

(18) 

K(q"t"iq't') = :lLg'-1!4g "-1/4 ff ei€A€d(P)d(q) (19) 

where 

'Jr. = (211')-("+ l)r , 

and 
n r n r 

d(p) = n n dP".k+l/2' 
k"O a"l 

d(q) = n n dq~. 
k= 1 a 1 

r is the dimension of the space involved, ex = 1,2, " ., r. 

The integration over p can now be performed by the 
standard method of completing the square and translat
ing the integration variables. We find 

g'l/4g"1/4K(q"t" iq'l') 

q" = 'JL(1I'i€)-(n+l)r/2 f
q

, d(q) ~ [detSaB(q k+l,qk)]-l/\! 

X exp(i~{(1/4E)(qC+l -qC){q"tk+1 -qYk) 

x S5y(q k+l,q k) - h[B(q k) + B(q k+l)]}) (20) 

where 9 a6 is the matrix inverse of 9 exl3. 

We compare (20) with the exact expression derived by 
DeWitt.s This is 

with the expansion of the actions 

ES(qk+l,tk+1iqk,tk) = igaB(qk){q'k+l -q'k)(q~+l -q~) 

+ h Psgal3,y(q k)(q'f;+l - q'f;)(qi+l - qi)(q)'k+l - qYk ) 

+ -k (PSgaB.yo(qk) - P 3 g€A(qk)[0'j3,€h[yo,A]kl 

x(q'k+1-q'f;)(qi+l-qi)(qYk+l-qYk)(q~+1-q~)· 
(22) 

Here P 3 and P 6 stand for summations over the indicated 
number of distinct terms obtained by permuting the free 
indices on the object following. 

If we use the symbol'; to denote equivalence under the 
multiple integral sign, then we wish to show that the fol
lowing relationship is true 

2-yI2[detSaB(q k+l,q k)]-1/2 exp{i(1/4E)Soy(q k+l>q k) 

x(q~+l -q~)(qYk+1 -qYk ) - €B(qk>]} 

,; gl/4(q k+l)gl/4(q k) exp{i[S(q k+l> tk+1iq k' tk) 

(23) 
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where we have replaced t[B(q k+1) + B(q k)] by B(q k), 
the difference being of higher order in E. 

This equivalence is shown by an averaging procedure. 
We are going to extract a factor 

and then average the remaining terms against this using 
the easily derived theorems, 

(27TiE)-r/2 J dq"f(q")(q"cx - q'cx)(q"B - q'B) 

X exp(i/E)g;6(q"Y-q'Y)(q"6 _q'6) 

::= iEg'CXB f(q') + 0(E 3/ 2) 

and 

(27TiEj-r/2 J dq"(q"cx - q'CX)(q"B - q'B)(q"Y - q'Y) 

(25) 

X(q"6 - q'6)f(q") exp(i/E)g~A(q". - q'.)(q"A _ q'A) 

::= - E2f(q')[g'CXBg'Y6 + g'CXYg'B6 + g'cx6g'BY] + 0(E5/2), 
(26) 

the first of which was given by DeWitt. 6 The averages of 
higher powers of (q" - q') can also be calculated but 
will not be needed since they contribute at least to 
order E3. 

Before applying these theorems an expansion of 
[detgcxB(q k+lo q k)]-1/2 in the form gl/4(q k+l)gl/4(q k) 
[1 + O(q k+1 - q k)2] is needed. Higher order terms are 
unnecessary because they contribute to higher order in E 

and will tend to zero as E vanishes. We also require an 
expansion of gCXB. 

A little algebra reveals that, correct to second order, 

~gCXB(qk+l,qk) == igcxB(qk) + ~gcxB.y(qk)(qYk+l-qYk) 
- HgCXA(q k)gYS(q k)gAY. 6.(q k) 

+ g cx A (q k)g Y B. 6 (q k)gA Y •• (q k ) ]( q % + 1 - q %)( q k +1 - q k ) . 
(27) 

Use of the determinant theorem 

det(A + B) ::= detA det(l + A-1E) 

::= detA{l + tr(A-1B) + i[tr(A-IB)]2 

- i tr(A-1B)2 + ... } 

then enables one to show that [detgaB(q k+l' q k)]-1/2 is 
equal to the following, to second order: 

2r/2g1/4(q k+1)gl/4(q k) [1 + -!sgcxB.y(q k)gCXB)q k) 

X (qYk+l - qYk )(q%+1 - q~)]. (28) 

The calculation now proceeds by substituting (27) and 
(28) into the basic requirement (23), extracting the factor 
(24), and using the averaging equations (25) and (26) 
after the remaining exponentials have been expanded in 
power series up to fourth order in (q k+ 1 - q k). 

The algebra is rather tedious, and we therefore Simply 
state the result that 

B(q) ::= Q(q) + ~gCXB.CXB(q), 

where 

Q is the Q term of DeWitt. 1o 

A glance at equation (14) shows that indeed we have 
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shown the equivalence of the canonical and Lagrangian 
expressions (15), or (16), and (17), respectively. 

It will be obvious from the preceding calculation that 
the form of B will depend on the chOice of the lowest 
order "Hamiltonian," H(p,q",q'). This is as it should be 
if we are to have unique equations of motion since the 
choice of H(p, q", q') decided the factor ordering in the 
quantum Hamiltonian as previously demonstrated. Dif
ferences in the Hamiltonian due to different factor 
orderings are compensated by different B terms in such 
a way that the total Hamiltonian remains unchanged. 

For completeness we now give the equations of motion 
that come from an application of the functional integra
tion by parts lemma [cf.Eqs.(8) and (9)]. They are 

and 

qcx::= i(gcxBP B + PBgcxB) 
- --

in agreement with the equations of DeWitt.10 The canoni
cal commutation relations (13) can also be derived by 
the same lemma. The method is a generalization of that 
given by Rosen2 and will not be detailed here. 

We emphasize that these manipulations are only pos
sible because dA ::= (p q - He )dt is valid inside the func
tional integrals. 

LAGRANGIAN METHOD 

In most field theoretic discussions it is from the 
Lagrangian formulation that perturbation theory is de
veloped, and it is therefore natural to enquire whether 
one needs the canonical approach. 

We can begin by writing down the "naive" functional in
tegral 

K(q"t" I q't') ::= ~ J ~(q) exp(i ~: .. Ldt), (29) 

L being given by (11), and asking what it means. To 
answer this question, we must split the functional inte
gral into a lattice one over variables qcx(t k) ::: q~, 
k ::= 0,1, ... ,n, with q~+1 - q~::= E and let E tend to 
zero, and n to infinity, as usual. 

Exactly as in the canonical case the action 

S(q"f" Iq't') ::: ~:"L(q,q)dt 

is broken into pieces corresponding to the lattice inter
vals and, again, it is here that apparent ambiguities arise. 

We assume that, for small E, the action is approximated 
by 

n 

lim S == 6 L.(q k,q k-1 )E, 
..... 0 k= 1 

where 

lim L.(q k,q k+1) ::= L(q,q) 
..... 0 

is the only restriction on L •. Clearly, different approxi
mations will effectively describe different quantum sys
tems, in general. Thus, on this baSis, the propagator for 
a given quantum system will have various functional in
tegral representations depending on the choice of L •• 
As before, let us consider the system defined by the 
quantum Hamiltonian li of (12) and compare DeWitt's 
expression (17) with (29). 

The equations of motion are covariant under point 
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transformations of the qo. and this shows up in the 
covariance of expression (17). Now, expression (29) 
looks covariant at first sight but is not so in fact. The 
reason is that (29) is a stochastic integral with terms of 
order (q k - q k_1)4/E contributing to order E. Thus the 
lowest order truncation of Seq k' tlq k-l> t - E) to 
L.(q k,q k-1)E, which is implicit in (29), is not a covari
ant procedure. In order that (29) should be equivalent to 
(17), it is necessary therefore to add a term - B( q) to 
the Lagrangian L (q, q) to allow for this truncation and to 
restore covariance. 

We thus arrive at the form (16) previously derived from 
the canonical method. 

The B quantity can be calculated by equating (16) and 
(17) and averaging over the higher order terms in the 
expansion of S, as was done in the canonical method. Its 
value can then be checked by showing that the (Lagrangi
an) equations of motion correspond to those written down 
at the end of the last section. Of course, we gain nothing 
over the canonical method, but that is not our object. 

The use of (16) with the truncated expression for Sand 
the inclusion of the compensatory term B is very con
venient since one has (d/dt) .r L dt = L inside the func
tional integral, whereas in (17) such a statement is un
true due to the stochastic nature of the integration.13 

However, this is just the condition that must be satisfied 
if we are to apply the functional integration by parts 
lemma straightforwardly. 

Obviously the form of B will depend on the choice of L. 
which will determine the operator ordering of q and rj in 
f.( fl, (1), i.e., in the equations of motion. The particular Ls 
that gives the simplest (symmetrical) ordering of q and 
ti, i.e., -

T*(q2 j(q)) = t[ q2 j(q) + j(q)q2] + {terms arising 

from ordering q2}, 
is 

L.[q(t + E),q(t)] = (1/4E2)[qo.(t + E) - qo.(t)] 

X [qB(t + E) - q8(E) ]{go.8[ q(t + E)] 

+ g 0.8 [q(t)]}, 

and we shall determine B and the equations of motion 
appropriate to this choice. We should point out that the 
ordering here is not the same as the symmetrical 
ordering of p and q. However, for practical purposes, 
we might neectthe-simplest ordering of fields and their 
derivatives, in quantum field theory, for example. 

The evaluation of B and the equations of motion is 
rather complicated and we can only sketch the method 
here. The details are in the Manchester thesis of one of 
us (I.W.M.). 

In contrast to the canonical method more care is needed 
regarding the normalization. One has to ensure that the 
unitarity requirement is satisfied.1 4 If one does this, 
the basic condition for equivalence of (16) and (17) is 

D1/2(q k+Vq k) exp(i{(1/4E)(q~+1 - q~)(q~+1 - q~) 

x [go.8(q k+1) + go.B(q k)]- E B(q k)}) 

,,;, EnI2g1/4(qk+1)gl/4(qk) 

X exp{i[S(q k+l' t + E Iq k' t) + ~ER(q k)]}, 

where D is, baSically, the van Vleck determinant, de
fined by 

D( q k+ l' q k) = detD o.B' 
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(30) 

22 
Do.B = -., 0. ., B [L.(qk+1,qk) -B(qk)]E. 

uq k+1uqk 

Exactly as before we need an expansion of D 1/2 to 
second order. This is given in DeWitt. 6 We now substi
tute this series into (30), expand S up to fourth order in 
(q k+ 1 - q k) and average terms of order higher than 
(qk+l -qk)2 using Eqs.(25) and (26). A little heavy 
algebra then yields the result 

B = Q + t go.B ,o.B - ~ (g o.BgBY ,ygo. • " + g o.Bgo.y .' g'B ,y 

+ gyo.,.goB,AgyAgO' - gro. .• gBA,ogyAgO.) 

+ tgyogo.y,oB 

with Q as before. 

Thus we now have the propagator in the form 

n-l n 
K(q"t"lq't') = lim .r n dqk n Dl/2(qh+V q h) 

k=1 h= 0 

x exp(i J~~ [EL.(q k+V q k) - EB]) , (31) 

where everything is known. 

The equations of motion are determined by means of an 
integration by parts, which can be written formally and 
then put onto a lattice USing (31) in order to evaluate the 
time ordered products that arise. The calculation is 
again a little involved and one has to be very careful to 
keep all those terms which might contribute in the limit 
of E tending to zero. Not only this but it seems that one 
needs the commutator function Co.B(q k' q k-l) to second 
order in E. Qo.8 is defined by - - -

[q~+vq~] = iGo.B(qk+Vqk). 
- - --

Thus one is lead to a somewhat circular situation. Of 
course, it is always possible to use the evolution equa
tion 

q~+1 = ei!f'q~e-i!J', 
- -

which can be obtained from the canonical method, and 
if this is done, one obtains, after a further heavy calcula
tion, the equations of motion in the form 

with 

W 1 [ r B( O. ) + 1 O. Y B ] _o.=4~ ~ ,,~oB,o.,r 2~ ,.~ ~Oy,o. 

which is just what DeWitt 9 has given. These equations 
are identical to the ones at the end of the last section. 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

In reality the result of the previous section is no more 
than a check that we have done our algebra correctly; 
however, it does Show, firstly, that the Lagrangian 
method is more messy than the canonical one. This is 
partly because limits of the form 

j(q"-q') 
lim E 

q"-+q' 

.->0 

do not occur in the canonical calculation and partly be
cause, whereas in the canonical method T*(Po.(t)PB(t)) 
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= Po.(t)PB(t), it is not true that the equivalent expression 
arising-in the Lagrangian formalism,limE->o C 2 -Z:* • 
[(qcx(t + E) - 2:."(t))(qB(t + E) - 2:. B(t)], is equal to 2:.o. 2:.B• 

In other words, there are problems ordering the q. 
Further, it appears necessary to know the commutator 
Qo.B, to second order in E, in order to obtain the equa
tions of motion. This itself is a partial solution to the 
problem and it appears that we must know this solution 
in order to find the complete one. An appeal to the cano
nical method is therefore called for at this point, which 
is rather annoying. 

The nonuniqueness of the operator orderings has been 
treated using the ideas of Cohen 5 who showed that the 
uniqueness result of Kerner and Sutcliffe 4 was incorrect. 
We have seen that it leads to various expressions for 
the effective potential B, and it is possible that suitable 
choices of ordering and of coordinate system could sim
plify considerably any calculations. For example, if the 
Riemannian space is the manifold of a semisimple 
group, as in chiral theory, Q is a constant in canonical 
coordinates. 

Instead of arguing from the classical to the quantum 
Hamiltonian we have done the reverse. We think that 
this is both more practical and more fundamental as the 
world is really a quantum mechanical one. 

Finally we should like to emphasise that for calculation
al purposes it is necessary, in many cases, to write the 
functional integrals in the averaged forms (15) and (16) 
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and it seems to us that this could be significant in any 
renormalization of chiral loops, for example. 
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On the Wigner coeffICients of Sp(4) and 50(5) 
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The matrix elements of totally symmetric tensor operators in Sp(4), the spinor covering group of SO(5), are 
obtained by direct factorization of the corresponding Sp(4) * Sp(4) matrix element. The general Sp(4) * Sp(4) 
matrix element is factorized, and coefficients are obtained which possess a degree of symmetry higher than 
that of the canonical Wigner coefficients of Sp(4), but which do not form an orthonormal set in the 
multiplicity space. The canonical Wigner coefficients can, in principle, be derived from those obtained in 
different ways by a Schmidt orthogonalization process. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In recent years the Wigner coefficients of Sp(4) have 
come under investigation as a result of the applica
bility of the irreducible representations of this group to 
the classification of nuclear states. Hecht1 ,2 has cal
culated special cases of these coeffiCients, and Wong3 

has also calculated matrix elements of the tensor oper
ator (1 0>. Alisauskas and Jucys4,5 have studied the 
general cases of multiplicity-free tensor operators;but 
in general expressions for the matrix elements of ten
sor operators which are not multiplicity-free have so 
far not been available. 

A method exists, however, for the extraction of such 
matrix elements by factorization of the Sp(4)*Sp(4) mat
rix elements. This procedure has been suggested by 
Biedenharn, Giovannini, and Louck6 ,7 for the case of the 
group U(n) , and all V(n)*U(n) boson states, as well as 
those of SP(4)~P(4) have been constructed. S General 
factorization of matrix elements in the orbital group, 
however, is a very complicated process. No nontrivial 
case of such a factorization has yet been accomplished 
for any of the unitary groups, though the trivial (multi
plicity-free) case of the U(2)*U(2) factorization is well 
known. The present work achieves the factorization of 
the Sp(4)~P(4) matrix element of a general boson state 
into Wigner coefficients of SP(4). The construction is 
described in detail in the hope that it may have some 
paradigmatic value for more complicated factorization 
processes. The factorization, however, realizes canoni
cal matrix elements of tensor operators in SP(4) only in 
degenerate cases, i.e., only in cases that are multi
plicity-free or that one of the three representations 
being coupled is totally symmetric. In the most general 
case, we obtain Wigner coeffiCients which have redundant 
multiplicity labels. The Wigner coefficients obtained by 
our procedure, then, must be subjected to a Schmidt 
orthogonalization process in order to yield an orthonor
mal set in the multiplicity space. 

The procedure followed here is based on identities for 
the general and singly stretched (9 - j) symbols found in 
a previous paper. 9 It is to be hoped that the derivation 
of these identities will indicate how the "(9 - j) symbols" 
in U(n - 1) which occur in the general U(n)*V(n) matrix 
element are to be treated in order to allow the factoriza
tion of this matrix element into Wigner coefficients of U(n). 

In addition to the applications of the SP(4) Wigner coeffi
cient in nuclear physics, it is also useful in the theory 
of generalized harmonic analysis of scattering ampli
tudes. This coeffiCient, when analytically continued in 
the three parameters 4> of the representations being 
coupled (in Hecht's notation 4> = J m + Am + 1), contains 
all Wigner coefficients of the Poincare group as asymp
totic forms. It thus provides an "analytic medium" with
in which the different Wigner coefficients of the Poincare 
group may be reached from one another by analytic Con
tinuation and asymptotic expansion. 
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In Sec. 2 we consider the matrix elements of totally 
symmetric tensor operators and the general case in 
Sec. 3. We use the notation of Refs. 1 and 8 for the state 
labels throughout. 

2. MATRIX ELEMENTS OF TOTALLY SYMMETRIC 
TENSOR OPERATORS IN Sp(4) 

Our procedure will be to evaluate the matrix element 

~rJ;I~) B(r~ r') (J:1)mJ~ M"M" JI A' M I'll 
J /I. MJM~ J /I. 

[~"J1I2 \JII AIII\~~ 0 )IJ A) = - ~ m m J I A' m m 
~ q (max) mj m~ (max) 

x/~;~;I(J;"qo )I~m~m) 
\M:;MA :;~~/~ MJM" , (2.1) 

where we have denoted the single multiplicity para
meter as q. The relation (2.1) is obtained from the 
Biedenharn factorization lemma for the unitary groups, 
which may be written 

in which the tensor operators act in the upper and lower 
spaces, respectively, of the orbital group U(n)*U(n). The 
relation (2.2) expresses the factorization of a boson 
state of the orbital group as a sum of products of ab
stract tensor operators, summed over their multipliCity 
labels. The boson state is understood to be taken be
tween baSis states of U(n)*U(n), and the operator ~ is 
an invariant operator of U(n)*U(n) whose eigenvalue is 
the invariant measure of the state of maximal weight in 
U(n)*U(n). The factorization lemma (2.2) is obtained 
from the embedding of U(n)*U(n) in totally symmetric 
representations of U(n2), whose couplings are multi
plicity-free. 

In studying matrix elements of boson states in 
SP(4)*Sp(4) , we may make use of the factorization lemma 
(2.2) if we consider the SP(4)*SP(4) states to be embedd
ed in U(4)*U(4), i.e., we take into consideration the fact 
that 

(2.3) 
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that the Sp(4)~p(4) boson state is a U(4)*U(4) state 
which has maximal Sp(4) labels in both upper and lower 
patterns. The invariant operators ~ -1/2 and ~1/2 then 
have as eigenvalues the invariant measures of the ini
tial and final U(4)*U(4) states. 

In forming the final state 

(

(max) 
J" A" m m 
J" A" 
M'JM'J.. 

(2.4) 

in (2. 1), however, we must multiply the boson state of 
SP(4)*SP(4) by a power of the symplectic invariant 

(a14 + a23 + a14 + a 23 )N 
14 14 23 23' (2.5) 

where N = <1> + <1>' - <1>" - 1, in order to obtain the 
correct degree conditions. This state (2.4), multiplied 
by the invariant (2.5), is no longer a U(4)*U(4) state, but 
a superposition of such states. We denote the normal
ized product of (2.4) and (2.5) as 

~ 
j,) ;:,~ 

N' J" A" , m m 
J" A" 
M'JM'J.. 

( 
(2~"+ 1)(2<1>"+ 5)! )1/2 

= N1(N + 2<1>" + 5)[(<1>" -~" - 1)[(<1>" + ~")[ 

j" A" 
x (01 (aU + aU + aU + aB)N x 13 J':r, A':r, (mJm~) J" A" , 

M'JM'J.. 
(2.6) 

where 13 indicates that the state is to be constructed 
with conjugate bosons liJ. Inserting a complete set of 
intermediate U(4)*U(4) states, we obtain for the 
Sp(4)*SP(4) factorization lemma 

( 

m'! m';. (mJ m~) mj m A 
j,l A" j' A' j A 

N'J" A" B J' A' J A ) 'm m m m m m 
J" A" J' A' J A 
M'JMA MJM~ MJM A 

~ x <N; J':r,A':r, 1 [m"]4)~1/2([m"]4) 
[m"14 (f) 

(y)(y,) 

~[m"] x J" 1" m m 

~m"] x J" 1" m m 
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( 
(2~ + 1) )1/2 

x (<1> _ ~_ 1)!(<1> + ~)! 

( 
(2~" + 1)(2<1>" + 5)! )1/2 

== N!(N + 2<1>"+ 5)!(<1>"- ~"-1)!(<1>"+ ~~')! 

(2.7) 

where ~(N,J':r, A':r,) is a constant of normalization. The 
third member of the equation is guaranteed by the iso
morphism of the Sp(4)*Sp(4) states with the matrix ele
ments of finite transformations in the corresponding 
irreducible representation of SP(4). The expression 
(2.1), then, is to be interpreted in terms of (2.7). In this 
paper we shall not determine the constant ~(N,J':n A':r,), 
but shall consider only the techniques of factorization. 

We now turn to the special case of the matrix elements 
of totally symmetric tensor operators in Sp(4), and we 
shall perform the factorization indicated in (2.1). In 
order to do so we shall first perform the factorization 
for the simpler case in which the initial and final states 
of both matrix elements on the right of (2. 1) are maxi
mal. This case is trivial, since the coupling process is 
analogous to that involved in the factorization of a 
U(2)*U(2) matrix element into two SU(2) matrix ele
ments. We shall quote only the result for the matrix 
element of the reduced tensor operator: 

_ ( 1)A +A'-A" m 
( 

(<1> + ~)(<1> + J' - <1>")!(2q + 1) J1 / 2 

- - m m (2~ + 1)(2~" + 1~(N;J':nA':r,)(<1>"-~" 

x I(J':r, + J':r, -J')!(J':r, + J m + J' + 1)! 

[ [~(<1>+<1>"-J;")-1-q]! 

(A" + A - A')'(A" + A + A' + 1)'J1/2 X m m O'm m • 

[H<1> + <1>"-J;") + q]! 

.!(.p-41"+J') q f:, 
X C2 m 

~(.o.-f:,"+o') ~(f:,+f:,"-o') f:, 

.!(o!>"-o!>+J' ) 
xC 2 m 

.! (f:, "-f:,+o') 
2 

q bJ." 

~ (~+Ll"-o") t::.'" 

where we use the abbreviations 

<1> = J m + Am + 1, 

cp = J + A + 1, o =J-A 

and similarly for primed quantities. 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 
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Having determined the matrix element (2.8), we may 
now proceed to the evaluation of more general matrix 
elements, knowing the exact form of the first element 
on the right of (2.1), which is to be removed in the 
factorization. At this point it is instructive to exam
ine the coupling process in detail. We form the boson 
state 8, 10 

(2.10) 

where 

z =J1 +J2 -J, J 1 + A1 =Jrn , J 2 + A2 = Am' 

(2.11) 
and 

((j + m)!(j - m)!(j + J.I)!(j - J.I)!)1/2 
dj (a i k) = 6 -..:..:..---.:......:...---=---.:...---==---~-=--

rnjJ lP x x! (j - m - x)! (j - J.I - x)! (m + J.I + X) ! 

(2.12) 

J' A' J:n Ji J 2 J' 

X C Ji -Ji "i-Ai j'-x.' C mi mi MJ 

"AiA2A' JiAij', )...'-m' Ji A2 A.' 
X (-1)1'. -MAC", ", M' Cn' n' m~(- 1) x.C v ' v' m( 

'"1 '"2 A 1 2 J 1 2 A 

(2.13) 

Ji + Ai =j', J 2 + A2 = ;\.', Ji + J 2 =J', 

Ai + A2 = A', J' + A' =j' +;\.' =J'm, (2.14) 

and 

~~(~a:}~ ( (21)" + 5)! )1/2 
Jrr'Arr' = N!(N+21)"+5)! 

" A" 

(01 (aU + iiH + aU + iiU)N 6 ~ (- l)Z· 
Ji'A1"J2'Ai mi,:mf 

1'11'2 
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!.(~"-'I''') !.(~"+'I''') ~"J" A" 1:::." 
X c 2 2 C 

~(q, "_,/> " )-z" z "+0 "-~(q, "-'I''') 6" J"t-J 2,' Ai'-A;" 6." 

Ji' J 2' J" Ai' A2' A" 1 
XC" "J"C" "'''----------

ml rn 2 III 1l2" [2Jj')!(2Aj')!(2JZ)!(2AZ)!]1/2 

X d:[:'J,,(aH) d~~:'J,,(aU) d:i'A" (aH) d:i:",,(aB), 
1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2 (2.15) 

and the summations are to be taken with the restric
tions (2.11) above. Here N = I) + J'm - I)" is the 
power of the Sp(4)*Sp(4) invariant necessary to establish 
the correct degree conditions when the commutations 
are performed. We now evaluate 

~ (
m, m,) ( II (max) ., j ;\./ (max) 

~ J';" A';,,) B j, 0 J m Am1 = (- 1)1'.'+1'.-1'." 
J" A" m J A 
J" A" J' A' J A 

M:'MA 

X (_ l)Am+A'-A~ m m 
(
(21)"+ 5)!(2J' )!(<I> + J' - <I>")!) 1/2 

(<I> + J'm + <1>"+ 5)! 

!.(~-'I') !.(~+'I') ~ J A!; J' A' J' 
X c 2 

2 1 CJ -J A -A_ !; CJ'-J' A' A' ., ";::, t (~-'I')-z z+6 -2(~-<P) 6 1 2 1'"2 1 2 1 - 2 J -

( (2J + 1)(2J' + 1)(2j' + l)(2J m + 1) 

x \(2J 1)! (2J 2)! (2JU! (2J2)! (2Jt)! (2JZ)! 

X (2A + 0(2A' + 1)(2;\.' + l)(2Am + 1) )1/2 

(M1)! (2]\2)! (MU! (2A2)! (2A1)! (2AZ)! 

(2.16) 

We disregard the last four SU(2) Wigner coefficients, 
since these are merely the coupling coefficients of the 
SU(2) X SU(2) subgroups of lower and upper pattern 
spaces. Examination of (2.16) shows us what our 
immediate task must be: We must separate the (9-j) 
coefficients into factors in which J 1 - J 2 , A1 - ]\2' and 
the corresponding primed quantities appear as mag
netic quantum numbers, and similarly for the quanti
ties J 1 + J 2 ,A1 + A2 ,and their primes. The last two 
(9-j) symbols in (2.16) are triply stretched, and hence 
are monomials. The first two are only singly stretch
ed. We make use of the following identity for the sing
ly stretched (9-j) symbol 9: 
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f 0 12 + j13 - j24 + j34)!0 12 + j13 + j24 + j34 + 1)!02 + j4 + j12 + h4 - it3 + I)! ) 1/2 

\01 + j3 - j2 - j4 + j12 + h4)!03 + j4 + j34 + 1)!02 + j4 + j13 - it2 - j34)!02 + j4 - j1 - j3 + j12 + j34)! 

(2.17) 

JAb. J" A" b." 
X CJ -J A -A b. CJ"-J" A"-A" -b." 1212 2121 

The (9-j) symbol on the right is triply degenerate and 
has the form of a monomial multiplied by a 3F 2 

series; it is thus proportional to the analytic continua
tion of an SU(2) Wigner coefficient. Quantities depend
ent on the differences between the first two columns of 
the (9-j) symbol on the left are now isolated in the 
monomial coefficient and the magnetic quantum num
bers of the indicated SU(2) Wigner coefficients. We 
apply the identity (2.17) to the first two (9-j) symbols 
on the right of (2.16), labeling the parameter W as W J 

and wA in the two cases, respectively, and perform the 
summation We note that the dependence of the Wigner coefficient 

J' A' J' ( (2J')!(2A')!(J~+j'-A')!(J~-j'+A')! )1/2 

CJ{-J 2 Ai-A2 }'~A' = (2J:") !(J' - Ji + J 2)! (J' + Ji - J 2) !(A' - Ai + A2) !(A' + Ai - A2)! 
(2.19) 

on its first two magnetic quantum numbers is canceled by factors represented by [(2j 12) ! (2j 34) ! pi 2 in (2. 17). The 
final two (9-j) symbols on the right of (2.16) are monomials which cancel the factor in curly brackets in (2.16). 

From monomial factors provided in (2. 17) we may now form two stretched SU(2) Wigner coefficients and sum: 

( 
(2wJ+l)(2wA+l)(J~-w)!(J~+w+l)! )1/2 

= (2w+l)(w-w"+J~)!(W"-w+J~)I(J'-wJ)1 , 

(
(J +J -J"-J"+J')'(J"+J"-J -J +J')'(A +A -A"-A"+A')'(A"+A" A A +A')')1/2 X 1 2 1 2 . 1 2 1 2 . 1 2 1 2 . 1 2- 1- 2 . 

(J' + W J + 1)!(A' - wA)!(A' + wA + I)! 

(2.20) 

as monomial factors, and we write z 1 = Z - z", z? = z". We then treat the two triply degenerate (9-j) symbols which 
emerge from our application of the identity (2. 17) by means of the relation 11 

(2.21) 

It remains to perform the sums over z = J 1 + J 2 - J and z" = J'{ + J 2 - J". We write out explicitly the degenerate 
Wigner coefficients 

( 
(2j2)! (2h)! (2j34)! (2h + 2j2 - 2j34)! (- j2 + j4 + j24)! )1/2 

(2j l + 2j3 + 1)!02 - j4 + j24)!02 + j4 + j24 + 1)!02 + j4 - j24)! 
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x (- j3 + j4 + .h~ !?h ~ j~ +, j3 ~ ,j24 ~ h4 ,+ 1)! ,(2j 1 ~ j2 ~ j3 - h4,- j3,4)! (j~ - h + j24 + j34) !)1/2 

(j2 13 + 124 134)·(j3 - J4 + 134)!(j3 + J4 + J34 + 1)!(j3 + J4 - J34)! 

X ~ (-1)x (2j24 - x)!(j2 + j4 - h4 + x)! 

x x! (j2-j3+j34-j24+x)!(j4-h+h4-X)!(2h+h+h-h4+h4+1-x)! 

444 

(2,22) 

We may immediately perform the sum over z 2' since this is merely a 2F 1 series of unit argument. The remaining 
three sums, over z 1 and the two indices of summation x 1 and x 2 obtained by application of the identity (2.22) to the 
(9-j) symbols which result from the use of (2.17), have the form 

1 

( lJIA-~+~"+J-J"+ZI)!(lJIJ-J+J"-ZI)!)1/2 'IIJ '11/1 .. 

X (lJIA + ~ _ ~"_ J + J" - ZI)! (lJI
J 

+ J _ J" + zl)! CJ-J"+Zl iJ;>-q."-J+J"-zl iJ;>...," == S. (2.23) 

This sum may be compared with the expression for the general (9-j) symboI12 

~}~ }: }~:l = ((j13 + j24 + j + 1)!(j12 + j34 + j + 1)!(j13 - j24 + j)!(jl + is - jI3)!(j12 + j34 - j) !)1/2 

VI3 j24 j (j1 - j3 + jI3)!(- jl + j3 + h3)!(j1 + j3 + h3 + 1)!(j12 - j34 + j)!(- j12 + j34 + j)! 

X ((j2 - m)!(j4 - j + j13 + m)!)1/2 (2h - x)!(j12 + j2 - h + X)!(j34 + j - jl - m + x)! 

(j2 + m)!(j4 + j - j13 - m)! X!(j12 - jl - m + x) !(jl + j2 - j12 - x)!y! 

X 
(j34 - j3 - j + jI3 + m + y)! (j3 + j4 - j34 - y)! (jl + h - j13 - X - y)! (- j1 - j3 + j13 + j12 + j34 + j + 1 + x + y) 

(2.24) 

it is evident that the sum (2.23) is proportional to (2.24) once we make the analytic continuations ~~ - ~ - 1, 
~"~ -~" -1,Le.,(2.23) is proportional to an analytically continued (9-j) symbol. Specifically, 

i(- 1)2 A 'It A" = (- 1)2J-2J" -~-~----.:....--....:.----....:.----....:.-~--
1 (¢"-if>-'I' "+'I')!J lJIJJ" I ( (~-cp)!(~+cp)!(~-a)I(~+a)!(~"+cp")! )1/2 

_ ~ _ 1 lJIA _ ~"_ 1 (~ + ~"- lJI)!(~ + ~"+ lJI + 1)!(~"- cp")!(2lJ1 + 1) 

[(~"- a")!(~"+ a")!)1/26,(JJ"lJI J )6,(AA"'ltA) 
X S, (2.25) 

(lJIJ + JII- J)!(J+ J"- lJI)!('ltA + A"- A)!(A + A" - lJIA)1 

where S is given by (2.23). 
We must factor out the dependence on j' and ).' into a factor of the form (2.8). From (2.18) and (2.20), respectively, 
we remove the Wigner coefficients 

A A" 'II .l(<I>-q."+J') 1. (iI!"-iJ;>+J;") 'II t+A+A" A+l(<I>-<I>"+J' )_q (2q + 1»)1/2 
C A -A" A-A" Ct(A-A"+j'~A') t(A-A"-i'+A') A-A" = ~(- 1) (- 1) 2 m (2'1t + 1) (26," + 1) 

(2.26) 

AU remaining dependence on j' and ).' is contained in monomial factors prescribed by (2.8), so we can use q as our 
index of multiplicity. Removing the Wigner coefficient of upper pattern space and inserting normalization factors as 
prescribed by (2.7), we find the general matrix element of a totally symmetriC unit tensor operator in Sp(4): 
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x ((2q + 1)[~(<I> + <1>" -J;")-l- q]![~(<I> + <I>"-J;") + q]!(J + J' -J")! 

(J-J'+J")! 

445 

x (- J + J' + J")!(J + J' + J" + l)!(A + A'- A")!(- A + A' + A")!)1/2[(A + i\' + A" + 1)!]1/2 

(A- A' + A")! 

~ (_ 1) vJ+v A+ v 

"JvA v 

(2.27) 

We note also the degenerate case 

x ((CP + A)! (cp - A-I)! (<I> - <1>" + J~ + 1)! (<I>" + cp + J~ + I)! (2<1> + l)(J:' - J + J')! 

(<1>"- <I> + J~)!(cp - <1>" + J:")!(<I> + cp)! 

x (J;;' +J - J')I(A::' - A + A')!(A:' + A - A')!)1/2 [(2q + 1)[~(<I> + <1>"- J:") - 1 - q]![~(<I> + <1>" - J:") + q]! )1/2 

(<I> - cp)! 

x 
(- 1)2tl[(2lJ11 + 1)]112 ~('I'-4>"+J;',) t;. "1 '+'1' 4> '1'2 

"~,, [t{<I>" + cp - J:") - 1 - lJI 11! [~(<I>" + cp - J:") + w 11! C ~ (t;."-6-6') 0 ~ (t;. "+6 -0') C ~ (t;."+6-6') -6 ~ (t;,"-6 -0') 

t;." 1.(4)''+'I'+J' ) >jI (t;. " 1. ('1'-4> "+J' )} {" t 4>} {1.(iJ>"+'I'+J' ) 1. (iJ> "-iJ>+J , ) 1.(iJ>+'I')} xC 2 m 2) 12 m 22 m 2 m 2 

t;." -!(t;."+0+6') 1. (t;."-6-6,)h (4)-'1') 1.(4)-iJ>"+J' ) q 1.(4)-'1') 1.(<1>+'1') q q "2 t;." 
2 2 ~2 2 m 2 2 

It is easily determined that our multiplicity param
eter q has the correct dimensionality to label the 
multiplicity space of the totally symmetric tensor 
operator. This dimensionality, as prescribed by the 
theorem on the isomorphism of the state-labeling 
problem and the multiplicity-labeling problem,13 is 
given by 

(2.29) 

It should be noted that our factorization method allows 
us to determine the matrix element (2.27) only up to 
an orthogonal transformation in multiplicity space. 
The particular representation which we have chosen 
has the property that in the degenerate case (2. 8) the 
reduced matrix element becomes a monomial. The 
theorem on the dimensionality of multiplicity space 
given in Ref. (13) is proved for tensor operators in 
U(n) alone; the proof, however, also holds for Sp(4), 
since the only hypothesis of the proof is the existence 
of a cyclic vector in the carrier space of an irreduc
ible representation. 

3. FACTORIZATION OF THE GENERAL 
Sp(4) * Sp(4) MATRIX ELEMENT 

We now wish to extract the most general Wigner 
coefficient of Sp(4) by factorization of the Sp(4)*Sp(4) 
matrix element of the operator 
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(2.28) 

(rj~~) ((<I>' + A')!(<I>' - A' -1)!) 1/2 
B J' A' = ~ 

Jr' Ar' (2A' + 1) J{+Ai=j' 

M~M~ J~+A~=I..' 

J' A' t;., 1 
x CJ i-J 2 Ai-Ai j'-I..' -:-[ (-2J---:-{-) !-(-2J-~:-)-!-(2-A-1:-' )-!-:-(2-A-~:-)-=!)1/2 

(3.1) 

where we have imposed the restriction j' + X' = 
J:" + A:" = <1>' - 1 in upper pattern space. We wish to 
take the matrix element of this operator between the 
states (2.10) and (2.15). We find, as in case (2.16), 
that this matrix element contains four (9-j) symbols, 
but now the first two contain no degeneracies. while the 
last two are triply stretched as before. We treat the 
first two by means of the identity9 
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{~1 ~3 .i13{ _ (_ 1 ).'13+ j 24+ j (01 + h - jI3)! (j1 + j3 + h3 + 1)! (j2 + j4 - h4)! (j2 + j4 + j24 + 1) !)1/2 
12 .14 .124 - . . . 
h2 j34 j \ (2113 + 1)(2124 + 1)(2) + 1) 

x [U 12 + h4 - j)!(j12 + j34 + j + 1)!)1/2~(j1j2j12)~(j3j4j34) L) (2)11 1 + 1)(2)112 + 1)(2"3 + 1) 
"1"2"a 

X ([~(- j1 - j3 + j2 + j4 + .i12 + iJ4) - "1]![~(-.i1 -.i3 + j2 + j4 + j12 + j34) + >Ill + 1}! 

X [~(j1 + iJ - j2 - j4 + j12 + j34) - >112]![~(j1 + j3 - j2 - j4 + j12 + h4) +" 2 + 1]! 

X Wj1 + j3 + j2 + j4 - h2 - j34) - "3]![~(j1 + h + j2 + j4 - j12 - j34) + "3 + 1]!}-1 

X {j13 j24 j } c "a "2 ha 
>Ill "2 "3 i(j1-ia+jz-i4-j12+ja4) ~(j1-ja-j2+j4+jI2-ia4) j1-j 3 

C "1 >l-a J24 
i (-j1 +ja+j 2-j 4+j I2-j 34) i (h -j3+j 2-j 4-j 12+j 34) j2-j 4 

X C·2 '1"1 j 
~ <i1 -i3- j 2+j 4+h2-j a4) ~ (-i1 +ja+j2-i4+j12-1a4) j12-j 34' (3.2) 

in terms of which the couplings become straightforward. We obtain the factorization 

1 (N!(N + 2.p" + 5)!(.p"- ~"-1)!(.p" + ~")!(.p - ~ -1)!(.p + ~)!)1/2 

mt(N;J:'"A;;') (2~" + 1)(2~ + 1)(2.p" + 5)! 

where 

F m m· m m. m m _ (-- l)Am Am A A 
(
J" A" J' A' J A ) ,,_ + + u( (.p +.p' - .p"-1)! )1/2 

q1
q

2
q a J" A'" J' A' 'J A - mt(N;J:'"A:',,)(2.p)!(2.p')!(2.p")! 

X [(2J + 1)(2A + 1)(2J' + 1)(2A' + 1)(2ql + 1)(2q2 + 1)(2q3 + 1)(.p + qJ)!(.p - qJ)!(.p + o)!(.p - o)!(.p' + qJ')!]1/2 

X [(.p' - cp')! (.p' + o')! (.p' - 6')! (.p" + qJ")! (.p" - cp")! (.p" + o")! (.p" - o")! [~(.p' + .p" - .p - 1) - ql]! ]1/2 

X ([~(.p' + . .p"-.p + 1) + qt1![i(.p" +.p -.p' -1) - q2]![~(.p"+.p -.p' + 1) + q2]![i(.p +.p' - .p"-1) - q3]!}1/2 

X ([i-(.p + .p' -.p" + 1) + q3]!}1/2(.p + .p' -.p" + 1)!(.p' +.p" -.p + 1)!(.p" + .p -.p' + 1)! L) (_ 1)2V1 +2t 2+2Va 

'l'1'" 'l'6 

~ J J' J" ~ ~A A' A"f X (2)11 1 + 1)(2"2 + 1)(2)11 3 + 1)(2+4 + 1)(2"5 + 1)(2"6 + 1)" >II" """ 
1 2 3 4 5 6 

I
" 3 >II 2 Jll>ll 1 >II 3 J 'll>ll 2 >II 1 J" 1 1 X >116>115 A >114 >116 A' "5 >114 A" I ,,, ] 

q3 q2 ~ ql q3~' q2 ql ~" [2(.p+.p -.p -1)-"3-"6! 

1 
x--------------------------~------~--------------~~--~--~--~--------~ 

[i-(.p +.p' - .p"-1) - >113 + "6 + l]![i(.p +.p' - .p"- 1) + >113 - >116 + 1]![i-(.p + .p' - .p"-1) + >113 + "6 + 2)! 

1 
X------------------------~--------------------------~~--~~----------------~ 

[i(.p' + .p"-.p-l)-"I-"4]![i(.p'+ .p"-.p-l)->II1 + "4 + 1]![~(.p' + .p"-.p-l) + "1-"4 + 1]! 

1 
X----------------------------~--------~----------~~~~~--~--------------~ 

[i(.p' + .p"-.p - 1) + "I + "4 + 2]![i(.p" +.p -.p' -1) - >112 - >11 5]![i(.p" + .p - .p' - 1) - "2 + >115 + 1]! 

1 
X . 

[i(.p" + .p -.p' -1) + "2 - >115 + 1]![i(.p" + .p -.p' - 1) + "2 + "5 + 2]! (3.4) 
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The F coefficient (3.4), however, cannot be identified 
with the matrix element of a reduced canonical unit 
tensor operator in Sp(4) because the dimensionality of 
the parameters ql,q2,q3 is greater than the dimen
sionality of the multiplicity space as prescribed by 
the theorem of Baird and Biedenharn.1 3 Hence the F 
coefficients (3.4) do not constitute an orthonormal set 
in the multiplicity space, and we must follow a Schmidt 
orthogonalization procedure in order to extract the 
canonical Wigner coefficients. The Sp(4)*SP(4) matrix 
element treats the three representations being 
coupled symmetrically, whereas the canonical Wigner 
coefficient singles out one of the representations of 
Sp(4) as the carrier of the multiplicity labels; hence 
the coefficients (3.4) possess a higher degree of 
symmetry than the canonical Wigner coefficients, and 
their usefulness is not exhausted when we have de
rived from them a general canonical Wigner coeffi
cient by the Schmidt process. The F coeffiCients still 
prescribe the symmetries by means of which one set 
of canonical Wigner coefficients is related to another, 
i.e., how a Wigner coefficient may be expressed in 
terms of others which select a different representa
tion as the carrier of the multipliCity labels. In this 
connection we note that the labels q1' q2' q3 satisfy the 
inequalities 

<I> - 1 2: q2 + q3 2: ~ 2: I q2 - Q31, 

<1>' - 12: Q1 + Q3 2: ~' 2: IQ1 - Q31, 
<1>"-12: Ql + Q2 2: ~"2: IQl - Q21, 

(3.5) 

which the two canonical multiplicity parameters must 
satisfy when the corresponding representation is 
selected as the carrier of the multiplicity labels. How
ever, (3. 4) does become the canonical Wigner coeffi
cient when one of the three representations is totally 
symmetric or in the case that the coupling is multi
plicity-free' e.g., when one of the quantities 

(<I> + <1>' - <1>" - 1), (<I>' + <1>" - <I> - 1), (<I>" + <I> - <1>' - 1) 
(3.6) 
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is equal to zero. It is l).ot yet known whether such 
"symmetrical" parametrization or a canonical para
metrization emerges from the direct factorization of the 
U(n)*U(n) matrix element, but we may speculate that for 
n 2: 4, at least, the symmetries of the U(n)*U(n) matrix 
element will yield, under factorization, F coefficients 
whose multiplicity space is "symmetrically" para
metrized, and from which canonical Wigner coefficients 
must be obtained by the Schmidt process. The U(3)*U(3) 
case is special in that only a single multiplicity para
meter is involved, its maximal compact subgroup is 
multipliCity-free, and an operator algorithm is avail
able6 for the extraction of the Wigner coefficients by 
induction. This remains speculation since as yet no 
direct factorization of U(n)*U(n) matrix elements has 
been performed for n 2: 3. 
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The representation theory of SU(4) and Sp(4) 
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Basis states of irreducible representations of SU(4) in its Sp(4) basis are explicitly constructed in the boson 
calculus by the method of lowering operators. Expressions are derived for the Wigner coefficients of internal 
coupling and for the most general matrix which transforms an irreducible representation of SU(4) from its 
Sp(4) basis to a U(3) basis. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The representation theory of 8U(4) in the boson calculus 
has been studied by Ciftan for the U(3) basis1,2 from the 
standpoint of combinatorial analysis, and by the present 
author from that of the internal coupling structure of the 
general basis state. 3 It remains, then, to examine the 
boson states of SU(4) in its SP(4) :J U(2) x U(2) basis; 
the more limited problem of the SU(4) :J U(2) x U(2) re
duction has been investigated by Hecht and Pang4 and 
Draayer. 5 In the present work we shall use the general 
lowering operators for the orthogonal groups construc
ted by Pang and Hecht,6 apply them to the state of maxi
mal weight of a general irreducible representation of 
8U(4), and so determine the general state of this repre
sentation in the boson calculus. This induction is 
carried out in Sec. 2, and in Sec. 3 we shall use the re
sult to determine the SU(4) Wigner coefficient of the in
ternal coupling and the matrix which transforms an irre
ducible representation of SU(4) from its U(3) basis to its 
Sp(4) :J U(2) x U(2) basis. 

2. CONSTRUCTION OF THE GENERAL BASIS STATE 

The generators of SU(4), locally isomorphic to SO(6), 
arE) given in the table. The generators E i' have the 
commutation relations J 

(2. 1) 

and are represented by 4 x 4 matrices with unity in the 
(ij) place and zeros elsewhere. The SO (6) generators 
Lij have the commutation relations 

[LiPLkl] = i15 ik L jl - i15 jk Lif + i15 jC L ik - i15 u Ljk 

(2.2) 
and are given opposite the SU(4) generators to which 
they are isomorphic. 

TABLE OF GENERATORS. 

t(Ell -E44 ) 

E14 

E41 

t(E 22 -E33 ) 

E23 

E32 

~(EI3 + E 24 ) 

~(E31 + E 24 ) 

~(EI2 -E34 ) 

~(E21-E43) 

~(Ell-E22 -E33 +E 44 ) 

~(EI3 - E 24 ) 

HE 31 -E42 ) 

~(EI2 + E 34 ) 

~(E21 + E 43 ) 

~(LI2 + L 34 ) 

i[(L 23 + L 14 ) + i (L31 + L 24 )] 

i[(L 23 + L 14 ) - i (L31 + L 24 )] 

t(L 12 - L 34 ) 

1[(LI4 - L 23 ) + i(L 24 - L 31 )] 

H(L I4 - L 23 ) - i (L 24 - L 31 )] 

t(L 52 + iL 15 ) 

~(L52 - iL 15 ) 

~(L45 + iL 53 ) 

~(L45 - iL 53 ) 

L56 

t (L61 + iL 62 ) 

~(L61 - iL62 ) 

~(L36 + iL 46 ) 

~ (L36 - iL 46 ) 

448 J. Math. Phys., Vol. 14, No.4, April 1973 

The first six of these. generators are those of the 80(4) 
subgroup of 80(6) [the 8U(2) x SU(2) subgroup of SU(4)] 
and the first ten are those of the SO(5) subgroup of SO(6) 
[the Sp(4) subgroup of SU(4)]. 

The most general irreducible representation of SU(4) is 
described by three positive integers which represent the 
number of nodes in the three rows of the corresponding 
Young frame [m14m24m34]' and a state of this repre
sentation in the canonical decomposition 8U(4) :J U(3) :J 
U(2) :J U(I) is given by the Gel'fand pattern 

(2.3a) 

An irreducible representation of SO(6) :J SO(5) :J SO(4) 
:J SO(3) :J SO(2) is labeled by the Gel'fand pattern 

m G2 

m51 m 52 

m 41 m 42 

m31 

m 2 1 

with the conditions 

mGl 2: m 51 2: mG2 2: m 52 2: I mG31 

m51 2: m41 2: m52 2: I m421 

m41 2: m31 2: I m421 

m31 2: I m211. 

(2.3b) 

(2.3') 

The relations between the SU(4) and SO(6) invariant 
labels are given by 

mGl = t(m14 + m 24 - m 34 ), 

mG2 = t (m14 - m 2 4 + m 34 ), 

mG3 = t(m14 - m 24 - m 34 )· 

(2.4) 

The state of maximal weight of an irreducible represen
tation of SU(4) is given in the boson calculus as 

(2.5) 

where 

i1'''i k _ '" €(J' ., 'J' )a i1 •• , a~k 
ait"'jk -~ 11 Ik 'ZI Jlk' 

(2.5') 

Copyright © 1973 by the American Institute of Physics 448 
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the sum being taken over all permutations of the indices 
(j e), and E« it» denoting the signature of the permuta
tion. We shall abbreviate a}/k3 = aijk and at = ai • The 
bosons obey the commutation relations 

[al,aF) = [aj,a):) = 0, 

[aj, a;:) = 0 ii' Ow 

We now wish to obtain an expression for the general 
state of such a representation in the Sp(4) => U(2) x U(2) 
basis by means of the application of suitable lowering 
operators to the maximal state (2.5). I.e., we wish to 
find operators £? with the property that 

and the condition 

ajIO)=(Olaj =0. 

The generators are realized by the mapping 
4 

E ij ~ PL;l a~ a~. (2.6) 

The normalization constant for the maximal state is 
given by 

£f l(m6 1 

m 51 

l(m 6 1 
= c1 m 51 -1 

(2.8) 

£~ l(m61 

m51 m 52 

= c2 l(m61 
m

51 
m

62 
m

52 
_ 1 m63)1 ' 

~max 
(m 14 + 2)! (m 24 + 1)!m34 ! 

(m14 - m 34 + 2)(m14 - m 24 + 1)(m24 - m 34 + 1) 

(2.7) 
I 

where the states indicated in (2.8) are all maximal in 
their Sp(4) subgroups. Such operators have been found 
by Pang and Hecht. 6 In terms of the SU(4) generators we 
may write them 

£f =- (E31-E42)(E22 -E33 + 1) (Ell + E22 -E33 -E44 + 2)(E 11 -E44 + 2)(E11 + E22 -E33 -E44 + 3) 

+ E 32 (E 21 +E 43 )(E 11 +E22-E33-E44 + 2)(E 11 -E44 + 2) (Ell +E22-E33-E44 + 3) 

+ (E31 + E 42 ) (Ell - E22 - E33 + E 44 ) (E 22 - E33 + 1) (Ell -E44 + 2) (Ell + E22 -E33 - E44 + 3) 

- E 32 (E 21 -E43 )(E 11 -E22 -E33 + E 44 ) (Ell -E44 + 2)(E11 + E22 -E33 -E44 + 3) 

- E 41 (E 12 + E 34 )(E22 -E33 + 1)(E11 + E22 -E33 -E44 + 2) (Ell + E22 -E33 -E44 + 3) 

+ (E31 + E 42 ) (E21 - E 43 )(E12 + E 34 ) (E 22 -E33 + 1) (Ell + E22 - E33 - E44 + 3) 

- E 32 (E 21 -E43 ) (E 21 - E 43 ) (E 12 + E 34 ) (Ell + E22 -E33 - E44 + 3) 

- E 32 E 41 (E 13 - E 24) (E 11 + E 22 - E 33 - E 44 + 2) (E 11 - E 44 + 2) 

+ (E31 +E 42 )(E 31 +E 42 )(E13 -E 24 )(E 22 -E33 + 1)(E 11 -E44 + 2) 

- E 32 (E 21 - E 43 )(E31 + E 42 )(E 13 - E 24 ) (Ell - E44 + 2) 

- E41E32(E13 -E24 )(E 22 -E33 + 1) (Ell + E22 -E33 -E44 + 2) 

+ (E 31 + E 42 ) (E21 - E43)E32(E13 - E 24 ) (E 22 -E33 + 1) 

- E32(E21-E43)(E21-E43)E32(E13-E24)' 

£~ = (E 21 +E43)(E11-E22 + E33 -E44 )(E 11 -E22 + E33 -E44 + 1) (Ell -E44 + 2) 

- (E 21 -E 43 ) (Ell -E22 -E33 + E 44 ) (Ell -E22 + E33 -E44 + 1) (Ell -£44 + 2) 

- (E 21 - E 43 ) (E21 - E 43 ) (E 12 + E 34 ) (Ell -E44 + 2) 

- E41(E13-E24)(E11-E22 +E33-E44)(E11-E22 +E33 -E44 + 1) 

- (E 21 ~E43)(E31 +E42)(E13-E24)(E11-E22 +E44 + 1) 

- (E 21 -E43 )(E21 -E43)E32(E13 -E24 )· (2.9) 

Applying these operators to the maximal state (2.5), we 
obtain the normalized semimaximal state x ((m 61 - m63 + 1)!(m61 + m63 + 1)!(m51 - m 52 + 1)1 

(m 51 - m63 + 1)!(m61 - m 51 )!(m51 + m63 + 1)! 

= (~m61 + m63 + 2) (m62 + m63 + 1) (m 61 - m62 + 1) 

(m61 + m62 + 2)!(m61 - m63 + 1)!(m62 - m63)! 

x (2m 51 + 3)!(m61 + m 62 + 2)! )1/2 

(m 61 + m 51 + 3)l(m 5 1 + m 62 + 2)! 
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(m 51 + m 52 + 2)!(m61 - m 62 )!(2m 52 + 1)!(m62 - m 63 )! 
x--~--~~----~~--~~~~~--~~~--~~ 

(m 61 - m 52 + 1)!(m61 + m 52 + 2)!(m51 - m 62 )! 

X (m 62 + m 63 ) I )1/2 

(m62 + m 52 + 1)! 

(2. 10) 
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We note that application of the operator .e~ merely re
moves one power of aH and replaces it with (aH + a~~), 
the invariant of the SP(4) subgroup. The operator .e~, o~ 
the other hand, removes one power each of a123 and a1' 
replacing them with the factor 

a 124a1 + a123a2 = aB(aU + aB) - aH(aH + aH)· 
(2. 11) 

We now proceed to apply the lowering operators .ei and 
.ei, which have the properties, when operating on a semi
maximal state of Sp(4), that 

(2.12) 

£~ \(::: :::)) = C z 1(::: ::: - 1)) 
These operators have also been determined by Pang and 
Hecht6 and by Hecht7 in a previous publication. They 
may be written 

.ei =E32.e~ + E 41 (E 12 -E34 )(E 22 -E33 + 1) 

- (E3l + E42)(El1-E44 + 1)(E22 -E33 + 1), 

.e 4 =E 41 (E 13 + E 24 ) + (E 21 -E43)(El1-E44 + 1). 

(2.13) 
At this point we shall abbreviate 

m62 - m63 =A, 

m61 - m 62 = B, 

m 62 + m63 = C, 

m61 - m 51 = m, 

m62 - m 52 = n, 

m51 - m 41 = m', 

m 52 - m 42 = n'. (2.14) 

We may simplify the application of the lowering opera
tors .et to the state (2. 10) by the following procedure. 
We write the state (2.10) as 

::n 1/2(a123)A-n[aHaj3 - aHapJn(aH)B-m 

x (ap)m(a1)C- n IO) 

= ::n1/2 L) n!(-l)x (a}2)m+X(aj3)n-X(a123)A-n 
x x!(n-x)! 

x (aH)B-m+n-x (aH)x (a 1 )C-n 1 0) 

= ::n1i2 L) n!(B-m + n-x)!(-l)x (a}2)m+x(aj3)n-x 
x x!(n-x)!(B-m+n)! 

(2. 15) 

where 

(2.16) 

is an Sp(4) invariant. Here, the generator E32 is defined 
by 

Eij = L) a;al 
p 

(2. 17) 

It is a generator of the group of "upper pattern space" 
in the orbital group SU(4)*SU(4) and commutes with all 
the generators (2.6) of "lower pattern space." Hence 
the lowering operators .el may be commuted through the 
powers of the symplectic invariants aii and the operator 
(E32)x immediately, and we need evaluate only 
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(.eV m·(.e~)n·(a123)A-n (aB)B- m+n (a1 )C-n 1 0) 

(A + B - m + 1)! 
=(-l)m'~----________ __ 

(A + B - m - m' + 1)! 

x 
(A + B + C - n - m + 1)! 

(A + B + C - n - m - n' - m' + 1)! 

(B-m+n)! (C-n)! 
x 

(B-m-m'+n)! (C-n-n')! 

X 2F 1 (- n', - A + n 1 C - n - n' + 11 _ a124a1)(a2)n. 
a123a2 a1 

X 2F1 -m',-B-C + m -l1A + B - m - m' + 21 __ 2_ ( 
a1~) 
a12 

14 

(2.18) 

Adding the normalization factors of the three lowering 
operators we find the general state of SU(4) which is 
maximal in its SU(2) x SU(2) subgroup: 

(
A + B + C - m - n - n' + 1)! 

- ::n 1 /2 
n' ! m' ! (A + B + C - m - n + 1)! 

(A + B + C - m - n - m' + 1) !(A + C - 2n - n')! 
x 

(A + B + C - m - n - m' - n' + 1)! 

x (B - m + n)! )1/2 (A + 2B + C - 2m - m' + 2)! 

(A + C - 2n)! (B - m - m' + n)! 

(B - m + n - m' + n') ! ) 1/2 

x (A + 2B + C - 2m + 2) !(B - m + n + n' + 1)! 

(A + B -m + l)!(C -n)l n!(-l)ml 

x (A + B -m -m' + l)!(C -n -n')! (B -m + n)! 

(-l)x(B-m+n-x)! 
xL) (aP)m+x(a}3)n-x(E32)X 

x x!(n-x)! 

x (a~:)m' (a123)A-n (a12)B- m+n (a1) C-n 1 0), 
a12 

(2. 19) 

where the coefficient ::n is merely the coefficient under 
the square root sign in (2.10). We may easily apply the 
operator (E32)% according to the formula 

x a! ~! y! 
(a - u)! (f3 - t)! (y - x + t + u)! 

x (aH)"'-u (aU)u (a2~)B-t(aB)t(aB)}'-x+t+u(aB)x-t -u 10). 

(2. 20) 
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We note that in the first Gauss function in (2.19) we may 
replace 

a124a1 = aHaH - aBaU, 

a123a2 = aHaB - aHa~~. 

3. COUPLING OF TOTALLY SYMMETRIC 
REPRESENTATIONS INTO A GENERAL 
REPRESENTATION 

(2.21) 

For the purpose of forming matrix elements with the 
boson states of SU(4) derived in the preceding section we 
must expand our general states into powers of the indivi
dual bosons aj. In doing so we obtain an expansion of the 
general boson state into totally symmetric representa
tions of SU(4) which are coupled by appropriate Wigner 
coefficients of SU(4). The first step is that of coupling 
two such symmetric representations into a third repre
sentation whose Young diagram has two rows which are 
equal in length to those of the two symmetric represen
tations being coupled. This coupling is straightforward, 
since the resulting state is simply equal to the general 
Sp(4) state studied in Ref. 8, multiplied by a power of the 
symplectic invariant ap, and normalized. The result is 

m61 m 62 

m 5 1 m62 

m 41 m 42 

m 4 1 

m41 

Jl+Al+J2+A2:;;;m61 m 1 m 2 

J 1 -J 2+A1-Z 2= "'S2 1'11'2 

Z=J1+J2 -Z(m 41 +"'42) 

x C t (m61 - m 41 ) t(m61 + m 41 ) + 1 m 51 + 1 

xC 

t (m 61 - m 41 ) - Z Z + m 42 - t (m61 - m 41) m42 

t (m41 + m 42 ) t (m41 - m42 ) m62 

J 1 -J2 A1 -A2 m62 

6 jmJ51 
q.nSl \ 

J 3+A 3 =t(mS2 -mS) 

Ji,Ai 

J 
x C 1 

We may obtain a general state in the SU(2) x SU(2) basis 
by lowering the magnetic quantum numbers of the last 
two SU(2) Wigner coefficients; the normalized lowering 
operators are given by 

( 
(J + MJ )! )l/\E )J-MJ 

(2J)!(J - M
J

)! 41 , 

( 
(A + M A )! ) 1/2 A-M 

(2A)!(A-M
A

)! (-E 32 ) A, 
(3.2) 

where 

J = t (m41 + m 42 ), (3.3) 

Note that when the magnetic quantum number M A is 
lowered from its maximal to general values we intro
duce into the expression (3.1) the phase (- l)A-M A • We 
may then form the Gel'fand state of the SO(4) :::J SO(3) 
:::J SO(2) chain by multiplying the resultant expression by 

J A m 3 1 
C (3. 4) 

MJ MA m 2 1 

and summing over M J + MA = m21' 

We shall use the following notation for the representa
tions of SU(4) :::J Sp(4) :::J SU(2) x SU(2): 

(3. 5) 

which is self-explanatory in terms of (3.3) and (3.4). 

Our task is now to form the general basis state 

6 
J. J 3 J 

x C • 
"'i+ m 3 =MJ m i m3 MJ 
1';+ 1'3 =MA (

m61 + t(m62 - m 63) t(m62 ~ m 63 ) k(m 62 + m63»)~ 
n 51 2(m62 + m 63 ) 

J i Ai 

m i ~i 
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(

t (1Il62 - ~J/63) t(m62 - Im63) t (m 62 - m63)J~ 
2 (1il 62 - m 63 ) "2 (m 62 - m 63 ) 

X , 
J 3 A3 

m3 113 

(3.6) 

where the totally symmetric representation is given by 

(

t (m62 - :n63 ) t (m 62 - l.m 63 ) t (m 62 - m63]~ 
2 (m 62 - m 63 ) 2 (m62 - m 63 ) 

J 3 A3 

m3 113 

x ___ (_m_5:::.:1=---_m--=6c:::3_+_1_)_! _(m--.:::;52=---_m--'6""3'-.)_! _) 1/2 

(m 61 - m 52 + 1)! (m 61 + m 52 + 2)! 

(3.7) 

under the restriction 

J3 + A3 = t(m62 - m 63 ). (3.8) 

In (3.6) the operator pattern of the reduced Sp(4) tensor 
operator is abbreviated by the single index of multipli
city q, and the operator pattern of the reduced SU(4) 
operator is omitted. The omission is possible since the 
coupling of totally symmetric tensor operators is mul
tiplicity-free in SU(4). The matrix elements of totally 
symmetric tensor operators in Sp(4) have already been 
studied,9 so the task remaining to us is to determine the 
reduced matrix element in SU (4) alone. The expression 
(2.9) yields 

x (m62-m52)![m61 + t(m62 -m63) +n 51 + 3]![m61 + t(m62 -~63)-n5d!(2n51 + 3)!(2m52 + 1»)1/2 

(m 51·- m 62 )!(m62 + m 52 + 1)!(m52 + m63)! [n51 + "2(m 62 - m 63) - m5d! 

X ({Hn51 + m 51 - t(m62 - m 63)] - q}!{Hn51 + m 51 - t(m62 - m 63)] + 1 + q}! )1/2 

~1/2(n51 + t(m62 - m 63 ) - m 51; t(m 51 + m 52 ), t(m51 - m 52» 
x ------~------~----~----~----~~--~'----~~--~=--

[n51 + t(m62 - m63) + m51 + 2]! 

x 6 (- 1)m62+nsl+t(m62-m63) (- 1)¥mS1 -n S1 +t<m62-m63»)+q-m52 (2'li + 1) (2q + 1)1/2 
1[1 

X (['li + m 52 - t(m 62 + '763)]1['li- m 52 + t(m62 7 m 63)] !('li + n 51 - m51) ![m52 + t(m62 + m 63) + 1 + 'li]!)1/2 

["2(m 62 - m(3) + 'li + 1]!["2(m62 - m 63 ) - 'li]I('li + m51 - n 51 )! 

x {[m52 + t(m 62 + m 63) _ 'li]!}1/2 

(m61 + m 62 - m51 + m 52 + 1)![m61 - m 51 + n 51 + m 52 + t(m62 - m 63) + 2]1 
x 

[m61 + m62 - m51 + m 52 - t(m62 - m 63) + 1 + 'li]![n51 - m 51 + m52 - t(m62 - m63)]! 

1 
x-----------------------------------------

['li- m 52 + t(m62 + m 63 )]!(n51 - m63 + 1- 'li)! 

Hn 51 - m 51 + t(m62 - m 63 )] 'lit 

m 5 2 q) 

x 3F 2(m 52 - t(m62 + m 63 ) - 'li,n 51 - m51 - 'li, m61 - m 51 + n51 + m 52 + t(m62 - m 63 ) + 31 

n51 - m63 - 'li + 2, n51 - m51 + m 52 - t(m62 + m 63 ) + 111), 

pletely determined. 

(3.9) 

where we have adopted the phase conventions and para
metrization of multiplicity space of Ref. 9. The undeter
mined normalization constant ~1/2 corresponds to the 
same undetermined constant in the matrix element of the 
reduced Sp(4) operator given in Eq. (2. 27) in Ref. 9, so 
that the product of (3.9) and Eq. (2.27) in Ref. 9 is com-

We note that we may perform summations over q and 
n51 in (3.6) and obtain an expression for the general 
state which contains fewer indices of summation; direct 
coupling in (2. 18) gives us the expression 
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m 62 

m 51 m 52 

m41 m 42 

m41 

m 4 1 

= ::J(.1/2( (A + B + C - m -n -n' + 1)I(A + B + C - m -n - m' + 1)I(A + C - 2n -n)ln'lm'l )1/2 

(A + B + C - n - m + 1) 1 (A + B + C - n - m - n' - m' + 1) 1 (A + C - 2 n) 1 (B - m + n) 1 

X ((B-m-m' +n)I(A + 2B + C-2m-m' + 2)I(B-m- m' +n +n')1)1/2 

(A + 2B + C - 2m + 2) I(B - m + n + n' + 1) 1 

x (A + B- m + 1)I(A -n)!(C -n)!n!(B + C - m + 1)! 

453 

X ~ ~l ~ (_lr+v+w+y+z+Jl+J2-Ji+2J3+m+n ___ (_B_-_m_+_n_-_x_)_!_(A_+_B_-_m_-_m_'_-~t_)!_t_!(_m_+_x_)_! __ 

J1 J 2 J 3 + A3 - 2" A x y z w 1 (n - x - w) ! (n' + n - A + A1 + A2 + A3 - A - k + u - w) 1 
A1A2 JiAi uVw 

kt 
(J1 +J2 +J3 -J-m-m' +k)! 

X--------------~~~~~------------------

x 

x 

(C - m - m' - n' - 2n + J1 + J 2 + J3 - J + k - u + w)! (A1 + A2 + A3 - A - k - y + u - w)! 

1 

(J1 +J2 +J3 -J-m-m'-n +k-u-z +w)! v!(m+x-v)!(k + t-y-v)!(m'-k-x-z +v)! 

1 

(B + C - m + 1 - k + U + v)! (A + B - m - m' + 1 + k - u - v)! y ! z ! 
1 

x-----------------------------------------------
(y - t - u)l(u + x + z)!(t - y - z) !(B - m - m' + n - t + Y + z) !(J + J 3 - J1 - J 2 + m + m' - k)! 

1 
x -------------------------------------------

(A + A3 - A1 - A2 + k + t)! (J 1 + J 2 - Ji - m - m' + k)! (J 1 + J 2 + Ji + 1 - m - m' + k)! 

1 

X (A1 + A2 -Ai -k- t)!(A1 + A2 + Ai + l-k- t)! v(JJJ3)V'(AAi A3 )V'(iC ol;A;) 

x ((2Ji + 1)(2A i + 1)(J1 + J2 -J;)!(J1 + J2 + Ji + 1)!(A1 + A2 - A;)!(A1 + A2 + Ai + 1)!)1/2 

(2J + 1)!(2A + 1)!(C + I)! 

Ji Ai ic 
~ 

J1 J 2 Ji A1 A2 Ai Ji J 3 J Ai A3 A 
xC C C C C 

J 1 -J2 A1 - A2 ic mi,J1.i m1 m2 m12 iJ.1 iJ.2 iJ.12 m12 m3 J iJ.12 iJ.3 A 

x 
(ai)J 1 + m 1 (a!)J 1 - m 1 (a~)J 2 + m2(a~)J 2 - m 2(ai)J 3 + m 3(a~)J 3 -m 3 

[(J1 + m1)!(J1 - m1)!(J2 + m2)!(J2 - m2)!(J3 + m3)!(J3 - m3)!]1/2 

where 

J = i(A + B + C - n - m - n' - m'), A = i(B - m - m' + n + n'), J1 + A1 = i(A + B + C), 

V'(a b c) = . (
(a + b - c)l(a + c- b)!(a + b + c + 1)1)112 

(b + c - a) 1 

In the case of the expression for the semimaximal state (3. 10) reduces to 

m61 m62 

m 51 m 52 

m51 m52 

m51 

m52 

= ::J(.1/2nlml(-I)B-m ~ ~ ~ V'(AA3Ai) V' (JJ3J;) V'IAJ;iC) 
J1+A1;i(A+B+C) J3+A3~iA rp (A + A3 + Ai + 1)1 

J2+A 2 ; i(A+B) JiAi 
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X (2Ji + 1) (2Aj + 1)(J1 +J2 -J j )!(J1 +J2 +J j + 1)!(A1 + A2 -Aj)!(A1 + A1 + A2 + Aj + 1)!)1/2 

(2J + 1)!(2A + l)!(C + 1)! 

(A + A3 + Ai + 1 + p)! (iC + J + J 3 - Ai - p)! 

x r!(m _ r) !p!(J1 + J 2 - J - J 3 - r + p)!(J + A + J 3 + A3 + Ai - J 1 - J 2 + 1 + r)! 

1 

(J + J 3 - J i - p) !( i C - J - J 3 + Ai + p)! (J + J 3 + J i + 1 - p) ! 

J i C A1 A2 Ai C J j J 3 J C Ai A3 A 

m12 fl1 fl2 fl12 m12 m3 J fl12 fl3 A 

454 

(a~) J3+ m 3 (a!) J3 - m 3 (a~) Al + III (a;) Al - II I (a~) A2 + I' 2 (a~) }\2 - I' 2 

( 3) A3 + Il 3 ( 3) A3 -II 3 

a2 a3 10), 
(A3 + fl3)!(A3 - fl3)!]1/2 

x (3.12) 

where the sums are taken under the restrictions (3.11) 
with the condition m' = n' = O. The notation of (3.10) 
and (3. 12) is explained by (2. 14) and (3.6). Observe that 
the sum over p in (3.12) is a Saalchiitzian 4F 3 series, an 
analytically continued Racah coefficient. The parameter 
r is the index of summation which emerges upon the 
binomial expansion of (aJ2)m = (aU + a~~)m. 

In terms of the boson states which we have constructed 
we may now easily determine the matrix which trans
forms an irreducible representation of SU(4) from its 
basis in the U(3) ::::l U(2) chain to its basis in Sp(4) ::::l 

SU(2) x SU(2). We recall the boson state for the canoni
cal basis, which has been studied by Ciftan,1.2 and the 
present author3: 

6 6 ~-1/2([J3b)Dl~i:,)(ai~) 
(6)2 [<X)2 

(y)(y') (<X ll ) 

C i(J312 - fl 22 ) i(m12 + m 22 - fl12 - fl22 ) i(m12 - m 22 ) 

X y _ i(fl12 + fl 22 ) mll - I' - i(m12 + m 22 - 1312 - 1322 ) mll - i(m12 + m 22 ) 

{" m 23 m" (m" + m" + m" - m" - m" 0 
") m" 

m 22 

~" ") a12 a 22 a 12 + a 22 - fl12 - fl22 0 1312 

all all - 1" 1" 

{" m24 '"" (" + m" + m" - m" - m" - m" 0 ') m" m23 '"") m14 m24 m14 + m24 - Ci!l2 - Ci!22 0 Ci!12 Ci!22 

m14 m14 - Ci!ll Ci!ll 

x [(mll - y)! (m12 + m 22 - mll + I' - 1312 - J322)! (a 11 - y')! (a 12 + a22 - a11 + 1" - 1312 - 1322) 1]1/2 

(a~) m13+ m2 3+ m S3- m12 - 11/ 22 -<X 12 -<X22+ 6 12+ 622(a~) m14-<X ll(a!) m24-<X12-<X22+<Xll 

(a~) m34-m13-m23- m33+<X12+<X22 I 0) 

X ]1~ [(m34 - m13 - m23 - 1n33 + a12 + ( 22 )! 
(3. 13) 

in the notation of Ref. 3. Forming the inner product with the state (3.6) we obtain 

m63 m
14 

m13 m
24 

m
23 

m
34 

m33 0) 
m12 m22 

m11 

=6 
1/2 i(m14+m24)+A+}\3 

6 [(2J
i 

+ 1) (2Ai + 1)]1/2 [(1312 - 1322 + 1) (a12 - a22 + 1)] (- 1) 
JiAi <Xi26i2 mil'j m 31'3 

jA J3+}\3"i("'s2-"'s3) n51 
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~t(m14-m24) J i Ai tft(.B12-.B22 ) t(j+mi) t(A+/1.i) } 

x l t(j + m i ) t(O!12 - 0!22) t(j - mi)~ l Ai teA - /1.i) t(0!12 - 0!12) 

t(.B12 -.B22 ) Hm 3 + /1.3 + t(m62 -m63 )] t(m12- m 22) 

C tu -;I. + m i - /J. i ) t(J3 - A3 + m3 -/1.3) mll - t(m12 + m 22 ) 

o 

11163 \~(11162 - 111 63 ) ~(m62 - m 63 ) ~(m62 - 11163») m 61 + ~(m62 - m 63 ) 

~(m62-m63) ~(m62-m63) n S1 

~ ~ ~ 
m3 ~3 m i 

~(m62 +,111 63 ) ~(m62 + Jn 63») 
2(m62 + m 63 ) 

Ai 

~i (3.14) 

Of the final three Wigner coefficients indicated in (3. 14) 
the first two are reduced matrix elements in U(3), which 
have been given explicitly by Chacon, Ciftan, and Bieden
harn10 ; the operators are totally symmetric, hence mul
tiplicity-free. The last Wigner coefficient is simply the 
total coupling coefficient indicated in (3.6). The follow
ing restrictions hold in (3.14) in addition to (2.4): 

m13 + m 23 + m33 = 2A3 + 2A + j + J 3 + M J 

= m61 + n262 - m63 + ;I. + A3 + M J , 

m 12 + m 22 = m61 + m 62 - m63 + M J + M 1\' 

mll = j + J 3 + M J , (3.15) 

j + A = m61 + t(m62 - m 63 ), 

J 3 + A3 = t (m 6 2 - m 63 )· 

We have taken the inner product of the state (3.6) with a 
state of that U(3) subgroup of SU(4) which is simultane
ously maximal with it, i.e., the matrix (3.14) has the pro
perty 

<
m61 m62 m631 m14 m 24 m 34 0) 

(max) (max) 
= 1. (3. 16) 
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The inner product of (3.6) with SU(4) states based in 
other U(3) subgroups is easily found by means of appro
priate Weyl transformations. 
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Conformally invariant orthogonal decomposition of 
symmetric tensors on Riemannian manifolds and the 
initial-value problem of general relativity* 
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It is shown that an arbitrary symmetric tensor tJI ab (or tJIab) of any weight can be covariantly 
decomposed on a Riemannian manifold (M,g) into a unique sum of transverse-traceless, longitudinal, 
and pure trace parts. The summands involve only linear operators and are mutually orthogonal in 
the global scalar product on (M,g). Each summand transforms separately into itself if the 
decomposition is carried out properly in a conformally related space (M,g). The decomposition is 
therefore determined by a conformal equivalence class of Riemannian manifolds. This property 
makes the decomposition ideally suited to the initial-value problem of general relativity, which 
becomes, as a result, a well-defined system of elliptic equations. Three of the four initial-value 
equations are linear and determine the decomposition of a symmetric tensor. The fourth equation is 
quasi linear and determines the conformal factor. The decomposition applied to the space of 
symmetric tensors on (M,g) can be written in terms of a direct sum of orthogonal linear spaces and 
gives a framework for treating and classifying deformations of Riemannian manifolds pertinent to the 
theory of gravitation and to pure geometry. 

1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 

The purpose of this paper is essentially twofold. Firstly, 
we give a conformally invariant, orthogonal, covariant 
decomposition of symmetric tensors on positive-defi
nite Riemannian manifolds into transverse-traceless, 
longitudinal, and pure trace parts. Secondly, we show 
that this decomposition enables one to set the initial
value problem of general relativity as a system of four 
second-order elliptic equations for four unknown func
tions. Three of these equations are linear with a con
formally-invariant vector field as the solution. The 
other is quasilinear and determines the conformal fac
tor. Physically, the unconstrained fields correspond to 
pure spin-two transverse traceless dynamical variables. 
Geometrically, they describe the anisotropy of space. 
This description is of course equivalent to the conven
tional treatment of space-time in terms of a hyperbolic 
four-metric (4) g v satisfying Einstein's field equations, 
but is more useful for a number of purposes. 

It is well knownl that in flat or in curved Riemannian 
spaces one can decompose an arbitrary vector or one
form into its transverse and longitudinal parts. Physi
cally, this procedure leads to the identification of the 
true canonical degrees of freedom of the electromagne
tic field and to the identification of the gauge, or non
dynamical, variables. Thus, if A is the magnetic vector 
potential and E the electric field, then the transverse 
fields A and E t (V· At = V· E t = 0) are the dynamical 
or pure tspin-one variables, while the longitudinal (l) 
part of A is determined by a choice of gauge. Moreover, 
this decomposition is not only covariant with respect to 
arbitrary coordinate transformations, it is also orthogo
nal in the natural global scalar product. That is, for any 
two vectors v and w, we have 

JM Vg V/Wlg ab == (Vp Wz) = 0, (1) 

where v denotes the volume element which makes the 
integralginvariant and the integration extends ov~r. the 
entire manifold M. Geometrically, the decomposItIon of 
1-forms and more generally p-forms, leads via de 
Rham's theorem to a characterization of topological in
variants of M (Le., Betti Numbers).2 

In this work, we shall consider three-dimensional Rie
mannian spaces because this case is of the greatest 
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interest for physical applications. However, the results 
are easily generalized to n-spaces, provided they are 
Riemannian, Le., have positive-definite metric. 3 Also, 
it is assumed that the three-spaces are closed (compact 
manifolds without boundary) and complete. The choice 
of closed spaces is made for mathematical convenience, 
and because closed three-spaces are of greatest inter
est in recent studies of the classical and quantum dyna
mics of general relativity.4 However, the decomposition 
is also valid for open, asymptotically flat 3-spaces, cer
tain assumptions being made as to the decay of the met
ric and other tensor fields as one approaches infinity.5 
In the pioneering work of Oeser6 on the covariant de
composition of tensors, only the case of asymptotic flat
ness was treated. Oeser's procedure is also satisfac
tory for closed spaces; however, his decomposition is 
neither conform ally invariant nor completely orthogonal 
in general. 

There are two compelling physical motivations for de
composing symmetric tensors, both having to do with 
gravitation. One is the desire to separate gravit~ti~nal 
variables into irreducible (spin) parts, so as to dlstm
guish the dynamical (spin-2) variables from gauge 
variables and constrained variables. This was done in 
general relativity by Arnowitt, Oeser, and Misnerl'u~ing 
a non covariant decomposition and was treated covarlant
ly by Oeser 6 in later works. Another strong reason is 
that a covariant procedure should lead in the initial
value problem to a well-defined system of equations 
determining the constrained variables (Sec. 4). 

From a mathematical point of view, the decomposition 
of tensor fields is also Significant. A certain "T-decom
position" 6 (T = transverse) of symmetric tensors 
characterizes possible deformations of Riemannian 
manifolds as shown by Ebin.7 This is also important 
in generat' relativity, for the dynamics of gravity may. 
be viewed as a continuous (time-dependent) deformahon 
of spacelike hypersurfaces in enveloping spacetime~ 
satisfying Einstein'S field equations. This deformat~on 
process may also be viewed in superspace S, w.hich IS 

the collection of Riemannian metrics modulo dlffeomor
phisms of M. Each point of S is a 3-geometry 3S = (M,g). 
The structure of superspace was examined in detail by 
Fischer8 and was discussed in a helpful article by B.Oe
Witt.9 In the Appendix, we show that for metrics possess-
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ing symmetries, one can readily construct from one 
transverse tensor others which will also be transverse. 
Similar results hold for the TT decomposition. 
In a certain sense the superspace picture and the asso
ciated T-decomposition of symmetric tensors are not 
sufficiently "fine" for all purposes in treating gravita
tion. This is the case because, using Wheeler'sphrase,IO 
"3-geometry is the carrier of information about time". 
Thus, 3g may be regarded as being specified by three 
functions (gab modulo diffeomorphisms of M) and its 
associated momentum, a transverse tensor density, is 
also specified by three functions. If these six functions 
were subject to no further constraints on a spacelike 
hyper surface , we would conclude that the gravitational 
field has three, not two, canonical degrees of freedom at 
each point of space. However, the metric and momentum 
are subject to an additional constraint. (The transversa
lity of the momentum already comprises three of the 
four equations of constraint). We may regard, therefore, 
one of the metric variables and one of the momentum 
variables as describing a nondynamical pair of variables 
subject to a constraint. To what physical quantities could 
they correspond? Not surprisingly, they correspond to 
"time" and the "Hamiltonian." 11 Qualitatively similar 
arguments to this effect have been given in analyses of 
the dynamics of gravity by Dirac,12 by Misner,4 by 
Arnowitt,Deser,and Misner,1 by Wheeler,IO by Ku
char,13 by the author,ll and by others. Therefore, 
because there is one constraint on these two variables, 
one of them may be specified and the other must be 
determined by satisfying the remaining initial-value 
equation. 

Details of the procedure followed differ among different 
students of the problem. Some prefer simply to carry 
along the extra pair, letting them, in effect, be governed 
implicitly by the fourth constraint written as a "Hamil
ton-Jacobi" type functional differential equation. This 
is what may be called roughly the "superspace ap
proach."14 Others make a choice of space and time co
ordinates based on some "preferred" background met
ric and select dynamical and nondynamical variables 
according to the criterion of convenience in treating 
the problem at hand. The essence of the latter formu
lation is found in the "mini-superspace" approach,15.16 
where only metrics with certain specified symmetries 
are considered. Thus, all degrees of freedom of the 
field are assumed to be frozen except those with the 
given symmetry. This procedure involves an element 
of risk because the gravitational field is nonlinear: 
degrees of freedom with different symmetry, or no 
symmetry, do interact; thus, ignoring some of them 
could lead to misleading conclusions. Moreover, in 
the quantum version of this approach, freezing certain 
degrees of freedom manifestly violates the uncertainty 
principle. These pOints are well known and have been 
discussed in the literature. I 5. 16 Of course, there are 
a number of other schemes for dealing with the prob
lems engendered by the constraints, but I will not dis
cuss them here. 
One notices the "dual" nature of this problem: (1) pick
ing variables in order to satisfy ultimately the initial
value equations on a space like hypersurface; (2) treat
ing the dynamics of gravity based on this choice. In 
reality, however, there is only one problem because if 
the constraints are satisfied at one moment, they auto
matically continue to hold at succeeding moments by 
virtue of the field equations at that moment and the 
contracted Bianchi identities (4)'V)4)G~v == O. [We use 
a prefix (4) and Greek indices when referring to space
time, as opposed to space.] Moreover, it has been shown 
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that from the initial-value equations one can recover 
the entire dynamical content of general relativity.17 

There is, however, a specific choice of variables which 
lead to a refinement of the superspace approach.ll •IS 
To proceed further, I make the only apparent Simple 
three-dimensionally covariant refinement of variables, 
namely, the scale or conformal factor of the metric and 
the trace of the momentum tensor (actually the scalar 
part of this trace) are identified as separate entities. 
These two variables are selected to comprise the 
"extra" pair. There are compelling physical reasons 
for this choice. Firstly, I have previously shown that 
the 3-geometry modulo conformal factor specifies the 
pure spin-2 (TT) representation of space geometry,1s 
Secondly, the scalar trace of the momentum is just the 
"volume Hubble parameter", i.e., the speCific rate of 
volume expansion of the 3-space as it evolves in space
time.11 Therefore, this scalar is naturally identifiable 
with "time," in that it identifies the expansion or con
traction epoch of the 3- space in its history. Thirdly, if 
we use this scalar as xO = t = time, then on the sur
faces t = const., the trace-free part of the momentum 
tensor is transverse. Hence, the dynamical part of the 
momentum tensor is TT, and a TT tensor is determined 
only by the underlying conformal geometry.IS (See Sec. 
3). Mathematically, this procedure is fruitful in the 
initial-value problem (Sec.4). Earlier, DiracI2 made 
a related choice of variables, in that he treated the scale 
factor of the geometry as a nondynamical variable. 
However, he did not show that the conformal geometry 
has the properties we have mentioned above, nor did he 
use the scalar trace of the momentum as time. Rather, 
he set this trace equal to zero for all time as an impli
cit condition on the time coordinate. It is by now well 
known that time variables compatible with his procedure 
do not exist in closed universes, i.e., for closed 3-
spaces, in general.14 This defect is not present in our 
case; in fact, the scalar trace need not necessarily be 
a constant (Sec.4). In any case, our time variable is 
local and identifies the surface in spacetime to which 
one is referring. 

Because the 3-geometry contains as an "extra" variable 
the scale factor, it does in a sense "carry information 
about time," though somewhat indirectly. The fact that 
the 3-geometry must carry extra information of some 
kind led Wheeler I9 to ask, in effect, "What is two-thirds 
of super space ?" An answer to this question is given in 
Sec. 6, namely, "conformal superspace." 

The "TT-decomposition" described in this paper charac
terizes deformations of conformal Riemannian manifolds 
(M,i) == 31= ,where gab == (detgt l / 3 g ab • Thus 31= is 
determined by a Riemannian metric gab modulo diffeo
morphisms of M and modulo conformal mappings 
gab = ¢4 gab ,where ¢(x) is an arbitrarY,real,nonvanish
ing scalar function on M. (We may say 31= is deter
mined by gab modulo "conformeomorphisms"20 for 
short.) The collection of conformal 3-geometries may 
be called "conformal superspace" S. Each point of S is 
a 31=. We sometimes find it convenient to regard 31= 
also as a set of conform ally equivalent Riemannian 3-
geometries. In all respects, the TT-decomposition bears 
the same relation to S and to the dynamics of 31 in 
space-time that the T-decomposition bears to S and to 
the dynamiCS of 3g in space-time. 

However, the TT-decomposition has features that the 
T-decomposition does not possess. Notably, it is a 
"finer" splitting of a symmetric tensor than the T
decomposition in that it has more independent pieces. 
This fin~mess leads to its conformal invariance, which, 
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in turn, makes it quite useful in analysis of the initial
value equations. Moreover, since conformally invariant 
objects described the pure spin-2 aspects of gravity.l8 
the TT-decomposition is ideally suited to the construc
tion of such objects. 

In Sec. 2, the TT-decomposition of a symmetric tensor 
I/Iab is defined by 

1/1 a b == I/IT~ + I/It b + I/IT ~ , 

where the longitudinal part is 

(2) 

I/IE b == vaWb + vbwa - tgabVcWc == (LW)ab (3) 

and the trace part is 

(4) 

We use Va to denote covariant differentiation and a a 

ordinary differentiation. Our conventions are such that 

(5) 

(6) 

The transversality requirement leads to the only equa
tions that need be solved in this procedure. This can be 
done, uniquely, with wa the solution. The TT, L, and TR 
parts are mutually orthogonal. Upon conformal mapping 
of gab and I/Iab, (2) maintains the same form and the 
equations guaranteeing transversality have the same 
solution wa after the mapping as they did before the 
mapping. These conformal properties are demonstrated 
in Sec. 3. 

In Sec. 4, we discuss application Of the TT-decomposi
tion to the initial-value problem. In Sec. 5, the decompo
sition is written in terms of orthogonal projection 
operators on the space of symmetric tensors. Deforma
tions of conformal Riemannian manifolds are treated in 
the final section. In the Appendix, we show that when 
symmetries are present, one may readily construct 
from a given TT tensor others that are automatically 
TT. 

2. TRANSVERSE-TRACELESS DECOMPOSITION 

We define I/Ig in accordance with (2) by 

I/IH == I/Iab - t I/Igab - (LW)ab. (7) 

Let us suppose that both I/Ia band gab are Coo tensor 
fields. For concreteness, we work here with tensors 
rather than with tensor densities; one need only multiply 
through by an appropriate power of gl/2 for the densi
ties. We note that the trace condition 

(8) 

is satisfied by construction. The transversality require
ment 

(9) 

leads to covariant equations for the vector field wa: 

Notice that only the divergence of the trace-free part of 
I/Iab enters (10). As a result, it is helpful to introduce an 
abbreviated notation. Define the algebraiC operator A 
that projects any symmetric tensor into its trace-free 
part: 
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Also, let the divergence of 1/1 a b be denoted by V . 1/1 • 
Then (10) assumes the abbreviated form 

DW == - V· LW == - V· A 1/1. (10') 

Let us now discuss the basic properties of (10). The 
operator D is linear and second order as we see by in
spection. Moreover, as we show below, this operator is 
positive-definite, Hermitian,2l and its "harmonic" 22 
functions are always orthogonal to the source (right
hand side) in (10). Thus (10) will always possess solu
tions2 W unique up to cOnformal Killing vectors (see 
below). These solutions can be obtained by the eigen
function method, assuming that D possesses a complete 
set of orthogonal eigenfunctions. We expect the spec
trum of D to be discrete for closed spaces. If not, we 
assume its eigenvalues do not have zero as an accumu
lation point.2l The operator inverse to D,D-l, therefore 
exists and we may write 

W == D-l [- V· A I/IJ. (12) 

To show that D is positive definite, we multiply (Dw)a by 
W a , form the global scalar product, and integrate by 
parts to show 

(W,DW) == i(LW,LW), 

where 

(LW,LW) == JM Vg (LW)ab(Lw)ab ~ O. 

(13) 

(14) 

Thus D is positive unless L W == 0, a case discussed be
low. That D is Hermitian follows from a similar argu
ment in which one integrates by parts twice to find 

(V,DW) == (DV, W) (15) 

for any vectors V and W. 

The right-hand side of (13) can vanish only if LW == O. 
This means either W == 0 or W == conformal Killing vec
tor (CKV) of the metric. The condition for a CKV is, of 
course, not satisfied for an arbitrary ("conformally 
wild") metric. The condition for a CKV is given by 
£wiiab == 0 or 

£Wgab==>tgab (16) 

for some scalar function >t, where £ w denotes the Lie 
derivative along W. Equation (16) is just 

(17) 

Taking the trace of both Sides, we find 

(18) 

Therefore, W is a CKV if and only if 

vawb + vbwa - t gabvcWc == (Lw)ab == O. (19) 

It follows that the only nontrivial solutions of DW == 0 
are CKV's, if they exist. Hence the nontrivial "harmo
nic" functions of Dare CKV's. We shall now show that 
even if these "harmonic" solutions exist, they are al
ways orthogonal to the right-hand side of (10) and, hence, 
can cause no difficulties in solving equation (10) by an 
eigenfunction expansion. 

Denote the CKV's by wa == C a, where by definition 
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LC = O. Form the scalar product of the right-hand side 
of (10) with C and integrate by parts to find 

(- 'V. A lJ;,C) = i{AlJ;,LC) = o. (20) 

Hence the source is in the domain of D-l and D-l gives 
the solution of (10) even in the presence of conformal 
symmetries. 

The above results also show that the solution of (10) 
must be unique up to CKV's. However, since only (Lw)ab 
enters in the definition (7) of lJ;~~, CKV' s cannot affect 
lJ;g. 

The orthogonality of lJ;g, (Lw)ab, and t lJ;gab is easily 
demonstrated. We see readily that t lJ;gab is pointwise 
orthogonal to (Lw)ab andtolJ;:g,as (Lw)ab andlJ;~~ are 
both trace-free. To show that lJ;:g and (L V)ab are ortho
gonal for any vector V and any TT tensor, we have only 
to show that 

(L V, lJ;TT) = 0, (21) 

which follows readily using integration by parts, Gauss's 
theorem, and 'V'lJ;TT = O. We conclude, therefore, that 
the decomposition defined by (7) exists, is unique, and is 
orthogonal. The properties of (7) under conformal 
mappings of gab and lJ;a b are the subject of the next 
section. 

One can further decompose the vector wa uniquely into 
its transverse (t) and longitudinal (l) parts with respect 
to the metric gab' This splitting is orthogonal, as in (1). 
But W t and Wz themselves "mix" under the conformal 
transformations defined in the next section. In any event, 
since this further splitting is well defined, we see that 
an arbitrary symmetric tensor field can be split into a 
sum of pure spin-two (TT), pure spin-one (Wt ) and spin
zero (gab lJ;ab and 'V. Wz) parts. 

Also, it is easily verified in this procedure that a given 
tensor that is already TT has no L or Tr parts; a pure 
L tensor has no TT or Tr parts; and a pure Tr tensor 
has no TT or L parts. 

3. CONFORMAL TRANSFORMATIONS 

Understanding the conformal properties of (7) is of 
great interest in itself and is essential in the applica
tion of these results to the gravity initial-value problem 
(Sec.4). A space conformally related to (M,g) is (M,g), 
where 

(22) 

Therefore, we have for the connection coefficients 

r\c a = rbea + 2(Ob'Ve lncp + O~'Vb lncp _gbe'V a lncp), 
(23) 

with CP(x) an arbitrary real positive scalar function. The 
freely given tensor lJ;ab, which is to be decomposed, will 
also be mapped conform ally by the transformation 

(24) 

Thus, on (M,g) we will decompose cp-lO lJ;ab, not lJ;ab it
self. We shall prove that decompOSing cp-l0lJ;ab on 
(M,g) is completely equivalent to decompOSing lJ;ab on 
(M,g), for an arbitrary choice of cp(x). This fact is of 
essential importance in the application of (7) to the 
gravitational initial-value problem. The choice of (24) 
is not arbitrary, but is dictated by the form of (7), as we 
shall see below. If lJ;a b were a tensor density of weight 
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one, we would use in place of (24),"ij/a b = cp-4lJ;a b. If it 
were of weight 5/3, we would have "ij/ab = lJ;ab. This fol
lows from (24) and gl/2 = cp 6 gl/2. These cases are also 
important in the initial-value problem.lS 

Returning to the tensor case, we rewrite (7), using Eqs. 
(22), (23), (24), to obtain 

(25) 

where li/ == g e d li/ cd. We now wish to transform the longi
tudinal part, (L w)a b. Substitution of (22) and (23) into 
(3) gives 

(Lw)ab = cp4(VaW b + VbW a - t gabVe We) == cp4(LW)ab, 

(26) 
or 

(27) 

By using (27) and multiplying through by cp-lO, (25) be
comes 

cp-lOlJ;~~ = (li/ab - t gabli/) - cp-6(LW)ab. (28) 

Let us put rab == cp-lO lJ;~~. We note that 

(29) 

by construction. Furthermore, Tab will also be trans
verse on (M,g) provided flbTab = O,or 

However, for any choice of cp, this equation for the "vec
tor potention" wa is already satisfied by the same vec
tor W a that satisfied (10)! This statement is proved as 
follows: The left-hand side of (30) is Simply 

(31) 

Since Incp is a scalar, we have flb Incp = 'Vb Incp=ilb Incp. 

Moreover, USing (22), (23), and (27), we have 

By using (31) and (32), the left-hand side of (30) becomes 

(33) 

From (22), (23), and (24), the right-hand side of (30) be
comes 

(34) 

It is just this last result that uniquely dictates the con
formal transformation (24) on lJ;ab. From (33) and (34) 
we see that (30) implies 

(10) 

which is just Eq. (10). Conversely, Eq. (10) implies (30), 
so that (10) and (30) are completely equivalent for any 
choice of cp and, therefore, have precisely the same solu
ti~ wa (xl The "harmonic" functions of the operator 
- 'V b [cp-6(Lw)ab] are precisely the same as those of 
- 'Vb(Lw)ab == (Dw)a, because - flb[cp-6(Lw)ab] is a 
positive-definite operator which can only vanish if 
W a = 0 or if..!Va = CKV of gab' Since (LW)ab=cp-4(LW)ab, 
we see that (L w)a b = 0 if and only if (L w)a b = O. This 
is not surpriSing, as it only says that if W a is a CKV of 
gab' then it is also a CKV of any conformally related 
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metric, as one might expect. That is, the condition for a 
CKV is conformally invariant. 

Hence, we identify Tab with iJI~~, yielding the result 

lJig = cp-10 lJIg. 

Equation (21) may now be written 

~H = (~ab - -k gab~) - cp-6(Lw)ab. 

We see that the longitudinal part of ~ab is simply 

In summary,given lJI ab on (M,g), we decompose it by 
means of 

(35) 

(36) 

lJI a b = lJI;? + lJI[ b + lJI; ~ , (2) 

with lJI[b and lJI~~ given by (3), (4), and the solution of 
(10). On a conformally related manifold (M,g), the ten
sor lJia b = cp-10 lJI ab decomposes in the same way: 

~ab = ~1'~ + lJifb + iJI~~, 
where 

lJiH = cP -10 lJIH , 

~[b = cp-10 lJl[b, 

lJi~~ = cp-10 lJI~~ 

(38) 

(35) 

(37') 

(39) 

with the vector wa determining the longitudinal part being 
the same for lJi1b as for lJI1b• 

One can see from the above that the form of the decom
position may be viewed as being determined by confor
mal invariance, for we know without performing a de
composition that if a tensor is TT with respect to a 
given metric gab' that cp-10 times the tensor will also 
be TT with respect to the conformally transformed 
metric cp 4 gab .18 It is actually this latter observation 
whose significance led to the present method of decom
position. In particular, one can see that the form for 
the longitudinal part is crucial because of (27). 

4. INITIAL-VALUE PROBLEM OF GENERAL 
RELATIVITY 

Because of its conformal properties, the decomposition 
(7) is ideally suited for use in the gravitational initial
value problem. For simplicity, we shall first describe 
prinCipally the case involving vacuum gravity fields 
(4)R = 0 "V . 
The initial-value problem is to construct a spacelike 
Riemannian three-manifold (M,g) and a symmetric 
tensor denSity of weight one, 1T ab , such that 

(40) 

(41) 

where R is the scalar curvature of (M,g). The confor
mal approach to this problem is to solve (40) in a con
formally invariant manner, then to choose the conformal 
factor cp in such a way as to satisfy (41). Equations (40) 
and (41) are the Gauss-Codazzi equations giving neces
sary and sufficient conditions for the embedding of 
(M,g) with second fundamental tensor 

(42) 
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in a spacetime satisfying Einstein's equations (4) R = O. 
For global analysis of this problem, it is convenientVto 
convert (40) and (41) into second-order elliptic partial 
differential equations. 

Here let us treat the case where (M,g) is to be embedded 
in such a way that its volume "Hubble parameter" is 
constant on the surface. The specific variablell which 
has proven to be of fundamental significance for this 
and other purposes is 

(43) 

which measures the rate of change of the local volume 
elements of (M,g) per unit volume, per unit proper time, 
Le., per unit proper distance orthogonal to the surface. 
The "maximal" case is T = 0, but in general we simply 
assume that T = const.,Le.,vaT = OaT = 0 on (M,g). 

In this case (40) can be written as 

(40') 

since by hypothesis V a 1T = O. Thus (36) requires that we 
construct a TT tensor density aa b == 1Ta b - -k 1T ga b. For 
this purpose, we give arbitrarily a tensor lJIa b and con
struct its TT part as above by solving (10) for W a • We 
then set aab = g1/2lJ1H • 

Of course, the variables gab' aa b will not in general 
satisfy (41). However, we now map them conformally 
onto new variables which do satisfy (41), i.e., such that 

(44) 

We first note that 

(45) 

which follows from the definition of aa band T. We know 
that the transformation (j a b = cp-4 a ab preserves the TT 
character of a a b , so that 

will satisfy (40) in the form Vbri ab = O. Substituting (39) 
into (37) and using the well-known formula 

(47) 

with fl.CP == - gabvavbCP' we obtain the equation determin
ing cP: 

(48) 

where ~ == g-1 g acg b d a ab a cd. Equation (48) is a quasi
linear elliptic equation determining cp(x). All of its coef
ficients involve only known or given functions...!l0 it is 
not coupled back to the momentum constraint vb ria b = 0, 
the solution of which, as has been pointed out, is a con
formally invariant problem, when T = const. 

Quasilinear elliptic equations such as (48) are discussed, 
for example, in the treatise of Ladyzhenskaya and Ural' 
tseva.23 The existence of solutions, particularly real 
positive24 solutions 0 < cP < eX) , depends to a large ex
tent on the detailed nature of the nonlinear terms and 
the possible values of their coefficients. For the parti
cular form exhibited by (48),N.O'Murchadha and the 
author25 have classified all cases of physical interest. 
For example, we have shown that solutions cP, such that 
0< cp < eX) on M, exist for any ~ > 0, T "" 0, and for any 
choice of the initial metric gab on a closed Coo manifold. 
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The case T = 0 is discussed below. It is exceptional 
only for closed manifolds. For asymptotically flat (open) 
spaces, existence of solutions has also been demon
strated. Moreover, for (48), we have shown that the solu
tion is unique for closed or open spaces. (In the asymp
totically flat case, the value of ¢ at infinity must also 
be specified, of course.) Together with the TT-decom
position, these results give a highly satisfactory descrip
tion of the initial-value problem for the vacuum gravita
tional field. The same conclusion holds for the gravita
tional field with sources, described below. 

The case T = 0 is exceptional for closed spaces and it 
is worthwhile to see why this is true. We shall see that 
if one chooses an initial metric with R < 0 everywhere 
on M, no solution of (48) exists if T = O. Of course, the 
set of configurations with T ::;= 0 is of "measure zero" in 
the full configuration space S x {possible choices of T}. 
Nevertheless, the discussion of this case sheds light on 
the meaning of the conformal method in general. Let us 
first, then, examine the conformal properties of (48) it
self. 

Had we started not from gab' but from any other metric 
g~b = //4g ab in the same conformal equivalence class 
as gab' we would of cour se have a;:'!/ = //-4 a;:. The ana
log of (48) would be of the same form: 

(49) 

where~' = //-12~, T' = T,and ¢' = ¢//-1. Note that 
(8.6. + R) is just the conformally invariant scalar Lap
lacian, so the fact that (48) is itself conformally form
invariant is not surprising. From this we see that the 
solution of (48) admits the conformal "gauge" transfor
mation ¢' = ¢//-I. Therefore, the uniqueness of solu
tions to (48) for given conformal equivalence classes of 
initial data is only uniqueness modulo this gauge beha
vior. It is clear, however, that the final metric gab and 
momentum a# are themselves unique with respect to 
the given conformal class of initial data. Thus, 

gab = ¢4gab = (¢')4g~b' 

a~~ = ¢-4 a ~~ = (¢'t4 aTal. 

(50) 

(51) 

The conclusion is that the complete set of initial value· 
equations for wa and cP is conform ally covariant. Their 
solutions transform by the rules Wa' = Wa, ¢' = ¢ //-1. 

From these solutions one obtains a unique initial-data 
setgab,a-N,T. 

We now return to the case T = O,~ > O. We see from 
(44) that R must be positive on all of M. If we choose an 
initial metric such that R(g) < 0 everywhere on M, then 
if a positive ¢ satisfying (48) exists, it must map from a 
space with R < 0 everywhere to one with R > 0 every
where. However, it is easy to show that no such mapping 
can exist for M closed. From (47), we have 

8.6.¢ = -R¢ + R¢5. 

Integrating (47) over a closed M gives 

0= fMvg (- R¢ + R¢5), 

which cannot be satisfied in the present case. 

(52) 

(53) 

However, the argument in the case T = 0 does not apply 
to asymptotically flat (open) spaces, as one cannot there 
discard the gradient of ¢ at infinity. In fact, this very 
boundary integral determines the mass-at-infinity of 
the gravitational configuration.26 
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What this simple argument also demonstrates is that, 
whereas the scalar curvature is not a conformally in
variant object in a local sense, globally a uniform sign 
of R over a closed M is conformally ~ificant. That 
is, if R has one Sign only on M and if R also has only one 
sign (which is not true, in general, if T ;" 0), these signs 
must be the same. 

This argument is closely related to Yamabe's theorem:27 
Every compact Coo Riemannian manifold of dimension 
~3 can be conformally deformed to a Coo Riemannian 
structure of constant scalar curvature. Let the constant 
be called k. Then sgn(k) provides a convenient confor
mally invariant "index" for conformal equivalence 
classes of (closed) Riemannian manifolds. For the ex
ceptional case T = 0, the conformal classes with sgn(k) = 0 
and sgn(k) = - 1 are here ruled out; whereas, if T ;" 0, 
they are not. For asymptotically flat spaces, no classifi
cation such as that provided by Yamabe's theorem is 
possible. 

For a closed universe, T = 0 corresponds to the moment of 
maximum expansion. According to the argument above, 
we have the result that a closed vacuum gravitational 
configuration with sgn(k) = - 1 or sgn(k) = 0 cannot 
correspond to a moment of maximum expansion. Ex
amples of closed vacuum universes with no moment of 
maximum expansion are known.28 These universes ex
pand for all time at an ever- slowing rate which only 
approaches T = 0 asymptotically as the volume approach
es infinity, which means the closed space is becoming 
effectively "open". 

Conversely, at a moment of maximum expansion, sgn(k) = 
+ 1 if ~ > O. If T = 0 and ~ = 0 (vanishing shear), we 
have a "moment of time symmetry",29,30 for which 
sgn(k) = 0 is the only permissible case if M is closed. 

To conclude this part of the discussion, we repeat that 
for ~ > 0, only cases involving T = 0 everywhere on M 
lead to any restrictions on the choice of conformal equi
valence classes of initial data in the construction of solu
tions to the constraint equations. 

In general, we see that when T = const., (40) and (41) 
split into two separate problems. We give freely (M,g) 
and l/Ia b. We solve the linear elliptiC Eqs. (10) for wa, 
and thereby construct a ,N. Substituting gab' a;: , and T 
into (41), we find ¢. The final initial data set satisfying 
the complete set of constraints is therefore (M,g) with 
gab = ¢4 gab' and nab given by (39). This means that the 
initial-value problem on surfaces T = const. is an un
coupled elliptic second-order system of four Eqs. (10) 
and (48) for four functions wa and ¢. Of these, the three 
Eqs. (10) are linear and (48) is quasilinear. 

The conformal treatment of the initial-value equations 
can be generalized to cases where T(X) ;" const. is a 
prescribed function. In place of the momentum condi
tions 'Vb aa b = 0 for T = con st. , one has 

(54) 

where aab is still trace-free. We can view this problem 
as requiring the construction of a traceless tensor in 
purely longitudinal form (Lz)ab. Equation (54) deter
mines (Lz)a b; however, this procedure is not indepen
dent of ¢. Equations (54) and (48) are now coupled. On 
such surfaces the gravitational initial variables are not 
pure spin-two objects. The presence of 'VaT introduces 
effectively a vector part Z to the complete set of initial 
variables. Of course, to the solutions aab of (54) itself, 
may always be added a free (unconstrained) field in the 
form of some TT-variable. So, even in this case, TT 
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momenta describe free gravitational fields ("waves"). 
Moreover, regardless of the presence of vaT r' 0, the 
intrinsic conformal geometry of the surface still corre
sponds to the pure spin-two part of the field. This is 
true because the three-dimensional conformal curvature 
tensor is identically TT regardless of the value of T on 
the surface. Thus, the vacuum gravitational field be
haves somewhat like an electromagnetic field with 
sources when T r' const. 

We now wish to point out how matter or other field 
sources enter (48). The form of (44) iS32 ,33 

g-1/2{'if ab'ifab - ~ 'if2) - gl/2 Ii = - 16 rrgl/2 r:, (55) 

where r! = TJ.l v uVuJ.l' TJ.l v = matter tensor, and uJ.l is the 
unit timelike four-vector normal to the surface. Physi
cally, r! is the positive-definite scalar measuring the 
mass or energy per unit proper three-volume on the 
surface. The key question here is: Can T! itself be 
freely specified, or only specified up to some conformal 
factor? Both dimensional arguments and arguments 
based on the free electromagnetic field32 as source 
point to the fact that one can only give ft up to a con
formal factor. Thus, for example, the conformal proper
ties of the electromagnetic field coupled to gravity 
using a "3 + 1" formalism identical to that of the pre
sent paper show that one may freely give T!, where 
r! = cp-8 r:' This choice is consistent with the de
coupling of the momentum and energy constraints (see 
below) and with the fact that the electromagnetic-initial
value problem on the surface must simultaneously be 
satisfied. 

In place of (48), one finds32 .33 

(56) 

where all coefficients are known (see below), and where 
the sign of each coefficient on the right-hand-side is 
known. Again, one can ShOW25 , 32 the existence of a 
unique solution for all conformal equivalence classes of 
initial data, except those with T = 0 have to be treated 
separately, as above. Choquet-Bruhat3 4 treated the 
case with T = 0 and r! = T:, Le., the energy density 
scalar completely specified in advance. However, this 
is not consistent with massless, integral spin sources 
nor with dimensional analysis. It is an attempt to spe
cify more data about the sources that is consistent with 
the physics of gravity coupled to other fields. Not sur
prisingly, she found a number of serious restrictions on 
the existence and uniqueness of solutions for certain 
gravitational-matter configurations. Understanding these 
restrictions more deeply could be important in further 
elucidating the physical content of initial-value problems 
with sources. 

We have already indicated how matter sources enter (48). 
Likewise, sources may be inserted into the momentum 
constraints in the formll.32.33 

(57) 

when T = const. Here G = c = 1, TJ" is the matter ten
sor, and T: = B~u T~. The factor B~ projects onto the 
surface,for whichJ.luJ.l is the unit normal four-vector. 
The construction of a trace-free (J ab satisfying (57) is 
again a conformally invariant problem not coupled to 
(48) (just as before) if we conformally map T: by the 
transformation32.35 

(58) 
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This means that here gl/2 TZ is freely specifiable, not T: itself. Effectively, one may only prescribe the direc
tional properties of the matter current T: but not its 
absolute magnitude. Observe that T: does not enter (56); 
only the solution (J ab of (54) enters (56) and, of course, 
T!. So none of the discussion of (56) has to be altered 
in this generalized procedure. Therefore, the inclusion 
of matter currents occasions no difficulties. Again, we 
may allow T{X) r' const., but the equations then become 
coupled, introdUCing, however, no difficulties in prinCiple. 

Lastly, we mention that there is an elliptic "sandwich" 
version of the initial value problem.36 Here, one gives 
freely, on two nearby slices T 1 = const., T 2 = const., and 
two infiniteSimally different conformal metrics. One 
finds cp and W a by a method similar to our discussion 
above. The proper orthogonal distance N between the 
two surfaces is determined by an elliptic equationll for 
N, resulting from the demand that the T'S be two infini
teSimally differing constants on the two surfaces. The 
"sandwich" problem becomes five elliptic equations for 
the five variables cp, Wa, and N. The wa equations are 
linear and the cp and N equations are quasilinear. 
These five equations are coupled. Coupled elliptic sys
tems are very hard to analyse, no sufficiently powerful 
mathematical theorems being readily available. How
ever, this particular set has Simplifying features that 
permit this "conformal thin-sandwich" result to be 
analyzed. 

5. PROJECTION OPERATORS FOR THE 
TT-DECOMPOSITION 

In this section, following a notation close to that of 
Berger and Ebin,7 I shall denote the operators relevant 
to the TT-decomposition by 

where 1/Ia b is a symmetric tensor. Omitting indices, we 
write the solution of (10) as 

(60) 

The longitudinal part of the tensor 1/1 is written 

(61) 

The trace part is given by 

(62) 

where I denotes the identity operator. Therefore, 

(63) 

The appropriate projection operators acting on 1/1 are 
thus 

P TT = A - LD-l 5, 

P L = LD-1 6, 

P Tr = 1- A, 

where 1= P TT + P L + P Tr • 

(64) 

(65) 

(66) 

The space of pure trace tensors may be written37 
A-l(O). The space of longitudinal tensors may be written 
L(Vl), where VI denotes the space of vectors on M. We 
now seek a further characterization of the spaces of TT
tensors as defined in this paper. 
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Fir st we note that the operator L of. adjoint to L is L of. = ~ a. 
The vector "Laplacian" D of equation (10) is given by 

D = OL. (67) 

The dimension of the kernel D-1(O) for this operator 
equals the number of linearly independent conformal 
Killing vectors admitted by (M,g). This dimension is 
conformally invariant. Its maximum value in an N
space is ~(N + I)(N + 2). The maximum is achieved if 
and only if the space is conformally flat. 

Now we define the tensor "Laplacian" t. by 

X =L6. (68) 

This is a linear, second-order, elliptic, positive-definite 
operator which vanishes if and only if the tensor it acts 
on is TT as defined in this paper. To see this, note that 

(69) 

which vanishes if and only if 61/1 = O. We can have 
61/1 = 0 if 1/1 is TT or if the tracefree part of 1/1 is trans
verse. However, according to our definition of TT ten
sors, if the tracefree part is transverse, then the longi
tudinal part must vanish and we have I/ITT = A 1/1, i.e., 
the tracefree part is the TT part in this case. Hence, it 
follows th~t the space of TT tensors can be written as 
5-1(0) or X-1(O). It follows also that these kernels are 
conformally invariant because the TT-property is pre
served under the conformal mappings we have defined. 
Therefore, one sees by virtue of their conformal proper
ties an interesting "duality" between the vector operator 
D = 5L and the tensor operator ~ = L6.38 

Again following the notation of Berger and Ebin,7 we 
write the present splitting of the space of Coo symmet
ric tensor fields on (M,g) as 

:: 
Coo(S2) = .l-l(O) EEl L(Vl) EEl A-1(0), (70) 

where the summands are orthogonal. 

Using different operators than those we have employed 
here, Berger and Ebin 7 achieved an orthogonal TT de
composition in the special case that R = const. Yamabe's 
theorem27 should provide a link between their decompo
sition and the one defined in this paper. 

6. DEFORMATIONS OF CONFORMAL RIEMANNIAN 
MANIFOLDS 

Any infinitesimal deformation of a Riemannian geometry 
may be represented by a symmetric tensor Og a b, where 
o now stands for "variation," not for the negative diver
gence as in Sec. 5. Since any symmetric tensor may be 
decomposed by our procedure, we may write 

Ogab = Og~I + (LW)ab + t gabgcdOgcd' (71) 

On the other hand, by definition, any small variation of a 
conformal metric iab = (detgt1/ 3 gab must be trace
free. Hence, the last term of (71) represents an infini
tesimal conformal transformation which cannot affect 
the underlying conformal geometry. 

Consider an infinitesimal shift of coordinates x a ~ x a _ 

W a• The change induced in i a b is just 

(72) 

Hence, the second term on the right of (71) denotes a re
labeling of coordinates in the underlying conformal geo-
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metry and thus to no change in the intrinsic conformal 
geometry itself. Thus, the only term of (71) correspond
ing to a variation of the intrinsic conformal geometry is 
Og~! • !herefore, every deformation in conformal super
space S is represented by a TT tensor only, and con
versely. Thus, in passing from one point of S to a neigh
boring point, only TT-tensors need be considered. 

There is a method of constructing TT tensors that does 
not rely on any TT-decomposition as such. In three 
dimenSions, the conformal curvature tensor density18 

is defined by 

~ab == i (detg)l/3 (Eefag bm + Eef b gam)'VeR fm' (73) 

where E e f a is the unit alternating tensor density. If 
Og ab = ~g ab' then on~ can readily show that oj3ab = O. 
!=et {3ab = (detgtl/3 {3ab. Then we also have O{3g = O. 
(3ab is identically symmetric and TT, giving rise to the 
conclusion that the conformal geometry represents the 
pure spin-2 part of the full Riemannian 3-geo'metry, as 
we described earlier. 

If we construct from S'a b. a conformally invariant scalar 
density of weight one and integrate it over M, then the 
functional derivative of this integral with respect to gab 
will be automatically a TT density of a weight 1. The 
weight of this tensor can be changed at will, of course. 
As an example, 

(74) 

is a TT tensor denSity of weight 1.39 It is worthwhile to 
note that the functional derivation of a TT tensor density 
of coordinate weight 1, as in (74), may be readily used to 
prove that such an object must transform by the rule 
jlab = ¢-4/-1ab under a conformal mappinggab = ¢4gab' 
Thus the tensor form I/Ig = g-1/2 /-lab must transform as 
1tI~~= ¢-lOI/l~~,as shown in Sec.2. 
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APPENDIX: TT TENSORS AND SYMMETRIES 

Let xa be a CKV of gab and consider the tensor I/IIs 
By using the well-known rules for interchanging £x and 
'V b, one can easily verify that 

(AI) 

is also TT with re spect to gab' Similar results hold for 
I/I~~ and for different weights. Therefore, although CKV's 
do not show up directly in the construction of I/I~r;, as we 
explained, they do give automatically other TT tensors. 

The transverse decomposition 6 ,7 of a tensor Tab is de
fined by 

(A2) 

for some unique Va' If the metric gab possesses Killing 
vectors Y(£yg ab = 0), then, Similarly to the above, 

(A3) 

is also automatically transverse with respect to gab' 
These results relate, respectively, to the "stratification" 
of S, and to the "stratification" of S.8 
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The relationship between the Petrov classification of Riemannian space-times and the Debever
Penrose principal null directions is developed in explicit algebraic tenus. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The Petrov classification of Riemannian space-time in 
terms of its algebraic properties at a point offers an 
invariant (coordinate independent) description of aspects 
of space-time. 1 The relationship between the Petrov 
classification and the Debever-Penrose principal null 
directions at a point of space-time was first given in 
full by Penrose in his classic paper on the use of spi
nors in general relativity.2 Subsequent articles and 
papers3 ,4 have followed Penrose's treatment, which is 
essentially geometrical and does not display an explicit 
algebraic relationship between the two classification 
systems. 

It is our purpose in this paper to develop the relationship 
between the Petrov classification and the Debever
Penrose directions in explicit algebraic terms. We 
show that the Petrov approach and Penrose's spinor 
approach each leads to a fundamental 3 x 3 matrix, and 
that these two matrices are related to each other by a 
similarity transformation. Further, we give simple 
explicit forms for the curvature eigenspinors in the 
Penrose formulation and use these to classify the space
times. 

For convenience and simplicity, the analysis is carried 
out for the case of a zero matter tensor. The nonvacuum 
case is very similar, but the Weyl tensor must then be 
used instead of the Riemann tensor. 

2. THE PETROV CLASSIFICATION 

Consider the Riemann tensor R I' v P A' which is antisym
metric in Il, v and in p, A, and is symmetric in the pairs 
Il v, PA. 

We map the indices Il, v, p, A onto indices if, B by the 
homomorphism 

rll~: 23 31 12 10 20 30J. 

LA: 1 2 3 4 5 6 

In terms of A and B, R AB is a second order symmetric 
tensor with indices running from 1 to 6, and it can there
fore be written as a 6 x 6 matrix of the form 

RAB=[; ;J. (1) 

where M and Q are real 3 x 3 symmetric matrices and 
N is a real 3 x 3 traceless matrix. We assume the use 
of real coordinates and a space-time signature (+,-, 
-, -). The form of (1) follows directly from the symme
tries of the Riemann tensor, and R AB is isomorphic to 
the tensor RI'VpA' 

Raising the first index on R AS and employing a local 
Lorentz coordinate frame leads to the form 

RA- - [ M NJ B - • 
-NT -Q 
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(2) 

For the vacuum case, the field equations lead to the 
additional relations 

Q=-M, Tr(M) = O. 

In this case we therefore have the form 

RA -- [M NJ 
B - -N M ' 

where M and N are both real symmetric trace-free 
3 x 3 matrices. 

We now introduce the dual of the Riemann tensor 

*RI'V = ~21 -gRIlV ooaSg g 
pA yo ap SA' 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

where 0 0 as is the usual unit tensor density. The general 
notation follows that of Ref. 5. We observe that mapping 
Il, v, p, A to A, B as before and applying the field equa
tions yields the form 

[
N -MJ 

*RAs = M N' 

This result may be derived easily by element-by
element evaluation in the local Lorentz frame. 

Thus, defining a self-dual tensor R (+) AB, we have 

- - - [M + iN - i(M + iN)] 
R (+)A_ = RA- + i*RA- = . 

B B B i(M + iN) M + iN 

This can be written in the direct product form 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

where P = M + iN and J = [~ -1]. P is a complex 3 x 3 
traceless symmetric matrix and has ten algebraically 
independent components. 

The eigenvectors of R (+) AS are the direct products of 
the eigenvectors of P and J, and the eigenvalues are the 
algebraic products of those of P and J. For J, we have 
eigenvalues 0 and 2 and corr~sponding eigenvectors 
(l,-i) and (l,i). Thus,R(+)AB has at least 3 zero eigen
values. For the Petrov classification, it is necessary to 
consider only the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of R (+) AS 
constructed using the nonzero eigenvalue of J. These 
eigenvalues of R (+)A.s mayor may not be zero. 

The Petrov classification corresponds to the following 
simple set of statements about the eigenvectors and 
eigenvalues of the matrix P: 

(a) If P has 3 distinct eigenvectors and 3 distinct eigen
values, space-time is Petrov Type I. 

(b) If P has 3 distinct eigenvectors and 2 eigenvalues 
equal, space-time is Petrov Type I-D. 
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(c) If P has 2 distinct eigenvectors and 2 distinct eigen
values, space-time is Petrov Type II. 

(d) If P has 2 distinct eigenvectors but has equal (and 
hence zero, since P is traceless) eigenvalues, space
time is Petrov Type II-N. 

(e) If P has only one eigenvector, space-time is Petrov 
Type III. 

Equivalently, we can state the Petrov classification in 
terms of the elementary divisors of P: 

(a) If P has linear elementary divisors and 3 distinct 
eigenvalues, the Petrov classification at the point of 
space-time concerned is Petrov Type I. 

(b) If P has linear elementary divisors and has 2 equal 
eigenvalues, space-time is Petrov Type I-D. 

(c) If P has just one linear elementary divisor and has 2 
distinct eigenvalues, it is Petrov Type II. 

(d) If P has just one linear elementary divisor and 2 
equal eigenvalues, it is Petrov Type II-N. 

(e) If P has no linear elementary divisors, it is Petrov 
Type Ill. 

Finally, the Petrov classification is sometimes stated 
in terms of the Segre characteristic of the matrix6 P: 

Type 

I 
I-D 
II 

II-N 
III 

Segre characteristic 

(1,1,1) 
«1,1),1) 

(2,1) 
«2, 1» 

(3) 

The Petrov classification provides a meaningful way of 
categorizing space-times because it is independent of 
the choice of coordinates used in setting up the Riemann 
tens~r. For, consider the coordinate transformation 
x~ x, so 

(9) 

With the index mappings ~ "B.:t· ~ y. t»-:.Xt, the coordinate 
transformation (9) can be ~ritten :ls' a matrix trans
formation of R: 

(10) 

where 

TA ::= ox" ax" 
L oXP OXA 

and (11) 

We can write this as a matrix product: 

R =TRT (12) 

But, TT = TALTLc::= ()" {)B 6' Thus T = T-l, and T is a 
similarity transformadon on R. 

The eigenvalues and the number of linear elementary di
visors of a matrix are unchanged under a similarity 
transformation. Thus, the Petrov classification is in
variant under coordinate transformations. 

The 3 x 3 complex matrix P is the fundamental matrix 
of the Petrov classification. We will show that P is 
related by a similari ty transformation to another 3 x 3 
complex matrix arising from a spinor approach, and 
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thus either matrix can be used as the basis for the 
Petrov classification. 

3. THE SPINOR APPROACH 

The classification of space-times in terms of the 
Debever-Penrose principal null directions is most 
readily approached using a spinor treatment. We will 
follow the notation used in Refs. 2 and 3, where the proofs 
may be found of many of the necessary spinor results 
that we will quote and use here without proof. 

Tensor and spinor quantities are transformed to each 
other via the relationships 

TAB CD = a A AB T A v a v CD 

T A v = a A AB T AB CD a v CD 

where the quantities a A All satisfy the equation 

(13) 

(14) 

The a's relate spinor space to tensor space, and EAB is 
a skew-symmetric metric spinor for the two-dimen
sional complex spinor space, enabling spinor indices to 
be raised and lowered. Spinor indices take on the values 
1 and 2. 

Equations (13) extend easily to any number of tensor in
dices. In a tangent flat space with Signature (+, -, -,-) 
a suitable set of a's consists of multiples of the Pauli 
spin matrices, plus the 2 x 2 identity matrix. 

To any second rank tensor F v there corresponds a 
four-index spinor FABCD' If F/-Iv is skew, FABCD can be 
shown to have the unique spinor decomposition 

(15) 

where ¢ AC and 1/.tiJD are symmetric in their spinor !!tdices. 
Further, if F v is real it may be shown that 1/.tBD = ¢BD' 
Note that (1!1) differs from Penrose's definitions of ¢ and 
1/.t by a factor of 2. 

If we apply (15) to the Riemann tensor R v P A' which is 
skew in both pairs of indices JlII and pA, the corresponding 
8-index spinor may be shown to have the form 

(16) 

The symmetry of R v A in the pairs /-LII and pA leads to 
the symmetries on ~: P 

X ABCD = X BACD = X ABDC = X CDAB' (17) 

In the vacuum case, applying the field equations leads 
to the additional conditions 

X ABCD = X ADCB' 

Thus, X ABCD is totally symmetric in all indices, and 
Eq. (16) reduces to the form 

(18) 

R IlVPA «-> RAEBicdDH = (XABCDEEiEdH + EABECDXEidH)' 

(19) 
The dual tensor *R ,can be shown to have the spinor 

IlVPA 
equivalent form 

*R 11 VpA <H> *RAEBicdDH = i(- XABCDEEiEdH + EABECDXEids). 

(20) 
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Thus the tensor R(+)J.lvp).. has the spinor equivalent form 

R(+) J.lvp).. ..-> R(+)AEBFCGDH = 2XABCDEEFEGH' (21) 

Using (13), we have explicitly 

R (+) = a AEaVJJFapCGa)..DH (2XABCDEtFE GH)- (22) 
j.l Vp).. j.l 

or, raising the /.L and I) indices, 

Since R (+) J.l v is antisymmetric in /.L, I) and in p, i\, we 
write (23) inPfhe explicitly antisymmetrized form 

R(+)J.lV - ~J.lvAB ~ CD == ~J.lv XAB ~ CD (24) p).. - XABCD p).. AB CD p).. , 

where in (24) we define ~J.lV AB and ~p).. CD to be 

""j.lV -l/..fi(aJ.l Ea " F_ a V EaJ.l F)EE-F-' "'AB - A B A B 

~CD = l/..fi(a CGa DB - a CG a DB) E , -. p).. p).. A P GH 

Now we again introduce the tensor index mapping 
/.L, I) -) X, p, i\ -) B, as in Eq. (1). Bars distinguish the 
matrix and spinor indices, and we have from (24) 

R (+)A- - ~A XAB ~CD
B - AB CD B 

(25) 

(26) 

Now, from Eq.l8) we note that the upper left 3 x 3 s~b
matrix of R (+) A- is the matrix P. Thus, if we restrict 
the range of the ~ndices X and B to 1, 2 and 3, Eq. (26) 
gives 

(27) 

where in (27),X and B take on the values 1,2 and 3, and 
A, B, C and D take on the values 1 and 2. 

Equation (27) is an equation relating a 3 x 3 array, P, to 
a 4 x 4 array, X. In general, the four-index spinor will 
have four eigenspinors, whereas the matrix P can have 
at most three eigenvectors. Thus it would seem at first 
sight that X is not directly relatable to the Petrov clas
sification given earlier and based on the properties of 
P. 

However, since X is symmetric in all spinor indices, any 
antisymmetric two-index spinor, z CD, is an eigenspinor 
of X, with zero eigenvalue, since 

X ABCD Z CD == O. (28) 

In addition, it can be shown that any antisymmetric two
index spinor can be written as a scalar multiple of the 
skew metric spinor EAB. Thus we need consider only 
the symmetric eigenspinors y AB of X that are at most 
three in number and satisfy 

XABCDY CD = i\ • Y AB' (29) 

Then, since Y and X are both symmetric in their spinor 
indices, the 4 x 4 system for the eigenspinors of X can 
be written as a 3 x 3 system: 

(30) 

where (29) and (30) are related by 

Y2 =..fly 12 =..fl Y2l' 
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and 

XII = Xl11ll 

X33 = X2222' (31) 

Using (31) in (29) yields (30) by direct substitution. Thus, 
the eigenvectors of the 3 x 3 matrix X are simply related 
to and in one-to-one correspondence with the symmetric 
eigenspinors of the four-index spinor, X. Note that X is 
a symmetriC matrix, as is P. Equations (29) and (30) 
may be related by the index mapping 

[
Af 11 (12) 22J, 

i 1 2 3 

and we may then write (27) in the form 

P A_ - "".4 Xi "'<'j
B - '" i j'" B' 

(32) 

(33) 

where now all indices run from 1 to 3 and both P and X 
are traceless symmetriC complex 3 x 3 matrices. 
(Note: X is symmetriC only if all indices are up or all 
are down). 

We now show that Eq. (33) is actually a similarity trans
formation between P and X. Thus, either P or X may be 
used in performing the Petrov classification in terms 
of their eigenvalues and eigenvectors. Equally, because 
of the relation between X and X, the Petrov classification 
can be done using the symmetric eigenspinors and eigen
values of X. 

The condition for (33) to be a similarity transformation 
is 

(34) 

This is most easily checked by again using the local 
Lorentz frame, in which the a matrices entering the de
finition of ~ can be chosen as Pauli spin matrices. 

Note that, since X and B range only over the values 1,2, 
and 3, the index 0 is not used in the set Jl, I), p, i\. Thus 
we need only a II a 2' and a 3' for which we take the repre
sentations 

a 2 = 1/..fi(~ -d) ,a3 = 1/..fi(~ _ ~). 
(35) 

Using the definitions (25), we have 

~A ~i _ - .!(aJ.l -a V F _ aU -aJ.l F)(a AH-a, BB _ a ,A
H
-a BB). 

i B-2 AF B AF B P A A p 

Consider one term of this product. Using standard 
spinor properties, we have 

aJ.l .!IT v Fa A -a BB - aJ.lPQE E - -auRFE a AS E - -a BEl 
Ar B pH).. - PA QF RB P SH).. 

= Tr(apEO\EaUEGJ.lE). 

(36) 

(37) 

In (37) we have used aJ.lPQ = GJ.lQP, and we note that since 
the trace is taken in spinor space, tensor indices may be 
up or down. To evaluate the trace, we use the fact that 
with the representations of the a-matrices used in (35), 
EG)..E = a)... 

Thus, 

Tr(alu)..EOuEOJ.lE) = Tr(apa)..aUaJ.l). 
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Now using the relation, well-known for the Pauli spin 
matrices, 

0IlOV = ~IlV + i/..f2 EIlV>"O>.. (38) 

we find 

Tr(op0>..Ova 11) = i(lip>..li IlV - li/lit + li/li;'). (39) 

Performing the same calculation for each term of (36) 
and combining the results, we find 

(40) 

Note that ~nce we require that li A
B = - 1 when A = 

(j.J., IItand B = (II, Il), Eq. (40) is the appropriate form 
for li AB • Equation (40) confirms that the relation (27) is 
indeed a similarity transformation. 

4. THE EIGENSPINORS OF X AND THE 
DEBEVER-PENROSE DIRECTIONS 

We have shown that the Petrov classification may be 
described in terms of the properties of a complex trace
less symmetric matrix P, and that this classification 
is invariant under a similarity transformation on P. 
Further, we have shown that P is related by a similarity 
transformation to a matrix X, and that the eigenvalues 
and eigenvectors of X are in one-to-one correspondence 
with the symmetric eigenspinors and eigenvalues of the 
wholly symmetric four-index spinor X. It now remains 
only to determine the symmetric eigenspinors and eigen
values of X and relate these to the Debever-Penrose 
directions, in order to complete the relationship of the 
Petrov classification to the Debever-Penrose descrip
tion of space-time. 

First, since X ABCD is symmetric in all indices, it follows 
that there exists a unique decomposition of X into a 
symmetrized product of one-index spinors tsee Refs. 2 
and 3), thus 

(41) 

It can also be shown that each single index spinor k A de
fines a null vector in Riemannian space, thus the spinor 
X in general defines a set of up to 4 such null vectors. 
To relate these null vectors, which are the Debever
Penrose principal null directions, to the Petrov classifi
cation, we need to obtain the symmetric eigenspinors of 
X ABCD in terms of the single index spinor factors of X. 

To find these eigenspinors, let us consider the product 
XABcvk(CrnDl. This can be written 

XABCDk(CmDl = [k(Am Bjr(cSDl + k(ArBlm(CsDl 

+ k(AsB)m(CrD) + r(Am B)k(cSD) 

+ S(AmB)k(crD) + r(AsBlk(cm D)]k(CmD). (42) 

Noting that k ASA = k 1 S2 - k 2s 1 = - S AkA, etc., we write 
k ASA as k~s and contract on C and D in (42) to give 

XABCvk(CmD) = k(AmB) (r ~ks Am + r AmsAk) 

+ k(ArB)mAksAm + k(AsB)mAkrAm + r(AmB)mAkkAs 

+ s(AmB)mAkkAr + r(AsB)mAkk~m. (43) 

To simplify (43), we need the following spinor identity: 

(44) 
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This indicates that the sum over all cyclic permutations 
of the 1- index spinors k, m, rand s, symmetrized and 
antisymmetrized as indicated, is identically zero. 

It is most easily proved by symmetry arguments. In 
particular, taking C = 1 and D = 2, (44) gives 

L:: P(k(A m B)r AS) = O. (45) 
p 

To make use of this result, we regroup terms in (43) and 
write 

XABCDk(Cm D) =k m (r ks m +r ms k) (A B) ~ A A A 

+ r(ASBlmAkkAm + mAk(k(ArB)s~m + S(AmB)kJ) 

+ m Ak (k(A sB)r Am + r(A mB)k AS). (46) 

Now applying (45) with the symbols ordered as k, r, s, m 
to the third term of (46) and applying it with the symbols 
ordered as k, s, r, m to the fourth term of (46), we find 

XABCDk(CmD) = k(AmB) (rAksAm + rAmsAk) 

+ 3r(AsB)m ~kk Am. (47) 

Similarly, we find 

XABCDr(CsD) = r(AsB) (rAksAm + rAmsAk) 

+ 3k(AmB)sJr AS. (48) 

Taking linear combinations of (47) and (48) we at once 
obtain the eigenspinors, as 

Y ±AB = k(AmB) r AS ± r(As B) k Am 

with eigenvalues 

Since we could have equally well have used k(CrD) or 

(49) 

(50) 

k (CSD) in equation (42), we find as the full set of symme
tric eigenspinors 

Y1± =k(AmB)rAs ±r(AsB)kAm, 

Y2± = k(ArB)mAs ± m(AsB)kAr, 

Y3± =k(AsB)r~m '±r(AmB)k~s, 

with corresponding eigenvalues: 

}o.1 = 2trAks Am + r~msAk) 'F 6k AmrAs, 

A2f = 2(m AksAr + mArsAk) 'F 6k Arm As, 

A3f = 2(r Akm As + rAsmAk) 'F 6k AsrAm. 

(51) 

(52) 

The form of (51) suggests that there are six symmetric 
eigenspinors, but using (45) again reveals at once that 
Y1+ =Y3+' Y1-=Y2-,andY2+ =-Y3-' We thus have at 
most three symmetric eigenspinors, which we choose 
as Y 1 = Y 1+' Y 2 = Y 2- and Y3 = Y 3-' with corresponding 
eigenvalues A 1-' A2+ and A3+' 

If now k, m, rand s are all distinct one-index spinors, 
then we have three independent symmetric eigenspinors 
of X, and four distinct Debever-Penrose principal null 
directions. 

However, since k, m, r, and s can coincide in various 
ways it is necessary to examine the behavior of the 
symmetric eigenspinors (51) and their eigenvalues (52) 
in such cases. The possible distinct situations that can 
arise are the following: 

(a) k,m,r and s all distinct. We have 4 independent 
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Debever-Penrose directions. The symmetric eigen
spinors of X and their corresponding eigenvalues are all 
distinct, thus P has 3 eigenvalues and eigenvectors and 
the space is therefore Petrov Type l. 

(b) If k = r '" m '" s, 2 Debever-Penrose directions 
coincide. In this case, k J = 0, so the symmetric eigen
spinors are 

(53) 

and we have A2 = A3 '" Al' 

Thus we have 2 eigenvalues and 2 symmetric eigen
spinors, hence P has 2 distinct eigenvalues and eigen
vectors and the space is Petrov Type II. 

(c) If k = r = m '" s,3 Debever-Penrose directions 
coincide. In this case we find y 1 = Y 2 = Y 3' and A 1 = A2 
= A3 = 0. We have one symmetric eigenspinor,P has 
only one eigenvector, and the space is Petrov Type III. 

(d) If k = r '" m = s, the Debever-Penrose directions 
coincide in pairs. In this case, some care must be taken 
in using (51), since the forms of the eigenspinors be
come degenerate. It is then easier to rederive the eigen
spinors in this case directly from (47), and one finds the 
3 symmetric eigenspinors 
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and 
A2 =A3 '" Al' 

Thus X has 3 distinct symmetriC eigenspinors, but only 
2 distinct eigenvalues. Then P has 3 eigenvectors and 
2 eigenvalues, and the space is therefore Petrov Type 
I-D. 
(e) If k = r = m = s, all 3 Debever-Penrose directions 
COincide. In this case, we have the symmetriC eigen
spinors y 1 = k (Ak B) and Y2 = k(AjB)' where jB is any 
I-index spinor independent of k B' The eigenvalues are 
zero. Thus P has 2 eigenvectors and zero eigenvalues, 
and the space is Petro v Type II-N. 

A final case must be added for completeness. If X = 0, 
space is flat, anything is an eigenspinor and there are 
no preferred directions. 
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Exact nonplanar solutions of the classical relativistic three-body 
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It was shown recently by Havas that for a Newtonian system of three particles there exists a class of 
exact solutions which is nonplanar, such that the particles revolve with constant angular velocity in 
circular orbits in parallel planes. Such motions are possible for central forces which are arbitrary 
functions of the mutual separations, provided that the forces are repulsive between one pair of par
ticles and attractive between the two other pairs (which for Coulomb forces corresponds to two 
like charges and one unlike one). In this paper, it is established that such motions are possible also 
for relativistic three-body systems with time-symmetric electromagnetic or mesic interactions; they 
reduce to the Newtonian solutions in the appropriate limit. Beyond this, there also exist exact 
relativistic solutions with the same orbits which have no nonrelativistic counterpart. These include 
solutions with all electric charges of the same sign, as well as solutions with all three particles on the 
same side of the axis of rotation; degenerate cases include planar and nonplanar two-particle solu
tions and a one-particle circular solution. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In Newtonian dynamiCS, the problem of two bodies inter
acting through central forces depending on the mutual 
separation alone can be reduced to a one-body problem, 
which can always be integrated. The problem of n > 2 
bodies, on the other hand, cannot be solved in general 
except for the case of the oscillator potential. Apart 
from this, the only interaction which has been studied 
extensively is the Newtonian gravitational one. For this 
case, some exact solutions of the three-body problem 
were found by Euler and Lagrange two centuries agol; 
apart from generalization to n > 3, no further exact 
solutions are known. The known solutions2 are all homo
graphiC, Le., the configuration remains similar to itself 
for all time. Viewed from an inertial system in which 
the center of mass is at rest, they are either homothetic 
(Le., the configuration is dilating without rotation), or 
planar (i.e., all n bodies move within the same fixed 
plane). 

The general problem of homographic motions of a New
tonian system of particles interacting through central 
forces which are arbitrary functions of the mutual sepa
rations has been solved recently by Havas3 ; the special 
case of Coulomb interactions had been studied earlier by 
Muntz. 4 For any type of interactions for which the forces 
between pairs of particles are not all attractive or all 
repulsive, it is possible to have homographic motions 
which are not planar. In particular, it is possible to 
have nonplanar motions which are flat, Le., the con
figurations is such that for every t there exists a plane 
II(t) containing all n bodies, and stationary. Then II is 
rotating with constant angular velocity about an axis 
contained within it. For the special case of three par
ticles, and forces which are repulsive for like" charges" 
and attractive for unlike ones, it was shown in HII that 
the configuration must be such that, viewed along the 
axis of rotation, the particle situated between the other 
two must have different sign of charge and be placed 
on the opposite side of the axis from the two like 
charges. 

In relativistic dynamics, the two-body problem cannot 
be reduced to a one-body problem; the only known exact 
solutions are the planar, stationary solutions of Smith5 

and of Schild6 for time-symmetric electrodynamic inter
actions, as well as similar solutions for time-symmetric 
gravitational interactions 5 •7 (using equations of motion 
arising from a Lorentz-invariant approximation method 
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in general relativity). In all these solutions, the particles 
travel in concentric circles and are situated on a dia
meter on opposite sides of the center. 

As discussed in HI, another class of exact relativistic 
solutions can be obtained for a type of interaction sug
gested by Havas and PiebatiskL8 In particular, these 
solutions exist for all n -body problems for which the 
Newtonian orbit of each body is circular, and the motion 
is flat and nonplanar, and thus for the three-body mo
tions considered in HII, provided that all speeds are less 
than c. 

Apart from these solutions, no exact relativistic solu
tions are known for n > 2. In this paper, we are con
cerned with another relativistic generalization of the 
three-body solutions with Coulomb or more general 
forces considered in HII, replaCing these interactions 
by time-symmetric electromagnetic or mesic interac
tions. The equations of motion for point particles inter
acting through mesic fields were first derived by Bhabha 
and Harish-Chandra,9 using the method devised by 
Dirac 1 0 for the electromagnetic case. The interactions 
they considered are the retarded ones. The correspond
ing field-theoretical equations of motion for the time
symmetric case, as well as a consistent procedure for 
obtaining the corresponding (nonequivalent) equations of 
motion of action-at-a-distance theory, were considered 
by Havas.ll The equations of motion derived from the 
field-theoretical point of view contain self-action terms 
which are in the form of an integral over the previous 
motion in the retarded case and over the entire motion 
in the symmetric case. However, such an action of a 
particle on itself has no meaning from the point of view 
of action at a distance; it can be discarded without incon
sistency, as discussed in Ref. 11. 

In Sec. II we discuss the formal solution for general 
time-symmetric interactions of a type encompassing the 
special interactions mentioned above for the three
particle problem; some of the considerations are ex
tended to n-particle nonplanar, but flat, solutions. In Sec. 
m the results are applied to these special interactions; 
the existence of exact solutions is established for special 
values of the parameters characterizing the three
particle system, and several limiting cases are studied. 
Apart from solutions which reduce to the nonrelativistic 
solutions of HII in the appropriate limit, we also obtain 
several types of solutions which have no nonrelativistic 
counte rpart. 
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II. THE GENERAL SCHEME OF THE SOLUTION 

A. Notation 

We shall use a Minkowski space with coordinates xjl, 
where /1 = 0,1,2,3, and the zeroth component repre
sents time. The metric tensor 1)jlv is taken as 

1)00 = 1, 1)11 = 1)22 = 1)33 = - c-2 , 1)jlv = 0 if /1 '" v. 
(1) 

Summation over repeated Greek indices is understood. 
The coordinates of a particle j are denoted by z'j and its 
world line is given by z'j(tj)' 

We consider three particles 1,2 and 3 in a plane contain
ing the axis of rotation, which is chosen as the 3-axis. 
At t = t1 = t2 = t3 = 0 all the particles are in the 2-3 
plane; then their world lines are 

zp =~, z} = r J cosw~, z} = z)' 

j = 1,2,3, (2) 

where w is the angular velocity, which will be taken as 
positive. To allow a simple description of the motion, 
we have taken r. as the coordinate z2 at t = 0, and allow 
it to be either positive or negative; because the relativis
tic case allows a greater variety of possible configura
tions than the nonrelativistic one, this is more conve
nient than the conventions and coordinates used in HI!. 

Because only two-body, time-symmetric interactions 
are considered, and the motion of the particles is steady 
and possesses cylindrical symmetry, we may choose 
the "field point" to be in the 2-3 plane and its time to be 
zero and to serve as a reference point. Thus the 1-
component is tangential to the orbit of each particle and 
the 2-component is radial. Then the four-distance be
tween particles i and j is given by 

S~j = z~(O) - z'j(- ti): 

s8 = tij' Si~ = -rj sinwtiJ' 

Sij = r i - rj coswtij , StJ = zi - Zj' 
(3) 

tij = ti - ~, ti = O. 

When two particle indices are attached to a single quan
tity, the first one always refers to the "field point" and 
the second one to the "source point." When self-action 
terms are involved, we have i = j and thus tii = ti - t:, 
with ti = O. 

Occasionally we shall also use the proper times Ti as 
parameters, with 

dTi = (1)jlVdz~dznl/2. 

B. Geometric parameters 

(4) 

A natural choice of the unit of length for our problem is 
c/w. We define six dimensionless quantities 

where the {3's are the usual vic and can be positive or 
negative. The (lI 's are anti symmetric in i andj, with 

(5) 

Hence, there are only five independent quantities, which 
will be called the geometric parameters. 

A natural choice of the unit of time is l/w. Therefore, 
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we define 

CPij = wtij' 

Transcribed into these parameters, Eq. (3) becomes 

c o _ CPtj 
Sij - w' sJ = - w {3j sinCPij' 

C. Equations of motion 

C 
s3 - - (lI 
'J - W 'J 
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(7) 

(8) 

Since only two-body forces are considered, the equa
tions of motion for a three-particle problem are gene
rally of the form 

d 2zI! 
m· --' = FI' + Fjlk + FI!, 

, dT? 'J , zz i '" j '" k '" i, (9) 

where m i is the mass of particle i. Ej'j is the force acting 
on particle i due to particle j; Ej~ represents the self
action of particle i (which is absent in an action-at-a
distance theory). 

In our problem, all the terms in Eq. (9) must be indepen
dent of time, and be functions of the geometric para
meters. Furthermore,EjI' must depend bilinearly on the 
charges of i and j, or J 

o _ w 2 ( 
Fij - eiej ~ f {3i' {3j' (lIij)' 

(10) 

m=1,2,3, 

where the f' s stand for some dimensionless functions to be 
calculated for specific interactions. The e's characterize 
the charges of the particles and e2/(length)2 is assumed 
to have the dimension of force. For conciseness we 
shall use e regardless of the nature of the interaction. 

Our purpose is to find under what conditions Eq. (9) is 
satisfied by the world lines defined by Eq. (2). 

D. Formal solution 

With a few assumptions, the equations of motion can be 
Simplified and a formal solution obtained without adopt
ing any specific interaction. 

We assume that the force terms can be derived from a 
Fokker-type interaction Lagrangian11 - 13 

00 

Jij = J J dTi dTj Ai)' i '" j 
-00 

where 

Aij = Aj; = A;j(Sij'Wij,vij ), 

Sij = (1)jlVS~jSij)1/2, 
dzl! 

Vl'=--' , 
, dTi 

V = (1) VIlV.v)1/2 
t ~/.J 1. 1. • 

We shall prove that, for our problem, 

(i) F;9 = 0, Fi~ = 0, 

(ii) FdYi-1 = -Fj~Yj-l, 
(iii) FR = Fll = Fi~ = O. 

Yi = (1 - {3~t1/2, 

(11) 

(12) 

After the standard variational procedure, we obtain from 
Eq. (11) 

(13) 
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where 

BAii d (BAii BAij ) 
f~j = 2S~j ---- --v~ + --VI' . 

Bsn dTi BWij J BVij , 
(14) 

The integrand f~j of Eq. (13) may be interpreted as the 
force acting on i due to the particle j in the interval 
between Tj and Tj + dTj . 

For our problem, dTj == - 'Yi-1dtij and all the quantities in 
Eq. (14) can be expressed as functions of tii" Clearly, 
Sij' wij ' and vij are even functions of ti ·• Therefore Ai. 
must also be even in tij . It is also ea~ily seen that J 

fi~(tij) == - f;~(- tij)' 

f;W;j) = + fi~(- t;), 

fiWij) == - fi~(- tij)' 

fd(tij) = + fi~(- tij)' 

From this and Eq. (13) we obtain 

(15) 

(16) 

establishing (i). If self-action terms are present [which 
can not be included in (11)], they must have the same 
properties under time reversal as the interactions and 
thus 

F8 == 0, Fl; = O. (17) 

Eqs. (16) and (17) reflect the fact that radiation reaction 
is excluded by the use of time-symmetric interactions. 
If (17) would not hold, we would have 

2 
F.Q = e~ ~ f(f3J '" 0, 

u • c 3 
(18) 

Let particle i be constrained to move according to Eq. 
(2), and the other particles be chargeless. Then the 0-
and 1- components of the equations of motion become 

(19) 

where Fg is the constant constraining force. Since 
radiation is excluded, conservation of energy and of 
angular momentum is violated unless FcO == Fl == O. 
Hence, Eq. (17) follows from conservation requirements. 
A similar argument also shows that Fi~ == 0, establishing 
(iii). Hence the only possible nonvanishing component of 
the self-action force in the field-theoretical case is F i1' 
To prove (ii), we note that v? == v/ = 0 and si~ = zi - Zj 

= const in our problem. Therefore, Eq. (13) reduces to 

or, using dT) = 'Y"/dt', 

i3A;j 
F?). = 2(z; - zJ)'YJ~l J dt' -BSij • 

As the integrand is symmetric in i and j , we find 

Fi~'Y'? = -l'j~'Y?' 

(20) 

(21) 

(22) 

establishing (ii). Clearly, these terms represent the 
impulse transfered from one particle to another; thus, 
Eq. (22) represents a generalized Newton's third law. 

Lagrangians of the above type are used for the electro
magnetic12 and scalar or vector meson interactions. ll 
Therefore, the results hold for all these cases.14 
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Equation (21), together with Eqs. (10) and (5), indicates 
that Fd must be of the form 

(23) 

where S'ij is symmetric in i andj. Therefore 

Fd = 0 if Q!ij == 0, (24) 

i.e., if the motion is planar. 

Following the pattern of Eq. (23), we also write 

(25) 

but here the function Ili· is not necessarily symmetric 
in i andj, and f3 i = 0 doJs not necessarily imply Fi~ == O. 

The only nonvanishing component of the four - acceler ation 
for the "field point" at t == 0 is the radial one, d2z~ /dT~ = 
- CW'Y?f3i. Applying this and the above results to Eq. (9), 
we find that the 0- and I-components are identically 
zero. The other two components are 

- micw,'lf3i = (w/c)2e;f3i 'Yi I; ~ Ilii' 
) 

o = (w/c)2ei'Yi(~Q!ijS'ij + ekQ!ikS'ik)' 

(26) 

(27) 

Thus the ratios of the e's are determined by Eq. (27). 
IntrodUCing Ek by 

(28) 

where 71 ijk is the permutation symbol (antisymmetric in 
all indices,with 71 123 = l),we have 

(29) 

From this and Eq. (26) we obtain 

m.c3 E· __ , __ -1"'.2" 
2 - 'Y; LJ E. ""ij' (30) 

wei j' 

provided that none of the E' S vanishes. 

Equations (29) and (30) contain five independent equa
tions, whose right hand sides are functions of the geo
metric parameters. Therefore, these equations indicate 
the relation of the five geometriC parameters to the five 
independent particle parameters, which can be chosen 
as the ratios 

i = 1,2,3. (31) 

Once the E'S and Il'S are given, a set of geometriC para
meters determines a set of particle parameters through 
Eqs. (29) and (30). In this sense, the geometriC para
meters can be considered as the independent variables, 
while the particle parameters are the dependent vari
ables. 

These ten parameters constitute a solution. However, 
not all the particle parameters are acceptable physi
cally; the mass, and therefore the m;l(e;2w), must be 
positive. This in turn imposes three "positive mass 
conditions" on the geometriC parameters. From Eq. 
(30) we obtain 

(32) 
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If none of the E 's vanishes, we are assured of the exis
tence 'Of a physical solution whenever these three in
equalities are satisfied. 

Equation (32) can be put in a different form. Defining 

we get, multiplying Eq. (30) by E?/(E 1E2E3) and using 
Eq. (29), 

The positive mass conditions may now be written as 

i=1,2,3. 

(33) 

(34) 

(35) 

The procedure described above provides us with solu
tions for the particle parameters (31) in terms of the 
geometric parameters (5). The usual procedure in 
dynamics is to search for solutions for a system with 
given masses and charges; for the particular type of 
solutions considered here and in HIT, it is to be expected 
that solutions exist only for a limited range of these 
quantities. However, the determination of this range is 
a difficult problem which has not even been fully solved 
for the nonrelativistic case treated in HIT. For the rela
tivistic case treated here we have not attempted to find 
a systematic procedure for determining this range; 
however, it will be shown later that solutions may exist 
for values of the charges which do not allow a nonrela
tivistic solution. 

In the nonrelativistic case, it was shown in HIT that, for 
Coulomb interactions and the configurations described 
in the Introduction, solutions exist for arbitrary choice 
of the geometric parameters, or, in the terminology used 
above, that the positive mass conditions are always 
satisfied. In the mesic case, no such simple result holds, 
as discussed in Sec. IITB. 

E. Special cases 

We now consider those general cases where some of 
the E 's vanish. If one or two of them vanish, this implies 
by Eq. (29) that the corresponding charges also vanish. 
Since the uncharged particles do not interact with the 
other particles and thus cannot influence their motions, 
we then are no longer dealing with a three-particle sys
tem. 

If only one particle has a nonvanishing charge, say e 3 , 

Eq. (27) is identically satisfied. From Eq. (26) we obtain 

m c 3 

- _3_ = y:l1l33 < 0 
e~w 

(36) 

as the positive mass condition. Therefore, a one-particle 
solution, i.e., a particle traveling around a circle under 
the influence of its own field, is possible if the self
action term Ilii is negative. This type of solution does 
not exist in a theory of action at a distance. 

If one of the charges vanishes, say e1 = E1 = 0, this 
implies 

(37) 

If a 23 = 0, the solution reduces to the planar two-particle 
solutions of Smith5 and of Schild. 6 If 5' 23 = 0 and a 23 '" 0, 
on the other hand, we obtain a nonplanar two-particle 
solution. 
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(38) 

and a similar equation with 2 and 3 interchanged, which 
are the positive mass conditions in the case of field 
theory. In the case of the theory of action at a distance, 
for which Il ii = 0, it can be shown by a proper choice of 
the sign of e2 e 3 that the only condition is 

m 2 = Y3 1123 > o. 
m 3 Y2 1132 

(39) 

Only three of the five equations of motion have been 
used, because particle 1 is considered absent. However, 
if we consider it as a test particle instead, the other 
two equations provide a solution to the restricted three
body problem. We have 

e 2 E2 
---, 
e 3 E3 

1n1 m 2 Y2 1112 + Il13E 3/E 2 

e 1 e 2 Y1 1l23E3/E 2 + 1122 

(40) 

(41) 

In case all of the E'S vanish, Eq. (29) does not imply that 
any of the e's should be zero, but ceases to specify the 
ratios of the charges. Then the E 's in Eqs. (30) and (32) 
should be replaced bye's. In this sense, the ratios of 
the e's become independent variables. But the geome
tric parameters have to satisfy the condition that all 
the E'S vanish. In particular,all the a's may be zero, 
which corresponds to a planar solution. 

F. Generalization to n particles 

Instead of three particles, we now consider a system of n 
particles each of which has a world line of the form (2), 
and corresponding sets of 2n - 1 geometric and 2n - 1 
particle parameters. Equation (26) still holds, with the 
summation running from 1 to n. Equation (27), on the 
other hand, contains n - 1 terms instead of 2, and thus 
relation (28) no longer holds. The equations correspond
ing to Eq. (27) may be written in matrix form as 

0 E12 E 13 e1 

E21 0 E23 e2 

E31 E32 0 e3 

0= (42) 

En1 0 en 

where Eij = - Eji = a ij 5'ij' A nontrivial solution exists 
only if 

detEij = 0, (43) 

i.e., if the rank r of the determinant is smaller than n. 
As proved by Frobenius,15 for an antisymmetric deter
minant r is always even and there exists at least one 
nonsingular r x r minor which is antisymmetric around 
the original diagonal. Hence, without loss of generality, 
we may rewrite Eq. (42) as 
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EI r+l El r+2 ••• 

E2 r+1 

where the square matrix on the left hand side is non
singular. This equation may be solved by Cramer's 
rule. We obtain 

where t::. is the determinant of the square matrix and 

(44) 

(45) 

t::.j is the same determinant with the jth column replaced 
by the right-hand side of Eq. (44). Generally, the deter
minant of an antisymmetric matrix of even order can be 
expressed as a perfect square of a polynomial of its 
elements. Hence t::. is always positive. 

At least one member of the last column matrix of Eq. 
(44) must be nonzero to have a nontrivial solution. Let 
en '" 0 and define 

e. t::.1 12 
E. = _J __ , 

J en 

1 ~j ~ r, 

(46) 

r < j ~ n. 

(If r = 0, the first line is absent and in the second line 
t::. is replaced by 1.) Then we have 

(47) 

Eqs. (30) and (32) retain their form except that the sum
mations run from 1 to n. Then we have n positive mass 
conditions. 

For r < n - 1, the Ej are functions of the ratios of n - r 
e's as well as of the geometric parameters. For n = 3 
and r = 0, we have the case discussed at the end of Sec. 
lIE. 

If n is an odd number, Eq. (43) is always satisfied and r 
may equal n - 1. In this case, all Ej are functions of the 
geometric parameters only. For n = 3 and r = 2, Eq. 
(46) becomes Eq. (28). 

If n is an even number, Eq. (43) becomes a condition im
posed on the geometric parameters, and r ~ n - 2. For 
n = 2, Eq. (43) becomes Eq. (37), and r = O. 

The solutions considered here are flat. For the non
relativistic case, n-particle solutions which are not flat 
have been given in HIl. Their relativistic generalization 
goes beyond the scope of this paper; however, the method 
developed here can be adapted to the nonflat case. 
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In the electromagnetic case, the force terms are derived 
from the time-symmetric Lienard-Wiechert potentials. 
The equations of motion for time-symmetric neutral 
scalar and vector mesic interactions, derived from the 
point of view of both field theory and from that of the 
theory of action at a distance, are given in Ref. 11; for 
charge-symmetric mesic interactions they are given in 
Ref. 16. In the mesic case, there is a new parameter X 
(=mc/Ii in a quantized theory, where m is the rest mass 
of the meson). The calculations presented here refer to 
the neutral case; however, the results also represent 
special solutions for the charge-symmetric case.16 

In the following, the double subscripts ij are omitted for 
brevity where no confusion may arise; the letters E, S, V 
after the number of the equations indicate the cases of 
electromagnetic, scalar mesic, and vector mesic inter
actions, respectively. With the help of Eqs. (23) and (25), 
we obtainI7 

(48E) 

5' .. = _1_(1. ~ 1. +~ _1 __ ~>It [1]\ (48S) 
'J YiYj K acp K ,\2 2K ,\4 2 ~' 

5' .. = - 1. ~ !:. - ~ ~ + ~ >It [P] (48V) 
'J K a cp K ,\ 2 2 K ,\ 4 2 , 

lJ ii = 0, 

1 1 1 
II .. = - wI[l] - - - w2 [R] 
"-",\,2 Y? ,\4 ' 

1 
IJ·· = - >It 2 [Q], 

" ,\4 

(49V) 

(50E) 

(50S) 

(50V) 

all quantities not under the integral operator >It are 
evaluated at cp = e, where e == eij is defined by the posi
tive root of 

(51) 

and 

(52) 
K == Kij(cp) == cp - (3;f3j sincp, 

P == Pi/cp) == 1 - {3i {3j coscp, 

(3. 
Q == Qij(CP) == 1 - t (cp sincp + coscp) -1j({3i coscp - (:3), 

(3. 
R == Ri/CP) == 1 - ~ coscp, 

,\== ~. 
eX 
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The integral operator IVn is defined as 

00 In(cXs) 
IVn [X] == IVn [Xij ] = 1 X(cp) dcp, 

e (cXs)n 
(53) 

where I n is the Bessel function. The lower limit of 
integration a is given by Eq. (51); when applied to the 
self-action terms Eqs. (50S, V), it reduces to aii = O. 

Through integrations by parts, Eqs. (48S, V) and (49S, V) 
become 

1 [0(101)J 
3'ij = - Yi Yj IV 0 0 cp K 0 cp K ' (54S) 

3' - IV [~(1 ~ ~)J 
ij - 0 0 cp K 0 cp K ' 

(54V) 

M -:!21V [~1.J - _1 IV [~(1 ~ ~)J 
ij - Yj 0 0 cp K Yi Yj 0 0 cp K 0 cp K ' 

(55S) 

->It [~(1. ~ ~)J Mij - 0 ocp K ocp K . 
(55V) 

These equations are too complicated to be analyzed in 
general, and thus we only consider some limiting cases 
in the following. The values of the particle parameters 
for the general case can be obtained through numerical 
methods. As an example, a numerical and graphical 
analysis for the case of electromagnetic interaction with 
{31 = - {32 = (33 and 0!12 = 0!23 = iO!13 < 37T is given in 
Appendix A of Ref. 17. It is found that there are forbid
den regions of these parameters where the positive 
mass conditions are not satisfied; these are indicated 
in a diagram. The relative signs of the charges for the 
allowed regions and the planar and' nonplanar two-par
ticle solutions are also discussed; in particular, it is 
found that in the nonplanar case for certain values of the 
geometriC parameters all charges can be of the same 
sign. 

Although we now restrict ourselves to limiting cases, 
it should be noted that they are used only to show the 
existence and location of some solutions, but that these 
solutions, of the form (2), are still exact. 

B. Nonrelativistic limit 

In this limit we take all the geometriC parameters to be 
small; in the mesic case, A is also assumed to be small. 
The results are as expected; the electromagnetic and 
mesic interactions reduce to the static Coulomb and 
Yukawa interactions, respectively. We have 

(56E) 

3'. ~ exp(- a/A) (1 + ~) 
'J a3 A ' 

(56S) 

3'. ~ _ exp(- a/A) (1 + ~), 
'J a3 A 

(56V) 

1 ( (3) 
J.li) ~ - a3 1 - -t; , (57E) 

M .. ~ exp(- a/A) (1 +~) (1 _ ~) , 
'J &3 A " {3i 

(57S) 

M. , ~ - exp(- a/A) (1 +~) (1 _ [1). 
'J a3 A {3i 

(57V) 

The self-action terms are too small to distinguish the 
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field theory from the theory of action at a distance in 
this limit, as will be shown in Sec. HIE. 

By Eq. (33), we have 

~ 1 - {3J /{3i 1 - {3k/{3i 
J.li= O!iJ O!ik 

(58) 

for all three cases. Employing Eq. (35), we easily obtain 
the following results: 

(i) There is no nonplanar solution in this limit for the 
scalar meson case. This is due to the fact that the scalar 
(in contrast to the vector) mesic interaction is attractive 
for like charges. Thus, this interaction is analogous to 
the gravitational rather than the electromagnetic one. 

(ii) For the electromagnetic and vector meson cases, a 
nonplanar solution is always possible. But the signs of 
the charge and radius of the middle particle must be 
different from those of the outer two, in agreement with 
the results of HII. 

C. Close range limit 

In this limit we take all the geometric parameters to be 
small, but let A remain finite. For the electromagnetic 
case, this is identical to the nonrelativistic limit. For 
the mesic cases, the results are similar to the non
relativistic limit except that the factor exp(- a/A) x 
(1 + a/A) reduces to 1 in Eqs. (56 S, V) and (57 S, V). 
Eq. (58) remains valid. The solutions exist under the 
same conditions as in B. 

However, if the higher order terms are considered, we 
find nonanalyticities at A = l/N (N integer). The charac
teristics of these nonanalyticities are similar to those 
of the self-action terms which are discussed in more 
detail in Sec. IHE. They do not show up in the nonrela
tivistic limit where A was taken to be infinitesimal. 
The apparent inconsistency of the disappearance of the 
nonanalyticities as A -; 0 is explained by property (iii) of 
the power series discussed in Sec. IIIE. 

D. Asymptotic limit 

In this limit we take the O! I s to be large. In the electro
magnetic case the results are relatively simple. We 
have 

3' .. ~ - {3.~. sina 
'J ,fJJ a2 I 

"" f1 cosa 
Mij - {3i -a-' 

(59E) 

(60E) 

assuming that I sina I and I cosa I are large in compari
son with 11/0! I . 
For the mesic interactions, we shall first consider the 
case of action at a distance. The self-action terms will 
be discussed later. By carrying out the integrations on 
Eqs. (54 S, V) and (55 S, V) through an expansion of the 
operands in this limit, we again find nonanalyticities at 
l/A = N. For the region A > 1 we have 

3'. ~ {3j {3j cos[(l - A -2) 1/2a] (1 _ ~) 
'J a 3 '2 ' YiYj A 

(61S) 

"" sin[(l - A-2)1/2a] ( 1 )1/2 
3'.--{3.{3 1--

'J , J a2 A2 ' 
(61V) 

J.I. ~ ...!. 2. (1 - 2{3?) Y {3 sin[(l- A-2)
1/2a] (1 _ A12)1/2, (62S) 

'J Yj {3i ' a2 
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{3 cos[(l - ,\-2)1/28] 
~ J 

P.ij = A 8 ' (62V) 

assuming that I sin[(l - ,\-2)1/28]1, I cosr(l - ,\-2)1/28]1, 
and,in the scalar case, 11- 2{321 are large in comparison 
with 11/0' I. For the region 1> .\ > % we have 

5'. ~ 2{3i4 sin[(4 - ,\-2)1/28] (1 _ _ 1_)3/2, 

'J Yi Y.i 84 4,\2 
(63S) 

~ 2 cos[(4 - ,\-2)1/20] ( 1) 
5' .. = 2{3. {32 1 - - , 

'J 'J 83 4.\2 (63V) 

~ Yj cos[(4 - ,\-2)1/2 8] ( 1) 
p. .. = - (3.2(3{3.2 - 2) 1 - -

'J Yj J , 8 3 4,\ 2 ' 
(64S) 

~ 2 sin[(4-,\-2)1/20] ( 1 )1/2 
p. .. = 2{3 1 --

'J J 82 4,\2' (64V) 

assuming that 1 sin[(4 - ,\-2)1/28]1,1 cos[(4 - ,\-2)1/28]1, 
and, in the scalar case, 12 - 3{32 I are large in compari
son with 11/0' I. 
In the region ,\ > 1, the leading terms of the expansions 
yield, after integration, the results indicated by Eqs. 
(61 S, V) and (62 S, V). But in the region 1 > ,\ > t, 
these terms fall off exponentially with 8(8 ~ a in this 
limit). We obtain the results (63 S, V) and (64 S, V) from 
the second order terms of the expansions; for smaller 
,\ we have to use higher-order terms. 

It is easy to show that the positive mass conditions can 
be satisfied and that solutions exist in the limit con
sidered. The signs of the {3's do not affect the existence 
of the solutions, and thus can be chosen arbitrarily, 
including the case that they are all positive, Le., that 
the three particles are on the same side of the axis of 
rotation. By proper choice of the values of the 8's, the 
signs of the e's can also be chosen arbitrarily. 

The nonplanar two-particle solutions can also easily be 
found from the above results for all cases. 

E. Self-action terms 

The self-action terms (50 S, V) can be evaluated as 
triple series. The characteristics of these power series 
in «(3/,\)2 can be summarized as follows: 

(i) The series are ascending power series, with coeffi
cients depending on '\. 

(ii) The series converge absolutely for all values of {3 
and '\j they converge rapidly when the order of ({3/,\)2 
becomes larger than the magnitude of {3/,\. 

(iii) As a function of '\, the series have nonanalyticities 
at 1/,\ = N (N integer). For larger N, the order of the 
nonanalyticities as well as the order of the terms which 
contain the nonanalyticities also become larger. More 
specifically, a general term of the series contains the 
factor Re(1 - N2,\2) M+1/2(f3/"A) M, where M ;;. N-1 j thus 
in the nonrelativistic limit, where {3/"A is constant, the 
nonanalyticities disappear as ,\ ---7 O. 

Up to order {32, we have 

J.I .. ~!.. ~1 + t(Ii.)2 [1- (1 _ ,\2)3/2] 1_1 - {32 
" .\ 1,\ \ ,\3 

X {HI - (1 - ,\2)3/21 + &, (~) 2 [% - 2 (1 _ ,\2)5/2 

+ t(1 - 4.\2)5/2] ~ , (65S) 
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J.I. .. ~ 1 + {32 ~ t[1 _ (1 _ ,\2)3/2] + 1.. (Ii.) 2 
" ,\ 3 / 15 ,\ 

X [i - 2(1 - ,\2)5/2 + %(1 - 4'\2)5/2]~ 

- ~ ~ (1 - ,\2)1/2 + t (~) 2 [(1 - ,\2)3/2 

-,\2(1 -4'\2)3/2]~. (65V) 

The imaginary terms, if any, are omitted here and in 
the following. 

Obviously the series are suitable expansions either for 
large ,\ or for small {3. If,\» 1, we have 

~ 1 
J.li i = l:' 

JJ .. ~ _1_ (1 + (32) r" 3.\3 . 

(66S) 

(66V) 

Hence the self-action terms are small in this limit. A 
solution for the case of field theory can always be found 
in the neighborhood of the solutions for the case of 
action at a distance. 

But if.\ is not large, no conclusion can be reacbed in 
general. However, two interesting results may be ob
tained by assuming {32 to be small: 

(i) Close range solution: By setting {3 = 0 in Eqs. 
(65 S, V), we obtain 

J.I. .. ~ _1_ [3.\2 - 1 + (1 - ,\2)3/2J 
" 3,\2 ' 

J.I .. ~ _1_ [1 - (1 + 2.\2)(1 _ ,\2)1/2] 
" 3,\3 ' 

(67S) 

(67V) 

which are constant in this limit. Hence the existence 
of the solution is not affected by the existence of the 
self-action terms. For the region 

,\2 < t 31 / 2 ~ 0.866, (68V) 

J.lii' given by Eq. (67V), becomes negative; therefore we 
have one-particle solutions in this region. 

(ii) Nonrelativistic limit: In this case both {3 and ,\ 
approach zero while the ratio {3/'\ remains finite. One 
would at first expect dependence on ({3/,\)2 in this limit 
from Eqs. (65 S, V); but it turns out that there is no such 
dependence in the leading terms, and 

(69S) 

(69V) 

Thus, the mesic self-action terms have no effect other 
than to change the values of the masses by amounts 

e~ 
we2" c-3 -1 "" ±.!. e2c-2 - ±.!.m • i rii Y - 2 X i - 2 nc 

(where m is the meson mass) in the nonrelativistic 
limit, in agreement with Bhabha's18 and Harish-Chan
dra's19 results. The interaction terms are two orders 
higher in c than the self-action terms. Hence, except 
in the one-particle solution of the vector case, the self
action terms are too small to affect the existence of 
the solutions, as mentioned in Sec. InB. 

IV. DISCUSSION 

In Sees. n and III, we have established the existence of 
exact solutions for three particles with half-retarded, 
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half-advanced interactions. For the case of electro
magnetic and mesic interactions, they were shown in 
Sec. TIIB to reduce to the nonrelativistic solutions found 
in HII in the appropriate limit. But beyond this, we also 
found a number of types of solutions which have no non
relativistic counterpart. These include solutions with 
all electric charges of the same sign (Sec.IIID) and solu
tions with all three particles on the same side of the 
axis of rotation (Sec. TIm), as well as planar and non
planar two-particle solutions (Secs. TIE, TIID), and a one
particle circular solution (Secs. lIE, IIIE). 

The solutions with all charges of the same sign show 
that a given relativistic two-particle interaction can be 
either repulsive or attractive, depending on the charac
ter of the entire motion. This particular feature of 
relativistic interactions has been noted earlier for the 
case of motion of a particle in an external field. 20 

The three-, two-, and one-particle solutions with all 
particles on the same side of the axis of rotation vio
late our preconceived (Newtonian) notions of conserva
tion of momentum. However, in relativistic dynamics 
the conservation laws either have to include field as well 
as particle variables, or involve integrals over the en
tire motion.21 ,13 Our results must be consistent with 
the conservation laws, since the equations of motion 
are; 10,9,22 calculations verifying this explicitly will be 
published elsewhere. 

The nonplanar two-particle solutions can be used to 
construct examples of more than one exact solution 
with the same initial positions and velocities, as will be 
shown elsewhere.23 

For the case of mesic interactions, we found that in the 
relativistic region the solutions contain nonanalyticities 
at I/A = integer (Secs. IIIC, llID, llIE). 

One question remaining to be answered is that of the 
stability of the solutions, which has not been resolved 
even for the non relativistic solutions obtained in HIlI. For 
the relativistic Kepler problem (Le., for the planar solu
tions of Smith5 and of SChild6) it has been investigated 
by Staruszkiewicz24 and by Andersen and von Baeyer,25 
who arrived at opposite conclusions. We intend to re
turn to this question elsewhere. 

Some of the highly relativistic solutions obtained occur 
in the region where quantum mechanical effects cannot 
be ignored for the known particles and interactions. 
The left-hand side of Eq. (30) may be written as 

me 3 fie e/w 
e2w = e2 fi/me' 

The first function on the right hand side characterizes 
the strength of the interaction. If the particles are taken 
to be electrons, it is the reciprocal of the fine structure 
constant and thus ~ 137. For the strongly interacting 
nucleons, it is of order 1. The denominator of the second 
function is the Compton wavelength of the particle. The 
numerator is subject to our choice. If the separations 
between particles are large (as in the solutions dis
cussed in Sec.IIID), the right-hand sides of the three 
equations represented by Eq. (30) must be of order of 
magnitude less than 1. In order to have this type of 
solution, we must have e/ w smaller than the Compton 
wavelength; obviously, quantum mechanical effects can
not be ignored then. 

Similarly, since the value of A can be written as fiw/me 2 

(where m is the meson mass), we must have A « 1 in 
the classical limit, which precludes detection of the non
analyticities in that limit. 
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The one-particle solutions, however, are not excluded 
by such considerations. On the other hand, their exis
tence requires the interactions to be time-symmetric 
rather than retarded. It also requires that field theory 
be valid rather than the theory of action at a distance. 26 
Furthermore, to be experimentally detectable, the mo
tions must be stable. 

The use of time-symmetric interactions was necessary 
to allow the existence of stationary solutions. As the 
prime motivation of this investigation was a study of 
typically relativistic features of solutions of the equa
tions of motion of interacting particles2 7 rather than 
to obtain results directly comparable to experiment, 
the question of retarded vs time-symmetric interac
tions is not relevant here. It should be noted, however, 
that for problems involving many particles the use of 
time-symmetric interactions does not preclude a des
cription of radiation. 28,ll Furthermore, relativistic 
quantum mechanical stationary states are expected to 
correspond to such classical states with time-sym
metric interactions. 
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A scaling method that reduces an electromagnetic problem described by a complicated geometry in a 
complicated medium to one described by a simple Cartesian geometry in a simple medium is 
explored and developed. This method creates and identifies an equivalent class of problems and their 
solutions from the Cartesian simple medium problem. We illustrate the usefulness of the method by 
applying it to the design of a reflection less. distortion less, loaded matching section connecting a 
cylindrical and a conical coaxial waveguide, with the TEM fields being explicitly found everywhere. 

I. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 

The transform methods in mechanics and fluid dynamics, 
which can carry a problem and its solution into a class 
of equivalent problems and solutions has been of interest 
for many years. 1 However, the application in electro
magnetic (EM) theory of a scaling method of such similar 
nature has not received extensive attention and only a 
few works have recently been devoted to it. 2 The pur
pose of the present work is to investigate and develop for 
EM theory such a similarity or scaling transform. 

In Sec. TI we first develop the general theory of scaling, 
carrying an EM problem P into an equivalent pi, with the 
accompanying transformations for media, geometry, and 
fields. The advantage of such a procedure is, hopefully, 
to make the complexities of the geometry and the 
medium" cancel" each other in such a way that the re
sulting fields are simple and have known solutions. Also, 
some special cases of interest for 3-geometry3 are dis
cussed with results listed in Sec. TI. Section TIl is de
voted to the solving of a matching problem between a co
axial cylindrical and a conical waveguide. 

II. THEORY OF ELECTROMAGNETIC SCALING 

A. General theory 

BaSically, scaling is possible because the covariant 
divergences of the antisymmetric EM field tensors can 
be rewritten as ordinary divergences by including the 
metric determinant. 4 Let us consider a coordinate sys
tem {x O == t,x 1,x2 ,x3 } with invariant length ds2 and 
metric coefficients 61<" (see Ref. 5): 

/-I, /I = 0, 1,2,3, ( 1) 

where the summation convention, as in the whole text, is 
employed for re,Peated indices unless otherwise stated. 
For observers {O} fixed in this frame {XI'} with their 
spatial locations Xi == fixed, the Maxwell equations are6 

(2) 

(3) 
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r--:: ~ q (0 0 J = v- g L~ + J e(;) ( 4) 

(0 j + ...J- gJ e(;). (5) 

Here we have used the follOwing notation: g == det( g v); 
1/ijk == 0 if (ijk) are not all different,± 1 if (ijk) is ari even 
or an odd order of (123); the Latin indices i,j, a, b, etc. 
equal 1,2,3; e(l') are the /I-contravariant components of 
the local comoving unit-tetrad vectors7 eel') of to}; (D, H), 

(E, B) are the usual EM field as seen by {o}; D (t), etc. are 
the physical vector components on e(t) for to}; ('1,J) are 
the physical charge-current source as seen by to}; and 
( ) A == %xA( ). Also we assume the medium to be 
lin'ear with constitutive relations 

D(;) = E~~~E(j) + o:~~~B(j), (6) 

(7) 

(8) 

If there are conducting boundaries, they are described by 
F(x) = O. The above, with appropriate boundary condi
tions, defines an EM problem P. 

NOW, a scaling can transform P into an EM problem pi 
with simple Cartesian geometry and correspondingly 
scaled medium properties, sources, and boundary con
ditions as the following. If we define the scaled "ficti
tious" EM fields (e, b), (h, d) and their Cartesian com
ponents e i, b i, h i, and d i by 

fej == ~.J- g7/jab7/ikle (;)ae(k)bE(l) 

hj == ...J- ge (Uj [B(U + Tjilke (;)oE (k)] , 

~ 

jdj ==- ..j- ge (/)j [D(U - 7/ i1ke (;)OH(~J 
..jgoo 

hj == ~...J- g1]jab1] ik1 e (;)ae (k)bH(I) 

Copyright © 1973 by the American Institute of Physics 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

( 12) 
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in the coordinate frame {xll} == {t,x1,X 2,x3}, which is 
now taken to be Cartesian with 

(13) 

then the Maxwell equations (2) to (5) become respectively 

lV'Ob == 0 

ab V'Xe==--, 
at 

IV'Od == P 

V'Xh=='+~d 
l at' 

(14) 

( 15) 

(16) 

(17) . 

as in the simple Cartesian sense. The scaled medium, 
corresponding to (6) to (8), is still linear and has as 
constitutive relations 

d i == ~ises + Ajbb b 

= e(z)k>e(n)b{",(m)a abs [1 kmn(E<g) ilP (;)Ot)(P») -- e 1/ -7] ---7] e I-'(k) 
2 ..fi;o 

r-g e(m)O(Q~~) ilp (;)OK,(P»)] eS - vJ!oo -- - 7] e (n) 
-Jgoo 

J
.k ""kt t _ 1 (;)k (i) jmnA (m)aA (n)b abt t 

==" e = - 2:e CJ(j) 1/ e e 7] e, 

where e (i) k == _ e~;) and e (m)a == [e (i)j]-l exist since 

det[e (;)j] ;zO O. The source is scaled by8 

I 
~ I- q (i) 0 ,~ 

p == v- g ,~ + J e(j); 

. k r---::. (i) k 
J == V- g"J e(j) • 

(18) 

( 19) 

(20) 

(21) 

The corresponding boundary conditions are given 
through (9)-(12) and (18)-(19) to regulate the boundary 
behavior of the ''fictitious'' fields at the same mathe
matical boundaries with {XIl} interpreted as Cartesian 
coordinates. For example, conducting boundaries are 
still described by the surfaces F(x) == 0, on which e satis
fies Nie(i)iTJkjmeme(z)k == 0 where Ni is normal to F(x) == 
O. 
Apparently, the reduction of P to p' with greatly sim
plified geometry and differential equations is achieved 
at the expense of the much complicated medium pro
perties. However, we must realize first that the ''ficti
tious" fields and the "fictitious" problem p' are the 
equivalent of and as real as the" real" problem P, and 
they can playa reverse role at our disposa1. 9 Thus we 
can require the apparently complicated medium pro
perties (18)-(20) to be Simple enough so that we know 
the solution of the EM problem P'. Then, through the 
inverse scaling P' ~ P, we obtain the whole class of P 
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and their solutions with each of them corresponding to a 
particular choice of gjW' 

The inverse scaling P/~ P has, corresponding to (9)
(12), 

{ 

E(l) == (1/2 -J- g)7] lmne (m)a e(n)b1/abs e s (22) 

B(l)== (- ~/.,r=g){e(j)jbj + e(m)Oe(m)ae(l)b7] abse s}, 

(23) 

{

DW == (-~/r-g) {e(l)j dj - e (m)Oe(m)a e(l)b1/abshS}(24) 

H(j) == (1/2"';- g)7]lmn~(m)ae(n)b1/abshs, (25) 

"and corresponding to (18) to (20) 

D(l) == - ~e(j)be (P)k{I ~(~bi 

- e (m)Oe(m)a1/abcBci)7] ikd'F/pn Se (n)d 

- (A bk - e (m)Oe(m)a7]abc~ Ck)'F/iPse (i)O]E (s) 

- (l/v'goo)(A bk - e (m)Oe(m)a1/abc~ Ck)B(P)}, (26) 

H (j) == ~1/1 mn e(m)ue (n)b1/ abce (t)s {1/ inp [BCj 7] j sde (n)d 
2 

+ ~ CSe (n)O]E (p) - ~cs[ B(i)/~]) , (27) 

JW == - ~e(l)k~kj7]jab7]imne (i)ae (m)b E (n). (28) 

Also, the inverse of (21) is 

) q == (~N- g)(p - e(;)ke(;)°jk) 

l J (;) == (- l/M)e<;)kjk. 

B. Special geometries and media 

(29) 

For the P ~ P' scaling, the mixed constitutive terms Aij 

and Bij in (18) and (19) are caused partly by the 

medium'S intrinsic constitutive mixture Q~~~ and (3~~~ in 

(6) and (7), and partly by the nontime-orthogonaUty term 

e(;)O of the frame {XIl} with g Oi ;zO O. If both Q ~~~ == (3 ~~~ == 
o for the {XIl} of problem P, then P' has the simplified 
version of (18) and (19), 

(30) 

(31) 

IT, in addition to the above, the original frame {XIl} has a 
diagonal metriC, i.e., gil v == 0 for /J ;zO v, we have 10 

(32) 

Then (30), (31), (20) of the scaled medium further reduce 
to 
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(1/~)/:::: [in (33), replace E~~~ by (T~~~], (35) 

where p. == K-l such that B(i) :;::: p.~~~H(j). For this case, 

(9)-(12) which link fields of pi and P reduce simply to 
(no summation here) 

{
e i = g~iE{j) 

bj = glg28 3 [B(j)/g;], 

{
d j = (glg2g3/g;)DU) 

hi = g~jH(j). 
The inverse of (33)-(39) for P/-t P is obvious. 

C. Remarks on medium restricted scalings in 
Euclidean 3-space 

(36) 

(37) 

(38) 

(39) 

Physically limiting ourselves to certain class of media 
puts a restriction to the scaling. Preparing for a parti
cular application we will treat in Sec. ill, let us examine 
such limits in the following in a Euclidean 3-space and 
choosing orthogonal coordinates with go == 1. 

If we require both P and P' to have isotropic media, i.e., 
(') ij .. .. 

E(~) - Ell and ~'J = ~o'J, etc., then (33)-(35) imply 

(40) 

and 

(41) 

In Euclidean 3-space, there exist only twoll such co
ordinate frames, namely: Cartesian with dS2 = dt2 -
dx2 dy2 dz 2, and inverse sphere with dS2 :::: dt 2 -
a4(dx'2 + dy'2 + dz'2)/(X '2 + y'2 + z'2)2. 

If we require both P and P' to have uniaxial media, i.e., 

then (33)-(35) imply 

g1 :;::: g2' 

~/E = TJ//1 ::;:; "£/u = g3' 

~3/E3 == TJ3//13 = "£3/U3 = gt/g3' 

o ), etc., (42) 

~3 

(43) 

(44) 

(45) 

For this case, the wave" impedances" (/1/ E) 112 and 
(lla/Ea)li2 are unchanged in the scaling. This property 
will be used in Sec. lll. Also, a simple calculation gives 
the results that we can obtain from any orthogonal co
ordinates (VI, v 2, v 3 ) with do2 = f;(dvl)2 + fj(dv2)2 + 
f:f(dv3 )2 a coordinate system (x l ,.x2,Xa) having 

{
d02 =f~[(dxl)2 + (dx 2)2] + {!j(dx3 )2/[F'(x3)]2} (46) 

xl == !Ut /f2 )dv 1 + const, x 2 == v2, x 3 == F(v3), 

(47) 
if12 

:4/f2 = function of VI only. (48) 

If we require only that both P and P' have diagonal 
media, then no restriction on gi is imposed. As a trivial 
example of this and to illustrate the P/-t P procedure, 
consider pi as a parallel plate waveguide with plate at 
x = a and x:::: b,filled with uniform TJ, ~-simple medium, 
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and having a TEM z-propagating wave E(x> = (1)/Ol!2H(Y) 
= exp(iw"~TJ z). Take the scaling (x,Y,z) -t (8, cp,r) as 
spherical coordinate, then (33)-(39) right away gives a 
legitimate P and its solution. The P is a conical wave
guide with cones at 8 = a/ c 1 and e = b/ c 1 and filled with 
diagonal simple medium 

(;) (;) 
E(J) IlU) 
-=-
S TJ 

~ (,/(e, sin'l 

o ) (c 1 sin8)/c2 

c 1 C 2/(r2 sine) (49) 

and has a TEM propagation with rE(e)/c1 = (TJ/s)1I2 
(r sin8/c2 )H(q,) = exp(iw/fTi r). Here c

1 
and c2 are 

arbitrary length constants. 

III. PERFECT J,I,e-LOADED MATCH BETWEEN 
CYLINDRICAL AND CONICAL COAXIAL 
WAVEGUIDES 

To illustrate the use of the scaling method, we here 
apply it to examine and obtain a reflectionless and dis
tortionless perfect match between a cylindrical (region I) 
and a conical (region III) coaxial waveguide. The given 
situation P in region I (see Fig. 1), which has perfectly 
conducting boundaries at p = A and p B 13 and is filled 
with E, Il-simple uniform medium, is a TEM incident 
wave with E (p) = H(</»(Il!E)112 == [exp(iw~ z - iwt)]/p. 
The solution of the problem may not be unique, and it is 
the simplest solution we want to find. Of course, from 
here on we use Euclidean 3-space and choose goo 1, 
go; == O. 

A. Selection and design of the scaling match 

For mathematical simplicity we examine only orthogonal 
coordinates, and because of the nature of the problem we 
choose rotational ones in 3 -space. Also, since only TEM 
wave is of interest, we deSignate the x 3 -direction as the 
propagation direction and can try the "transverse iso
tropy" (42)-(45) that leaves E3, /13 free as the Simplest 
general possibility. 

Now the problem is to find a common p' that underlies 

FIG.!. Loaded perfect match between a cylindrical and a conical 
coaxial waveguide. 
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the whole range of regions I, III, and II which is the 
matching section to be found. Then a P' ~ P scaling will, 
hopefully, give back the desired result by choosing dif
ferent scalings for different regions. In region I the P' 
as implied by the given P in region I is fixed. Through 
the use of (36)-(39) and (42)-(48) the P' is therefore 
specified by a TEM wave 

e 1 = exp(iwvllE x 3 )/c 1 , 

h 2 = (E//l) 1/2 exp(iwv/.LE x 3 )/c 1 

(50) 

(51) 

in a Cartesian coordinate (x 1,x2 ,x3 ) and in a Cartesian 
parallel plate waveguide which has boundaries at Xl = 
c 1 In(A/po) and xl = c 1 In(B/po) and is filled with the 
medium 

~:J = ~'J = ~~ = (' 0 ' 
0 

). (52) 

(p~/ c~) exp(2x 1/ c 1) 

Here in I the (Xl, x2, x 3) "" (C;L In(p/po)' c 1 cp, z) is 
obtained by using the cylindrical (p, cp, z) as the 
(vI, v2, v3 ) to furnish the scaling, where cl'PO are some 
length constants to be restricted later. 

To choose a P' ~ P for region II from the above P', we 
first realize from the geometry of I and ill that we need 
a coordinate system for (vI, v2, v3) whose constant co
ordinate-surfaces can carry a plane into spheres con-

TABLE I. 

~egiOnS 

Quantitie~~ 

acp 

a In[th(7//2)] + b 

acp 

vex w.r.t. the plane. The toroidal coordinates (1], cp, II) 
provide just that.14 As to region III, of course, we use the 
spherical coordinates (6, cp, r) as the (VI, v2 , v3 ). 

NOW, by using such (Vi) to convert the (xi) of P' and by 
making Sure that the x i are continuous at junctions, 
simple straightforward calculations from (42) to (48) and 
the inverse of (36) to (39) give the required perfect 
matching. This match is shown in Fig. 1 and has the pro
perties listed in Table I. 

Notice that in the above table F(II), G(r) in general are 
dimensionless arbitrary smooth functions that satisfy 
F(O) = 0, G(a/sinll 1) = tanll/2, and the choices as shown 

th It f .. ( 1) . n d 0) . are e resu so reqUIrmg E(l):::: E m an E(l) = E m 
m. Also Po and a (> B > A > 0) are arbitrary length 
constants. Arrows at the top of the table denote bound
aries that divide the regions. 

B. Remarks and discussion 

Firstly, since only TEM wave exists, the match can be 
realized by employing an isotropic medium using its 
transverse isotropy. Physically, it is obvious that there 
should be no reflection caused by /l, E discontinuities and 
changes since 1]/~ and therefore /l/E is an invariant con
stant throughout the scaling. Also obviously, there 
should be no distortion because the smaller (/lE) near 
the inner matching conductor 1] = 1]A bends the plane 
phase front from the cylindrical I into a spherical phase 
front to match the spherical III. 

II 9 = 9 , .... ,. .... r = a/sin9 , 

9 < 9 , < 1T 

a In (tan(8/2)) + b 
tan(9/2) 

acp 

ill 

z 
[= aF(9)J = a tan(9/2) 

and 
[= aG(r)] = r - a cot9 , 

and 
G(a/sin9 , ) = tan(9 , /2) 

Boundaries 

Xl = a In(A/p) 
to 

Xl = a In(B/po) 

Media 

€~;/E = ~~~V~ 
(;) 

= aU/a 

[ 
(1) (2) 

E(l) = E(2) 

= Vg3 

and 

(p/a) 

p=A 
to 

p= B 

O<A<B<a 

F(O) = 0 

sinh1)/( cosh7/ + cose) 

(= l/(cosh'1 + cose)F'(e)) 

= (1 + cose)/( cosh1) + cos9) 

7/ = 2 tanh- 1A/a 
to 

1) = 2 tanh- 1B/a 

(

(COSh1) + cose) (1 0) 
(1 + cose) 0 1 

o sinh7/(1 + cose) 
(1 + COSh7/)2 

Em = ~3(g3/g1)J 
Fields 

[now a~~~ = 0 for all regions, since a = OJ 

E e iwt 
(cosh1) + cose) 

e(ij) a sinh1) 

x e iurlfii q tan(ei'2) 

H e iwt ;r (cosh1) + cose) 
Il(¢) V ~ a sinh7/ 
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r(sin8)/a 

[= 1/aG'(r)] 

8 = 2 tan- 1[(A/a) tan(9/2) 
to 

e = 2 tan- 1[(B/a) tan(e/2) 

ll(aP/r sine) 
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The match so obtained is by no means unique. It is 
mel'eJ.y the simplest one. In fact, any rotational co
ordinates that can match smoothly with (p, cp, z) at left 
and (6, cp,r) at right can be used to provide (xl,x2,x3) in 
II for pi ~ P. 

Concerning the realizability of the loading the required 
taper of /l is difficult. Since for normal incidence there 
is no reflection if and only if the impedance (E!/l)ll2 is 
constant and yet we need (/lE) to vary to furnish a transi
tion, it is impossible to achieve a perfect match by an 
orthogonal scaling with only a varied E and a fixed /l. 
But oblique incidence immediately suggests itself a 
Brewster angle tapering which may provide a perfect 
match through a nonorthogonal scaling with a fixed /l and 
varying E. This and other possibilities of fixed-/l match 
are currently being investigated. 
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For a certain geodesically incomplete, compact Lorentz manifold T, we construct an analytic 
non-Hausdorff extension in which no geodesic bifurcates. The extension is geodesically incomplete, 
but is a maximal analytic Lorentz manifold in the sense that any further analytic extension has 
bifurcating geodesics. We also obtain a maximal analytic Hausdorff extension of the universal 
covering space of T. The latter extensioh is geodesically complete. 

The positive definite metric tensor of a connected 
Hausdorff Riemannian manifold induces a metric topo
logy on the manifold equivalent to the manifold topology.1 
Since a Hausdorff Riemannian manifold is a metric 
space, Cauchy sequences can be defined. The Hopf
Rinow theorem2 on connected Hausdorff Riemannian 
manifolds states that Cauchy completeness is equivalent 
to geodesic completeness. An immediate consequence of 
this theorem is that a compact, connected Hausdorff 
Riemannian manifold is geodesically complete. 

This last statement is not true for pseudo-Riemannian 
manifolds. Misner3 has given a metric with Lorentz sig
nature defined on the (compact) 2-torus T that is geo
desically incomplete. A compact, connected Hausdorff 
manifold has no Haul'ldorff extension, i.e., it cannot be 
properly imbedded (with codimension zero) in another 
connected Hausdorff manifold. Therefore, any extension 
of Misner's example must be non-Hausdorff. 

Given a compact Riemannian or pseudo- Riemannian 
manifold, it is trivial to construct non - Hausdorff exten
sions that have bifurcating geodesics (e.g., simply dupli
cate any point.) The Hopf-Rinow theorem implies that 
any non-Hausdorff extension of a compact, connected 
Hausdorff Riemannian manifold has at least one bifur
cating geodesic. We will show that compact Hausdorff 
pseudo-Riemannian manifolds may have non-Hausdorff 
extensions in which no geodesic bifurcates. This will be 
accomplished by constructing an analytic non-Hausdorff 
extension of Misner's example. The extension is geode
sically incomplete, but is a maximal analytic Lorentz 
manifold in the sense that any further analytic extension 
has bifurcating geodesics. We also obtain a maximal 
analytic Hausdorff extension of the universal covering 
space of T. The latter extension is geodesically com
plete. 

Consider the metric3 

ds2 = cosx (dy2 - dx2) + 2sinx dxdy 

defined on the 2-torus T obtained from the (x, y) plane 
by imposing the identification4 

(1) 

(x,y) = (x + 4m7T,y + n) for all integers m,n. (2) 

The incomplete null geodesics3 y = 2 In.\., x = (k + t)7T 
where.\. is an affine parameter and k is an integer, are 
Killing horizons 5 ,6 with respect to the Killing vector 
field X == a == a/ay. The usual procedure for obtaining 
an extensio~ of the two-dimensional Lorentz manifold is 
to introduce null coordinates. The transformation 

(3) 

takes metric (1) into 

(4) 
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Metric (4) is analytic on the punctured plane M = 
{(~, 7]) E R21~2 + 7]2 ;r o}. The Killing vector field in 
(~, 7]) coordinates is 

X = - t(~a< + 7]a~), (5) 

and the one-parameter group of isometries {Ut } gener
ated by X is given by 

(6) 

Let G = {Un}' a discrete subgroup of {Ut }. Then T is 
isometric to the quotient space MIG. 

In the (~, 7]) coordinate patch, the geodesics of metric (4) 
that approach (0,0) are complete, but there are geode
sics that run off to infinity with finite affine length. Con
sider the transformation u = tan-l~, v = tan- l 17, which 
maps M onto to punctured square lu I < 7T/2, Iv I < 7T/2, 
u2 + v 2 ;r O. In (u, v) coordinates (4) and (5) become 

8dudv 
ds2= 

sin2 u cos2v + cos2u sin2v 
(7) 

and 

X = - t (sinu cosu au + sinv cosv a v), (8) 

Metric (7) and the Killing vector field (8) extend analyti
cally to M = R2 - {(m7T/2, n7T/2) 1m + n even}. It can 
easily be seen that M is geodesic ally complete. The set 
of zeros of X is N = {( m 7T 12, n7T 12) I m + n odd}. The 
Killing vector field X is a timelike rotation near its 
zeros, and the null orbits of {Ut } are null geodesics and 
are branches of bifurcate Killing horizons 6 (see Fig. 1). 
Let G be the analytic continuation of G to M. Then M Ie 
is not a T 1 topological space (because any zero of X is 
approached by an infinite sequence of points which will 
all be identified under G) and hence not a manifold, but 
(M -N)le is a non-Hausdorff Lorent~ manifold in 
which no geodesic bifurcates. 7 Since M is geodesically 
complete, we conclude that (M -N)/e is a maximal 
analytic extension of T with no bifurcating geodesics. 

From (3) we see that the universal covering space of M 

FIG.1. The manifold 
M. The solid lines are 
bifurcate Killing hori
zons. Each one of the 
four branches of a bi
furcate Killing horizon 
is a null orbit of {U,}, 
and the four branches 
meet at a fixed point of 
U, (zero of X). The 
dashed lines are space
like and time like orbits 
of {U,}. 
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is isometric to metric (1) defined on the (x, y) plane. 
Thus, the universal covering space of M is an analytic 
Hausdorff extension of the universal covering space of 
T. Since M is geodesic ally complete, its universal 
covering space is complete and, hence, is a maximal 
Hausdorff manifold. 
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The Kerr-Taub-NUT metric is a local analytic solution of the vacuum Einstein-Maxwell equations. 
When the metric is expressed in Schwarzschild-like coordinates, two types of coordinate singularity 
are present. One occurs at certain values of the "radial" coordinate where g" becomes infinite and 
corresponds to bifurcate Killing horizons; the other occurs at 8=0,7T, where the determinant of the 
components of the metric vanishes. It is shown that for nonzero NUT parameter the fixed points of 
the bifurcate Killing horizons and the degeneracies at 8 = 0, 7T cannot all be covered in one manifold. 
A maximal analytic manifold is constructed which covers the degeneracies at 8=0,7T. It is 
non-Hausdorff but contains maximal Hausdorff subspaces, topologically S3 X R, which reduce to 
Taub-NUT space for vanishing Kerr parameter. Kerr-Taub space can be interpreted as a closed, 
inhomogeneous electromagnetic-gravitational wave undergoing gravitational collapse. Another 
maximal analytic manifold is constructed which covers the fixed points of the bifurcate Killing 
horizons and the degeneracy at 8 = O. It is suggested that this manifold represents the superposition 
of the Kerr geometry and a massless source of angular momentum at 8=7T characterized by the 
NUT parameter. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Many new exact solutions of the vacuum Einstein and 
Einstein- Maxwell equations have appeared in the litera
ture in recent years. Most of the solutions (four-dimen
Sional metrics with Lorentz signature) have been found 
by local methods and have coordinate singularities and 
incomplete geodesics. If the curvature invariants are 
finite at the coordinate singularities, it may be possible 
to cover the singularities in an extension. Maximal ex
tensions are needed in order to study the global pro
perties of a metric. The purpose of this paper is to 
study the global properties of the combined Kerr
Taub-NUT metric first given by Demianski and New
man l by an algebraic trick and later derived by Car
ter,2 Kinnersley,3 Kramer and Neugebauer,4 Robin-
son et at., 5 and Talbot. 6 Fortunately, the information 
needed for the global analySis can be obtained from the 
symmetries of the metric. We are also guided by pre
vious work on the Kerr and Taub-NUT metrics. 7 - 15 

When a metric has symmetries, it is possible to im
pose various identifications on the metric. A metric 
with a given identification (or no identification at all) de
fines a manifold, and we can consider the exte~sions of 
that manifold. A connected Lorentz manifold M is an 
extension of a connected Lorentz manifold M, if a pro
per submanifold (codimension zero) of M is isometric 
to M. In this paper only analytic extensions will be con
Sidered. Non-Hausdorff extensions of Lorentz mani
folds having no bifurcating geodesics may arise in a 
natural way, and we do not wish to exclude them. Non
Hausdorff Lorentz manifolds with bifurcating geode
sics will not be considered because they are too patho
logical for any physical interpretation. A necessary 
and sufficient condition for a non-Hausdorff manifold to 
have no bifurcating geodesics is given by Hajicek. 13 We 
will say that a connected Lorentz manifold with no bi
furcating geodesics is maximal, if every further exten
Sion has bifurcating geodesics. 

Although the Kerr- Taub-NUT metric can be expressed 
in Schwarzschild-like coordinates, for nonzero NUT 
parameter the singularities at e = 0,1T are not the usual 
degeneracies of spherical coordinates on the 2- sphere. 1 
This problem was first encountered in the Taub-NUT 
metric. 10 There are several identifications to impose 
on the Taub-NUT metric that have phySical interpre
tations. Misner lO showed that the singularities at e = 
0, 1T in the Taub-NUT metric are the degeneracies of 
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spherical coordinates on the 3- sphere provided a cer
tain identification is imposed on the metric. The t coor
dinate essentially becomes an Euler angle coordinate on 
53 and thus is periodic. With this identification, the 
fixed points of the bifurcate Killing horizons cannot be 
regular points of the manifold 14, 15 and the maximal 
analytic extensions are non- Hausdorff .13 The Taub 
region with this identification is interpreted as a cos
mological model. ll Seeking to avoid a timelike periodiC 
coordinate in the NUT region, Bonnor 12 imposed only 
part of the identification considered by Misner. With 
Bonnor's identification, the singularity at e = ° and the 
fixed points of the bifurcate Killing horizons can be 
covered in an extension but not the singularity at e = 1T .14 

Bonner interpreted the 8 = 1T singularity as a massless 
source of angular momentum. 

In Sec. II we present the Kerr-Taub-NUT metric in 
Schwarzschild-like coordinates and discuss its local 
properties. In Sec. IlIA we consider Misner's identifi
cation and show that the singularitieS at e = 0,1T can be 
covered in an extension. A maximal analytic extension 
of the Kerr-Taub-NUT metric with this identification 
is constructed in Sec. mB. A maximal analytic extension 
of the Kerr-Taub-NUT metric with Bonnor's identifi
cation is constructed in Sec. mc. The fixed points of the 
bifurcate Killing horizons and the singularity at e = ° 
are covered in the latter extension. Carter2 has shown 
that the Hamilton-Jacobi equation for the geodesics in 
the Kerr-Taub-NUT metric separates in certain coor
dinate systems. We use this fact in Sec. IV in the dis
cussion of the geodesics and show that the extensions 
constructed in Secs. IIIB and IIIC are maximal analytic 
manifolds. In Sec. V we summarize the results. 

II. KERR-TAUB-NUT METRIC AND LOCAL 
PROPERTIES 

The Kerr-Taub-NUT metriC, represented here in 
Schwarzschild-like coordinates, 16 

ds 2 = L(b.- 1dr 2 + de 2) + L- 1 sin2e(adt - pdcf»2 

- L-lb.(dt - Adcf»2, (1) 

L == r2 + (l + a cose)2, (2) 

b. == r2 - 2mr - l2 + a 2 + e 2, (3) 

A == a sin28 - 2lcose, (4) 
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p =:; r2 + 12 + a 2 = ~ + aA, (5) 

where m, 1, a, and e are, respectively, the Schwarzschild, 
NUT, Kerr, and electromagnetic parameters, is a local 
analytic solution of the vacuum Einstein-Maxwell equa
tions with electromagnetic field tensor 

F = - 2e~-2[(Dir - rdp)/\ (dt - AdCP) 

+ rdA /\ (adt - pdcp)]. (6) 

When e is zero, the electromagnetic field tensor vanishes 
and the metric satisfies the vacuum Einstein equations. 
When,a is zero, the metric reduces to the Taub-NUT 
metric,17 and when 1 is zero it reduces to the Kerr 
metric. 18 

Two types of singularity may be present in a metric. 
One occurs where the components gij of the metric are 
singular; the other occurs where the determinant of the 
matrix (g;j) vanishes. In metric (1), the first type 
occurs where ~ or 6 vanishes; the second occurs at 
e = 0, 7r. A curvature invariant becomes infinite where 
~ vanishes,l but ~ is always positive for a 2 < [2. We 
will consider only the case in which the zeros of 
6[r = r± =:; m ± (m 2 + l2 - a 2 - e 2)1/2] are real and 
distinct. In this case, the singularities correspond to 
bifurcate Killing horizons. 19,20 Metric (1) is nonsingu
lar (except for the possible curvature singularity) in 
three disjoint regions which are distinguished by the 
ranges of the "radial" coordinate. The regions r+ < 
r < 00 and - 00 < r < r_ will each be called Kerr-NUT 
regions and labeled I and III, respectively, and the region 
r_ < r < r+ will be called a Kerr-Taub region and 
labeled II. In each of these regions 0 < e < 7r, - 00 < 
cp < 00, - 00 < t < 00. 

The Weyl tensor is of type D in the Petrov-Pirani 
classification,21 and the two double principal null vec
tor fields on region II, for example, are given by 

(7) 

where 0t =:; %t, etc. The vector fields have been norma
lized so that VN N± = O. (All equations in this paper with 

± 

plus-or-minus signs should be read as two equations, 
one with the upper Sign throughout and one with the 
lower sign.) The integral curves of these vector fields 
give two shear-free null geodesic congruences,22 which 
have nonzero rotation unless both a and 1 vanish. Clear
ly,ot and 0", are killing vector fields, and when a is 
zero 

coscpos - cote sincp 0", + 21 csce sincp at, 

sincpos + cote coscp 0", - 2l csce coscp at' (8) 

are also Killing vector fields. ll 

III. GLOBAL PROPERTIES 

A. Kerr-Taub and Kerr-NUT spaces 

For nonzero NUT parameter, the Singularities at e = 
0,7r are not the usual degeneraCies of spherical coordi
nates on the 2-sphere. Demiafiski and Newman! showed 
that the singularities are the degeneracies of spherical 
coordinates on the 3-sphere provided a certain identi
fication is imposed on the metriC, the same identification 
that Misner10 imposed on the Taub-NUT metric. That 
identification on the Schwarzschild-like coordinates of 
metric (1) is 
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(CP, t) = (CP + (n + m)27r, t + (n - m)4l7r) 

for all integers n. m , (9) 

Let Ml'MIl' and MIll be the connected Lorentz manifolds 
obtained by imposing identification (9) on metric (1) in 
the regions I, II, and III, respectively. We now show how 
to obtain extensions of MI,Mw and MIll that are analytic 
on S3 x R. The set of quaternions Q = {q = w + ix + 
jy + kz 1 w 2 + x 2 + Y 2 + z2 "" O} is a Lie group, diffeo
morphic to S3 x R, and the left-invariant vector fields 
are analytic on S3 xR. The dual I-forms of the left
invariant vector fields are also analytic, and metric (1) 
with identification (9) can be expressed in the global 
basis given by these I-forms. 

Left- and right- invariant vector fields in (w, x, y , z) 
coordinates can be computed from the definition of 
quaternion multiplication23 and are given, respectively, 
by 

and 

X o =:; t(wow + xOx + yOy + zOz)' 

Xl =:; t(- xOw + wax + ZOy - yo.), 

X2 =:; t(- YOw- zOx + Way + xOz )' 

X3 =:; t(- zOw + YOx - xOy + wOz), 

Yo =:; t(wow + xOx + Yay + zOz), 

Y 1 =:; t(- xOw + wax - ZOy + YOz), 

Y2 =:; t(- yow + zOx + Way - xOz )' 

Y3 =:; t(- zOw - YOx + xOy + wo z)' 

They satisfy the commutation relations 

[X;,Xj] = C/jXk' 

[Y;, Yj ] = - CtYk' 

[Xi' Yj ] = 0, 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

where Ci~ = Eijk for 1 :s i,j, k :s 3 and otherwise 0, lE;'k be
ing the totally anti symmetric symbol with E123 = + L 
The E;jk are the structure constants of the rotation 
group SO(3). SO(3) is covered twice by its universal 
covering group SU(2), and SU(2) is isomorphic to the 
group of quaternions of unit norm.1 0 The X. and y. for 
1:s i:s 3 are tangent to S3. The dual 1-for~s of the 
left-invariant vector fields are 

w 0 =:; 2Iql-2(wdw +xdx +ydy +zdz), 

w 1 =:; 2Iql-2(-xdw +wdx +zdy -ydz), 

w2 =:; 2Iql-2(_ydw-zdx +wdy +xdz), 

w 3 =:; 2Iql-2(-zdw +ydx-xdy +wdz), 

where 1 q 12 =:; w 2 + x 2 + Y 2 + z2, and they satisfy 

dw k =:: - tCi~wi /\ wi. 

The Xi and wi are invariant under left translations 

(13) 

(14) 

Lp: q -? pq and the Y i are invariant under right transla
hons Rp: q -? qp. 

Euler angle coordinates24 (e, cp, 1/1) on S3 may be de
fined by q = w + ix + jy + kz = er/2ek"'/2eiS/2ek-q,/2 or 

w = er/ 2 cos e/2 cos(CP + 1/1)/2, 

x = er/ 2 sine/2 cos(CP -1/1)/2, 

y = er/ 2 sine/2 sin(cp -1/1)/2, 

z = er/ 2 cose/2 sin(</> + 1/1)/2, 

(15) 
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where - 00 < r < 00,0 < e < rr, and 

(cp,tJ;) = (cp + (n +m)2rr,tJ; + (n - m)2rr). (16) 

There are degeneracies at e = 0, rr, where the Jacobian 
of the transformation vanishes. In (r, e, cp, tJ;) coordin
ates the left- and right- invariant vector fields are res
pectively, 

Xo = or' 

Xl = costJ; Os + csce sintJ; a</> - cote sintJ; 0"" 
(17) 

X2 = - sintJ; Os + csce costJ; a</> - cote costJ; 0"" 

Yo = or' 

YI = coscp Os - cote sincp a</> + csce sincp 0"" 

Y2 = sincp Os + cote coscp a</> - csce coscp 0"" 

Y3 = a</>; 

(18) 

and the dual l-forms of the left-invariant vector fields 
are 

wO = dr, 

wI = costJ; de + sine sintJ; dcp, 

w2 =- sintJ; de + sine costJ; dcp, 

w 3 = dtJ; + cose dcp. 

The transformation tJ; = (2l)-lt for 1 '" 0 takes metric 
(1) into 

ds2 = ~b.-I(wO)2 + ~(wl)2 + ~(w2)2 - 4l2~-lr(w3)2 

(19) 

+ a2(2 - ~-lr)(sine sintJ;wl + sinecostJ;w2)2 (20) 

- 4la(l- ~-lr)(sine sintJ;w l + sine coStJ;w 2)w 3, 

where 

r == t::. - a2 sin2e, (21) 

and identification (9) into identification (16). For a2 < l2, 
this metric in (w, x ,Y ,z) coordinates is analytic and has 
Lorentz signature on 

Mr = {(w,x,y,z) E R41 er
+ < w 2 + x 2 + y2 + z2 < oo}, 

and 

MIl = {(w,x,y,z) E R41 er- < w 2 + x 2 + y2 + z2 < er+}, 
- { I 2 2 2 2< r_} M rIl = (w,x,y,z)ER4 O<w +x +y +z e, 

Metric (20) defined on MIl will be called Kerr-Taub space. 
It reduces to Taub space I 7 when a vanishes, in which 
case YI and Y2 become Killing vector fields in addition 
to X3 and Y 3 • The Killing vector fields X3 - Y 3 = YOx -
xo andX3 + Y3 = wO z - zOw vanish at 0 = OCx =y = 0) 
arid 0 = rr(w = z = 0), respectively, and are spacelike 
rotations.20 They cannot be represented as a linear 
combination (with constant coefficients) of coordinate 
vector fields where they vanish. The degeneracies of 
Euler angle coordinates at 0 = 0, rr on 53 are like polar 
coordinate Singularities, where 6 = (tJ; - cp )/2 is an azi
muthal angle coordinate near e = 0 and (J = (tJ; + cp )/2 
is an azimuthal angle coordinate near e = rr. In (r, e, 
6, (J) coordinates25 X3 - Y 3 = ali and X3 + Y3 = aa' It . 
can be seen from transformation (15) that the submam
folds defined by 0 = OCx = Y = 0) and 0 = rr(w = z = 0) 
are topologically cylinders, 51 x R. These cylinders are 
totally geodesic.20 
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The "radial" coordinate is timelike in Kerr-Taub 
space, and the hypersurfaces of constant rare space
like 3-spheres. The volume of these hypersurfaces 
goes to zero as r approaches r±. Kerr-Taub space can 
be interpreted as a closed, inhomogeneous electromag
netic-gravitational wave undergoing gravitational col
lapse (see Brill I 7 and Gowdy2 6). The timelike con
gruence given by the vector field or has nonzero rota
tion unless a vanishes, in which case the congruence is 
orthogonal to the homogeneous hyper surfaces of Taub 
space. Thus Kerr-Taub space has an intrinsic rota
tion which vanishes when the Kerr parameter is zero. 

Metric (20) defined on Mr or MIll will be called a Kerr
NUT space. In the Kerr-NUT spaces the "radial- coor
dinate is spacelike, and the hyper surfaces of constant r 
are timelike 3-spheres and have closed timelike curves. 
We show the relationship of Mr and Mm to MIl by giving 
a maximal analytic extension of Kerr-Taub space. 

B. Kerr-Taub-NUT space 

Two distinct Hausdorff analytic extensions of Kerr
Taub space can be obtained simply by straightening out 
the null vector fields 

(22) 

The extensions are isometric to each other and repre
sentative of what we will call Kerr-Taub-NUT space, 
but they cannot be adopted simultaneously without aban
doning the Hausdorff property. The transformation27 

tJ;± = tJ; 'f J p(2lt::.)-ldr, 

CPt = cp 'f J a t::.-Idr , 

r = r, e = e, 

for r_ < r < r+ takes metric (20) into the metric 

(23) 

ds2 = ~de2 + ~-I(p2 sin2e - tuP)dCP± 2 - 4l2~-lrdtJ;±2 

- 4l~-I(ap sin20 - M)dcp±dtJ;± 

'f 4ldtJ;±dr ± 2Adcp±dr 

= ~(wl)2 + ~(w;>2 - 4l2~-lr(w±3)2 

+ a2(2 - ~-lr) (sinO sintJ;±w±1 + sinO coStJ;±wf)2 

- 4la(1 - ~-lr) (sinO sintJ;±wl + sinO costJ;±w;)wP 

'f 4lw±3w±O ± 2a(sinO sintJ;±wl + sine costJ;±w;)w±O, 

(24) 
where wi are defined by placing the subscript ± on Wi, 

cp, tJ; in ~19). Identification (16) becomes 

(cp±, tJ;±) = (cp± + (n + m) 2rr, tJ;± + (n - m)2rr). (25) 

We define vector fields Xi 'Yi in (r, e, cp., tJ;.) coordinates 
and vector fields Xi 'Yi i~ (r; e, cp_, tJ;J coordinates by 
placing the subscript± -onXi,Yi,CP,tJ; in (17) and (18). 
Note that on Kerr-Taub space X3 = X3, Y3 = Y3, 

± ± 
W 0 = w 0, and N = ± Xo = ± Yo • In (r, e, cp+, tJ;.) coordin-

± ± ± ± 

ates on Kerr-Taub space 

(26) 

and in (r, 0, cf>-, tJ;J coordinates 

N+ = p(lt::.)-lo",_ + or + 2at::.- Ia",_, N = - or' (27) 

Both metrics (24) extend analytically to - 00 < r < 00. 
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The transformation u = 211/1+ gives Kinnersley's3 form 
of the Kerr-Taub-NUT metric. The degeneracies at 
a = 0,1T can be covered by transforming to (w±,x±,y±,z±) 
coordinates defined by placing the subscript ± on w,x,y, 
z,4>,l/I in (15). The vector fields Xi 'Yi ,wi in these 

± ± 

coordinates are given by (10), (11), and (13) with the 
appropriate subscripts. The wI are the dual 1-forms 
of the left-invariant vector fields X; on Q± = {q± = w± + 
ix±+jy±+kz±llq±I"'O}. ± 

In (w±,x±,y±,z±) coordinates, metrics (24) for a2 < 12 are 
analytic and have Lorentz signature on M± = {(w±,x±,y±, 
z±) E R41 w; + x; + y; + z; '" O}. The hypersurfaces 
r = r± of M+ are null and are Killing horizons19,20 with 
respect to the Killing vector fields 

(28) 

where p± == r; + 12 + a2, Le., K± are null at r = r±, res
pectively. In (r, (J, 4>_, I/IJ coordinates 

(29) 

and the null hyper surfaces r = r± of M_ are also Killing 
horizons with respect to K±, respectively. Thus,M+ and 
M_ are extensions of Kerr-Taub space that cover differ
ent branches of the Killing horizons. In M+ the null geo
desics which are the integral curves of N. have been 
extended across branches of the Killing horizons and 
are complete, but the null geodesics which are the inte
gral curves of N.- are incomplete. In M_ the integral 
curves of N.- have been extended across different bran
ches of the Killing horizons and are complete, but the 
integral curves of N. are incomplete. This type of be
havior of null geodesics in Taub-NUT space has been 
discussed by Misner and Taubll and Geroch.2B 

Metric (24) with the upper sign defined on M+ is iso
metric to metric (24) with the lower sign defined on M_, 
and either one will be called Kerr-Taub-NUT space. 

The isometry is given by 1/1+ = - 1/1_, 4>+ = - 4>_ or (wH x+' 
y+>,~.J = (w_,- x_,- y_,zJ. The regions e r+ < w; + x; + 
y; + z; < co and 0 < W ±2 + x±2 + y; + z±2 < eT

- of Ai. and M 
are isometric to the Kerr-NUT spaces MI and MIll> 
respectively. Thus Kerr-Taub-NUT space is also an 
analytic extension of either one of the Kerr-NUT spa
ces. When a is zero, Kerr-Taub-NUT space reduces to 
Taub-NUT space,11 

It will be shown later that when both extensions M± of 
Kerr-Taub space are adopted simultaneously, the re
sulting extension is non- Hausdorff. To obtain a maxi
mal (non-Hausdorff) analytic extension of Kerr-Taub 
space, an infinite number of copies of M± are patched 
together in the same way that Eddington- Finkelstein
like coordinate systems are patched together in the 
maximal analytic extension of the Kerr metric. B,14 In 
this maximal analytic extension, M+ and M_ overlap on 
a Kerr-Taub or a Kerr-NUT space, and the transfor
mation on an overlap region is obtained from (23). A 
maximal (non- Hausdorff) extension of Taub space has 
already been given by Hajicek.1 3 

C. Bifurcate Killing horizons 

When a is zero, ~ and N. are surface- forming and can 
be "straightened out" simultaneously in one coordinate 
system. 14,15 A vector field is straightened out in a 
particular coordinate system if the images in the coor
dinate patch of the integral curves are straight lines. 
Such a coordinate system for the SChwarzschild metric 
which extends analytically to cover the bifurcate Killing 
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horizon was given by Kruska1. 29 Although ~ and N. are 
not in general surface-forming, Boyer and Lindquist8 

have given a generalization of Kruskal's method for the 
Kerr metric which is also applicable to the Kerr-Taub
NUT metric. However, the fixed points of the bifurcate 
Killing horizons cannot be covered in an analytic exten
sion when identification (9) is imposed. Therefore, we 
will consider an analytic extension of the Kerr- Taub
NUT metric with only part of identification (9). Rather 
than proceeding with the generalization of Kruskal coor
dinates, an alternative method is given which is based on 
the fact that the pairs of vector fields N., K. and N., K 
are surface-forming. (The pairs of vector fields N.,K+ 
and ~,K_ are also surface-forming). The new method 
will be compared with the method of Boyer and Lind
quist. 

The transformation t± = 21(1/I± + 4>±), 4>± = 4>± takes met
ric (24) into 

ds 2 = ~da2 + ~-1(p2 sin2(J - M2)d4>;- ~-lrdt; 

- 2(a sin2(J - ~-1 rA) dt±d4>± :f 2dt±dr ± 'iAd4>±dr, 
(30) 

where 

A == a sin2(J + 41 sin2a /2, 

p == r2 + (l + a)2 = ~ + aA, 

and identification (25) becomes 

(31) 

(32) 

(33) 

Metric (30) with the upper sign is Demianski and New
man'sl form of the Kerr-Taub-NUT metric. In (r, a, 
4>+, t) coordinates 

N+ = or' 
K± = p±p;10t + ap;la", , 

+ + 

X3 - Y3 = - 0",+, 
(34) 

X3 + Y 3 = 4Zot+ + a",+, 

where p± == r; + (Z + a)2, and in (r, a, 4>_, tJ coordinates 

N.- = - aT' 
K± =P±P;10t_ + ap;lo",_, 

X 3 -Y3 =-iJ",_, 

X3 + Y3 = 4Zot_ + 0",_ • 

(35) 

Now consider metrics (30) with identification (33) for 
n = 0 and all intergers m. The degeneracy at (J = 0 is 
like a polar coordinate singularity in these coordinates 
and since the 4>± coordinate is periodic with period 21T, 
the degeneracy can be covered. Consider the extensions 
of metrics (30) that cover the (J = 0 degeneracy. These 
spaces can be described as the universal covering 
space of Kerr-Taub-NUT space with the a = 1T cylinder 
deleted, and a maximal analytic extension of them will 
be given by forcing the Killing vector fields K± into the 
form of timelike rotations. 20 In these spaces the totally 
geodeSic submanifold defined by (J = 0 is topologically a 
plane and the a = 'IT singularity cannot be covered in an 
extension. 14 We need to consider only one of the met
rics (30), say the one with the lower sign. 

We will assume that p± '" 0 and define 

K± == P;lp±K± = 0t_ + aP±-liJ",_. (36) 
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The vector fields N..., J[., and X3 - Y 3 commute with each 
other and are linearly independent, and therefore all 
three can be represented as coordinate vector fields in 
one coordinate system. Similarly,N...,lt,andX3 - Y3 
can be represented as coordinate vector fields in one 
coordinate system. The transformation8 

- --1 
<Pi = cp- - aPt t, L = t (37) 

takes metric (30) with the lower sign into the metric 

ds2 = 'Zde 2 + 'Z-1(p2 sin2e - AA2)d<P: 

- p;2'Z·1('ZrA a2(p - p±)2 sin28]dt.? 

+ 2p;1'Z.1['Z±AA + ap(p - P±)sin2e]dtd(,O± 

+ 2p;1L.±dtdr 2 Ad(,O±dr, (38) 

where L." == r; + (l + a cose)2 = P± - aA. In (r, e, <P+, U 
coordinates 

N... = - or' R .. :::= aU X3 - Y3 = - 0iii., 
(39) 

X3 + Y3 = 4loc + {1 4lap+·l)oiii+' 

and in (r, e, (,0., U coordinates 

N... = - ar' K.. = at.' X3 - Y3 = - OiP. 

X3 + Y3 = 4lO t + (1- 4lap:1)1liP_' 
(40) 

Thus cp± is periodic with period 211". 

We now seek coordinate systems (~±, Tlx' e, cp±) such that 
the bifurcate Killing horizons are defined by ~± 1)* = 0 
and 

(41) 

where ii. are constants. We want ~* and 1)± to depend 
only on rand C The vector field N is straightened out 
in (r, e, CP±, t.) coordinates, and r is an affine parameter 
of the integral curves of N .• This property can be re
tained in (~, 1)*, e, (,0.) coordinates by requiring N... to be 
a product of the coordinate vector field i:l t by a func
tion of 1)±. The ~± coordinate will then be ±an affine _ 
parameter of the integral curves of N. In (~, 11t, e, <Pi) 
coordinates,N_ = - (i:l~Jar)i:lt - (o1)±/ar)i:ll) . Thus, 

± ± 

ill ill 

I I 
11 r.,. 

{~ 

FIG. 1. Bifurcate Killing horizons. I 
and m label Kerr-NUT regions and 
II labels Kerr-Taub regions. Adjacent 
members of the infinite sequence of 
coordinate patches (~.,'I).,e,qU over
lap on regions 'I). > 0, 'I). < ° or '1. < 0, 
'1. > 0, and the transformations be· 
tween these regions are-'pven ~ Eqs. 
(47). The vector fields N. and K. are 
tangent to the 5ubmanifolds of con· 
stant e and <p., and the vector fields 
if. and K are tangent to the submani
folds of constant e and <p.-. 
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where!±,g±, ~d h± are functions of C In (~±, 1)±, e, (,0*) 
coordinates K± = (i:l ~/i:lt)i:l< + (1l1)±/otJ01) ,and from 

" ± (41) we see that!; + K±!± == 0, g; + Kf g± = 0, and 
h; - K±h± = 0, where the prime denotes differentiation 
withrespect!o/ .. Thus!± =a±e-i<±t-, g± =f3±e-K±t., 

and h± == y± e K
" - , where a±, (3±. and y± are constants. 

For the bifurcate Killing horizons to be defined by 
~ ± 1) ± = 0, we must choose (3± I a ± = - r ±. Without loss of 
generality, we arbitrarily set a± = 1 and y± = :I; 1 and 
finally arrive at the transformations 

The constants K" are still to be determined. The in
verse transformations are 

r = ± ~±1)± + r±, 

L = K;lln(± 71±), 

and metric (38) in (~±, '1J.." e, (,O±) coordinates becomes 

ds2 = ~d(J2 + ~-1(p2 sin2 (J - AA2)dcp; 

+ K;2p;2L.·l~;(r - r±)-2[2K±p±L.±1.::(r - r±> 

- 'Z:A + a2 (p - p±)2 sin2 e)d1Jl 
± 2K;lp;1L.·1~±(r - r±)-l[L.±AA 

+ aiS(p - Pi) sin2e]d'1J..,dcp± 

(43) 

(44) 

± 2ii;lp;1L.±d~±d1)± 'l' 2A(1)±d~± + ~±dTlx)dcP±. (45) 

If we choose 

(46) 

metrics (45) extend analytically to the entire (1;±,71.) 
plane. A maximal analytic (Hausdorff) extension is 
given by patching these metrics together as indicated in 
Fig.1. [See also Fig. 1 of Ref. (7) or Fig. 1 of Ref. (14), 
where a two-dimensional submanifold is drawn rather 
than coordinate patches.] The transformation between 
overlap regions 1)+ > 0,1)_ < 0 or 11+ < 0,71_ > 0 is given 
by 

~+1)+ + r+ == - ~.'1/. + r., 

i(~lIn\ 11+1 == ii:11n \17-1, (47) 

'P± - 'PT = aiC;l (p;;l - is; 1) Inl71± \. 

In (4,1)",0, CP±) coordinates,N... =:: -111± I-l()f and is singu
± 

lar at 1)* =-: 0, but the vector field}t == 111" IN. == - Of is 
- ± 

analytic and satisfies VFj N. == 0. The vector field N+ is 
more complicated in (;±;n±, e, (,0) coordinates. Although 
the integral curves of N. are not complete in anyone of 
these coordinate patches, they are complete in the maxi
mal analytic extension. 
When 1 is zero, (,0" is also an azimuthal angle coordinate 
near 0 == 11", and the singularities at e == 0,11" correspond 
to the usual degeneracies of spherical coordinates on the 
2-sphere. Thus for l = 0, metrics (45) give a maximal 
analytic extension of the Kerr metric which is isometric 
to the one given by Boyer and Lindquist8 when e is zero 
and by Carter9 when e is nonzero. When a is zero, 
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metrics (45) give a maximal analytic extension of the 
Taub-NUT metric with the CP± coordinate identified 
modulo 21T .14 When 1 and a are both zero, these metrics 
give a maximal analytic extension of the Reissner
Nordstrom metric 30; and when e is also zero, metric 
(45) with the upper sign becomes 

ds2 = 8m~f(~+17+ + 2m)- ld17f + 8md~417+ 
+ (~+17+ + 2m)2(de2 + sin2edcp+2), (48) 

and is isometric to Kruskal' s2 9 extension of the 
Schwarzschild metric. Similar coordinate systems for 
the Schwarz schild metric that cover the Kruskal dia
gram have previously been given by IsraePl and Pajers
ki and Newman32 . 

When a and e are zero and Z is nonzero, Bonnor12 has 
interpreted region I as the superposition of the Schwarz
schild geometry and a massless source of angular 
momentum at e = 1T characterized by the NUT para
meter. We therefore suggest that metrics (45) with the 
cp± coordinate identified modulo 21T give a maximal analy
tic extension of the superposition of the Kerr geometry 
and a massless source of angular momentum at e = 1T 

characterized by the NUT parameter. 

A generalization of Kruskal coordinates for the Kerr
Taub- NUT metric can be given by first applying the 
transformation8 

CP± = cp - ap~lt, t = t, 

to the Schwarzschild-like coordinates of Sec. II. For 
(r, e, CPu t) coordinates on region II 

N = p~-lo ± a + a~-l(l- p-lp)a 
± t r + 'P+' 

and for (r, e, <ft, t) coordinates on region II 

(49) 

N± = pa-1ot ± aT + a~-l(1 - p.:lp)o'l'_' K = at. (51) 

We apply the methods for extending two-dimensional 
Lorentz manifolds30,33 to the vector fields F-1o t ± 0T' 
where F == p-1~, and arrive at the transformation 

u± = ± exp(K± JF-ldr) sinhlYot, 

v± = ± exp(K± J F-1dr) coshK±t 

/ 

r - r± /1/21 r - r T 1 K±/2KT K T = ± --- -__ e ± coshK±t, 
r± r± 

where 

(52) 

F-1 = 1 + ~K~l(r -rJ-l + ~K:1(r -rJ-l, (53) 

K± == ~p;l(r± - r T). (54) 

The transformation with the upper sign maps region II 
onto the quadrant lu..I < V+, and the transformation with 
the lower sign maps region II onto I u_1 < - v_. In 
(u+, Vu e, CPJ coordinates 

N± = - K:;:ll V+ 'f u+I-Y;.-2(ou ± 0v) 
+ + 

+ a~-l(1 - p+-1p)0'l' , 
+ 

K+ = K+(V+Ou+ + u+ov)' 

and in (u_, v_, e, CPJ coordinates 

N± = K:11 v_ 'f uJ- 1.t.-2 (ou_ ± 0v) 

+ a~-l(1 - p--1p)0'l'_' 

K_ = K_(V_Ou_ + It_0vj, 
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where 

fl == K~2 IFexp(- 2K± J F- 1dr)1 

I
r-r TI

1-K±IK
T -2K T = rlK~2p-1 -r-- e ± 

± 

(57) 

It is not necessary to compute metric (1) in Kruskal
like coordinates (u±, v±' e, CP±) and verify that it extends 
analytically to the entire (u±,v±) plane and, in particular, 
covers the bifurcate Killing horizons defined by ul -
vl = 0, since that has already been accomplished by 
(45). The transformation (49) was needed to ensure that 
K± would go into the form of a timelike rotation when 
transformation (52) was applied. The Kruskal-like coor
dinates treat the vector fields N+ and N in a more sym
metric fashion than the enlarged Eddington-Finkel
stein-like patches (~±, 1)±, e, CP±), but the latter has the 
advantage that the metric in these coordinates is given 
explicitly. 

Although we only considered identifying CP± modulo 21T 

in metric (45), we can impose the further identification 
(33). In (~±, 1)±, e, 4?±) coordinates 

X3 - Y3 = - o;P±, (58) 

X3 + Y3 = 41K±(1)±ol) - ~±o{ ) + (1- 41ap±-1)o;p, 
± ± ± 

and identification (33) becomes 

( t 1) e;n) = (~e-81K±n1f 1) e 81K±n" 
f::,±, ±' ,'t'± ± '± 

e, CP± + (n + m)21T - 8laP±-ln1T ). (59) 

Under this identification, metric (45) with the zeros of 
K± deleted is compatible with the atlas of the non-Haus
dorff extension of Kerr-Taub space of Sec. IIIB. Any 
two points on different branches of a Killing horizon and 
in the same subspace of constant e violate the Haus
dorff property. It can ~e seen from (59) that if Zap;l is 
rational, the orbits of K± are closed (diffe0.!!10rphic to 
8 1) and the sub manifolds of constant e and CP± (Fig. 1) 
are non-H~usdorff. However, if Zap~l is irrational, the 
orbits of K± are open (diffeomorphic to R) and the 
submanifolds of constant e and 4?± are Hausdorff, but 
their topology is not the relative topology.34 If the 
zeros of K± are not deleted, the space given by identi
fication (59) is not even a manifold, because it is not a 
T1 topological space. 14,15 Thus the zeros of K± cannot 
be covered in an analytic extension of Kerr-Taub 
space. 

The non- Hausdorff property occurs only on the hori
zons and causes no geodesics to bifurcate.13 The 
causal violations (closed timelike curves) in Kerr-NUT 
space are more disturbing than the non- Hausdorff pro
perty. However, the Killing horizons are also Cauchy 
horizons with respect to any spacelike hyper surface of 
Kerr-Taub space, and the only way of establishing a 
relationship between Kerr-Taub space and a Kerr-NUT 
space is by an analytic extension. ll The stability of 
Kerr-Taub space should also be considered. 35 

IV. GEODESICS AND ORBITS 

We will follow the notation of Carter in Ref. 9 fairly 
closely in the discussion of geodesics and the orbits 
of charged particles. We will show that all geodesics 
in the non- Hausdorff extension of Sec. IIIB are com
plete except those approaching the zeros of K± and that 
all geodesics in the Hausdorff extension of Sec. IIIC are 
complete except those approaching the zeros of X3 + 
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Y 3 • This implies that the extensions are maximal analy
tic Lorentz manifolds. 

The equations of motion of a test particle of mass /-I and 
charge E are given by 

(60) 

where u i = dxi/dT ,D/dT denotes covariant differentia
tion along the curve xi(T) with respect to proper time T, 

and F is the electromagnetic field tensor. If A is a 
covariant vector potential satisfying 

F = 2dA, (61) 

the equations of motion can be derived from the Lagran
gian 

(62) 

where the dot denotes differentiation with respect to an 
affine parameter A related to proper time by 

T = /-IA. (63) 

The condition (63) is equivalent to the normalization 

gijxixi = - /-1 2 • (64) 

For E = 0 and /-1 2 = ± 1,0, we obtain the spacelike, time
like, and null geodesics. 

The Hamiltonian 

(65) 

where the momenta are defined by 

(66) 

is itself a constant of the motion, since it does not ex
pliCitly depend on A. 

From (64) we see that 

(67) 

We will use metric (24) in Euler angle coordinates and 
the vector potentials 

(68) 

which satisfy (61). Let G be the nonsingular linear map 
induced by the metric tensor field that takes vector 
fields into I-forms. If X and Yare arbitrary vector 
fields, then GX is the 1-form defined by 

GX(y) = g(X, Y), (69) 

where g is the metric tensor field. In terms of the 1-
forms w. == GN., we can write (68) as 

A. = er:E-1w •• (70) 

From (24) the momenta are 

P". = ± A<P. 'f 21~±, Pe = :E8, 

P¢± = :E-l(p2 sin20 - LlA2)<P± - 21:E~1(ap sin20 - LlA) 

x~. ± Ar + Eer:E-1A, (71) 

P"4I± = - 21:E-1(ap sin20 - LlA)<P± - 412:E-lr~± 

'f 21r' - 21€er:E-1• 
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The contravariant form of the metric (24) is 

(0.)2 = :E- 1 Ll(0".)2 + :E- 1 (oe)2 'f 2a:E-1(0".)(ocp) 

'f (l:E)-lp(or)(o¥ ) + :E- 1 csc20(ocp )2 
• • 
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+ (1:E)-lAcsc20(a¢.)(iJ~.) + (412:E)-lA2csC20(iJ"4I)2, 

(72) 
and the Hamiltonian becomes 

H = ~:E-l{6.P; + P~ 'f 2[apcp + (2Z)- lPP"4I + Eer]p". • • 
+ csc20[Pcp + (2Z)-lAPIjI ]2}. (73) 

• ± 

From the Killing vector fields X3 and Y3 we immediately 
obtain two constants of motion 

(74) 

the constants <J> and \}! being independent of the plus- or
minus sign. 

From (65) the Hamilton-Jacobi equation is 

as 1" ~('iJS) -1 rloS) :J 1 
OA + 2:g'J ~ ox i - EA;J L'iJxi - E""':iJ = 0, (75) 

where S is the Jacobi action. The action separates2 in 
the form 

(76) 

where Se is a function of 0 and S". of r. Substituting (76) 
into (75), we find that 

(dS )2 
\d: + csc20[<J> + (21)-1'ltA]2 + /-1 2(1 + a coSO)2 

= - Ll(dS"./dr)2 ± 2[a<J> + (2Z)- 1>f1p + Eer](~;) - /-I2r 2 • 

(77) 
Both sides of (77) must be equal to a fourth constant of 
motion, which we denote by X. It is positive when /-I is 
real, i.e., for charged particle orbits and timelike and 
null geodesics. SincePe = oS/oO andP". = as/or, X can 
be expressed in terms of the momenta: 

P~ + csc2 0[<J> + (2Z)- 1>f1A]2 + /-1 2(1 + a coSO)2 = X, 

LlP; 'f 2[a<J> + (21)-1>f1p + Eer]p". + /-I2r 2 = - X. (78) 

These equations along with (74) give a complete set of 
first integrals. Substituting (71) into (78), we can read 
off the covariant components K;j of a Killing tensor 
field36 satisfying 

(79) 

The contravariant form of the Killing tensor field is 

(80) 

where (a)2 is given by (72) and N+N.. is the symmetric 
product of the vector fields N.. and N.. defined by 

(81) 

This Killing tensor field has been obtained in an invari
ant way by Hughston et a1. 37 From (77) we have 

(82) 
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where the fUllctions e(e),P(r),R(r) are defined by 

e == X - csc 28[<I> + (2Z)- l \f1A]2 - p.2(l + a cose)2, 

P == a<l> + (2l}-lwp + Eer, R == p2 - 6(p.2r2 + X). 

(83) 
The choice of signs for ~e and ~R is independent of 
each other and of the plus- or- minus sign. 

Thus the Jacobi action is 

S = tph. + if><P± + w1/l± + t' ~ade + r 6- 1 (± P ± ..jR)dr, 

(84) 

and by differentiating with respect to X, p.2, if> , W, the 
equations of motion are solved by the quadratures 

fe d8 rr dr 
. 16=' ..JR' 

~ = fe {I + a cose)2d8 Jrr2dr 
A. va + ..jR' 

<P = Je csc28[<I> + (2l)-1wA]d8 :;: (!!.... (1 ± 
± ..Ja . A 

(85) 

(86) 

We immediately see from (85) and (86) that for a2 < [2 
Kerr-Taub-NUT space is a maximal Hausdorff mani
fold since it has the property of distant boundaries, 11 
i.e., every geodesic that is not contained in some com
pact set has infinite affine length. 

From (74) and (78) or from (85) through (88) we obtain 
the first order system of differential equations: 

~e = ..ja, (89) 

~=~, ~ 

~~± = csc28[if> + (2Z)-lwAl 'F aA-l[(..JR) ± PJ, (91) 

2mf;± =Acsc2e[<I> + (2Z)- 1IJ!A]:r: pA-l((..jR) ± Pl. (92) 

A geodesic will be incomplete in the coordinate patch 
(r, e, cf.>+>1/IJ only if it reaches e = 0,7r or approaches a 
branch of a Killing horizon in M_. The latter occurs where 
A vanishes. If P is nonzero where 6 vanishes, then 
IP(r±)/~R(r.)I· = 1. The second integral with the upper 
sign in (87) and (88) diverges at r = r± when P(r.)/ 
..jR(r±) = 1. In this case, the integrals with the lower 
sign do not diverge, and the incomplete geodesics can 
be continued in the (r, 8, cf.>-, 1/IJ coordinate patch. Simi
larly, when P(r±)/..JR(r.) = - 1, the incomplete geodeSics 
in M_ approaching a branch of an horizon in M + can be 
continued in the (r, 8, cf.>+, 1/IJ coordinate patch. 

Finally, there is the case in which P vanishes at a zero 
of A. From (83) we see that R has a zero where P and 
A both vanish. We need to consider only the case in 
which R has a simple zero, since the integral for A 
diverges when R has a double zero. In this case P /..jR 
goes to zero as a zero of A is approached, and the inte
grals for <Pi and 1/1. diverge. This means that the geo
desic is incomplete in both coordinate patches (r, 8, <P±, 
1/1.) and is approaching a point of the 2-surface where 
K± is zero. The geodesic can be continued through this 
surface in the extension of Sec. IIIC provided it is not 
also approaching a zero of X3 + Y3' 

We conclude that for a 2 < [2, all geodesics in the non-
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Hausdorff extension of Sec.IIIB are complete except 
those approaching the zeros of K±, and all geodeSics in 
the Hausdorff extension of Sec.IIIC are complete ex
cept those approaching the zeros of X3 + Y 3' Thus both 
extensions are maximal analytic Lorentz manifolds. In 
case a 2 ::0: l2, it can be seen from (89) and (90) that both 
extenSions have the additional incompleteness at the 
curvature Singularity where ~ vanishes. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

The Kerr-Taub-NUT metric has been represented in 
various coordinate systems for different purposes. It 
is easy to recognize the special cases of the metric 
when various parameters are zero in Schwarzschild
like coordinates. The Cartesian coordinates (W.,x±,y±, 
z±) on R4 - {OJ give a one-map atlas of Kerr-Taub-NUT 
space. However, computations in these coordinates are 
not very practical, and Euler angle coordinates are more 
desirable for this purpose. The coordinate systems 
(~±, 11±, 8, fp) were constructed to cover the bifurcate 
Killing horizons and also to show how the non-Haus
dorff property arises when M + and M _ are patched to
gether. 

The Kerr-Taub-NUT metric is not particularly simple 
in any coordinate system. Fortunately, it was not neces
sary to work with the metriC directly, since it was pos
sible to carry out the global analysis as an analysis of 
the vector fields N±,K±,X3 - Y 3 and X3 + Y 3• The vari
ous coordinate transformations were derived by re
quiring some of these vector fields to have a specific 
form. The global problems that were encountered in 
the analytic extensions can be explained in terms of 
the Killing vector fields K±,X3 - Y 3, and X3 + Y3• 

The types of zeros of a Killing vector field X (or fixed 
points of the local one- parameter group of isometries 
{U,) generated by X) in a 4-dimensional Lorentz mani
fold have been invariantly characterized by Boyer.2o 

Let X(p) = 0 for some point p and assume that X is not 
identically zero on a neighborhood of p. We define 
f ij == (dW)ji = (VjW)i' where w == ex. Then the invari
ants 

(93) 

(94) 

evaluated at p are the invariants of the infinitesimal 
generator f~(p) of the Lorentz transformation U>.. (p), 

* where U/...* is the differential of the map U>.. : m --) U" (m). 
(* [ij is the dual of [ij.) The invariant (93) evaluated at 
a fixed point is zero for spacelike and timelike rota
tions, and invariant (94) evaluated at a fixed point is 
positive for spacelike rotations and negative for time
like rotations. The fixed points of spacelike and time
like rotations are not isolated but form a totally geo
desic 2-dimensional submanifold called the fixed point 
surface. 

The invariant (94) of X3 - Y3 or X3 + Y 3 evaluated at a 
fixed point is 2. In general, if X is a spacelike rotation 
near p and X is represented as a coordinate vector 
fie!d (J.p, then cf.> must be periodic with period 27r/ a ~ij(P)~ij(P)P/2 in order to avoid a "conical" singula
rity atp. Misner10 and Demiaiiski and Newman1 dis
covered identification (33) by seeking the identifications 
that permit the zeros of X3 - Y3 and X3 + Y 3 to be 
covered. The invariant (94) of K± evaluated at a fixed 
point is - 2K~. 

If the zeros of X3 - Y 3 and X3 + Y3 are covered, the 
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417" 

FIG. 2. Surfaces of transitivity for nonzero NUT parameter. For e ¢ 

0, 7r, the Killing vector fields X3 - Y3' X3 + Y 3, and K. are tangent to 
the submanifolds of constant e and r, and their directions at (</>,1/1) = 
(0,0) for a typical choice of constants m, I, a, and e are indicated by the 
arrows. When identification (16) is imposed, the 2-torus is obtained by 
identifying opposite sides of the square. When a is zero, K+ = K_ = 
(21)-la •• 

orbits of X3 - Y3 and X3 + Y 3 are closed and the sur
faces of transitivity for e '" 0, 'IT are 2-tori (see Fig. 2). 
Thus the orbits of K± are either closed or dense in a 
2-torus. In either case the zeros of K± cannot be 
covered in an extension. In the universal covering 
space of Kerr-Taub-NUT space with the zeros of 
X3 + Y3 deleted, the orbits of X3 + Y 3 are "unwrapped" 
and the zeros of K± may be covered in an extension 
provided p± "" O. 
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An improved version is presented of Ehlers, Schild, and Pirani's axiomatization of the differentiable 
and causal structures of space-time. It is shown that, under certain physically reasonable axioms, 
the properties of freely falling particles and light signals define a causal and differentiable structure 
on space-time. Further, it is shown how the causal structure define a causal and differentiable struc
ture light signals propagate along confonnal null geodesics. 

INTRODUCTION 

The normal development of general relativity begins 
with two hypotheses. The first is that space-time can 
be represented as a differentiable manifold and the 
second is the chronometric hypothesis: that there is a 
metric tensor (gab in local coordinates) defined on the 
space-time manifold and that the time interval between 
two events x a and x a + dxa on the world line of a stan
dard clock is given by (gab dx adx b)1/2. From these two 
hypotheses all the geometric structures of space-time, 
its causal, conformal, and projective structures can be 
very easily derived. The two geodesic hypotheses are 
then introduced to define the behavior of light signals 
and the motions of free falling particles. However, this 
approach has been frequently criticized, in particular 
by Ehlers, Pirani, and Schild1 on the following grounds: 

(a) Whereas in this approach the whole mathematical 
structure of general relativity can be obtained from 
just two axioms, the physical origin and meaning of each 
of the derived geometriC structures is correspondingly 
obscured. There is little scope for modifying the theory, 
by, for example, rejecting the metric structure but re
taining the conformal and projective structures. 

(b) Once the metric coefficients gab have been defined 
by the chronometric hypotheSiS, there is no overwhelm
ing physical justification for postulating that these co
efficients also determine the motion of freely falling 
particles and light signals, via the geodesic hypotheses. 

(c) It has been shown by Marzke and Wheeler 2 and by 
Kundt and Hoffman3 that it is possible to construct a 
standard clock from the paths of freely falling particles 
and light rays. Thus the geodesic hypothe~es alone 
imply a physical interpretation of the metric in terms 
of time, independently of the chronometric hypothesis. 
Then either the chronometric hypothesis is redundant or 
else it is reduced to a statement of the equality of gra
vitational time, measured by geodesic clocks, and atomic 
time, measured by standard clocks: Such a statement is 
out of place in a theory which does not embrace both 
atomic and gravitational phenomena. 

Another objection concerns the mathematical construc
tion of the theory, rather than its physical interpretation. 
It is usual to impose certain additional restrictions on 
physically reasonable space-times. The least restric
tive of these is that there should be no closed nonspace
like curves, but other causality conditions, such as the 
strong causality condition,4 can also be justified in 
physical terms. Now the metric tensor gab cannot be 
defined independently of the background manifold, and 
yet even without any causality condition, the metric, 
which is an entirely local structure, imposes certain 
restrictions on the global topology of the manifold (for 
instance, there are very few manifolds on which it is 
possible to define a metric which is homogeneous and 
spatially isotropic). With the causality condition, the 
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situation is even worse: For instance, it has been shown 
by Geroch5 that, under certain conditions, a 4-geometry 
cannot have two slices (roughly, spacelike sections) with 
different topologies unless it is acausal. This is a re
striction on the topology of space-time which cannot be 
formulated until the metric has been defined, and yet 
the metric cannot be defined until the background mani
fold has been specified. Of course, in practical terms, 
this is not a problem. The field equations for the metric 
can, in any case, only be solved locally: The global topo
logy of space-time is then treated as an extension prob
lem. It does, however, lead to certain difficulties for 
instance in the definition of a singularity. There is a 
perfectly clear intuitive idea of what is meant by a 
singularity and by such statements as "in the neighbor
hood of a singularity", but in general relativity, because 
a singularity is a place (in some sense) where the theory 
breaks down, singularities can only be discussed in 
terms of geodesic incompleteness; this is an inevitable 
consequence of the fact that general relativity is essen
tially a local theory; it only says anything about the 
geometry of space -time in the locality of nonsingular 
pOints. The situation is doubly unsatisfactory, firstly 
because singularities become a global problem whereas 
one feels intuitively that they should be a local pheno
menon and secondly because at least the projective or 
the Weyl structure (and hence an idea of geodeSic in
completeness) is needed even to define a Singularity; 
and yet it seems that it should be possible to give a 
definition in terms of more primitive structures: that, 
for instance, a singularity should be a point where the 
differentiable structure of the background manifold 
breaks down. This is not a useful definition if the back
ground manifold is fixed and independent of the physical 
processes happening in it. 

Various attempts have been made at giving a local 
characterization of a singularity by adding the singular 
points as a boundary on a geodesic ally incomplete space
time. For instance, Geroch5 does this by identifying 
various classes of incomplete timelike geodesics. The 
problem is that there are many such possible boundaries 
with no overiding physical reason for chOOSing one 
instead of another and that it seems scarcely logical to 
define the topological structure of space-time at a singu
lar point in terms of, for instance, the world lines of 
freely falling particles but to take the differentiable and 
topological structure at nonsingular pOints as absolute 
and fixed. It would be more reasonable to define all the 
existing geometriC structures of space-time, both at 
singular and at nonsingular points, in terms of more 
primitive concepts, such as the world lines of freely 
falling particles and light signals, and to define as sin
gular a point of space-time where one of these geometric 
structures breaks down. Even if this procedure did not 
lead to any radically new techniques for analyzing sin
gularities, it would at least provide a criterion for choos-
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ing the most physically reasonable boundary on an in
complete space-time. 

Ehlers, Pirani, and Schild 1 have shown how the projective, 
conformal, Weyl and metric structures of space-time can 
be built up successively from a few physically well
motivated axioms: Each axiom can be thought of as the 
reason for believing in a certain geometric structure 
which is normally derived from the chronometric hy
pothesis. The basic mathematical objects are taken to 
be two of the simplest objects in physics: light rays and 
the paths of freely falling particles (thought of as one
dimensional manifolds). The concept of a standard clock 
is abandoned completely. 

The purpose of the present paper is to present a rigorous 
derivation of the differentiable and causal structure (in 
the sense of Kronheimer and Penrose4 ) of space-time 
from axioms concerning much the same primitive con
cepts as those used by Ehlers, Pirani, and Schild 1 

(except that the idea ofa light signal between two events, 
rather than a light ray in space-time, is taken as funda
mental) and thus to complete the resolution of the diffi
culties stated above. The criterion for accepting a 
particular axiom is that it should have a simple and 
intuitively obvious physical interpretation and that it 
should involve only concepts introduced in previous 
axioms. At each stage the physical interpretation of the 
axiom is stressed: Thus the axioms together can be 
thought of as reasons for believing in the differentiable 
structure of space-time. 

The only global restrictions imposed on space-time 
are introduced right at the beginning, in Axioms la and 
lb, which deal, essentially, with the relation between the 
causal and topological structures (a local version of 
Axiom 2 can, in fact, be used without loss of anything but 
simplicity). Thus it is possible, at least in principle, to 
avoid the unsatisfactory feedback in the normal develop
ment, where local structures impose restrictions on a 
previously defined global topology. Further, Axioms la 
and 2b express properties which can reasonably be re
quired of any physical space-time, even one with sin
gularities. Thus the breakdown of anyone of the proper
ties expressed in the other axioms can be taken as the 
definition of a singularity in space-time: This definition 
will not depend on the global structure or the projective 
structure. 

The main purpose of the paper is to give concrete ex
pression to a point of view: that, even in classical rela
tivity theory, the continuum structure of space-time 
should not be taken as absolute but should be derived 
from more primitive and more intuitively obvious con
cepts. 

The basic objects in space-time are taken to be light 
signals between events and the world lines of spherically 
symmetric nonrotating freely falling particles, on which 
it is assumed there is some continuous idea of time. As 
far as the causal and conformal structures are concerned, 
there is nothing special about freely falling particles: Any 
class of particles could be taken, provided there is 
exactly one particle through each event in each direction. 
One important advantage of this approach over that of 
Ehlers, Pirani, and Schild is that no assumption is made, 
ab initio, about the paths in space-time along which light 
Signals propagate: These paths are deduced from state
ments about the emission and absorbtioIi of light. All the 
considerations are entirely classical: For instance, it is 
assumed that, by some process of extrapolation, it is 
possible to define the world line of a freely falling par
ticle through any event in space-time. 
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An outline of the argument is as follows: 

Section I: The causal structure of the event set is 
introduced and the global restrictions imposed. The 
topology is introduced. 

Section 2: Light signals between nearby events are 
discussed. 

Section 3: The differentiable structure of space-time 
is introduced. 

Section 4: It is shown that the causal structure de
fines a conformal structure and that light signals must 
propagate along conformal null geodesics. 

Throughout I rely heavily on the work of Kronheimer 
and Penrose4 and that of Ehlers, Pirani, and Schild. 1 

1. DEFINITIONS AND CAUSAL STRUCTURE 

Definition I. 1: A space-time is a pair (M, P) where 
M is a point set whose elements are called and P is a 
set of subsets of M, each with the structure of a CO one
dimensional manifold, homeomorphic with IR. The ele
ments of P are called particles; it is assumed that there 
is at least one particle through each event. 

The cO structure on a particle is interpreted as a con
tinuous idea of time; the homeomorphism with IR excludes 
the possibility of closed particle world lines. Each par
ticle has two possible orientations. A particular choice 
of orientation of PEP defines an antireflexive linear 
ordering on p, denoted by <<pi if x E p and YEP, then 
x <<py is interpreted: x chronologically precedes y on 
the world line of a freely falling particle. 

Definition 1. 2: (a) If a particular choice of orientation 
has been made for each particle in P and if x and yare 
any two events, then a trip from x to y is a sequence of 
events x = Z 0' Z l' ••• , zn = y together with a sequence 
of particles Pl,P2' •.• 'Pn such that, for i = 0, I, •.. ,n - I, 

and 

(b) x chronologically precedes y (written x «y) 
if there is a trip from x to y • 

A trip is the world line of a massive particle which 
undergoes a finite number of collisions but which is 
otherwise freely falling. In order that this definition of 
chronological precedence should make sense physically 
it is necessary to postulate: 

Axiom 1a: (first causality axiom): It is possible to 
choose the orientation of each PEP so that 'V m E M, 
not m «m. 

The interpretation of Axiom la is that on each particle 
there is a natural arrow of time and that no particle can 
enter its own past by undergoing a finite number of colli
sions. It is an immediate consequence of Axiom la that, 
with this choice of orientation, «is an antireflexive par
tial ordering on M. Following Kronheimer and Penrose,4 
I make the following definitions: 

Definitions 1. 3: (a) if x c M then [+ (x) = {y E M i 
x «y} and J-(x) = {y E M iy «x}. 

(b) x < y ("x causally precedes y,,) if J+ (x) :::l J+(y) 
and J-(x) C J-(y). 

(c) The Alexandrov topology, <[ on M is the topology 
generated by {J+ (y) iy E M} U {J-(y) iy EM}. 
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(d) x i y (horismos relation) if x < y but not x «y . 

Axiom 2: If x EM and PEP, then P n j+(x) and 
p n j-(x) are open in p. 

Roughly speaking, Axiom 2 says that if there is one 
trip from x to an event on p then there is another faster 
one: Though there is an upper bound to the (average) 
speed of massive particles, this is not actually attained. 
The topology <£ now not only induces the right topology 
on every particle, but is also coincides with one idea 
of space-time topology: Suppose a sequence of events 
{xn } converges to an event x in the <£ topology. If P is 
some particle through x with fixed parametrization (i.e., 
time scale) and (t l' t 2) is an arbitrarily small time in
terval in p, containing x, then an infinite number of the 
xn are to the future of t1 and to the past of t2: The time 
interval (on p) needed to travel from p to xn and back to 
p goes to zero as n goes to infinity. Thus there is an ob
vious physical interpretation of the convergence. 

A further axiom is necessary to make M a causal space 
and to ensure that <£ has reasonable properties: this is 
a stronger version of Axiom la. It has been separated 
from Axiom la for the sake of clarity. But first, another 
definition: 

Definition 1.4: If x E M and y EM, then x almost 
causally precedes y (written x A y) if, V Z E j-(x), j+ (z) 
:::l j+(y). Equivalently, V Z E j+(y), j-(z):::l j-(x). 

The point of this is that no real physical measurement is 
ever made at a single event: An event should really be 
thought of as the limit of its neighborhoods. If x almost 
causally precedes y, then every neighborhood of x con
tains events which chronologically precede events in any 
neighborhood of y, and no real physical experiment would 
reveal that x and yare not causally related. It is, there
fore, reasonable to accept: 

Axiom Ib: (second causality axiom): If x E M and 
y EM, then x A y and y A x = x = y . 

Lemma 1. 1: <£ is Hausdorff. 

If x and yare distinct events, then either not x A y or 
not y A x. Suppose not x A y. Then::J Z 1 E ]-(x) and 
Z 2 E r(y) with not Z 1 « Z 2 and not Z 2 «z l' Then j+ (z 1) 

and j-(z 2) are disjoint open neighborhoods of x and y, 
respectively .• 

Lemma 1.2: «is future and past distinguishing, that 
is,j+(x) = ]+(y) = X = y, and j-(x) = j-(y) => x = y. 

If ]+(x) = j+(y), then x A y andy A x, so x = y •• 

Lemma 1.3: «is full: That is, V x E M ::J y E M 
such that y «x, and, if y 1 «x and y 2 «x, then ::J Z «x 
with y 1 «Z and y 2 «z (and the statement obtained by 
reversing «also holds). 

Let x EM and choose PEP with x E p. P is homeomor
phic with JR, so certainly ::J YEP with y «x. If y 1 «x 
and y 2 «x, then ]+(y 1) n j+ (Y2) n p is open in p and 
contains x. Hence ::J Z E j+ (Y1) n j+ (y 2) n p such that 
Z «x .• 

It is now clear that (M, «, <, i) is a full causal space, 
according to the definition of Kronheimer and Penrose 
(Ref. 4, p. 485). The following conditions are fulfilled 
(V x,y,z EM): 

(I) x < x, 
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(II) x < y and y < x =;:> x < z, 

(III) x < y and y < x =;:> x = y, 

(IV) not x « x, 

(V) x «y and y «Z => x « z, 

(VI) (a) x < y and y «z => x «z, 

(b) x «y and y < Z => x «z, 

(VII) xi y if x < y and not x «y. 

2. LIGHT PROPAGATION BETWEEN NEARBY EVENTS 

The crucial property of the light signals emitted at an 
event x is that they can be seen on the boundary of the 
future of x, l+(x). It would seen natural, therefore, to 
introduce light propagation into this scheme ~y saying 
that there is a light Signal from x to y if y E j+ (x), equi
valently ]+ (x) :::l j+ (y) and not x «y (emission definition). 
However, it seems equally natulal to say that there is a 
light signal from x to y if x E ]-(y) (absorbtion definition): 
The light signals absorbed at y were emitted on the boun
dary of the past of y. The symmetry between emission 
and absorbtion could, possibly, be maintained by adopting 
the following definition: There is a light signal from x 
to y if either j+ (x) :::l ]+ (y) or hx) c hy) but not x «y . 
But then suppose that x E M and y EM, with j+ (x) :::l j+(y) 
but not x «y; choose a particle p with x E p. In general 
j-(y) will intersect p in an open set of which x is not a 
limit point. There will thus be a finite interval on p, 
which is visible at y. Equally there may be single events 
which can be seen by an observer on a particle over a 
finite length of time. If either the emission or the ab
sorption definition alone is adopted, then one is led by 
a similar argument to a situation where a clock (that is 
admissible parametrization) on one particle is seen to 
vary discontinuously by an observer on another particle: 
This situation is unacceptable, at least for nearby par
ticles. The only way out of this dilemma, if the structure 
of M is not to be too severely restricted, is to adopt the 
following axiom: 

Axiom 3: Every event has a future and past reflect
ing neighborhood; that is, V x E M ::J N", an open neigh
borhood of x, such that if YEN" and ZEN", then 

j+ (y ) :::l ]+ (z) => hZ) :::l j-(y) 

and 

j-(y) :::l ]- (z) => ]+ (z) :::l j+ (y ) 

[from now on N" will always denote a future and past 
reflecting neighborhood of x]. 

Now it is possible to introduce at least a local definition 
of light signals: If YEN", for some N", then there is a 
light Signal from x to y if and only if x i y. Nothing more 
will be said, at least at this stage, about light Signals 
between events which do not belong to each others future 
or past reflecting neighborhoods, or about the paths along 
which light signals travel. 

Let p be a particle; for each x E p take U" to be a future 
and past reflecting neighborhood of x of the form j-( m 1) 
n j+(m 2 ), where m 1 E p and m 2 E p, and let Up be the 
union of all such neighborhoods U for all events x E P. 
Up is an open neighborhood of p. "If Z E Up, then Z E U"o 

for some Xo E p. Definef+(z) = inf"EP{xlx «pz} and 
f-(z) = sup"EP{xlx «pz}; sup and inf refer to the linear 
ordering «p on p. r(z) and f-(z) certainly both exist 
and belong to U" . Also j+(z):::l j+{j+(z» and j~(z):::l 
I-{j-(z)), but not 0 Z «f+(z) and not Z »f-(z). U" is a 

o 
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future and past reflecting neighborhood; hence z i f+(z) 
andf-(z) i z. This proves: 

Lemma 2.1: For any particle P there exist two func
tions f+: Up --> P and f-: Up --> P such that z i f+(z) and 
f-(z) i z, V Z E Up. These properties uniquely define 
f+ and 1-· 

These functions are called message functions: They de
scribe the process whereby an observer moving with P 
sees and is seen at nearby events. 

Lemma 2.2: V PEP, 1+: Up --> P and 1-: Up --> pare 
open and continuous maps. 

Take, as a basis for the topology of Up' open subsets of the 
form (Yl'Y2) = {z E MIYl «z «Y2},whereYl E Up, 
Y2 E Up and:3 Py E P withYl E Py andY2 EPy ' 

Certainly if Y3 E (Y l>Y2)' then 1+(Y3) lies strictly be
tweenr(Yl) andr(Y2) on p. Also,by the same argument 
as that used in the proof of Lemma 2.1, every event on 
p, lying strictly between f+(y 1) and 1+ (y 2)' is the image 
under f+ of some point onp~, lying strictly betweenYl 
andY2' Thus the image unCler f+ of (YI'Y2) is the open 
interval inp bounded by f+(Yl) aridj+(Y2)' This proves 
1+ is an open map. Similarly f- is also open. 

Let (xl>x2) be an open interval inp. Thenf+-I«x!>x2» = 
Up n (I-(x2) ~ [-(x 1»' which is an open set in Up. For if 

z E Up n ([-(X2)~[-(xl»' then Z E U
Xo 

for some Xo E p. 

j+(z) certainly lies in the closed interval [Xl> x2] inp. 
Supposer(z) = xl;then [-(Xl) => [-(z) and every neigh-

borhood of z intersects [-(xl)' contradicting not z E r-(x l ). 
Suppose r(z) = x 2; then not z E [-(x2), which is also a 
contradiction. HenceJ+(Up n (I-(x 2) ~ [-(xl))) c (XI'x2). 
Conversely,if z E Up andJ+(z) E (xl~,then z _<r(z) 
and J+(z) « x 2' so z E r-(x 2). If z E r-~xI)' then [ (x 1) 
=> [-(z) and so not I+(z) »xl : a contradiction. Thus 
z E Up and f+(z) E (Xl' x2) implies that z E (J-(x2) ~ 

]-(xl » n Up' This proves thatf+-I«XlX2» = Up n(I-(x2) ~ 

[-~Xl)) and that j+ is continuous (similarly f- is also 
continuous) .• 

It is easy to show that the T topology is the smallest 
topology which makes all the functions f+ and f- con
tinuous: That it is the smallest topology which makes 
space-time "look" continuous for every observer in 
free fall. This is a further confirmation of the fact that 
the Alexandrov topology is the right topology for space
time: That is, it is the topology which embodies the most 
physically reasonable idea of continuity. 

3. DIFFERENTIABLE STRUCTURE 

So far nothing has been said about the dimension of 
space-time. There are a number of ways in which the 
dimension of a causal space can be fixed, using varia
tions of the statements: In general, n light cones meet in 
a single point (cf. WoronowiczG). The simplest, for the 
present purpose, is embodied in axiom 4a (remember 
that the message functions are open maps). 

Axiom 4a: (first dimension axiom): Given PIE P such 
that the four message functions defined by PI and P2 ' 

together with homeomorphisms PI -> Rand P2 --> JR, define 
a one-to-one map from a neighborhood of every point in 
(Up n Up ) ~ (PI U P2) onto an open set in ]R4. Further 
eveh evint belongs to (Up n Up ) ~ (PI U P2) for some 

I 2 
such pair of particles PI and P2' 
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Not every pair of particles can be expected to define 
such a map: In Minkowski space, for example, two co
planar timelike straight lines do not define a one-to-one 
map into JR4, but a pair of skew timelike lines do. (I am 
grateful to Professor Penrose for pointing this out). 
Combining Axiom 4 with Lemma 1.1 and Lemma 2.2, 
we have the following: 

Theorem 1: M is a CO four-dimensional real mani
fold. 

The local coordinates are defined by the four message 
functions of two nearby particles. These are the" radar 
coordinates" 1 :Each event is parametrized by the time 
at which a signal is sent from one of the particles to the 
event and the time at which the echo from the event is 
received back at the particle. 

Consider aparticleP l , and suppose that a second particle, 
P2 , intersects U

pl
' Then the two functions f+Ill!: P2 --> PI 

and f-Ill! : P2 --> PI are continuous, and, in fact, strictly 

monotonic; they describe the relationship between a clock 
onP!> say, and a clock on P2' as seen atPl' Now each 
particle is homeomorphic with JR, that is, on each par
ticle there is a continuous idea of time: All clocks used 
to measure time are continuously related. Each homeo
morphism to JR induces a differentiable structure on the 
particle; each clock defines a preferred class of clocks 
which are differentiably related. Suppose that it is 
possible to choose a differentiable structure on each 
particle, by, for instance, using the same type of clock 
on each particle, in such a way that the message functions 
between every pair of nearby particles are differentiable, 
all of class eN say. This situation is one possible inter
pretation of the statement that" space-time looks as if it 
has the Arth degree of smoothness." The aim of this 
section is to show that, under certain additional axioms, 
space-time is a differentiable manifold which is as 
smooth as it looks. 

Intuitively, at any event each particle defines a (time
like) direction in space-time. It is possible to introduce 
a notion of continuously varying direction by the follow
ing definition: 

Definition 3.1: A set e = {PA, tAl A E A} of particles 
with given parametrization, tA: PA --> JR, is a cO-congruence 
on U M if: 

(I) V X E U there is exactly on (p x ' tx ) E ~ such 
that X E Px and tx(x) = o. 
(II) For each r in some neighborhood of 0 in JR, the 
map U --> M: x --> t;l(r) is a cO-morphism. 

Physically, a cO-congruence is a fluid. Now suppose a 
preferred differentiable structure has been chosen on 
each particle. Let ~ be a cO-congruence, each of whose 
elements has a differentiable parametrization; it is 
reasonable to suppose that, in addition to being contin
uous in the above sense, ~ also "looks" continuous. 
Any observer on a nearby particle p, with parametriza
tion t : P --> JR, can assign two parameters to each element 
P of ~ which describe the relative velocity of Px (at X E 
/) with respect to P; physically these are the red shift 
of P

x 
and the doppler shift of signals bounced off px ' The 

information is contained in the derivatives VI and V2 of 
the two functions: to f; 0 t;l and t 0 f; 0 t;l at 0, where 
f;: Px --> P and f:;.: Px --> P are the message functions de
fined by P

X
' If ~ is to appear continuous to the observer 

on P, then these two parameters must vary continuously 
over Up. Hence: 
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Axiom 5: If PEP and 8 is a cO-congruence on V c 
Up' then the two functions 

V1 : V-7IR:X-7 {t 0/;0 t~l}'lo, 
V2 : V -7 lR : x -7 {t 0/;1 0 t~l}' I 0 

are continuous. 

(It may be necessary to take Up to be smaller than the 
neighborhood considered prevIOusly so as to avoid the 
possibility of Up containing caustics in the null cones of 
points on p.) 

A second definition of dimension can be given: This is, 
roughly, that there should be four independent directions 
at each point. A set {e l' .• en} of cO-congruences on a 
neighborhood U of x is independent at x if the set of 
events which can be reached from x by going first along 
an element of e 1 then along one of e 2 , etc., is a cO-

submanifold of U of dimension n. A set of directions at 
x, that is, particles through x, is independent if each 
particle can be extended to a cO-congruence on a neigh
borhood of x, and these cO-congruences are independent. 
The set of directions at each point must be four dimen
Sional, that is: 

Axiom 4b: (second dimension axiom): There are four 
independent directions at every event. 

Axiom 4b also implies the existence of cO-congruences: 
The fact that a particle through an event can be extended 
to a cO-congruence on a neighborhood of that event can 
be thought of as stating that there are no gravitational 
Singularities at the event, as the gravitational field can 
be measured, in some unspecified way, by the divergence 
of a congruence of particles through x. 

It now follows that: 

Theorem 2: M is a eLmanifold, if all the message 
functions between particles are of class e 1 • 

Define the set e 1 M of differentiable functions on M by 
/:M -7 is in elM if: 

(i) / I p : p -7 lR is of class e 1 for every particle p. 

(ii) The derivatives of / along the particles of any 
cO congruence on U (with respect to the parameters 
on the particles of the congruence) define a cO func
tion on U. 

As local coordinates, use radar coordinates together with 
differentiable parametrizations. Then it follows from 
Axiom 5 that the local coordinates belong to elM (locally). 
In local coordinates, a coordinate patch U is mapped onto 
an open subset D of lR4 , and a cO-congruence on U is 
mapped onto a family of e 1 curves in fr, with continuous
ly varying tangent vectors. USing Axiom 4b, together 
with arguments from elementary calculus, it can be 
shown that any function / E e 1M ~ represented on fj by 
a function of class e 1 (mapping U to lR). Further any 
function of class e 1 on D trivially induces a function on 
U which belongs to elM (locally). Lastly, as the definition 
of elM is entirely local, any function which agrees with 
an element of elM on a neighborhood of each point of M 
must also belong to elM'. 

The eN structure on M can now be defined inductively: 
e I-congruences are defined on M and modified versions 
of Axioms 5 and 4b are introduced, and hence the e 2 

structure is introduced. The process can be repeated 
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successively to show that M is as smooth as the mes
sage functions between particles: that M is as smooth 
as it looks. 

4. CONFORMAL STRUCTURE AND LIGHT 
PROPAGATION 

The causal structure on M can be used to define a con
formal metric (M is now taken to be as smooth as is 
necessary). Consider a point x E M and a particle p 
through x . Choose a particular differentiable parametriza
tion t: p -7 lR on p, such that t(x) = O. Now define the 
functiong: Up -7 lR by g(z) = t(j+(z» x t(j-(z». Thus 
g(z) = 0 if and only if z E Up and z i x or x i z, so k E 

Up Ig(z) = O} = 1+ (x) n 1-(x) n U • But 1(x) n U and i-(x) 
n Up are three-dimensional sutmanifolds of M, every
where except at x (because they are everywhere surfaces 
on which the radar coordinates defined by p are constant). 
g(z) = 0 cannot define a hypersurface at x itself, or there 
would bE6 points inoevery neighborhood of x which belong 
to both ]+ (x) and ]-(x) (in addition to x itself). This would 
contradict Axiom 3. Hence, in local coordinates at x, 
g,d(X) = 0 and g,ab(x) defines a tensor. Differentiating g 
twice along p gives gab va Vb = 2, where Va is the tangent 
vector to p at x. Hence gab ;c O. Further, it can easily 
be seen that, up to a scalar factor, gab is independent of 
both p and t. 

Any particle (with given parametrization) through x is a 
curve whose tangent vector va at x must satisfy gab Va Vb 
> O. Any curve through x which lies in J+(x) or [-(x) must 
have a tangent vector n a whicp. satisfies g"aJ,nan b = O. Any 
point in a curve through x in j+(x) is the limit of a se
quence of events which can be reached from x by trips, 
that is, in physical terms, by massive particles under
going a finite number of collisions. Thus a vector at x 
which satisfies g abnanb = 0 is either a limiting (average) 
velocity for trips through x or minus such a limiting 
velocity. Now it seems to be true that in the real world 
the limiting speed at which massive particles can travel 
is finite. So it is reasonable to suppose that no vector 
n a can be a limiting average velocity for both future 
and past directed trips. Hence: 

Axiom 6: gab is everywhere nonsingular. 

gab is the conformal metric on M: It is defined at all 
nonsingular points, up to a scalar factor. It is easy to 
seethatthe only possible signature for gab is (+ ---). 
(The above contruction is given in Ref. 1.) 

It will now be shown that, with an obvious definition of 
light paths, light must propagate along smooth curves 
which are conformal null geodesics. 

De/inition: (a) (nonlocal definition of light signals): 
If x E: M and Y EM, then there is a light signal from x 
to y if there is a sequence of events z 0 = x, Z 1> Z 2' ••• , 

Z n = Y such that, for i = 1, ... , n - 1, 

(1) Z i-1 E Nz . and z i+ 1 E Nz ., for some Nz.' 
, , t 

(b) A light path L is a connected set of events such that 
'V z E L there is a neighborhood Uz of z such that Uz n 
L is linearly ordered by i and is not contained in any 
larger subset of Uz linearly ordered i. 

Thus there is a light signal from x to y if there is a 
sequence of points between x and y, with light signals be
tween them according to the local definition and if this 
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sequence does not bend (that is, there is a light signal
according to the local definition-between one -point of 
the sequence and the next point along but one). A light 
path from x to y is, roughly speaking, the set of all events 
between x and y through which the light signal can travel. 
Both these definitions make good sense physically. 

[Note: This is slightly more restrictive than Kronhei
mer and Penrose's5 treatment of light signals in terms 
of girders and beams. The reason for this is that, in 
general,M is not globally future and past reflecting and 
so its causal structure does not coincide with its natural 
causal structure (in the sense of Kronheimer and Pen
rose5 as a conformal manifold: The chronology relation 
is the same but the horismos relation is not. Consider, 
for example, the pseudo- Riemannian manifold obtained 
by removing the set {(xo, Xl) I Xl = 0, 0 ~ Xo ~ I} from 
Minkowski space. Taking the particles as timelike 
straight lines the procedures given above lead to the 
correct conformal structure on M. However, if Z i is the 
point (-1,-1) and z2 is the point (1,2), then the points 
Z 1 and Z 2 satisfy Z 1 I Z 2' even though there is certainly 
no light signal from Z 1 to Z 2 (and Z 1 does not belong to 
a future reflecting neighborhood of Z 2)' The rather 
cumbersome definition given above avoids saying that 
there is a light signal from Z 1 to Z 2 whenever Z 1 I Z 2' 

With this causal structure (but not with the natural 
causal structure) there would be a light signal from Z 1 

to z2 according to Kronheimer and Penrose's definition.] 

Lemma 4.1: If y E M, X E Ny, for some Ny and X I y 
and if U is any neighborhood of y, then there exists Z '" Y 
in U such that x I Z and Z I y. Similarly, if W is any 
neighborhood of x, then there exists i '" x in W such that 
x l iandi1'y. 

M is locally Euclidean and therefore locally compact. 
Choose V C U n Ny with y E V and Vy = {z E M 1m 1 « 
Z «m 2} §uch that V is compact Pick a particle p through 
y and a point n of p \vith n «y and n E Vy • (Without loss 
of generality m 1 E p and m 2 E p). 

Put [ = r(x) n J+ (n) n V. [is a closed subset of Vy and 
hence is compact. [is a1so nonempty, because x «m 2 and 
a trip from x to m 2 must contain one point of [. 

Let {zn} be a sequence on p such that zn »y and zn -> y 
as n -> 00. For each n, [n I-(zn) n Vy is compact and 
nonempty (because x« Zn and a trip from x to zn must 
contain. a point of [n r(zn) n Vy )' 

{I-(zn) n V n [} is thus a nested sequence of nonempty 
compact s~ts. Hence there is at least one point Z E noo~o 
I-(zn) n Vy n I). n 

Certainly Z E U and Z > x, since Z E Z. Let f+ be a 
message function from Up ;:) Vp to p. Suppose f + (z) »y j 
thenf+(z) »zn for some n and so not Z E [-(zn),a con
tradiction. Hence notf+(z) »y and so Z < y. Further 
Z E Z implies Z '" y. But x < Z < y and x I y implies 
XIZ andz Iy. 

The proof of the second part is similar .• 

Lemma 4.2: If x E M,y E Nx ' for some Nx ' and x I y 
then 1+ (x) n j-(y) n V is a smooth path with end point y 
for some neighborhood V of y. Furthermore, light paths 
are one-dimensional submanifolds of M. 

Remarks: (1) 1+ (x) n ;-(y) = {z E M I x I Z and Z I y}. 
(2) If Z E 1+(x) n /-(y) and XI ilz or Z I 

i I y, then i E ;+(x) n J-(y). 
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Proof of Lemma 4.2: Choose a particle p through y 
with parametrization t : p -> lR such that t(y) = O. Define 
the functiong: J+(x) -> lR by g(z) = t(j+(z»t(j-(z», Z E 

f+(x) , where f+ and f- are the message functions Up to p. 

Then l-(y) n J+(x) = {z E 1+ (x) Ig(z) = 0 and Z < y}. 

1+ (x) and J-(y) can never cross, so J-(y) n 1+ (x) C {Z E 

j+ (x) Ig ex (z) = OJ, where {xa} are local coordinates on 
J,(x) at'y. 

Now g'exB(Y) (a 3 x 3 matrix) must have rank at least 2, 
since gab (y) is nonsingular. So g ,1 = 0 and g.2 = 0, say, 
define a one-dimensional submanifold L of ]+ (x) in a 
neighborhood U of yjL contains l+(x) n ]-(Y) n U. By 
making U small enough, L can be taken to be homeo
morphic with an open interval. By Lemma 4.2 there is 
a point z "'" Y of L n U such that x I Z I y. 

Suppose there is an open interval Z in L between Z and y 
with W E Z ~ not W I y. Let m be an end point of this 
interval. By Lemma 4. 1 there are two sequences {un} 
and {vn} in L which both converge to m and which satisfy, 
'V n,xlu"lm,mlvnly,m","u" andm "'" vn' It is 
not possible that, but for a finite number of elements, 
both sequences lie on the same side of m in L or L 
would have a null tangent at m which would be both 
future and past directed. Thus it is not possible that m 
is an end point of Z, so Z cannot exist. Hence, if L is 
the part of L between Z andy, then /+(x) n /-(y) n L is 
dense in L. But J+(x) n /-(y) is closed so L C /+ (x) n /-(y) 
and the first part is proved. 

A slightly extended version of this argument shows that 
if L is a light path and Z E L, with x I Z , say, and x E 

Nz n L, then in some neighborhood W of z, L is exactly 
W n !+(x) n (/+(z) u !-(z» and that this set is a one
dimensional submanifold of W. This proves the second 
part.. 

The first part means that nearby events are" seen" in 
a definite direction. 

o Lemma 4.3: 'V x E M (Nx n ;+(x» - x and (Nx n 
[-(x» - x are null hypersurfaces in Nx (with respect to 
the conformal structure for sufficiently small N). 

As above, it can be shown that if Z E (Nx n l+(x» - x, 
then J-(z) n J+ (x) isoa smooth curve in some neighbor
hood of z: so N" n [+(x) must be null at Z (provided that 
Nx is small enough for ]+(x) to be differentiable every
where in N" - x). 

Lemma 4.4: A light path is null curve. 

If L is a light .path and Z E L, then by Lemma 4. 1 there 
is a sequence {xn} CoL with Z I xn and xn -> Z as n -> 00. 

Hence L intersects Z+(z) at pOints arbitrarily close to 
Z and so must be tangent to z+(z) at z: Thus L must be 
a null curve. 

And so, finally: 

Theorem 3: Light rays are conformal null geodesics. 

[If a new horismos relation is defined on M by x f y if 
and only if there is a light signal from x to y but not 
x «y, then the causal structure of M will coincide with 
its natural causal structure as a conformal manifold. 
Further light rays will be beams and the causal space 
will be regular.] 

Conclusion: From this point the treatment of Ehlers, 
Pirani, and Schild1 can be used to build up successively 
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the projective, Weyl and metric structures of space
time. (They take as their fundamental concepts the 
worldlines of freely falling particles and light rays, as 
opposed to light signals: One of their earlier axioms, 
which is redundant in the light of Theorem 3, is that 
light rays are smooth paths in space-time). An axiom 
equivalent to the law of inertia defines the projective 
structure of space-time and an axiom concerning the 
relationship between nearby gravitational clocks leads 
to the metric structure. 

One possible interpretation of the results of this paper 
is that the kinematical behavior of particles and light 
signals determines the conformal structure of space
time, and hence the free gravitational field. The Rie
mannian structure of space-time depends on the more 
detailed structure of the matter in space-time, as ex
pressed by its energy-momentum tensor. 

Of course, throughout this approach the axioms become 
more and more intricate as the geometric structures 
they relate to become more and more complex: But what 
is really happening is that primitive geometric structures 
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are being related to simple physical concepts and more 
specialized geometric structures are related to more 
sophisticated concepts. The process should not be thought 
of as adding unnecessary complications to a previously 
simple theory; it is rather one of bringing to light, that 
is, interpreting physically, complications that are in.-
he rent in the appearent simplicity of the chronometric 
and geodesic hypotheses. 

*This work was carried out with the support of a Science Research 
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The problem of a system of charged particles moving in a random force field and its application to 
the study of turbulent plasmas are discussed, We point out the inapplicability of existing formalisms to 
many cases of astrophysical interest. A generalization of this formalism is developed from two 
different points of view-a Fokker-Planck approach and a quasilinear approach. Both approaches 
lead to the same equation for the evolution of the particle distribution; this equation has the form of 
a Fokker-Planck equation, but the terms describing the effects of the random field do not retain the 
interpretation which they have in usual Fokker-Planck development. It is shown that this equation 
reduces to a quasilinear diffusion equation when the random field is electromagnetic. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The study of the evolution of a distribution of charged 
particles moving in a random, or "turbulent," force 
field is very relevant to many problems of current 
interest in plasma physics and astrophysics. A pro
posal by Fermi that cosmic rays could be accelerated 
in a stochastic manner by moving magnetic "walls" dis
tributed throughout the galaxy marked the historical 
origin of interest in this general area.1,2 Since then 
various authors have proposed that the turbulent mag
netic field of the solar wind is more important than 
scattering by collisions between individual particles; 
JokipiiJ has calculated the effects of a turbulent mag
netic field on the propagation of energetic particles 
through the solar wind, and Newman and Sturrock4 have 
shown that turbulence is more important than collisions 
in determining the electrical conductivity of the solar 
wind. In addition, Manley and Olbert5 have proposed 
that the observed electron energy spectra of x-ray stars 
arise due to the combined effects of stochastic acceler
ation and synchrotron radiation. Acceleration by 
stochastic fields has also been put forward as a mecha
nism for the production of high-energy particles pro
duced in laboratory plasmas subject to the beam-plasma 
instability. 6 

In order to analyze problems of this general nature, two 
alternative methods have been employed. The first is 
the description of the evolution of the particle distribu
tion in terms of a Fokker-Planck equation as discussed 
by Sturrock7,8'and others3,9; the second method em
ploys the quasilinear diffusion equation, as developed by 
Hall and Sturrock10 and Kennel and Engelmannll from 
a classical point of view and by Melrose1 2 and various 
Russian authors13,14 by a semi-quantum-mechanical 
approach. 15 As we show later in this article, these two 
approaches are no longer valid if the problem at hand 
entails the consideration of nonfluctuating macroscopic 
fields and/or spatial gradients in addition to the small
scale random fields. Our aim in this article is then two
fold: First, we wish to derive the correct equations 
governing the evolution of the particle distribution func
tion from both approaches without making this restric
tion; second, we must then compare the results of the 
two approaches and, if any differences arise, explain 
which method has more validity and why. As we will 
see, this latter task is easily dispatched since the final 
equations in both cases are identical. This in itself is 
an important result as it enhances our confidence in the 
validity of this equation. 
In Sec. II we present a brief summary of Sturrock's 
derivation of the "traditional" Fokker-Planck eqnation8 
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and show the difficulties which arise when one tries to 
apply the result to the general case described above. 
Section III gives a satisfactory method for generalizing 
the Fokker-Planck equation; the resultant expression is 
of the Fokker-Planck form, but the terms describing the 
effects of the stochastic forces have a slightly different 
interpretation. In Sec. IV we give a new derivation of the 
quasilinear equation which is compared with our gene
ralization of the Fokker-Planck equation; it is shown 
that the two approaches lead to identical equations for 
the particle distribution function. In Sec. V, we restrict 
ourselves to electromagnetic fluctuations and show that 
in this case either approach leads to a diffusion-type 
equation in phase space of the form given by the quasi
linear development of Hall and Sturrock, 1 0 but with 
slightly changed expressions for the diffusion coeffi
cients. 

II. THE TRADITIONAL FOKKER-PLANCK EQUATION 

The Fokker-Planck equation has been derived in vari
ous ways by many authors.8.9 In this section we give 
that of Sturrock9 because it lends itself readily to the 
generalization given in Sec. Ill. However, before begin
ning, a few preliminary comments on notation and 
assumptions are necessary. 

In the remainder of this article we concern ourselves 
with the behavior of a system of identical particles. We 
assume that this system is adequately described by a 
distribution function F(Z", t), where Z" (/..I = 1,2, "',6) 
denotes the six phase-space coordinates x ,y, z ,P",Py,Pz 
(Cartesian coordinates and their respective momen
tum components) and t is the time. F is so defined that 
FZ(Z ,t)d6Z is the number of particles in the phase
spac~ volume d 6Z about Z" at time t. 
We suppose further that a particle at Z" at time t obeys 
the equation of motion 

dZ" 
- = g;(Zo' t), (1) 
dt 

wher e g ff is a function of Z a and t only, as indicated. 
From (1) we see that knowledge of g" for all Z 0 and t 
and of the position in phase space of a particle at some 
given time completely determines the position of that 
particle as a function of time. 

Using the notation originally employed by Hall and Stur
rock,lO we separate the right-hand side of (1) into two 
parts as follows: 

(2) 
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where G; denotes terms due to known external, non
fluctuating fields, and gIl those due to the small-scale 
stochastic fields. Throughout this development we will 
be assuming that the g; are small enough, in some sense, 
to render possible a perturbation, or weak-turbulence, 
expansion in orders of g. 

The distribution function FZ will then satisfy the phase
space continuity equation: 

aFZ + _a_ [(Gz + gZ)FZ] = 0 
at az "" ' 

" 
(3) 

where the summation convection for repeated indices 
is used. The external forces with which we will be con
cerned will always be electromagnetic so that G; will 
satisfy 

_a_ GZ = 0; 
az " 

" hence (3) takes the form 

(4) 

aFz + GZ aFz + _a_ (gZFZ) = o. (5) 
at " az az " 

" " We do not assume that we know the behavior of the quan-
tities g; in detail. What we do assume is that there are 
many possible realizations of g; consistent with the 
"macroscopic" behavior of the system (Le., behavior 
smoothed out over time and length scales much larger 
than those of the fluctuating g;); we then seek an equa
tion governing the evolution of the system in terms of 
quantities of the form (g;(Z 0' t», (g;(Z 0' t)g~(Z~, t'», 
etc., where ,,( >" denotes an average over an ensemble 
of possible realizations of g/. We further assume that 
we may assign a coherence length Le and a coherence 
time T e to the fluctuating field, such that the quantity 

(JL gan(z~n),tn~ 
becomes negligibly small whenever any two of the times 
denoted by tn' say ti and S (i ,j < N), satisfy 1 ti - .$1 » Tc 
or whenever the spatial separation of any two ot the 
phase- space positions denoted by Z ~n) Significantly 
exceeds Lc' Lc and Tc then provide measures for the 
length and time scales of the fluctuating field, or, alter
natively, they may be thought of as the length and time 
over which a particle is scattered once by the fluctua
tions. 

Now, in our notation the technique employed by Sturrock 
proceeds as follows: Consider the particles in a volume 
of phase space d 6Z about the point Z" at time t. At time 
t', these particles will occupy a volume d 6 Z' about a 
new point Z~; but Eq. (5) just expresses the conservation 
of particles in phase space, thus we must have 

(6) 

where Z; is found by solving (1) [or (2)], with Z" and t 
replaced by Z ~ and t ' , subject to the initial condition that 
Z~ = Z" when t' = t. Sturrock then showed that, if we let 

t' = t + t:.t, 
(7) 

FZ(Z" , t + t:.t) can be found in terms of FZ(Z" , t) via the 
following formula: 

FZ(Z" , t + t:.t) = FZ(Z" , t) + Rl (-n~)n az " ·az 
<.Xl an 

X [t:.Z a ... t:.Za FZ(Z",t)]. 
1 n 

(8) 
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The expansion given in (8) is valid for sufficiently small 
t:.t if FZ is well-behaved since t:.Za -40 as t:.t -4 O. 
Thus, we may write (8) as 

where 

t:.FZ=FZ(Z",t + t:.t)-FZ(Z/l,t). (10) 

Weare actually looking for an equation for (F Z >, where 
the averaging process denoted by ,,( >" has been defined 
above. We also wish to know the behavior of (Fz> 
smoothed out over many collisions. To this end we 
must make two assumptions. First, we assume that 
there is a time interval t:. t short enough that (F Z > and 
G; do not change very much but long enough that 
t:. t » Te' In such a case, 

and all such cumulants of higher order in t:. Z/l are at 
least of order t:.t,Le., go to zero as t:.t goesto zero. 
The quantities <t:.Z/l/t:.t>e and <t:.Z"t:.Zjt:.t>c are due 
to the terms containing g; in the equations of motion 
(2); both will in general yield a contribution to zero 
order in t:. t. Our second assumption is that the process 
under consideration is a Markov process, i.e., that the 
distribution function (Fz> does not "remember" any of 
its past history beyond a few coherence times. This is 
tantamount to assuming that (g~(Z 0' t)FZ(Z 0' t + t:.t» = 
<g~(Zo' t))(FZ(Zo,t + t:.t» = 0 for t:.t» Te , Le., that 
FZ(Zo,t + t:.t) andg~(Zo,t) are uncorrelated. In order 
to determine how the distribution function evolves from 
any time t to t + t:. t, we may then take FZ(Z 0' t) = 
(FZ(Z 0' t» for all members of the ensemble since 
FZ(Zo,t + t:.t) is uncorrelated with any particular real
ization of the g a' Under these assumptions, if we then 
average (9) over ensembles and keep terms only to 
lowest order in t:. t, the Fokker-Planck equation results: 

a(FZ> a(Fz> a 
---+G/l---=---

at aZ/l az" 

x((a-a~-")c (FZ» +~a -Z-:-;-Z-v ((a~~azv) <FZ~, 
e (12) 

where we have denoted 

In retaining only lowest order terms in t:.t, we may then 
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write 

(az~) = lim 
-at "{;t~O" 

e 

/e.z~\ , 
\ e.t Ie 

(13) 

Equation (12) governs the evolution of (FZ) from time 
t to t + e.t where e.t» Te' However,no restriction was 
made on the particular time t chosen; thus (12) is valid 
at all times. 

Up to this point we have not done anything new. However, 
before continuing, let us look at our assumptions a little 
more closely and see what conditions must be met in 
order for these assumptions to be valid. First of all, we 
have assumed that some e. t » Tc is a good expansion 
parameter in the sense that higher order terms in e. Z ~ 
in Eq. (12) may be dropped; since e.Z" depends on both 
G ff and gff through Eq. (2), this requires 

(14) 

where L" is a typical "length" scale for variation of 
(FZ) with the coordinate Z~. This is then a restriction 
on the size of Gff in terms of parameters involving the 
fluctuations, since the "collision" or coherence time Te 
gives a lower bound for A t and, thus, L~ / e. t gives an 
upper bound for Gff. In the case where gff just describes 
binary collisions between particles in laboratory plas
mas, this restriction on Gff is not too severe, since 
collision times in such cases are sufficiently short and 
collisions sufficiently frequent that (14) may be satisfied 
for most external field configurations of interest. How
ever, in turbulent plasmas, the scattering process is 
typically much slower and the restriction on G ff de
manded by (14) eliminates all but very weak external 
fields from our consideration. 

Another problem is the calculation of (az/at)c and 
(aZ"az v/at)egiven in (13). How does the presence of 
G ff effect the calculation of these terms? Again, in the 
binary collision case, this question is easily resolved; 
collisions are typically of sufficiently short range that 
the interparticle forces completely dominate the exter
nal forces during the short time the collision occurs, 
and the dynamiCS of a single collision can be analyzed 
as if the external forces were not present. In a weakly 
turbulent plasma, however, we typically have gff« Gff 
at all points in phase space and time, so that it is clear 
that the presence of an external field will have a pro
found effect on the collision process. 

In light of this discussion it becomes obvious that for 
application to the general problem involving a turbulent 
plasma, (12) is unsatisfactory as it stands. An outstand
ing example of this difficulty is a homogeneous plasma 
in a steady magnetic field taken along the z -axis but 
also subject to a weak fluctuating electromagnetic field. 
If the electron gyrofrequency, no' associated with the 
steady magnetic field is such that nOTe» 1, the first 
inequality of (14) is not satisfied for Z ~ = P", since 
I At2 dGff/dtl <:::J I At2 d2px/dt21 "" l-n5PxM21» 
InOPyAtl = GffAt for most of a particle's orbit. It is 
also clear that the external magnetic field will have to 
be considered in the calculation of the collision terms 
(aZ,,/at)e and (oZ"oZv/ot)e' This particular case has 
been considered by Manheimer, 1 6 who succeeded in 
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finding a suitable Fokker-Planck-type equation for this 
problem by parametrizing the distribution function in 
terms of unperturbed particle orbits. The method used 
by Manheimer is just a special case of the approach we 
develop in the next section. 

III. EXTENDING THE FOKKER-PLANCK EQUATION 
TO MORE GENERAL CASES 

Our aim is to modify Eq. (12) so that any external field 
configuration is allowed. To do this let us look at a 
generalized set of coordinates X related to Z by a 
transformation of the form" " 

(15) 

I.e., a transformation which, in general, has explicit time 
dependence. 

Assuming we know the equation of motion (2) in the Z
system, we may find the equation of motion in the X
system by transforming (2) according to (15). We find 
that X~ obeys the equation of motion 

dx" aX" dZo ax" ax~ ax ax 
dt = dt + dt az = at + Go Z az~ + go Z az"; (16) 

000 

if the transformation (15) does not depend on the stocha
stic fields, we may separate (16) into two parts in analogy 
with (2) to find 

dX~ dt = G~(Xo' t) + g~(Xo,t), (17) 

where 

and (18) 

describe the respective effects of the external and stoch
astic forces, as before. Defining the quantities 

F(X~,t) = FZ(Z~,t), 

a(Zl" .. ,Z6) 
h = , 

a(Xl"", X6) 

we may transform (6) to read 

(19) 

where, because of the explicit time dependence of the 
transformation (15), we have allowed h to depend expli
citly on time as well. X~ is point in the X -system at 
time t' of a particle whose orbit passes through )(,~ at 
time t and which obeys the equation of motion (17). 

To find an equation for F(X~' t) from (20), we may use 
the same procedure employed in Sec. II for FZ starting 
with (6). All that is necessary is to replace Z~ by X~ 
and F Z by hF; the rest of the argument is identical. 
Hence our equation for hF corresponding to (9) is 

e.(hF) = _ _ 0_ (e.x~ hF) 
D.t 0X~ D.t 

+ ~ a
2 (e.x~te.x VhF) _ .. '. (21) 

2 aXil ax v 

In the Appendix we show that we can always find a 
choice of coordinates X" = Y ll related to Z Il by a trans-
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formation l)f the form (15) which has the property 
G = 0. Making this choice for Xr in (21), we see from 
(1~7) and (18) that D.Y~ depends on y on g~, where g~ = 
g~(al·/a~,,). ~ll explicit dependence on t~e e¥ernal 
field conhguratIon has been removed. Lettmg F(Yo ,t) 
and Ii be defined J;>y (19) (with XI' replaced by Y ~) and 
noting that (a/at)h(Yo ' t) := 0, we find that in this special 
coordinate system the distribution function evolves 
according to 

Now,for the coordinate system Y~, we find from (17) that 
D.Ya is found by integrating the equation of motion 

d 
-[D.Ya(y~,tjD.t)]==ga[Y~ + D.YI'(Yo,tjD.t),t+ Dot]. 
dD.t (23) 

H we take (ga(YI" t» = 0 we can evaluate (D.Y a ) by 
expanding (23) about the point YI' and integrating: 

Similarly, 

(D.Y D.Y ) = Illtdl'I "'t dt" 
a 8 0 0 

As in Sec. n, we seek an equation for (F). However, in
stead of using D.t as an expansion parameter, we assume 
g~ is small enough to justify a perturbation expansion in 
orders of g. Averaging (22) over ensembles and again 
as~uming a Markov process to allow us to take (F(Y Il' t» 
= F(Y~, t), we find 

D.(F) = _.; _a_ (i/D.Ya) (F~ 
Dot h aY a \ '\ D.t 'l 

1 a
2 ('~D.YaD.Y13)('») (3) +---;:: h F +Og . 

2h aY aay 8 D.t 
(26) 

But from (24) and (25), we note that (26) may be written 
as 

1 t!.t (a(F(I+t'» 1 a, , 
- fo dt' +.".. - [hr a(t + t')(F(t»] 
D.t dt' h aY a 

1 a
2 

" ') - ---;:: [kAae(t + t')(F(t»] := O(g3), 
2h ayaaYa 

(27) 

where we have suppressed the dependence of F on Yo 
and 

t a(t + t') 

= Iat'dt"1e(Yl',t + til) a~ ga.(YI',t + t'~ + O(g3) 

a (28) 
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and 

Aaa(l + t') 
t' 

= 2fo dt"(ga(Yl',t + t")ga(YI',t + t'» + O(g3). (29) 

f a. and Aaa are found from (24) and (25) and the equality 
of symmetric parts (29) and (25) [the antisymmetric 
part does n.9t contribute, to (26)]. But (26), (25), and (24) 
also give (F(t + t'» - (F(t» = O(g2) for I' S D.t. Thus, 
we may replace (F(t» by (p(t + t'» in (27) and make an 
error of only order g3. Thus, (27) becomes 

1 I t!.t (a <F) 1 a , - -
- dt' - + -;:- -[hr (F)] 
D.t 0 at h aYa a 

- ---;:: [hr aa(F)] = O(g3). 1 a
2 

, , ')1 
2h ayaaY Il t+t' 

(30) 

But (30) must be valid for a range of D.t» T c' thus the 
integrand must satisfy 

a <F) I 1 a ~~ (' 
- = - -;:c- - [h r a (t + t') F(t + t'»] 
at t+t' h aY a 

f2r all ~i!11es t:-.!'. ~ow if we r~place li~t by t ~nd Aaa by 
D.a/l = 7f.A aB + 7f.A Ba m (31), we fmd that r a and D.aa may 
be found from (D.Ya/D.t) and (D.Y aD.Y B/D.l) [(24) and (25)] 

M 
merely by eliminating the operation (l/D.t) 10 dt'. Thus 

, (D.Y? (aY, r := lim -- = -- , 
a "llt~O" D.t at 

, . (D.Y aD.Y 8) (ay aay 8) 
D. a = 11m = . 

a ""'t ~o" D.t at 

We have, ~herefore, shown that we may write the equa
tion for (F) in the coordinate system Y ~ as 

a(F) 1 a 
at =-h ayl' ~<aa:~) (P») 

+ ~ a
2 (it lay I' a Y,,)(P)\ . (32) 

2h aY/lay" \ at )' 

the above equation for (F) is the Fokker-Planck equation 
as it generally appears in the literature for a coordinate 
system in which G" = O. 

In a system where G I' "'- 0 the equation for (F) is given 
by transforming (32) to the general system described by 
X/l: 

where 

D./l" = ~AI' /J + ~Avl" (34) 

(35) 
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and 

(36) 
In (35) and (36) X ~(t/) is defined by (20), and the lower 
limit of integration has been extended to - 00 since the 
actual value of this limit is t - Ill, where Ilt » T c; the 
contribution from the extended range of integration is 
assumed to be negligible due to the smallness of 
(gJl(X 0' t)g v(X~, t'l) for It - tIl» T c' 

Note that (33), (34), (35), and (36) give an equation for 
(F) completely in terms of quantities which refer to the 
coordinate system XJl' No reference to the special 
system used in deriving the equation remains. Thus, we 
now have a prescription for finding the equation govern
ing (F) in any coordinate system XJl' All that is neces
sary is to write down (33)-(36) for that system and to 
find XJl as a function of X ~,where XJl and X '0 are points 
on the same unperturbed orbit corresponding to t and 
t + t ' , respectively. 

We should also note that the quantities r Jl and IlJlv 
cannot in general be interpreted as Fokker-Planck co
efficients in the usual sense; e.g., rJl is not lim 

" f:::..t --+0" 
(IlXJl I Ilt), with IlXJl being the displacement a particle at 
XJl at time t undergoes in the time interval (t, t + t.t) due 
to the presence of gil' Hence we call these quantities 
"generalized Fokker-Planck coefficients." 

If G; = 0, then the special system Y Jl and the system 
ZJl are identical and (33) takes on the form of the usual 
Fokker-Planck equation in the Z system derived else
where; in this case, we see from (34), (35), and (36) (with 
XII = YjJ = ZJl for this special case) that 'the quantities 
r/ and Ilffv may be interpreted as (llzJlI t.t) and 
(t.Z Jl IlZul Ilt). The spatially homogeneous plasma with no 
external forces is such a case since there the only co
ordinates of interest are momenta, for which G Z == O. 
In Manheimer's extension of this case to include a uni
form external magnetic field he proceeded via the 
GJl = 0 coordinate system for that case-i.e., he used a 
special case of our more general treatment. 
From this discussion we see that we have successfully 
extended the Fokker-Planck treatment to turbulent 
plasma in an arbitrary external field configuration. Our 
choice for phase-space coordinates to describe the 
problem is unrestricted. We have made one assumption 
in addition to those usually made in deriving the Fokker
Planck equation, and that is that the turbulence is weak; 
this assumption is necessitated by the increased time
scale of the scattering process in a turbulence-dominat
ed plasma as opposed to a collision dominated plasma. 

We now turn our attention to an alternative approach to 
this general problem. 

IV. QUASIUNEAR APPROACH 

In this section we treat the same general problem but 
start from the continuity equation. This approach is 
nearly identical to that devised by Hall and Sturrock10 ; 

however, they failed to keep terms which were unimport
ant in the problems they treated but which can make 
significant contributions in the general case. 17 

Our choice of coordinate systems in the generalized set 
XJl defined in (15). The continuity equation (5) trans
formed to this coordinate system.is just 

(37) 
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We consider first an ensemble of possible realizations 
of the fluctuating fields gJl' Each member of the ensem
ble will have a distribution function F obeying Eq. (37). 
We look for an equation for (F), the distribution function 
averaged over the ensemble, in terms of ensemble 
averages of functionals of gJl' Taking the ensemble 
average of (37), we find that (F) satisfies 

Now we subtract (38) from (37), letting of = F - (F). 
This procedure yields the following equation for of: 

For (gJl) == 0, (38) and (39) become 

a(F) + Gil a(F) = _l _a_ (h(glloF», 
at aXJl h aXil 

aoF + G aoF = _ 1.. _a_ (hg (F» 
at Jl aXJl h aXil Jl 

(38) 

(40) 

Equations (40) and (41) may be formally iterated to give 
of as a perturbation expansion in orders of g; however, 
we are interested only in the lowest order terms. If we 
know the characteristics of the operator ~ + G _a_ 

at Jl aXJl 
(Le.,the unperturbed orbits), the solution of (41) for of 
may then be written, to lowest order, as 

where X ~(t') is the position at time t' on the unperturbed 
orbit passing through X 0 at time t and to is an initial 
time when F = (F) for all members of the ensemble. 
The existence of such a time to is assured if we again 
assume that we are considering a Markov process, as 
in Secs. II and III. 

We now suppose that gJl is sufficiently small and that 
there exists a time interval t - to » T c for which the 
perturbation expansion (42) converges rapidly. In this 
event (42) may be inserted into (41), producing the follow
ing equation for (F): 

a(F) + G a(F) == 1.. _a_ (h t dt'(g ( t) ~ _o_ 
at Jl aXJl h aXJl to Jl Xo' hi aXJl' 

{hlgV[X~(t'),tl](F[x~(t'),t'])}) + O(g3»). (43) 

But (43) states that (F[x ~(t'), t'» - (F[x 0' t]) = O(g2), 
since the only change in (F) along the unperturbed orbits 
is due to the right-hand side of that equation; thus, we 
may replace <F[X ~ (t'), t']) by (F(x 0' t» in (43), making 
an error only of order g4. Performing this operation 
and using the fact that (1Ih')(a/ax~)(h'A~) = (1Ih) 
(a/aXJl)[hA~(ax/ax~l] for any A~, we can put the equa
tion for F into the more suggestive form: 
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(44) 

where 

(45) 

and 

For t - to» T c' (gjJ (X 0' t)g)X~' t') becomes negligibly 
small for t' < to; thus, we may extend the lower limit of 
integration to - co, incurring negligible error. When 
this is done, we see that the set of Eqs. (44)-(46) is 
identical to the set (33)-(36) derived from the Fokker
Planck approach. The derivation of (44) was much more 
straightforward than that of (33), but the same assump
tions were involved in both cases. It is therefore re
assuring that both produce identical results. 

V. SPECIALIZATION TO ELECTROMAGNETIC 
FLUCTUATIONS 

The equation we have derived, (33) or (44), is valid for 
any g" but undergoes significant simplification when the 
gH are due to electromagnetic fields. In such a case 
gff satisfies 

ag Z 

-"- =0 
az ' 

" 
so that in the system X,,, g jJ satisfies 

1 a 
- -(hgjJ) = O. 
h aXjJ 

From (47) we may then write (45) and (46) as 

where 

Thus, (44) may be written 

(47) 

(48) 

(49) 

(50) 

(51) 

This equation resembles closely the equation derived by 
Hall and Sturrock; however, (50) differs from their form
ula for DjJ v by the factor aX Jax~. Their formula is 
formally valid only in a coordinate system where GI' = 0, 
but they erroneously applied it to the general coordinate 
system XI" 

We note in passing that (51) is a generalized diffusion 
equation with a "diffusion tensor" DjJ V' This equation is 
a generalization of the quasilinear diffusion equation 
which appears extensively in the literature .11-15 
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VI. CONCLUSIONS 

We have developed a formalism capable of treating a 
wider class of plasma turbulence problems than was 
heretofore possible. This formalism can be developed 
from either of two approaches, both giving the same 
results; this fact bolsters our confidence in the validity 
of the formalism. This formalism may be applied to 
such problems of astrophysical interest as heat conduc
tion in the solar wind 4 and particle acceleration in solar 
flares.1 8 
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APPENDIX: THE EXISTENCE OF THE COORDINATE 
SYSTEM Y/1 

That there exists a coordinate system XjJ = Y", related 
to ZjJ by a transformation of the form (15),such that 
G" = 0 is easily seen from the following argument: Con
sider the" unperturbed" equation of motion in the Z 
system [i.e., (2) with gff = 0], 

For any given G;, (A1) has a solution of the form 

Z" = ~jJ(Yo,t), 

(A1) 

(A2) 

where Yo (a = 1,2," ',6) are six integration constants 
and 

~-GZ at - jJ' 
(A3) 

For each particular choice of Y.JJ' ~jJ(t) traces out a 
particular "unperturbed orbit" m phase space. Further
more, through each point Z" there passes one and only 
one of these unperturbed orbits; hence, there is a one-to
one correspondence between Z" and YjJ' Therefore, Eq. 
(A2) may be interpreted as impliCitly defining new 
var iables Y" as functions of Z jJ and t, i. e., relating Y jJ to 
ZjJ by a transformation of the form (15). Thus,Y" is a 
system of coordinates belonging to the set of systems 
denoted by XI';we may then use (18) to find G~or 

ay BY 
GY = __ jJ + GZ --I' = 0 

" at 0 az o ' 
(A4) 

since Y 1" as defined by (A2) and (A3), is constant along 
the characteristics of the operator (a/Bt) + Gff(a/aZI')' 
The parameters Y I' thus determined then form a suitable 
coordinate system in which G" = O. 
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The theory of elastic equilibrium of heterogeneous, macrohomogeneous bodies is cast in the form of 
a linear integral equation with the following properties: (1) The equation contains a constant elastic 
tensor which can be chosen freely to optimize any approximation method. (2) The singularity of the 
kernel is such that the integral must be interpreted as the principal value, thereby providing a clear 
separation between structure-dependent and structure-independent contributions. (3) The mean 
elastic tensor equals the above-mentioned constant tensor plus the space average of the dependent 
variable. (4) A term proportional to this average appears separately in the equation. (5) The integral 
equation facilitates the rederivation of several well-known approximations and opens new possibilities, 
of which some are discussed, in particular, a self-consistent imbedding method and an approximation 
based on correlation functions. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The first theoretical estimates of the velocity of acoustic 
waves of long wavelength in heterogeneous elastic mater
ials did not aim at great accuracy. Recently, theorists 
have searched for more refined methods, in order to 
improve our understanding of the relation between the 
mean elastic constants and the composition and tex-
ture of the medium. This paper contributes to this field 
in terms on an integral equation for the stress-tensor of 
a heterogeneous, macro-homogeneous material under
going macro-uniform strain. Considering its simplicity 
and its usefulness for deriving known and new approxi
mations' it is surprising that it has until now gone un
reported.! 

In the next section this equation is derived, on the basis 
of the classical theory of elasticity. Subsequent sections 
deal with apprOXimate solutions. 

2. DERIVATION OF THE FUNDAMENTAL EQUATION 

Let the medium be given in terms of the elastic tensor 
C(x) == CjjkZ(x), To a displacement field u(x) == uj(x) 
belongs a strain tensor 

E(X) == Eij(X) = ~(OiUj + 0Pi)' 

The corresponding stress tensor a(x) is given by 
Hooke's law, viz., 

a(x) = C(X)E(X) == C ij kZ(x)E kZ(X), 

The static equilibrium equation is 

fJijU j (x) = 0, 

where fJ is the tensor operator 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

Let V be a finite volume, bounded by the surface ~,and 
let u(x) be defined by (2) and (3) for x E V, with the 
boundary condition 

U(x) = uO(x), 

where 

uP(x) = EPjX j , 

X E~, (5) 

(6) 

In terms of E(X) and a(x) thus defined, the mean elastic 
tensor C* is, as is well known, given by2 

(7) 
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Here the symbol () stands for 

(A) = lim V-I J A(x)d3x. 
V-oo V 

(8) 

This boundary value problem will now be transformed 
by means of Green's theorem for an auxiliary differen
tial operator fJ ° ,defined as in Eq. (4), but with a constant 
tensor3 Co; 

One has, for any two fields Uf(x), a = 1,2, 

Jy[Ur(x')fJPjU}(X') - ut(x')fJPj U1(x')jd3x' 

(9) 

= Jr.[Ur(X')Tt(X') - ut(x')Tr(x')jd2x', (10) 

where 

Tf(x) = CPjmn(x)nj(x)E~n(X), a = 1,2, (11) 

n(x) being the outward normal of ~ in the point x. Equa
tion (10) is used with 

U}(X/) = ui(X /) - uP(x /), 

k = 1,2,3 resp., (12) 

where G is the Green's function of fJ o; 

G~lx_x/l-l, 

(13) 

Le., the static displacement produced in the medium Co 
by a point force under the boundary conditions (5). This 
gives, using (5), 

uk(x) - u~(x) + JyGik(X - X')fJPj [u j (x') - u~(x')jd3x' 

- J G ( - ~/)CO ("")[ ("") - ° jd2A , - r. ik x X .jmnnj X E mn X E mn X • 

(14) 

In the integral at left one can substitute (3) and trivially 
fJPj u~ = 0 to get 

(15) 

Introducing the symmetric tensor 4 

(16) 

one has thus 

(17) 
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The volume integral in Eq. (14) will now be transformed 
by means of Gauss' theorem giving 

Jv- v Gik (x - x') 5'?j [u j (x') - u7(x')d3x' 

= JV-VSijk(X - x')P ij (x')d 3x' 

- Jr,_oGik(X - x')P;j(x')nj (x')d2x', 

where the 3-index tensor S is defined by 

Sijk= ~(OjGik + 0iGjk)' 

(18) 

(19) 

The argument of S in Eq. (18) is (x - x'), and in the 
volume integrals an infinitesimal sphere containing the 
singular point x = x' has been excluded; (J is the surface 
of this sphere, n on (J and ~ is away from the singular 
point. 

Next, the symmetrized derivative of Eq. (14) is formed. 
Owing to the exclusion of the singular point, this can be 
done under the integral sign. This gives 

Ekl(X) - E~l + JV_vTklij(X- x')P ij (x')d 3x' 

+ J Skll·(X - x')p .. (x')n.(x')d2x' o IJ J 

= Jr,Skli(X - x')[Cnmn(Emn(X') - E~n) 

+ Pij (x')]nj (x')d2x', (20) 

where 

Tklij= ~(OZSijk + 0kSijl)' (21) 

In preparation of taking the limit V -> 00, uniformly to all 
sides, one now subtracts the term Jr,S(P)vnd2x' from 
both sides, where (P)v is the average of P over V.5 In 
the left-hand side this is transformed with Gauss' 
theorem into 

Jr,Skli(X - X')(Pij)Vnj (x')d2x' 

= r T kZ .. (x - x')(P .. )vd3x' Jv- v IJ IJ 

(22) 

From the so transformed Eq. (20) one verifies, by taking 
the average over V, 

(23) 

which is obvious from the definition of E and the bound
ary conditions. One can now take the limit V -> 00. As 
the medium is macrohomogeneous, one has 

lim J. Skli(X - x')[Cnmn(Emn(X') - E~n) 
v~oo r, 

+ Pij (x') - (Pij) v ]nj (x')d2x' = O. (24) 

Next, taking the limit v -> 0 defines the volume integrals 
as the principal value and allows the integral over (J to 
be done. Defining a constant tensor r in terms of Co by 

r ijkl = J
o

Sj j k(x)n z(x)d2x, 

one has,denoting (p) = ~~(P)v' 

limJ Skl·(X - x')[p .. (x') - (p .. )]n.(x') 
0-0 0 I IJ IJ J 
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Thus one obtains, in tensor notation, 

E(X) - EO + A(P(x) - (P» - r(p(x) - (P» = 0, (27) 

where the linear operator A is defined by the principal 
value integral 

From the definition of T one sees that A applied to a 
constant is zero, so that the first term in <p) of Eq. (27) 
can be dropped. 

As a final transformation, one substitutes E as a function 
of P from Eq. (16). Defining the reciprocal,B-l, of a ten
sor Bijkl by Bi1kZBklmn = ~(OimOjn + 0inOjm)' one has 

{[C(X) - CO]-l - r}p(x) + Ap(x) + r(p) = EO. (29) 

Defining 

cp(x) = ([C(X) - CO]-l - r}-l (30) 

and using the linearity of Eq. (29) to introduce a new 
variable q(x) with 

P(x) = q(X)EO, (31) 

one finally has 

q(x) + cp(x)Aq(x) + cp(x)(r(q) - 1) = o. (32) 

This is the desired integral equation. From its solution 
q(x) one finds C* by means of 

C* = Co + (q). (33) 

This is seen from Eqs. (7), (16), (23), and (31). 

Equations (32) and (33) give a general and quite compact 
formulation of the problem. It is also flexible in that Co 
can still be selected freely. This choice affects the 
definition of q, A, cp, and r, but C* does, of course, not de
pend on it. 

A reasonable restriction is that Co reflects the rotation
al macro-symmetry of the medium. Specific choices 
will be discussed in connection with approximation 
methods. 

3. A CRUDe APPROXIMATION 

The simplest estimate of C* is found from Eq. (32) by 
neglecting the term cpAq. This gives 

(q) + (cp)(r(q) - 1) ~ 0, (34) 

i.e., 

C* ~ Co + (1 + (cp)r)-l(cp). (35) 

This estimate depends on Co, and two cases are known 
from the literature. Hashin and Shtrikman,2 assuming 
micro- and macroisotropy, obtained the estimate (35) for 
the special cases Co = max C(x) and Co = min C(x), and 
showed that C* so obtained were upper and lower bounds, 
respectively. Kroner, 6 in a statistical analysis of the 
elastic equation, obtained (35) with Co = (C(x» and con
cluded that this approximation neglects the effects of 
correlation. 

The term neglected in Eq. (35) is (cpAq) and the best 
choice of Co in Eq. (35) would be one that minimizes 
this expression. Conforming to the approximation (34), 
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an estimate of this term is (rpArp)(r(q) - O. A simple 
and reasonable choice is defined by 

(rp) == 0 (36) 

which, when inserted in Eq. (35), makes this approxima
tion 'self-consistent.' In lieu of solving the implicit 
equation (36) directly, it is easier to use an iteration 
based on Eq. (35). In cases where this approximation 
makes sense, this process will converge. Beginning 
with Co == (C(x),Kroner's result is obtained in the first 
step. The ultimate approximation of C* is entirely ex
pressed in terms of space-averages of functions of C(x), 
in short, it depends on the composition of the medium, 
but not on its texture. In a following section, the 
approximation defined by (35) and (36) will be obtained 
as a special case of a more general class of approxi
mations. This self-consistent, texture independent 
approximation will be denoted C*o. 

4. SELF-CONSISTENT IMBEDDING 

It is well known that C* is a proximity property. 7 That 
is, it depends in a sensitive way on the variation of C(x) 
from point to point in any small neighbourhood, but does 
not depend on the correlation between the values of 
C(x) in widely separated points. 

This property can be used to find approximate solutions 
of Eq. (32). Let n be any finite simply connected volume, 
and let an elastic medium be defined by C o(x) through 

Co(x) == C(x), x E n, 
Co(x) == Co, x ¢ n, 

i.e., Co takes on the function of imbedding medium. 
Correspondingly, 

rpo(x) == rp(x), x E n, 
rp(l(x) == 0, x ¢ n. 

(37) 

(38) 

Let qo(x) be the solution of Eq. (32) for this medium, 
while retaining (q) in this equation as an unknown con
stant, i.e., 

(39) 

One has 

(40) 

and one expects the approximate relation 

(41) 

the error being dependent on Co. In order to find (q), 
consider Eq. (39) to be solved for an ensemble of neigh
borhoods. Then define 

(42) 

where ( )(l is the average over n, and ( ) a v is the en
semble average. 

Equations (39) and (42) define the problem, but Co is 
still arbitrary. A good choice is to imbed in the mean 
medium itself, aiming at (q) = O. In the present approxi
mation this means 

(43) 

Equations (33), (39), and (42) suggest a simple iteration 
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scheme to achieve this: one begins with, e.g., CO == C*o, 
solves (39) and (42), and calculates the first approxima
tion of C* with Eq.(33). USing this value as new CO,one 
repeats the calculation, etc. 

For n -7 00, the above results become exact. The actual 
solution of Eq. (39) in finite, small neighborhoods n can, 
e.g., be obtained with numerical methods. 

5. ELLIPSOIDAL MODEL 

A case of the self-consistent imbedding approximation 
which can be traced analytically is obtained by consider
ing only neighborhoods of ellipsoidal shape E inside of 
which the C(x) are constants. How, for a given material, 
such an ensemble can be constructed and whether it is 
adequate, will not be discussed. The special thing about 
this case is that Eq. (39) has the solution 

qE(X) = const, 

and that 

X E E, 

AqE(X) == (AE - r)qE' 

(44) 

(45) 

where AE is a tensor whose components are known func
tions of the value of C inside the ellipsoids, the ratio of 
the values of the ellipSOidal axis (a, b, c) and its orienta
tion in space. Eshelby 8 has solved this problem. From 
the definition (28) one sees that A, where applied to a 
function which is constant inside an ellipsoid and zero 
outSide, can be transformed to 

(46) 

where L is the surface of the ellipsoid, a the surface of 
a small sphere around the singular point. Both integrals 
are indeed constants and Size-independent. Defining 

AE == J Snd2x (47) 
I: 

and remembering Eq. (25), one obtains Eq. (45). In the 
special case that all ellipsoids are spheres, one has 
AE == r and therefore AqE == 0, which reduces to the 
approximation in Sec. 3. 

Substitution of (45) in Eq. (39) gives 

qE + q,E(r(q) - 1) == 0, 

where 

-.v
E 

== [(C E - CO)-l- AE]-l. 

(48) 

(49) 

Taking the ensemble average and using Eq. (42) gives 

(q) == (1 + (-.v)r)-l(+), (50) 

where 

(51) 

The calculation of (-.v) requires the specification of the 
ensemble over shapes, orientations and elastic constants 
of the ellipSOids. 

Walsh9 has used Eshelby's results to estimate the effect 
of small concentrations of ellipsoidal inclusions in an 
otherwise homogeneous medium. When used as a special 
case of a self-consistent imbedding approximation, as 
suggested here, one can expect greater flexibility and 
accuracy. 

6. APPROXIMATION IN TERMS OF CORRELATION 
FUNCTIONS 

An alternative to the approximations discussed thus far 
is one in terms of correlation functions. Equation (32) 
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lends itself to this approach. Without touching upon the 
merits of this method, a simple example will illustrate 
this point. 

From Eq. (32) one obtains by a single iteration 

q ~ cpAcpAq ~ (cpAcp ~ cp)(r(q) ~ 1) = O. (52) 

Next, the operator A is applied, the resulting equation is 
multiplied with the components of the tensor cp(x + y) 
(total multiplication, denoted 0) and averaged over space. 
This gives 

II(y) ~ (cp(x + y)0Acp(x)Acp(x)Aq(x) 

+ [K(1)(y) - K(2) (y)](r(q) ~ 1) = 0, (53) 

where 

II(y) = (cp(x + y)0Aq(x), 

K(n)(y) = (cp(x + y)0[Acp(x)]n). 

(54) 

(55) 

The second term of Eq. (53), involving the average of 
four factors in four different points is now truncated in 
such a way that the result is correct for all configura
tions of these points with a possible exception when all 
four points are close together. The validity of this 
approximation will thus depend on the relative contribu
tion of these configurations to this term. 

For a product of four random variables a, b, e and d this 
truncation is defined by 

(abed) ~ «abe)(d) + ... ) + «ab)(ed) + ... ) 
- 2«ab)(e)(d) + ... ) + 6(a)(b)(e)(d). (56) 

As applied to Eq. (53), three of the variables are cp's in 
different points and one is q in a fourth point. When it is 
assumed that there is no long-range correlation, the 
substitution (56) is in error only when the four points 
form a cluster. 

Of all the terms in (56) those in which the operator A is 
applied to an average, Le., to a constant, are zero. Of 
the other terms those of the form (a(b)ed) and (ab(e)d) 
are new unknown quantities. In order that the trunca
tion succeeds, it is therefore necessary to choose Co in 
such a way that these terms vanish. This is achieved by 

(57) 

Le., the Co have to be the texture-independent esti- . 
mate C*o found in Sec. 3. With this, the second term ill 
Eq. (53) reduces to 

(cp(x + y)0Acp(x)Acp(x)Aq(x) ~ 

(cp(x + y)0A«cp(x)Acp(x»)Aq(x) 

+ (cp(x + y)0A«cp(x)Acp(x)Aq(x)) , (58) 

where double brackets are used to indicate the pairing. 
In both terms the factor q is combined with cp as in one 
of the components of the tensor II, while the other factor 
is a component of the tensor 

F(z) = (cp(x + z)0cp(x). (59) 

In order to write the resulting equations explicitly, the 
indices have to be reintroduced. As all tensors are sym
metric in pairs of (Latin) indices, each pair can be de
noted by one (Greek) index, e.g., (i,j) = A. 

Interchanging the order of the averaging with the inte
gration in the A operator gives 
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+ II pOI'1)(x' + x" + y)FAKI'V(X')] 
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+ [KWI'V(y) ~ K~;~v(y)](rVI'(ql'!) ~ 0V!)) = O. (60) 

Here, according to Eqs. (54) and (55), 

FpoI'V(Y) = (cppo(x + y)cpl'v(x», 

K!fjTV(y) = j dx'TTA(X')FpOAV(x' + y), 

K~;~v(Y) = j dx"TTA(X")j dx'TKI'(x') 

x (cp po(x + x" + y)CPAK (x) CPl'v (x - x'). (61) 

The quantity (q) in the last term of Eq. (60) can be ex
pressed in terms of II(O). By taking the average of Eq. 
(32) and using (cp) = 0, one finds, from the definition (54) 
of II, 

(62) 

From the solution II(y) of Eq. (60) the mean elastic con
stants are found with Eq. (33) and Eq. (62). Thus, 

Cp*1) = Cpo!) ~ IIpoo~(O), (63) 

where Co have the values C*o as indicated above. 

The two-pOint correlation function F(z) defined by Eq. 
(59) plays a very speCial role in the kernal of Eq. (60) 
for II(y). This illustrates the difference between a 
cluster expansion, as used above, and a straightforward 
iteration method1,lO. For example, from Eq. (32) one 
easily derives 

n 

q + (~ l)n(cpA)n+lq + 2::) (~ l)k(cpA)kcp(r(q) - 1) = o. 
k=O (64) 

Assuming that the expansion converges in the average, 
Le., that 

(65) 

one is led to 

co 

(q) + 2::)(- l)k«cpA)kcp)(r(q) - 1) = o. (66) 
k=O 

In this series the first term is zero on account of Eq. 
(57). The second term vanishes, 

(cpAcp) == (cp(x) J d3x'T(x ~ x')cp(x') 

= j d 3x'(cp(x)T(x - x')cp(x') = 0 (67) 

because of the relation between T(x ~ x') and the sym
metry of the crystal. (For example, if the medium is 
macrO-isotropic, (cp(x)cp(x - x') depends only on I x'I, 
while the average of T over all directions is zero.) This 
leaves only third- and higher-order correlations in cp, 
in apparent contrast to Eq. (60). However, one can show 
that K(l) in Eq. (60) is zero for macroisotropic bodies, 
thus removing the two-point correlation from the driving 
term. 
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Statistical theory of effective electrical, thermal, and 
magnetic properties of random heterogeneous 
materials. I. Perturbation expansions for the effective 
permittivity of cell materials 

Motoo Hori 

Department of Applied Physics, Tokyo Institute of Techno!ogy, Meguroku, Tokyo 152, Japan 
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A perturbation formulation is developed for the effective permittivity of random heterogeneous 
materials that are statistically homogeneous but not necessarily statistically isotropic. The formal 
perturbation solution is expressed explicitly by means of the many-point correlation functions of 
the permittivity field. For a broad class of random multiphase materials called cell materials the 
second- and third-order perturbation effects are determined as functions of the depolarizing'factor 
tensors of cells. In the special case where the medium is statistically isotropic, the formulas giving 
the effective permittivity to third order are shown to be in substantial accord with the results 
obtained by previous investigators. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The present work is concerned with the effective or 
overall physical property of a heterogeneous material 
whose local property may be regarded as a random 
function of pOSition. It is of practical importance to pre
dict the effective physical constants of heterogeneous 
materials such as suspensions, mixtures, polycrystals, 
and composite materials. We shall restrict ourselves to 
electrical, thermal, and magnetic properties that are 
described by a proportionality factor between a sole
noidal vector and an irrotational vector. The termino
logy used hereafter will be that of the dielectric prob
lem. For reasons of mathematical analogy the results 
obtained also hold for magnetic permeability, electrical 
and thermal conductivity, and diffusion constant. 

The problem of determining the effective permittivity of 
a random heterogeneous material has received repeated 
attention in recent years. Brown,l Beran and Moly
neux,2 and other authors3- 8 employed perturbation 
methods to analyze the static dielectric behavior of a 
medium with small random fluctuations in permittivity. 
The perturbation theories were extended to treat the 
dynamic dielectric behavior of a time-dependent hetero
geneous medium. 9- 14 Brown,15 Beran,16 and Beran 
and Molyneux 1 7 derived bounds on the effective per
mittivity by USing perturbation series as trial functions. 
Miller 18.19 and Beran and Silnutzer 20 showed that for a 
wide class of random multiphase materials these 
bounds can be expressed in terms of volume fractions 
and shape factors. 
Most of previous investigations deal with random media 
which are considered to be statistically homogeneous and 
isotropic. However, in some cases the assumption of 
statistical isotropy is not appropriate. For example, 
suspensions of oriented particles or fiber-reinforced 
composites are anisotropiC on a macroscopiC scale. 
The purpose of this paper is to obtain perturbation ex
pansions for the effective permittivity of such inhomo
geneous anisotropic media. In Sec. 2 we shall develop a 
general perturbation formulation to cover the case 
where the material is not necessarily statistically iso
tropic. In Sec. 3 explicit calculations for the second
order and third-order perturbation effects will be 
carried out on the basis of the cell model introduced by 
Miller .18,19 

2. OUTLINE OF THE PERTURBATION FORMULATION 

A. Basic concepts and governing equations 
We are interested in a heterogeneous material with 
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random variations in permittivity. The volume V of the 
material is taken to be infinite. Assume that the medium 
is locally isotropic and let fer) be the permittivity at a 
point r. Then {E(r), rEV} forms a stochastic process 
with continuous space parameters. The n-point moment 
of E(r) is defined as (f(r1)E(r2)'" E(r n), where the 
brackets ( ) denote the mathematical expectation or the 
ensemble average. Assume further that the process 
{f(r)} is almost surely differentiable as many times as 
required. As a matter of fact, the process representing 
a random multiphase material possesses derivatives of 
all orders with probability one. In such a case it may be 
shown that under mild conditions there exists the nth 
partial derivative of (f(r 1)f(r 2)'" E(r n) with respect to 
rl,r2,···,r n • 

In the following we shall suppose that the medium is 
statistically homogeneous, or equivalently, that the pro
cess {E(r)} is strictly stationary in space. Thus, the n
point moment (f(r 1) f(r 2)' .. f(r n) does not depend upon 
the absolute positions rv r 2, ... , r n' but instead depends 
only upon the relative positions r 12 = r 2 - rv r13 = 
r3 -r1,·· .,r1n = rn -r1;that is, 

In particular, the expectation (f(r) becomes a constant 
within the material volume V, so that we can write 
(f(r) = (f). Note that statistical isotropy is not always 
assumed. For a statistically homogeneous medium it is 
common to make an ergodic -type hypothesis that the 
ensemble average can be replaced by the volume average. 
In this sense, we postulate that 

(f(r) = lim (lfv) J, f(r)dw 
Y--+OO Y 

(2.2) 

holds with probability one, dw indicating a volume ele
ment of Vat r. 

The basic equations governing the static electric field 
in a material with variable permittivity E(r) are 

a 
a-[E(r)Ei(r)] = 0, 
Xi 

(2.3) 

E.(r)=_a<I>(r) 
, aXi • 

(2.4) 

Here E i (r) is the ith component of the electric field, 
<I>(r) is the electrostatic potential, and the summation 
convention has been employed. For simplicity we shall 
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consider the average electric field to be independent of 
r. Fluctuations about the mean values of E; (r) and E(r) 
are therefore given by 

E;(r) = Ei(r) - (E;), (E;(r) = 0, 

f' (r) = E(r) - (f), (f' (r) = O. 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

In terms of E; (r) and f' (r) the governing equation (2.3) 
can be written as 

Using the free-space Green's function for the Laplacian 
operator, one may formally solve Eq. (2. 7) as follows 2 : 

(2.8) 

where dW2 deSignates a volume element in the space of 
r2' It should be noticed that the comma in a subscript 
does not mean partial differentiation. Equation (2. 8) is a 
random integral equation for E; (r1) which we wish to 
solve. 

The effective permittivity tensor f7j of a heterogeneous 
medium having statistical anisotropy is defined by the 
linear relation 

(2.9) 

or alternatively by the energy relation 

(2.10) 

The equivalence of the above two definitions can be 
established exactly as in the case of statistically iso
tropic materials. 21 Substitution of Eqs. (2. 5) and (2.6) 
into Eq. (2. 9) gives 

f7j (E j ) = (f)(E) + (f' (r)E;(r). (2.11) 

If we set 

(2.12) 

the factor Aij is a dimensionless quantity determined 
by the statistical properties of f(r). It follows from 
Eq. (2. 11) that 

(2.13) 

where 0ij is the Kronecker delta. For a statistically 
isotropic medium the effective permittivity tensor f;j 
reduces to a scalar f· such that 

(2.14) 

B. Formal perturbation solution 

In order to use a perturbation procedure we should have 
a small quantity that is of interest. Here the fluctua
tions in permittivity are considered to be very small 
compared with its mean value. In statistical terms we 
assume that with probability one 

(2.15) 
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and consequently that for any positive integer n 

<If' n+11)1(E)n+1 = O«lf'nl)/(f)n). 
(2.16) 

Moreover, it is supposed that the solution of Eq. (2. 7) 
can be expanded in a power series of the parameter 
f' (r)/(f) as follows: 

E;(r) = E?)(r) + E~)(r) + ... = I;Er)(r), (2.17) 
n;1 

where E ~n) (r) is of the same order of smallness as 
(E i ) [f'(r)/(f)]n and satisfies 

(2.18) 

In this paper we shall not discuss the problem of con
vergence of such perturbation expansions. 

The integral equation (2.8) may be solved formally by 
iteration. Substituting Eq. (2. 17) into Eq. (2. 8) and 
equating terms of like order of magnitude, we find 

and so on. For later convenience, we rewrite these 
equations in the form 

X X 23 •k Of' (r2)£' (r 3) 

r 23
3 OX23 •i 

Similarly, 

(n) () (E .) 1. 1. E,. r 1 =} dw dw" . 1. dw 
(41T(£»)n v 12 v 23 V n.n+1 

(2. 19) 

(2.20) 

(2.21) 

(2.23) 

The independent variables in the integrals have been 
changed from rv r2, ... , r n+1 to r 1, r12 = r2 - rv ... , 
r n, n+l = r n+l - r n' If averaging commutes with differen
tiation and integration, 
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() (E.) 1 1 1 (E,n (r 1) = J dW12 dW2'" dw 
• (41T(E»)n v v 3 V n,n+l 

X X12,i X23•k 

r 12
3 r 23

3 

an(E' (r2)E' (r3) '" E'(r n+l) 

aX12,kaX23,h'" ilX n,n+l;j 
(2.24) 

The nth -order perturbation field E }n) (r 1) in Eq. (2. 23) 
obeys automatically the requirement (2.18), because 
(E' (r 2)E' (r 3)'" E' (r n+l) is independent of r12' 

Let us seek the perturbation series of the effective per
mittivity tensor Erj • By introducing Eq. (2. 17) in Eq. 
(2.11), we see that 

E;j(E j ) = (E)(E i ) + f; (E'(rl)E~n)(r1)' (2.25) 
n o 1 

By virtue of Eq. (2. 23), it follows that 

,(n) (E j ) r r r 
(E (r 1)E i (rl) = (41T(E»)n JVdW12Jvdw23'" Jv dW n ,n+l 

XX 12,i x 23•k ... an(E'(rl)E'(r2)"'E'(r nT1) 

r 12
3 r 23

3 aX12,kax23,h'" aX n ,n+1;j 
(2.26) 

Since the medium is statistically homogeneous, the 
(n + l)th moment (E'(rl)E'(r 2)'" E'(r n +1) can be re
presented as 

(2.27) 

The dimensionless quantity f(r 12 , r13' ... , rl,n+l) sig
nifies the normalized (n + 1) -point correlation function 
of E(r). Combination of Eq. (2. 13) with Eqs. (2. 26) and 
(2.27) yields 

(2.28) 

where 

(n) (- 1) n-l 
Ai)' = -- 1 dw 121 dW23···1 dw n-l n 

41T V V v' 

X X12 ,i X23.k ... an-lf(rI2,rI3, .. ,rln) 

r12 3 r 23
3 aX 12 ,kaX23.h··· aX n-1,n;j 

(2.29) 
The nth-order perturbation coefficient A};) is thus ex
pressed explicitly in terms of the normalized n-point 
correlation function f(r 12' r 13, ... ,r1n)· 

C. Second·order perturbation term 

The second-order perturbation coefficient A\~ is a 
dimensionless second-order tensor defined as 

1 X 
A~2)= __ r dw ~ 

l) 4 Jv 12 3 
1T r 12 

with 

(2.30) 

(2.31) 

Henceforth, we shall call A~~ the average depolarizing 
factor tensor or the effective magnetometric demagne
tizaton tensor. As regards the reason of this naming we 
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refer to Sec. 3B. The normalized two-point correlation 
function f(r I2 ) satisfies the well-known inequality 

If(rdl < 1. (2.32) 

Boundary conditions imposed upon f(r 12) are 

as Ir121 ~ 0, 
(2.33) 

as Ir121 ~ 00, 

for it is natural to expect that the correlation between 
E' (r 1) and E' (rl + r 12) must vanish as Ir121 ~ 00. In a 
spherical coordinate system (r 12' e 12, cp 12) the two
point correlation function f(r 12' e 12' cp 12) meets the con
ditions 

(2.34) 

For the partial derivatives of f(r 12, e 12' cp 12) we assume 
that as r12 -t 00 

af(r 12, e 12' cP 12) = 0(_1_) , 
ar 12 r12 

ilf(r 12' e 12' cP 12) 0 
-t, 

ae 12 

af(r 12' e 12' cP 12) -t o. 
acp 12 

The expression (2. 30) for A~:) may be recast as 

(2. 35a) 

(2. 35b) 

(2. 35c) 

(2.36) 

In fact, after integrating by parts and applying Gauss' 
theorem, we obtain from Eq. (2. 30) 

(2.37). 

where S is the bounding surface of the medium V, dU12 
an area element of the surface S, and ni the Xi compo
nent of an outward unit normal to the surface element 
du12 • Since Eqs. (2. 35a)-(2. 35c) imply that r12af(r12)/ 
ax 12 ,j -t 0 as r 12 ~ 00, the surface integral on the right
hand side of Eq. (2. 37) approaches zero as V -t 00, so 
that the proof of Eq. (2. 36) is accomplished. 

. ttl . A(2). Another Impor an formu a expressmg ij IS 

(2.38) 

Through the transformation of variables (rl = rl' r 1 2 = 
r 2 - r 1) the right-hand side in Eq. (2. 38) becomes 
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Xl x fd _,k~ 
W1 ' 

v r1 3 rz3 
(2,39) 

In spherical coordinates we have 

J. X1,k x Z•k J. X 1•k a (1) - dw ----= dw -- --- --
V 1 3 3 V 1 3a r 1 r z r1 X1.k r 2 

(2,40) 

considering that oX1 k/or1 = Xl k/r1' Comparison of 
Eqs. (2. 39) and (2.46) with Eq. (2.36) verifies that Eq. 
(2.38) is valid as asserted. 

We now observe that the average depolarizing factor 
tensor A g) has the following fundamental properties: 

(i) A ~2) = A (2) (2.41) 
1,) )'1, , 

(ii) 

(l'l'i) A (2) 0 i(;)?: ; 

(2.42) 

(2.43) 

the subscript (i) indicates no summation on i. In words, 

A~:) is a symmetric second-order tensor with nonnega
tive diagonal elements whose trace equals unity. Pro
perty (i) is obvious from Eq. (2. 36) or (2.38). To deduce 
property (ii), set j = i in Eq. (2. 30) and sum up over the 
index i. Then, 

(2.44) 

For the proof of property (iii) we use Eq. (2. 38); that is, 

(2) 
Ai(i) 

(E' (r 1 )E' (r 2) 

(E'2) 

(2.45) 

On account of the symmetric character of the average 
depolarizing factor tensor A ~f ' there exist three princi
pal values A?), A~2), At) , which satisfy 

and 

A (2) A(2) A(2) > 0 
1 , 2 , 3 - . 

(2.46) 

(2.47) 

When the principal axes are parallel to the coordinate 
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axes, we can write 

Ag) = A~;~Oij" (2.48) 

The transformation law of A~) shows that 

A}:) = aikajkA~;L (2.49) 

where 

(2.50) 

The coefficient a ij stands for the direction cosine of the 
ith coordinate axis with respect to the jth principal axis. 

As a special case we consider a statistically isotropic 
material for which!(r12) is a function ofr12 = Ir121 

alone. In this case, A ~:) must be an isotropic tensor 
such that 

(2.51) 

Equations (2.42) and (2.51) permit us to determine the 
value of A (2) as 

A
(2) _ .lA(2) _ .1 

- 3 ii - 3, 

which is equivalent to 

A 
(2) _ A (2) _ A (2) _ .1 
1 - 2 - 3 - 3' 

(2.52) 

(2.53) 

The expression for the effective permittivity €* of a 
statistically isotropic material to second order reduces 
to 

(2.54) 

in agreement with the results of Brown, 1 Nedoluha,3 
Landau and Lifshitz,4 Herring, 5 Beran and Molyneux, 2 
and Beran. 8 . 16 

D. Third-order perturbation term 

In this section we shall be concerned with the behavior 
of the third-order perturbation coefficient A~3). Since 
the normalized three-point correlation function 
!(r12, r 13) may also be regarded as a function of r 21 
and r 23, we have 

where 

!(r12, rd = g(r21, r23) = (E' (r 1) E' (r 2)E' (r3)/(E'3). 
(2.56) 

In spherical coordinates boundary conditions for 

g(r 2l> 8 21, <P 21;r23, 8 23, <P23) are 

g(0,8 21 ,<P21;0,8 23 ,<P23) =1, 

g(O, 821 , <P 21;r 23,8 23 , <P 23) 

(2. 57a) 

= a function ofr23,8 23 ,<P23 alone, (2. 57b) 

g(r 21> 8 21> <P 21; 0,8 23, <P 23) 

= a function of r 21> 8 21, <P21 alone, (2. 57c) 
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g(oo, 8 21> ct> 21; r 23,8 23, ct> 23) == g(r 21> 8 21> ct> 21; 00, 8 23, ct> 23) 

== g(oo, 8 21 , ct>21; 00, 8 23 ,ct>23) == O. (2. 57d) 

Subsidiary assumptions corresponding to Eqs. (2. 35a)
(2. 35c) are 

og(r 21,8 21> ct> 21;r 23,8 23, ct> 23) == (/~ ) 
or 21 \;21 

asr21 ~oo, 
(2. 58a) 

og(r21, 8 21> ct>21;r23, 8 23, ct> 23) == (j(~) 
ar 23 r23 

as r23 ~ 00, 

ag(oo, 8 21' ct> 21; r 23,8 23, ct>23) 

a8 21 

og(oo, 8 21> ct> 21;r 23,8 23, ct> 23) 
== 0, 

oct> 21 

og(r 21> 8 21> ct> 21; 00, 8 23 , ct> 23) 

08 23 

og(r21, 8 21, ct> 21; 00, 8 23, ct> 23) 
== O. 

oct> 23 

(2. 58b) 

(2. 58c) 

(2. 58d) 

Proceeding in the same manner as we did in the previous 
section, we recast Eq. (2. 55) as 

1 1 1 
A ~~) == -- r dw r dw -

'1 (4lT)2 Jv 21Jv 23 r
21 

r
23 

04g(r 21 , r 23) 
(2.59) x 

OX21,i OX21,kOX23,kOX23,/ 

which is obtained by use of partial integration and Gauss' 
theorem. The above formula demonstrates that 

(2.60) 

whence AW has three principal values Ai3) , A~3) ,A~3) , 
and obeys the transformation law 

(2.61) 

Similarly, the relations 

A ~':') == A1~.y (2.62) 
'J , 

hold for all n. This result is compatible with the well
established fact that the permittivity tensor of an aniso
tropiC material is symmetric. 

When the medium is statistically isotropic, the third
order perturbation coefficient AW must be of the form 

(3) (3) 1 (3) (6) 
Aij ==A 0ij == SAkkOtj' 2. 3 

The two-point correlation function g(r21' r23) depends 
only on Ir211, Ir231, and r21·r23' so that 

g(r21>r 23) ==g(r 21,r 23 ,u), 

where 

u == x 21 ,i x23,i == cos8 21 cos8 23 
r 21r23 

(2.64) 

+ sin8 21 sin8 23 cos(ct> 21 -ct>23)' (2.65) 
Putting 

g(r21>r 23 ,u) ==f(r21)f(r 23) + ~g(r21>r23'u), (2.66) 
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A (3) == 2. + _1_ J, dw J, dw x21,i X23 ,j 
9 3(41T)2 v 21 V 23 r 3 r 3 

21 23 
02~g(r21,r23' u) 

x 
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(2.67) 

The quantity t.g(r 21, r 23' u) satisfies the conditions 

~g(O, 0, u) == ~g(oo,r23' u) == t.g(r21, 00, u) 

== ~g(oo, 00, u) == 0, 

~g(0,r23'u) == ~g(0,r23' 0), 

t.g(r 21 , O,u) == ~g(r21' 0, 0), 

oAg(r 21>r 23,u) == /~) 
or 21 \r21 

as r 21 -700, 

o Ag(oo, r 23' u) 

ou 

ot.g(r21,OO,u) 
== O. == 

ou 

(2. 68a) 

(2. 68b) 

(2. 68c) 

(2. 69a) 

(2. 69b) 

(2. 69c) 

We want to express A (3) in terms of spherical coordi
nates. The integral 

(2.70) 

appearing in Eq. (2. 67) is an isotropic tensor and has 
the form 22 

Accordingly, 

1 J211 J" . 00 a~g == - - dct>23 d8 23 sm8 23 J dr 23--
41T 0 0 0 or23 

== ~g(r 21,0,0). (2.72) 

For the evaluation of B(r 21) and C(r 21) choose r21 to lie 
along the x3 axiS; then 

or 23 x 23 ,3 
u == cos8 23, --- == -- == cos8 23, 

oX23,3 r 23 
(2. 73a) 

~ __ 1_ (X21,3 -u X23 ,3\== 1 - cos
2
8 23 

aX23,3 r23 r 21 r 23 / r23 

From Eqs. (2. 70), (2.71), and (2.73) we obtain 

133 (r 21) == B(r 21) + C(r 21) 

(2. 73b) 

1 211 II Joo (at.g 1 -u2 O~g) 
== - - J dct>23 du dr 23u u-- + 

41T 0 -1 0 or 23 r 23 OU 

1 1 Joodr23Il og == - t.g(r21> 0, 0) - - -- du u(l -u2) -. 
3 2 0 r 23 -1 au 

(2.74) 
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The solutions of Eqs. (2. 72) and (2.74) are 

3 Joo dr 23J
1 ag 

B(r ) = - - -- du u(l - u 2) -
21 4 0 -1 a ' r 23 u 

(2.75) 

1 1 Joo dr
23J

1 ag 
C(r ) = -t.g(r 0 0) + - -- du u(l -u2)-. 21 3 21" 4 0 -1 a r 23 u 

(2.76) 

It is easy to calculate A (3) by employing the values of 
B(r 21) and C(r 21) given above. Differentiation of Iji 
(r21) with respect to X 21 ,j yields 

alji (r21) = (dB(r 21) + 2B(r 21) 

aX21 ,j dr 21 r 21 

+ dC(r 21)) x21, i . 

dr 21 r 21 
(2.77) 

Inserting Eqs. (2. 75)-(2. 77) into Eq. (2.67), we have, 
finally, 

1 1 Joo dr 21 Joo dr23 J1 = - + - -- -- du u(l - u 2) 
9 2 0 r21 0 r 23 -1 

ag(r21>r 23 ,u) 
x , 

au 
(2.78) 

a result that has already been found by Molyneux. 7 The 
effective constant £ * to third order is therefore written 
as 

3. CALCULATIONS BASED ON THE CELL MODEL 

A. Definition of cell materials 

Miller18 ,19 has proposed a cell model to represent a 
broad class of random multiphase materials. The 
material volume is assumed to be subdivided into a large 
number of closed cells within which the material pro
perty £ is constant. The subdivision of the material space 
is arbitrary except for fulfilling the following require
ments: 

(i) The space is completely covered by nonoverlapping 
cells; 
(ii) cells are distributed in a manner such that the 
material is statistically homogeneous and isotropic; 
(iii) the material property £ of a cell is statistically in
dependent of the material property of any other cell. 
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In order to generalize Miller's cell model to statisti
cally anisotropic materials, we must replace the assump
tion (ii) by 

(ii') cells are distributed in a manner such that the 
material is statistically homogeneous. 

A cell material can be defined as a random heterogeneous 
material that satisfies the above requirements (i), (ii), 
(iii) or (i), (ii'), (iii). Furthermore, the cell material is 
called symmetric or asymmetric, according as the fol
lowing additional requirement is or is not satisfied: 

(iv) The conditional probabilities of n pOints being and 
n' points not being in the same cell of a particular 
material, given that one point is in a cell of that 
material, are the same for each material. 

In other words, the term symmetric cell material means 
a cell material in which the statistical properties of the 
geometry of all phases are identical. For the asym
metric cell materials, however, the geometry of the 
cells of different permittivities is dissimilar. 

We consider an asymmetric cell material composed of 
N phases, Let v z be the volume fraction of the lth phase 
with property £~' or equivalently, the probability of the 
event {£(r) = £zl. Then we have 

N 

(£'(r1)£'(r2) = 6 v I(£'(r 1)£'(r 2)ldr 1) = £z), (3.1) 
1~1 

where (£' (r1)£' (r2)1£(r 1) = £z) indicates the expectation 
of £' (r 1) £' (r 2) under the condition that £(r 1) := £1' It is 
obvious from the independence assumption (iii) that this 
conditional expectation takes the values £? = (£1 - (£»)2 
when both points r 1 and r 2 are in the same cell and 0 
otherwise. The two-point correlation function is there
fore 

Here PI(rlo r2) denotes the conditional probability that 
two points r 1 and r 2 lie in the same cell, given that one 
of the pOints lies in a cell with property £z. Substitution 
of Eq. (3. 3) into Eq. (2. 30) gives 

(2) 1 N '2 (2) 
Aij = ( '2) 6 VI £z Aij (l), 

£ 1~1 
(3.3) 

where A ~J) (l) is the average depolarizing factor tensor 
of the 1th phase, namely, 

(3.4) 

The symmetric cell material is a special case of the 
asymmetric cell material in which the probability 
P I (r 1 , r 2) does not depend on 1, so that 

(3.5) 

In this case the two-point correlation function !(r12) 
may be interpreted as the absolute probability that two 
points r 1 and r 2 are contained in the same cell. The ex-
pression (2.30) for A~;) becomes 

(3.6) 
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Comparison of Eqs. (3. 4) and (3.6) leads to the following 
conclusion: Using an averaging formula as described in 
(3.3), we can estimate the values of A~) for an asym
metric cell material from those for symmetric cell 
materials. Similar arguments would apply also to 
higher-order perturbation coefficients. Hence we shall 
confine ourselves to the symmetric-cell case. 

In addition, Eq. (3. 6) shows that A~~ for a symmetric 
cell material depends only on the geometry of cells. 
Important parameters characterizing the cell geometry 
are shape, size, orientation, and arrangement. For in-
stance, A~:) for a symmetric material comprising cells 
of different shapes is determined by the volume average 
of A~) over all shapes. If W m and A ~~) [m] are the volume 
fraction and the average depolarizing factor tensor of 
cells of the mth shape, respectively, we obtain a simple 
averaging formula 

(3.7) 

In Sec. 3B it will be verified that A~? is independent of 
the cell size. Owing to the independence assumption () 
(iii), the influence of relative positions of cells upon Ai: 
need not be taken into account. 

B. Second-order perturbation term 

We first treat a symmetric cell material composed of 
cells of uniform shape, size, and orientation. In the pre
ceding section we have pointed out that the two-point 
correlation function f(r 12) is equal to the probability 
P(rl' r 2) that two pOints rl and r 2 are in the same cell. 
Denote by M 1 the cell whose center (of mass) is located 
at rl' Then c~ters of cells including the point rl fall 
into a region M 1 that results from the inversion of M 1 
about rl' Similarly, cen~rs of cells including the point 
r2 fo.!.m another region M 2 which can be transformed 
into M 1 by means of a translation. Because of the 
statistical homogeneity of the medium,P(rb r2) may be 
regarded as the ratio of the volume of the intersection 
MIn M 2 to that of M 1 or M 2' If the cell volume is v, 

P(rb r 2 ) = J- - dW20/ f
M
- dW20 = -vI JM nM dW20' 

Ml nM 2 2 I 2 

(3.8) 
Especially, for spherical cells of radius p, 

{

I - 3r12 /4p + rX2/16p3 
P(r v r2) = 

for r 1 2 ~ 2p 

o forr12~2p. (3.9) 

We introduce a characteristic function I(rl0) such that 
I(r 1 0) = 1 or 0 according to whether roE M 1 or not. In 
terms of I(r 10), we rewrite Eq. (3. 8) as 

Thus, Eq. (3. 6) leads to 

1 J 1 X 12,i oI(rl0) = - - dW12 dW20-- ---
47TV V v r 12

3 OX12 ,} 

= _1_ J dWI01 dw
20 
_a_(~) oI(rl0) 

47TV v v ox10 , i r 12 OX10,j 

Integration by parts yields 

(2) 1 0 2 1 dw 20 
Ai} = - -1 dWI0------

v v OX 10 ,i OX 10 ,} v 47Tr12 
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1 . 0
2 ~ 1 ) = -- j dWI01 dW20 --

v v v OXI0,iOXI0,} 47Tr 12 

1 0
2 (1) = -1 dw 10 1 dw 20 -- • 

V v v ox 10 i OX 20 ,j 41Tr 12 
(3.12) 

This result shows that the second-order perturbation 
coefficient A~:) coincides with the so-called magneto
metric demagnetization tensor. 2 3,24 

The point-function demagnetization tensor Lij (rIO) is 
defined as follows: 24 ,25 

(3.13) 

where 

(3.14) 

Clearly, <p(r 10) given above is the potential of a uniformly 
charged particle of volume v with unit density, satisfying 
Poisson's equation in the interior and Laplace's equa
tion in the exterior. Therefore, we obtain 

(3.15) 

whence 

(3.16) 

The magnetometric demagnetization tensor is consi
dered to be the volume average of the pOint-function de
magnetization tensor; that is, 

(2) 1 1 1 1 02cp(r 10) 
Aij = - dw 10Lj} (rIO) = - - dWIO ----=-=--

V v V v OXI0,t OX 10 ,j 
(3.17) 

Now we can confirm that the average depolarizing fac
tor tensor A~~) depends only on the shape of cells and 
not on their iize. Assume that a cell M~ with volume v' 
is geometrically similar and similarly oriented to MI' 
Applying the formula (3.12) and changing coordinates, 
we see that 

(2)' 1 1 J 0
2 (1) A .. = - dw dw --

tJ 'v' 10 v' 20 :I " 47Tr v uXI0,i UX20,j 12 

_ A(2) 
- ij' (3.18) 

which completes the proof. Generally speaking, A~:) is 
not affected by the size distribution of cells, even when 
the medium consists of cells of varying size. 

Next, let us discuss the case where identical cells are 
randomly oriented. In this case the cell material is 
statistically isotropic, so that Ag) must be i I) tj as 
shown in Eq. (2. 52). In fact, Eq. (2.52) can be derived 
from the governing equations of A~) for uniformly 
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oriented cells. It goes without saying that Eq. (2.49) des
cribes the orientation dependence of A~). Averaging Eq. 
(2.49) over all possible orientations, we have 

(2) ( ) (2) 
Ajj == aikajk A(k)' (3.19) 

For randomly oriented cells, 

(3.20) 

which, together with the relation (a ik a jk> == Oij' gives 

A~~) == ~(Ai2) + A~2) + A~2»)Oij == ~Oij' (3.21) 

as was to be proved. 

C. Third-order perturbation term 

To seek A~) for a symmetric cell material in which 
identical cells are uniformly oriented, we investigated the 
behavior of the three-point correlation function 
f(r12' r 13) == g(r2V r 23)· The independence hypotheSis 
asserts that (E' (r1)E' (r2)E' (r 3 ) vanishes whenever all 
the points rv r2' r3 are not in the same cell. According
ly, 

(3.22) 

where P (r v r 2' r 3) stands for the probability that three 
pOints r 1, r 2, r3 fall into the same cell. Analogous to 
the derivation of Eq. (3.10), we have 

(3.23) 

The product of the two characteristic functions I(r 10) 
x I(r 30) assumes the values 1 when ro E Ml n M3 
and 0 otherwise. 

Combining Eqs. (2. 55), (3. 22), and (3.23), we can write 

(3) 1 r r J. 
Aij == ---), dW21J, dW23 dW20 

(41T)2v V V v 

X x21,i x 23.k o2I(r 10)I(r30) 

r21 3 r 23
3 oX21 ,kox23.j 

1 
== (41T)2V Iv dWIOIv dw 30.!" dW20 

x o(1/r21) o(1/r23) oI(rlO) oI(r30) 

OX 10 , i OX30 .k OX10.k OX30 ,j 
(3.24) 

By partial integration with respect to the variables xI O k 

and X30,j' Eq. (3. 24) becomes ' 

(3) 1 J. J. J. Aij == - dWIO dw 20 dw 30 V v v v 

(_1 ) 
41Tr 23 . 

(3.25) 
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It turns out that the third-order perturbation coefficient 
A~;) is related to the point-function demagnetization ten
sor L ij (r20) by 

(3.26) 

We shall deal further with the statistically isotropic 
case where congruent cells are oriented at random. In 
exactly the same way as we derived Eq. (3. 21), 

A~;) ==A(3)Oij ==~(Ai3) +A;3) +A;3»)o;j 

== .2. 0ij J. dW20Lkh2(r20)' (3.27) 
3v v 

Using the algebraic identity 

3(L11 2 + L222 + L33 2) == (L l1 + L22 + L33)2 

+ (L ll - L22)2 + (L 22 - L33)2 + (L33 - L l1)2, 
(3.28) 

we get from Eqs. (3. 16) and (3.27) 

A(3) > .2. J. dW20[L112(r20) + L 2i(r 20) + L 3i(r20)] ~ ;t. 
3v v 

(3.29) 

Miller18 has already conjectured that for a quantity G 
corresponding to A (3) 

if :s G :s t. (3.30) 

In a subsequent paper it will be proved that A (3) is 
equivalent to G introduced by Miller. 

D. Ellipsoidal cells 

The depolarizing factor tensors of an ellipSOid and its 
degenerate shapes (spheroid, sphere, thin plate, long rod, 
etc.) are well defined and unique. For these geometries 
the point-function demagnetization tensor is constant 
throughout the interior of the body, so that it need not be 
distinguished from the magnetometric demagnetization 
tensor. The eigenvalues of this tensor are the depo
larizing or demagnetizing factors that have been exten
sively discussed and tabulated. 26 .27 It follows from 
Eqs. (3. 17) and (3. 26) that for uniformly oriented ellip
soidal cells 

(3.31) 

(3.32) 

In words, the second-order and the third-order pertur
bation coefficients equal the depolarizing factor tensor 
and its square, respectively. 

When axes of ellipsoidal cells are aligned parallel with 
the coordinate axes, Eqs. (3.31) and (3.32) lead to 

Ag> ==A~~~Oij == L(i)Oij' 

AW == A~~~Oij == L(i) 20ij' 

(3.33) 

(3.34) 

where Li deSignate the depolarizing factors of the ellip
soid. According to potential theory, 2 8 the potential at an 
internal pOint ro of an ellipSOid of unit uniform density, 
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with center r1 and semiaxes a i in the Xi directions, may 
be expressed in the form 

a1a2a3 JoO( ~ X10.;2) <I>(r10) = --- 1 - L.J 
4 0 ;=1 s + a; 2 

ds 
x . 

[(s + a 1
2)(s + a22)(s + a 3

2)]1!2 

Consequently, 

(2) o <I> (r 10) 
Ai = L; = - --~'

OX10.(i) 2 

(3.35) 

As is well known, the integrals in the formulas (3.36) for 
the depolarizing factors of an ellipsoid are in general 
elliptic integrals. For a spheroid these integrals reduce 
to inverse circular or logarithmic functions. Let a 3 = a 
be the polar semi axis and a1 = a2 = e be the equatorial 
semiaxis, and put 

(3.37) 

Then,,for an oblate spheroid with the axial ratio 0/ = 
ale:s 1,26 

L = 1 [1 _ 0/ arccos0/1 ~ t. 
1 - 0/ 2 (1 - 0/ 2 )1/2 J (3.38) 

For a prolate spheroid with 0/ = ale ~ 1,26 

L = _1_) 0/ log[O/ + (0/2 _1)1/2] -1/:st. 
0/ 2 -1 (0/ 2 -1)1/2 \ 

(3.39) 

As the axial ratio 0/ increases from 0 to aJ, the depo
larizing factor L decreases monotonically from 1 to O. 

Several special cases are of interest. When 0/ = 0, the 
spheroid degenerates into a plate which is of infinite ex
tent in two dimensions. In this case, the expression 
(3.38) yields 

L = 1, A (2) - 1 
3 - • (3.40) 

Considering that any component of A~2) along the axis of 
infinite length must vanish under usual conditions, one 
can derive the above equations immediately from the 
fundamental relation (2.46). If 0/ = 1, the cell becomes 
a sphere and 

L = t, A (2) _ A (2) _ A (2) - 1. 
1 - 2 - 3 -3' 

(3.41) 

This is a natural consequence of the isotropy of spheres. 
As 0/ -) aJ, the spheroid degenerates into an infinitely long 
rod of circular cross section, for which 

L =·0, A (2) - A (2) - 1. 
1 - 2 -2, A (2) - 0 

3 - • (3.42) 

Unless the rod is axially symmetric, however, A?) and 
A~2) are not necessarily equal to each other. Actually, 
for a long rod of elliptic cross section with a1 '" a2 and 
a3 -) aJ, 

A (2) 
2 
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A (2) - 0 
3 - • 

(3.43) 

Now we can evaluate A~7) for randomly oriented 
spheroids. Equations (3.27) and (3.37) lead to 

from which one may easily deduce the bounds 
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~ :s A (3) :s t. (3.45) 

Even when the spheroid is assumed to be oblate, namely, 
t :s L :s 1, the range of A (3) is given by the inequalities 
(3.45). On the other hand, when the spheroid is prolate, 
we have 0 :s L :s t, so that 

(3.46) 

These results do not agree with the bounds derived by 
Miller, 18 who has obtained t :s A (3) :s 1; for oblate 
spheroids and"il :s A (3) :s t for prolate spheroids. 

In particular, A (3) = t corresponds to the shape of plates 
(L = 1), A (3) = t to the spherical shape (L = t), and 
A (3) = ~ to the shape of rods of circular cross section 
(L = 0) or the shape of oblate spheroids with L = t . 
Note that the cell shape is not uniquely determined from 
the value of A (3). If the long rods with a3 -7 aJ have 
elliptic cross section, A (3) becomes 

1 ~(a ) 2 (a ) 2J 1 [ A(3) - _ 2 + 1 - - 1-
3 al + a2 a1 + a 2 3 

whence we find 

(3.48) 

It may be shown that the above inequalities hold also for 
randomly oriented rods of arbitrary cross section. 

E. Nonellipsoidal cells 

In nonellipsoidal bodies, the point-function demagnetiza
tion tensor varies with position, and it is necessary to 
define the magnetometric demagnetization tensor as the 
volume average. Hence the perturbation coefficients of 
nonellipsoidal cells are extremely difficult to compute 
in contrast to the case of ellipsoids. For circular 
cylinders or rectangular parallelepipeds, however, both 
the pOint-function demagnetization tensor and magneto
metric demagnetization tensor have so far been calcu
lated. 2 9-31 By way' of example we shall present the 
eigenvalues of An~) for cells of rectangular parallele
pipeds. 

Let us consider a cell material composed of rectangular 
parallelepipeds with edge lengths 2bi in the Xi direc-

tions. Then the prinCipal axes of A?) are parallel to 
the edges of the ractangular paralleiepipeds. Direct 
calculation shows 29 

o2<I>(rl0) 1 
L 3 (r10) = - 2 47T 

OX10 •3 

1
(b3 + e3 x 10 •3)[t(b; + e j x 10 • i)2}/2~ 

X ~ arccot .=1 • 

e 1 ·"2.
e 3o±1 (b 1 + elx I0.l)(b..l + e 2x 10 .2) 

(3.49) 

The principal value of the inverse cotangent should be 
taken. From Eq. (3. 17) we obtain 
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(3.50) 

The result of integration is as follows 31: 

(2) 1 ~ [1 + k 2( {31, (32)]1/2 {31 2 - 1 
A3 = - 2 arc cot - --=--

7r {31{32 2{31 

(3 2 - 1 
X K([{31 2 + 1]1/2,(32) - 2 K([{322 + 1]1/2,{31) 

2{32 

{31K ( (31' (32) {3~( (32, (31) K(1, (32) 
+ + ----

2 2 2{31 

K(1,13 1) (32k (1, (32) (322 2k 3 (1, (32) 
---='---"":::" + -- + 

2{32 {31 3{31 3{31{32 

(31k(1, (31) (31 2 2k 3 (1, (31) 2 
- +--+ ---

{32 3{32 3{31132 3{31132 

_ k
3

( (31' (32) + k
2

( (31' (32) [1 + k 2( {31> (32)]1/2 
3{31{32 {31{32 

- _2_ [1 + k 2( {31' (32)J3/2 ( , (3.51) 
3{31{32 I 

where 

K(~, 71) = log k(~, 71) + 71 
k(~, 71) - 1] 
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A formulation of the propagator for a quantum system is constructed to simplify computation for 
multi particle systems. The propagator is manifested in terms of any complete set on the Hilbert 
space of physical states of the system. In the short-time limit a particularly simple matrix expression 
is obtained using an energy eigenstate basis. This formulation is shown to contain all orders of 
perturbation theory in an approximate form. Identical particle exchange is handled in a 
straightforward manner in which only the number of terms, but not the complexity, of expressions is 
affected. The number of terms is held to manageable proportions by approximating multiple-particle 
exchange with repeated operations containing only two-particle exchange. Three-particle exchange is 
represented exactly by this approximation in the limit of infinitesimal time steps. An argument is 
presented that indicates that this is also true for an arbitrary particle number. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The question of computing the properties of a quantum 
system is posed most generally as the problem of deter
mining the propagator, or Green's function of the equa
tion of motion. This determination may be approached 
from various points of view, but the most direct method 
is based on the Feynman functional integral formulation 
of quantum mechanics. 1 The relation between the path 
integral expression and the corresponding differential 
equation has been extensivelyexplored. 2•3 

The Wiener integral may be regarded as the "imaginary 
time" analog of the Feynman integral, and the two integ
rals stem from differential equations with identical 
eigenstate solutions. Wiener and Wiener-like func
tional integrals have been directly evaluated numerically 
for a number of simple cases. 4 - 6 However, for the 
Feynman integral, its elegant simplicity and intuitive 
appeal are not reflected in ease of computation for any 
systems but the free particle and harmonic oscillator. 
In these two cases the Feynman integral can be evalu
ated analytically. For essentially all other problems, it 
has so far resisted both analytic and numerical evalua
tion. 

The propagator formulation proposed here provides an 
alternative to the functional integral expression, while 
retaining much of its direct simplicity. We were led to 
this formulation by the fact that the propagator may be 
manifested in terms of any complete set on the Hilbert 
space of phySical states of a system. By manipulating 
the limiting forms of the propagator for small times 
and applying the semigroup composition law for the 
propagator, we arrive at a particularly simple expres
sion when we choose an energy eigenstate basiS. 

This formulation appears to be intermediate between 
the Feynman and SchrOdinger points of view. Our inten
tion is to provide a framework in which it may be pos
sible to perform the ab initio calculation of quantum 
systems in the fashion promised, but yet unfulfilled, by 
direct functional integration. 

For the purpose of practical calculation, two prinCipal 
advantages are promised by the proposed formalism. 
It retains those characteristics of the Feynman integral 
that make time evolution and identical particle exchange 
easy to handle. 6 Also, the ploy of computation in "imagi
nary time" (or the equivalent, reciprocal temperature) 
allows the ground state within the symmetry class of a 
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given propagator to be directly extracted. 5,6 For exam
ple, if the symmetries of the first n eigenstates are 
known and are distinct, we may obtain these n eigen
states simply by this method. An additional advantage 
is that the formalism allows one to use available physi
cal inSight by employing basis states that closely 
approximate the system. In this regard, the formalism 
is akin to approaches stemming directly from the Schro
dinger equation, but it differs strongly in that this insight 
is not necessary. 

An analySis of this formalism for the time evolution 
operator in terms of its relation to standard perturba
tion theory expreSSions is useful. We find that this 
formalism contains all orders of approximation in some 
form. As a consequence, it has the potential for handling 
large "perturbing" Hamiltonians. 

Because exchange may be introduced into a calculation 
at each infiniteSimal time step, the time evolution opera
tors may be approximated by operators involving only 
two particle exchange. In this apprOXimation, multiple 
particle exchange occurs naturally over several infinite
simal time steps. 

The major pOints alluded to above and the development 
of the formalism are taken up in the sections below in 
the following order: development and discussion of the 
fundamental relations including the energy represen
tation; relationship of this formalism to perturbation 
theory; relationship to the interaction picture and intro
duction of identical particle exchange. In Appendix A 
we discuss the generation of full permutation symme
tries by successive two particle exchange. 

2. GENERAL FORMALISM 

A quantum system may be described in terms of its 
unitary time evolution operator such that 

and, therefore, from the Schrodinger equation, 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

To realize a manifestation of (j as an integral operator 
in a function space, we consider that the physical Hilbert 
space, which has all physically permissible 11/1 (t) as 
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elements, is spanned by a complete set of elements 
{I a)}. This set may be parametrized by a discrete or 
continuous set of complex numbers {a}. Integrals de
fined over 0' are henceforth to be understood in a gene
ral sense: as either ,sums or integrals as is appropriate 
to the particular set {a}. The integral representation of 
U in terms of 0' is then 

(O"lltI(t» = J dO'(O"IU(t,t o)IO')(O'lltI(to»' (2.3) 

where the integral operator is now over the new Hilbert 
space of functions on the parameter set {a}. We will 
refer here to the kernel of Eq. (2. 3) as the propagator: 

K(O', 0", t, to) == (0"1 U(t, to)1 0'). (2.4) 

When the complete set employed is {Ix)}, the configura
tion space states, we recover the familiar form 

K(x V x 2, t, to) = (x21 exp (- i { Ii(T)dT) IXI) 

(2.5) = exp(- it- Ie: Ii(X 2)dT) o(x2 - Xl) 

(where li(x2 ) acts only on the x 2 coordinate) that may 
easily be cast into the usual functional integral form I 

K(x l , x 2' t, to) = A J exp(i { £ dT):D (x), (2.6) 

with g the classical Lagrangian, A a constant, and J:D (x) 
indicating functional integration over all "paths" from 
Xl to x 2. Another choice, leading to a functional integral 
expression also having a straightforward relation to 
classical mechanics, is the continuous set of overcom
plete coherent states {I z) 1, studied in their application 
to the propagator by Klauder7 and Schweber,8 and in 
their generalization to arbitrary "continuous represen
tations" by Klauder. 9 

If the interval (t - to) is divided into N equal small inter
vals T, the composition law 

permits us to write 

N-l 
K(O' 0'0' N' t, to) = J dO' 1 J dO' 2' .. J dO' N-l /:0 

K(O'j'O'j+l,T). (2.7) 

But K(O'j' O'j+l' T), for small T, may be replaced by a 
Simplified approximate form that effectively transforms 
Eq. (2. 7) into a limiting multiple Riemann integral form 
for the functional integral: 

K(O' 0'0' N' t, to) 

lim 
T->O 

N->oo 
(NT =t-to) 

The possibility of replacing K(O'j' 0"+1' T) by 
exp[(i/fi)T5(O'j' O'j+v T)] where this [generalized function) 
is defined by 

5(O'j'O'j+l,T) =- (iIf/T)LnK(O'j'O'j+I,T) + const (2.9) 

would permit the formulation of the propagator for a 
given set {I a)} in a manner analogous to Eq. (2. 6), but 
not necessarily with the inherent classical Significance. 
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Using Eq. (2. 9), we have the limiting expreSSion 

N->OO 
lNT=t-tO) 

x eX/iii. ~1 T5(0' 'O"+I,T)\ \J j=O J J 'l 
= A J :D(O' )exp(ir { 5(0' 0' 0', aN' T) dT) . 

(2.10) 
Assuming, for simpliCity, that the Hamiltonian is not 
time dependent, we adopt a complete set of orthogonal 
states corresponding to some Hermitian operator (which 
we will represent as an arbitrary part of the system 
Hamiltonian). Let Ii = iiI + H 2' where 

Ii 11 n) = En I n) and (n'l n) = o~,n for all nand n' . 

We emphasize that the choice of states {I n)} (and there
fore of iiI) is arbitrary ~nd need not represent a large 
part of the Hamiltonian H. We will further assume that 
the parameter set {n} is discrete, since this simplifica
tion does not substantially alter our results. The propa
gator may be written in this representation as 

K(n, n', t - to) = (n'l exp[- (i/f[)(1i I + Ii 2)(t - to)]1 n). 
(2.11) 

In the limit of small (t - to) the exponential operator 
may be factored into two parts, since the first correc
tion to this factoring apprOXimation is quadratic in 
(t - to): 

K(n, n', T) ~ (n'l exp[- (i/fi) Ii 1 T] exp[- (i/Ii) Ii 2T] 1 n), 
(2.12a) 

K(n, n', T) == exp[- (i/f[) E 1,n' T] (n' I exp[(i/Ii) Ii 2T] In>. 
(2. 12b) 

The ordering of the operators in Eq. (2.12) is clearly 
arbitrary. The limiting form of K is independent of the 
choice of ordering, of course, but the approximate form 
for finite T differs with the ordering of the operators. 
For instance, the approximation in Eq. (2. 12) can be 
made exact to second order in T, rather than first, by 
symmetrically splitting the Ii 1 factor. 

Define the matrix elements 

[~(T) ]n',n == (n'l exp[- (i/Ii) Ii 2T] In>, 

[~(T)]n',n == exp[- (i/f[) EI,n' T ][~(T)Jo ',n' 

(2.13a) 

(2. 13b) 

We may write Eq. (2. 8), in this representation, as a 
matrix element of the Nth power of-i: 

lim 
T-+O 

(2.14a) 

lim 
T-+O 

(2. 14b) 

In general,A is a matrix of infinite order, and as such 
the matrix clements of the Nth power are understood 
as the limit of the Nth power of a finite order matrix 
as the order increases without bound. The T limit is 
taken subsequent to this process. However, as we have 
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our attention focussed on possible applications to nu
merical computations, the precise definitions of the 
limiting processes are of secondary importance here. 

It is quite illustrative of the inherent simpliCity of Eq. 
(2.14) to write the product in terms of the diagonalizing 
transformation for ::!(t): 

::!N = ~~l::!~)N~-l = ~~~-1, (2.15) 

where 

for {A J the eigenvalues of::!. 

The matrix ~ may be represented as lO 

(2. 16) 

where {1m)} are the eigens!ates of the operator 
exp[-(i/n)H1T] exp[-(i/n)H2T]. We may use this to re

write Eq. (2.15) as 

~N)n.m = R. (nII)(~Nh.k(kl m). 

The limiting expression (in which N -> OO,NT = t - to 
are understood) 

is determined by the fact that 

liml in) = I iii), 
T-+O 

where the {I m)} are the eigenstates of (R 1 + R 2)' 

The final result is that 

(2.17) 

(2.18) 

lim (AN)n m(t) = (nl (L) I i) (i I exp[-(i/n) E1t] I m\, (2.19) 
T-+O -. 1 I 
where t = NT and the {E1}are the eigenvalues of 
(R 1 + R 2)' Therefore, Eq. (2. 14b) does lead us back to 
the simple propagator expression in terms of the eigen
states of the full Hamiltonian (let to = 0). 

For finite values of T the matrix A is still unitary, a 
property which yields a set of simple sum rules for 
powers of::!. Referring to Eq. (2.12), we define 

L)KN(m,n,NT)(mll/l(to) == (nltii(NT + to)' 
m 

such that 

By the unitarity of A, (tii I tii) = 1 and choosing Il/I(T 0) = 
11), we obtain -

(2.20a) 
11 n 

Referring to the definitions in Eq. (2. 13), it is obvious 
that 

L) I (g(T)h.n 12 = 1. (2.20b) 
J;l 

A particularly useful form of the equations of motion of 
a quantum system where the Hamiltonian is partitioned 
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(as it is here) is the interaction representation. From 
our point of view of taking vanishingly small time steps 
to generate the full propagator, we go to an interaction 
representation that involves only a trivial modification 
of the equations. In the representation defined by the 
Hamiltonian R 1 

Il/I j (t) == exp[(i/n)R 1 t] exp[- (i/n)(R 1 + R 2) t] Il/I(t = 0). 

Therefore, 
(2.21) 

Kj(n', n, T) = (nl exp[(i/It)R IT] exp[-(i/n)R IT] 

x exp[-(i/n)R2Tll n'). 

Thus, the appropriate matrix replacing A(t) is simply 
~(t), and we have -

(2.22) 

The effect is simply to eliminate the phase factors asso
ciated with the Hamiltonian R l' The sum rule in Eq. 
(2.20b) is clearly independent of the representation. 

3. RELATION TO PERTURBATION THEORY 

The approximate solution for a complex quantum system 
is often obtained by some variant of perturbation theory 
based on the solution to a simpler problem. In this light, 
it is of interest to analyze the approximate solutions 
contained in Eq. (2. 14) for finite values of T and N. We 
address the problem of extracting the groups of terms 
from Eq. (2.14) corresponding to different orders of 
standard perturbation theory for the case where R 2 is 
such that the perturbation series converges. Following 
this program, we find that for finite Nand T the approxi
mate equivalence of the two sides of Eq. (2.14) leads to 
approximate integration formulas for the multiple time 
integrals of the first N orders of standard perturbation 
theory. In the limit where Eq. (2. 14) becomes exact, the 
expression extends to all orders of perturbation theory 
as the integral approximations become exact. 

We wish to group the terms in Eq.(2.14) in powers of 
the "perturbing" Hamiltonian R 2' The expression for 
our comparison is the series form of the time evolution 
operatorll 

00 

U(t, to) = U o(t, to) + L) U(n)(t, to)' 
n ~1 

(3. 1a) 

where 

Uo(t,t o) = exp[-(i/n)(t - to)R1] 

U(n)(t,t o) = (ili)-n r·· J dT ndT n- 1 '" dT1UO(t,tn ) 

x R 2U O(T n' Tn-I) ... R 2U O(T 2,tO)' 

t>Tn>Tn-l>"'>Tl>tO' (3.1b) 

The integration is over that part of n-dimensional space 
satisfying the indicated time-ordering constraint. To 
obtain all the mth order terms in R 2 from E9' (2.14), we 
need only consider the first m terms in the H 2 expansion 
of the exponential form ~(t). We have assumed here that 
R 2 is free of explicit time dependence. Then, for a jth 
order expression, we use the terms 

( i) T
a 

- - - (H 2a)n m' 
It (\'! - . 

(3.2) 

with 

~~)n.m = L) (nIR 2Ik1) 
k1 .k2 •• ... ka - 1 

X (k1IR2Ik2>" '(ka-1IR21 m). 
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The jth order terms of AN are then obtained by extract
ing them from the Nth power of A obtained from sub
stituting the expression from E~ (3.2) for (q(t»n'.n in 
Eq. (2. 13b). 

To illustrate this procedure, we will obtain the first few 
orders while keeping in mind that this specific ordering 
of the components of the evolution operator need not be 
retained. The first order terms arise from the expres
sion 

(where the operation of raising to the Nth power is 
understood to apply to the matrix having the (n', n) ele
ments indicated in the brackets). The first order terms, 
indicated by (n' 117(1)(t1tO)1 n), are given by 

(n' 1 17 (1)(t1 to) 1 n) = - i/fiTHn '.n 

x {exp[-(i/ll) En.NT 1 + exp[- (i/h)En.(N - I)Tl 

x exp[-(i/n)EnTl + ... + exp[-(i/n) En.Tl 

x exp[-(i/n) En(N -lh]), (3.3) 

where to has been set equal to zero for simplicity. 

In the limit as T ~ O(N ~ co), the above expression is 
indeed equivalent to Eq. (3. Ib) for n = 1: 

lim (n' 117 (1)(t) 1 n) = - (i/n)Hn, n 1t dT 1 
T-O • 0 

Equation (3.3) clearly represents a trapezoidal rule 
integral approximation to the limiting expression. 
Furthermore, the abscissas defining the formula are 
determined by the ordering in Eq. (2.12). For instance, 
splitting the R 1 term yields abscissas centered in each 
time increment T. 

The expression in Eq. (3.3) may also be directly sum
med. Thus 

where wn.n' = (En - En,)/h. The equivalence of this 
expression with the integral of Eq. (3.4) in the limit 
T ~ 0 is thus established quite easily: 

~~ (n' 1 17U)(t) 1 n) = - ~Hn .. n exp (- ~En' t) 
NT~t 

x J1 - exp(-iwn.n• t)} (3.6) 
t iwn •n • • 

The j sums in the general jth order expression may be 
Similarly calculated and shown to reduce to the appro
priate integral expressions. In Appendix B we calculate 
the second order expressions of Eq. (3. 8). The second 
order terms are obtained from 
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[exp (- ~En'T) (5n •. n - ~THn .. n + H~) 2T2 YHn •. 1H1.n)] N. 

(3.7) 

In this case there are two classes of terms contributing 
to the entire second order-those stemming from the 
second and third terms of Eq. (3. 7), respectively. Thus, 

(nl17(2)(NT)ln) = (-~tT2yHn .. lHl.n 

x Ni;2 .0 exp (- iEn.(N -1 - k)T\ 
k~O m~O n ) 

x exp (- irEl(k - m + I)T) exp (- kEnmT) 

(3.8) 

The weighting of these sets of terms by T2 and T 2 /2 
reflects their geometric significance as components of a 
two-dimensional integral approximation. In Fig. 1 the 
appropriate square grid for N = 4 is shown with the 
abscissas for the second set of terms indicated by open 
circles, and their integration regions are shaded. 

The situation is much the same for the third order 
terms, with a single exception. The extremal terms, 
those satisfying the time ordering constraint in the limit 
of Simultaneity (T 1 = T 2 = T 3' .. T n-1 = Tn)' are weighted 
by a factor that is less than that expected from direct 
application of a trapezoidal rule: the geometriC value of 
the integration region is T3/4 instead of T 3 /6. Inspec
tion of Eq. (3. 2) indicates that all the extremal terms 
for third order and above will be weighted in a similar 
fashion. The ratio of the geometric to the actual weight
ing factors is seen to be n! /2n - 1 for the nth order extre
mal terms. As N becomes large, however, the approxi
mate expressions approach the exact limit as a trape
zoidal rule since the number of extremal terms is less 

4~-------.---------r--------.-------~ 
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1 2 
E 

I 
I 
1 

I 
I 
I 

I ------T-----
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I --------. .--------~ 2 3 4 

(k -r 1) 

FIG.1. N = 4 grid for integration domain of second order terms. The 
dots and circles indicate the abscissas of the first and second sets of 
terms of Eq. (3.8), respectively. 
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than the total number of terms by a factor that is pro
portional to liN. 

Thus for finite T and N the procedure defined by Eq. 
(2. 14) is related to the perturbation series in an interest
ing way. It sums approximately all orders of perturba
tion theory where we may characterize the approxima
tion by a trapezoidal-like integration rule. 

For a given value of N, those orders of perturbation 
theory greater than N are represented by a single term 
each. These are the terms remaining after we have 
identified the above mentioned integral approximations 
for the first N orders of perturbation theory and are 
therefore of little significance to the approximation for 
reasonably large values of N. 

4. EXCHANGE SYMMETRIES 

The system states considered so far are completely 
general and therefore implicitly include proper permu
tation symmetries for many-particle systems. However, 
when faced with the problem of reducing the above con
siderations to a form amenable to actual computation, 
the retention of fully permuted states can be quite pon
derous. The full consideration of exchange requires 
that we use a total propagator that is effectively the 
sum of propagators in single particle quantum numbers 
(or coordinates); each of the terms in the sum being 
characteristic of one possible permutation of the Single 
particles. The advantage of the present approach in 
dealing with this complexity is that for small T we need 
only consider two-particle exchange, because the ensuing 
sequence of two-particle exchanges will generate any 
possible exchange. 6 This contention is quite intuitive 
but demands a more detailed analysis that is partially 
provided in Appendix A. 

If K(n, n', t) is a many-particle propagator, written with
out exchange symmetry, we may express the full pro
pagator (using the results of Appendix A) by the relation 

KE(nO' nN,NT) = lim .0 ... .0[1 A (1 ± ~ p) 
T"'O n

1 
nN-1 J-l 

x K(n j , nj+1,T), (4.1) 

where A is a normalization constant,P is the two
particle permutation operator acting over all M ex
changes [M = L(L - 1)/2 if all L particles are identical), 
and the ± sign indicates Bose or Fermi statistics. 

In terms of the matrices in Eq. (2.13), Eq. (4. 1) be
comes, for L particles, 

KE(n,n',T) =A(l ± ~p) exp(-i j~En;T) 
x ({nj} I exp (- iIi2T) I{nj }) 

=A exp(-k j~ En;) ({nj}1 exp(-kIi2T) 

x (1 ± ~P)I{n)). (4.2) 

Define the new exchanged matrix 

[qE(T)l{njl,{nj} == ({nj}lexp(-i-B2T)A(1 ± ~p) I {n)) , 

(4.3) 

and we may cast the exchanged propagator into a form 
identical to Eq. (2. 14). 
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Thus, 

KE({nJ},{nJ'},t) = lim (Aif(T»{n!) {n.!' (4.4a) 
T"'O - J ' J 

where 

~E(T){n!} .{n.} == exp (- k~ En!T) (~E(T»{n!) ,(n.)· 
J} J~l} } } (4.4b) 

The crux of the calculation of a fully exchanged pro
pagator is therefore the determination of ~E(t), a small
time, two-particle exchanged matrix. 

5. IMAGINARY TIME 

From the form of the equation 

Iill/l(t) = iti ;t Il/I(t) (5.1) 

in the Schrodinger picture, we can replace the quantity 
(it) by the imaginary time coordinate E to obtain a diffu
sion type equation. 

By using the eigenstates of Ii, {I l>}, the evolution opera
tor for Eq. (5. 1) is 

Then the propagator, in the representation of eigenstates 
of Ii l' along the imaginary time coordinate becomes 

Kj(n, n', E) =..0 exp[-(E/ti)E1] (n'll> (I In). (5.3) 
I 

As (t - to) becomes sufficiently large, we recognize 
that the ground state of the system emerges as a diago
nal element of K j : 

Therefore, the ground state energy of the system is 
given by 

Eo = -(tilE) ll~ In[Kj(n, n, E + t)IKj(n, n, t)]. (5.5) 

It has been pointed out before 5. 6 that, by restricting the 
symmetry of the propagator, the results of Eqs. (5. 4) 
and (5.5) may be obtained within each such restricted 
symmetry class. 

APPENDIX A 

The proposed method could be used to great advantage 
if we need consider only two -particle exchange in an 
N -particle propagator. To do this, we require that two
particle exchange generates, after a large number of 
time steps, not only all possible permutations, but gene
rates them in equal numbers so that the final propaga
tor is correctly symmetrized. If Pjj indicates the two
particle exchange operator, we may state the theorem 
to be proved in the form 

(A1) 

where {Pn } is the full symmetric group of order Nand 
o~±) carries the appropriate algebraic sign. For N = 2, 
Eq. (A1) is true since 

(1 ± P 12)2 = 2(1 ± P12 ). 

For N = 3, the problem is already much more compli-
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cated. We will carry out a direct proof for N = 3 (since 
this is an important case) and then merely indicate a 
proof for the general case. 

There are six possible permutations for N = 3 and 
three permutation classes: 

.(123) I. , 
123 

(
1 23) P 23 : , 
132 

(
123) P l2 : , 
213 

C. , .(123) 
312 

P
l3

: (1 23), 
321 

C2: (1 23). 
2 3 1 

Using the decomposition of the operators C and C2, 

C = Pl2P23 = P l3Pl2 = P23Pl3 , 

C2 = P23P12 = P12Fl3 = P13P23 , (A2) 

we take the powers of [1 + (P 12 + P13 + P23 )] and 
designate the coefficients of the three permutation clas
s~s ~as follows: A for the identity,B for {Pij }, and C for 
{C, C 2}. At this point we may simplify subsequent 
manipulations by absorbin.$ the ± sign into the definition 
of the exchange operator Pi)" Since the parity of a per
mutation is determined by the number of exchange fac
tors into which it decomposes, this measure eliminates 
the need for the o~±) in Eq. (A1). The recursion relations 
for these coefficients (where n indicates the power in
volved) are 

(A3a) 

(A3b) 

(A3c) 

with Al = B 1 = 1, C 1 = ° as initial conditions. The 
equation may be simplified by eliminating Cn-l' using 
the first and third equations to obtain C n = An - 1. Then 
we have 

Bn = B n-1 + 3An- l - 2. (A4) 

In matrix form {with An = (An,B n), M = [~tJ and y = 
(0,2)}, Eqs. (A3a) and (A4) become 

An = MeAn_1 -y. 

Iterating this relation gives 

n 

An = Mn-l ·A l - E; Mn-i 'y. 
i=2 

(A5) 

(A6) 

Our theorem is proved if limn~C() An ~ (1,1), which is 
the case [by Eq. (A6)] if limn~C() Mn ~ [1 n That this is 
true can be shown as follows: 

and since 

[
0 1J i= 1 [~ ~J ' 
10 [OlJ 

1 ° ' 

i even 

i odd 
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where 

[njodd ( n ) 
f3 n = E; . 

2j+l~1 2z + 1 
(A7) 

Now since we have the relations 

(ABa) 

and 

(ABb) 

we combine them and take the limit: 

lim [(O'n - f3 )/(O'n + f3 )] = lim (- 1/2)n = 0. 
n-'OO n n n-OO 

(A9) 

Thus, the theorem is seen to be true for N = 3. 

For the general case, we find it useful to label the per
mutation operations {Pn } and the coefficients for these 
{an}' Now consider the operator 

(
1 ± -£ p)L ~ E;a o(±)P, (AlO) 

.. t) n n n 
1<] n 

and further restrict the {an} so that E;n an = constant. 
This is simply a choice of normalization that somewhat 
simplifies the following. Consider the product 

(1 ± ~ p) ("" a P O(±») = "" a' o (±)P ~ tJ U n n n LJ n n n 
J.<} n n 

(All) 

which results at each time step. Since the coeffiCients 
are assumed positive [the signs of the terms in Eq. 
(A10) determined by the parity of the permutationsl, we 
may write the change in {an} as follows: 

an 

6a n == a~ - an = E; a j - ~N(N - l)an, (A12) 
} 

where the sum is over the set of operators connected 
to Pn by single pair exchanges. We may also decompose 
the above expression into the parts due to each pair 
exchange. If P ij takes P" into Pk , then Pi} also takes Pk 
into Pn since (Pij )2 = 1. Therefore, we have 

It is clear at this point that one steady state solution is 
in fact the desired one: where ak = al for all k and l 
(::=:: N! ). It is also clear that any difference between two 
coefficients results in a change that tends to eliminate 
the difference. 

This is far from being a complete proof, but it is a 
strong argument for the existence of such a proof. 

Note added in proof: 

There exists a theorem, similar to (A1), which decom
poses the sum E;n o~±) Pn into a finite number of two 
particle exchange factors. The factorization 

"" ( ~ 1'1-1 ( N ~) LJ 0 ±) P = IT 1 ± E; p .. 
n n n j =1 i =j+ 1 I} 

differs substantially from (Al), however, in that the 
factors are not identical and therefore may not be en
corporated into the expression for the propagator as 
the Nth power of a matrix operator. 
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APPENDIX B 

The second order finite time step expression for the 
evolution matrix, given by Eq. (3. 8), may be reduced to 
a much simpler expression by carrying out the indi
cated summations. Thus, 

- ~El(k - m + I)T - ~TEnm) 

+ (- ~y T; Y Hn',lHl,n Eo 
x exp (- ~En,(N - m}7 - ~EnmT). (Bl) 

Performing the sum over m, we obtain 

(n' lu(2)(t)ln) = (-~r yHn',lHl,n exp(-~En,t) 

x [p: T2 exp[- iWl,n,T(k + 1)] 

x (1 - exp[- iWn,lT(k + 1)]) 
1 - exp(- iWn,lT) 

+ T2 (1 - exp(- iWn.nNT))] . (B2) 
2 1 - exp(- iWn.n,T) 

Summing again, 

~2 (eXP[- iw1.n,T(k + 1)] - exp[- i(wl.n' + wn,l)(k + 1}7) 
k= 0 1 - exp(- iWn.l T) 

[(
1- exp[- iwln,(N -1)T]) 

= [1 - exp(- iWn IT)]-1 ' 
. 1 - exp(- iW1,n,T) 

, (1 - exp[- iwn.n,(N - 1}7]) 
x exp(-lw l .n,T) - ') 

1 - exp(- lWn,n,T 

(B3) 
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The final closed expression becomes 

( '1-(2)()1 ) _ (_i)2 " [T2 eXP[-(i/fi)En,t] 
nut n - fi uHn'lH l 1 ' ,n 1 - exp(- iWn IT) 

x (exp(- iWl,n,T) - exp(- iW1,n,t) 

1 - exp(- iWl,n,T) 

_ exp(- iWn,n,T) - exp(- iWn.n,t)) 

1 - exp(- iWn,n,T) 

+ T2 exp C iEn) (1 - exp(- iWn,n,t))] . 
2 ,- fi ') 1 - exp(- iWn n,T) 

(B4) 

If we now take the T -7 0 limit, the final term vanishes 
and we have 

- (i)2 H, IHI lim (nil u (2)(t) I n) = + _ ~ n, ,n 
r .... O fi I wn,l 

Nr=t 

X (eXP[-(i/fi) En,t] [1 - exp(- iWl,n,t)] 

wI,n' 

_ exp[-(i/fi)En,t][1 - exp(- iWn.n,t)]), 
(B5) 

wn.n' 

which is the value of the second order integral as ex
pected. Higher orders are quite clearly obtained by the 
same procedures. 
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Many perturbation series solutions to stochastic differential equations suffer from secularity; that is, 
individual terms in the series behave as some power of an independent variable, and thus diverge as 
that variable goes to infinity. We derive a method of renormalizing the "free" or "unperturbed" 
Green's function by summing a certain class of terms and including them in the Green's function. 
The terms included in this class correspond to Markovian interaction with the stochastic field. The 
remainder of the perturbation series corresponds to non-Markovian corrections. We give a 
diagrammatic interpretation of the individual terms in the perturbation series. We may solve, under 
certain assumptions, the explicit form of the Markovian Green's function. We apply this method to 
plasma turbulence, and show that it produces Dupree's theory of turbulence. We derive the 
condition for validity of the perturbation expansion, which is that particles are not "trapped" by the 
turbulent waves. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The study of plasma turbulence is a subset of the general 
study of stochastic differential equations. Several 
plasma turbulence theories depend on methods of de
fining suitable perturbation expansions. Recently, we 
proposed a simple statistical model,l which reproduced 
the results of Dupree2 and Weinstock. 3 We wish to show 
here the relationship between the somewhat heuristic 
methods we used, and classical methods of solving 
stochastic differential equations. In particular, we will 
derive a Green's function for the Vlasov equation which 
leads to a nonsecular perturbation series. Assuming a 
Markovian process, we will derive the explicit form of 
the Green's function. 

We consider first a stochastic differential equation of 
the form 

Lf= 0 (1. 1) 

where L is a stochastic operator, and f, the random field 
quantity, is an element of an infinite dimension vector 
space H. The averaging operator A is a projection 
operator onto the space AH. L is composed of two 
parts: the averaged or "unperturbed" component Lo == 
AL, and the stochastic or "interaction" component L' == 
(I - A)L, where I is the identity operator. 

The equations for the average part of f,! == Af, and the 
stochastic part,!' == (I - A)f, are 

LO! + AL'f' = 0, 

Lo!' = (A - I)L'f' - L' J 

(1. 2) 

(1. 3) 

Neglecting initial value terms, the formal solution to 
Eq. (1. 3) is 

<Xl 

f' = ~ [Lol(A - I)L']nJ. (1. 4) 
n =1 

Therefore, Eq. (1. 2) becomes 

<Xl 

{Lo + AL' ~ [Lo1(A - L)L']n}] = O. (1. 5) 
n =1 

Eq. (1. 5) is called a master equation for J. Note that it 
is in the form 

(Lo -M)] = o. (1. 6) 

M is called the mass operator. The Green's function 
for Eq. (1. 6) is 
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G = Lol + Lo1MG. (1. 7) 

Eq. (1. 7) is the Dyson equation. 4 

The difficulty with classical perturbation equations of 
the form of Eq. (1. 5) is that the individual terms are 
secular-that is, if Lo = a/at + (v)a/aR,for example, they 
behave as some power of t and thus diverge for large t . 
The entire series may converge, but any finite sum of 
terms may diverge. 

To avoid the secularity problem, one attempts partial 
summation of the perturbation series. Two methods of 
doing this are the method of smoothing,4 and of re
normalization. 5 A recent paper by Besieris6 found 
stochastic master equations of the form of Eq. (1. 6). 
The problem with his formulation, shared with many 
other formulations, is that the resultant Green's function 
is expressed as a series propagated by the "free" 
Green's function, Lo1. In this case,as we attempt to 
evaluate terms in the series, secular terms again appear. 

To see this, we sketch out an argument given in more 
detail by Frisch.4 The basic assumptions are that the 
medium is homogeneous and the process is stationary. 
In this case the poles of the Fourier transform of Lol 
are real. When the ensemble average is taken and the 
transform inverted, we have contributions from terms 
like (S - wi)-n,n > 2, where S is the integration vari
able and Wi is the ith pole of Le}. Evaluating the con
tribution of this pole by residues, we obtain factors like 
(Z/nl)tn exp(iwil),giving rise to secularity. 

To renormalize the Green's function, we introduce a 
damping term, i.e., an imaginary contribution to the pole 
of the Green's function operator G. This damping term 
will limit the magnitude of the terms in the perturbation 
series as t increases. 

The object of this paper is to give a prescription for 
defining a "perturbed" Green's function which has a 
well-defined physical meaning; it applies to the case in 
which the random function f is undergoing a Markov 
process. We shall show in diagrammatic terms exactly 
what terms are lumped into the Green's function, and 
what are left in the remaining perturbation series. We 
can evaluate the Green's function self-consistently under 
certain approximations. 

2. THE PERTURBED GREEN'S FUNCTION 

To both sides of Eq. (1.3) we add a perturbation opera
tor,Pf': 

(La + P)f' = pf' + (A - 1)Vf' - L'f. (2.1) 
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The idea is to use Pf' to subtract a certain subset of 
terms in the perturbation series. The Green's function 
we use to generate the series is defined in terms of p: 

G = (La + p)-l. (2.2) 

We could immediately terminate the series by defining 
Pf' =- (A -1)L'f'. Unfortunately,Eq.(2.2) becomes 
more difficult to solve for than the full operator L'. 

Instead, we shall iterate the right hand side of Eq. (2.1) 
using G: 

(La + P)f' 

= PI' + (A - 1 )L'G[Pf' + (A - 1)L'j' - L'J] - L'l. 

(2.3) 

We shall use Pf' to cancel all or part of the underlined 
term in Eq. (2. 3). At this point, we can take two paths. 
If we cancel all of the underlined term, G becomes a 
stochastic operator. We then have a simple perturbation 
series, but we will not be able to evaluate G. In the 
second case, we use P to cancel only the nonstochastic 
part of the operator L'G(A - I)L'. Then G is a non
stochastic operator which we may find exactly. 

We anticipate that a non stochastic G will in general be 
easier to handle in calculations, since the averaging, for 
example, does not need to include correlations between 
L' and G. More importantly, the nonstochastic Green's 
function can be considered the probability distribution 
function for trajectories in phase space, and thus may 
be used to propagate both f' and 1 forward in time. 

A. Stochastic Green's function 

We consider the first case, and denote this by the sub
script 1. 

(2.4) 

Therefore, Eq. (2.1) becomes 

(Lo + Pl)f' = - (A - I)L'G l (A - I)L'G l (A - I)L'f' 

+ (A - 1)L'Gl (A -l)L'I + (A - 1)L'1, (2.5) 

where we have used the relation AL'l = O. We have 
neglected initial conditions for f', but they may be kept 
with only a little added complexity. 

Defining K = G (A - l)L', the solution for f' is 

00 

f' = ~ (- K3)n(K2 + K)I, (2.6a) 
n =0 

00 

= ~ (1 - K)nKn+1J. (2.6b) 
n =0 

The reduction from Eq. (2. 6a) to Eq. (2. 6b) is accom
plished using trivial operator identities. 

Let us compare the diagram expansions of Eqs. (1.4) 
and (2.6) using the following conventions. L' is a 
vertex, represented by a dot: "'''. LOI is represented 
by a straight line. Any perturbed operator, G, is repre
sented by a wavy line" IVVII ." If two quantities are en
semble averaged, we draw a dotted line between them; 
e.g., 

AL'LolL' = .c:::. . 
The factors of (A - 1) mean that, when the final averag-
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ing is completed, we cannot have an unconnected dia
gram; that is, one that a cut can be made through bet
ween vertices without touching a dotted line. An example 
of a connected diagram is 

An example of an unconnected diagram is 
...-""" [ ...... 

We shall not retain the factors of (A - 1), but simply 
remember that, when the final averaging is done, un
connected diagrams are forbidden. 

Then the diagram expansion for Eq. (1. 4) is 

f'=-[-- • • + - ... - ... - ..... 
• •• + ... ]1. 

While the diagram expansion for Eq. (2. 6) is 

f'=-[~-~+~ 

-~+"']J. 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

Note that the terms with 3n vertices are missing. They 
have been absorbed into the Green's function. The per
turbation expansion shown in Eq. (2. 8) appears simple, 
but averaging it is difficult, since G is stochastic. 

The diagram form for the Green's function equation is 

vvv=-+ ~ (2.9) 

B. Nonstochastic Green's function 

Now we take the next approach to defining the Green's 
function. If we consider the stochastic differential Eq. 
(1. 1) as defining the evolution of the function f in the 
phase space of independent variables, then the Green's 
function is a trajectory operator. The average Green's 
function then takes on the character of a probability 
distribution function for quantities defined along the 
statistical trajectories. 

In order that the Green's function equation is the same 
as the Kolmogorov equation for the probability distribu
tion function, we define 

(2.10) 

where (L'G 2L') =AL'G2L' = ~ . Eq. (2.1) becomes 

(La + P)f' = [(A - 1)L' - (L'G 2L')]f' - L'l, (2.11) 

with the solution 
00 

f' = ~ {G 2(A - I)L' - G2(L'G 2L')}nG2(A - I)L'J. 
n=O (2.12) 

We now substitute Eq. (2. 12) into Eq. (1. 2) to obtain 
00 

[Lo - (L'G 2L')]I = ~ (L'{G 2(A - I)L' - G2(L'G 2L,)}n 
n =1 

XG 2 L')I. (2.13) 

The solution to Eq. (2.13) is 

00 

I = G 210 + G 2 ~ 
n =1 
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where J 0 is the given initial condition. Eq. (2. 14) appears 
complex, but has a Simple diagram representation. 

Let us neglect triple and higher order correlations; that 
is, we apply the random phase approximation. This is 
consistent with our basic assumption of Markov inter
actions. Eq. (2. 14) becomes 

/ .... --,">,,-- ... \ / ... --'/'~--- -~ ... < " 
J='VVvlo+[.J~+~ 

(2.15) 

The rules for this diagram expansion are that (1) every 
dotted line must connect two vertices; (2) no unconnected 
diagrams are permitted; (3) all lines must cross. 

The equation for G2 is 

(2.16) 

With the formal expansion, 

"""'=-+ 
.... ---), + 

+ _ ...... .::_-~--..... --;.,:..7"_-::----.::. ...... -....;.::.:-. __ 

+ ,,----.. (2.17) 

+ - ...... ,:."-"-".:.-::....--.. 4I: ..... '=...---'l>__ ...... ""-.. --..... _--

~ .... -............ ----.. --.. .... , .. 

+ - ...... ~,/-' .....• "-/-'-..... ,i--.::-;.+---~_'\.---'_- + .... 

Firsch4 calls Eq. (2.16) the Kraichnan equation. Kraich
nan derived it as a complete Green's function to a 
"model" problem, Le., one whose stochastic dynamics is 
modeled by the theoretician in such a way as to produce 
an exactly solvable problem, but whose relationship to 
physical reality may not be clear. 7 Here we have de
veloped the Kraichnan Green's function as an incomplete 
Green's function for the physical system, and have ex
plicitly shown the resulting perturbation series. 

Compare Eq. (2. 17) with the equivalent expansion for the 
first order smoothed Green's function: 

'VVv - + ~'-~.""", 

'-, .-, .-, 
l , ~ 

, , , ' , 
+ + • I 

+ _ ...... ' .. "..",\ ..-. + " . (2.18) . .. 
It is clear that Eq. (2. 17) for G2 contains many more 
terms than does Eq. (2. 18). In particular, it contains all 
diagrams with two-vertex clusters and no crossing of 
lines. Note that the diagrams for G2 may be unconnected. 
It is tempting to ascribe physical content to the indivi
dual terms of the perturbation series. As pure con
jecture-but perhaps a useful one-we suppose that terms 
of the form 

.. -... ...-, 

{ " '" . 
represent events occuring at different times and differ
ent places. We call these sequentially unconnected dia
grams. In turn, a diagram such as 

corresponds to interactions with the stochastic field at 
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either different times at the same place, or different 
places at the same time. Both sorts of events are in
cluded because of the diffusive nature of the trajectory. 
We call these nested diagrams. Finally, interactions of a 
particle with the stochastic field at the same time and 
same place have the form 

/"--,)(:- .... , 

~ 

These give rise to non-Markovian corrections to the par
ticle trajectory. These are cros sed diagrams. 

This classification points to an interesting interpretation 
of Eqs. (2. 17) and (2.18). Both Green's functions contain 
all sequentially unconnected diagrams. All nested diag
rams appear in Eq. (2.17), however, indicating that all 
Markovian interactions are present, and indeed, this 
Green's function does correspond to the propagator 
derived from the statistical view. The Green's function 
of Eq. (2.18) in some sense corresponds to a truncated 
picture of the Markovian process. It resolves the se
cularity difficulty, but the precise physical process it 
describes is not clear . 

3. APPLICATION TO THE VLASOV EQUATION 

The rest of this paper will apply specifically to problems 
of plasma turbulence, which essentially involves coupled 
solutions of the Vlasov equation 

- + v'- + q/mE'- f = 0 (
a a a ) 
at aR av 

(3.1) 

and Poisson's equation 

V·E = (41Tq/C)j dvf. (3.2) 

We shall not consider in detail the solution to Poisson's 
equation; rather, we assume that the turbulent spectrum 
is known and that we are interested in the time evolution 
of J. For Simplicity of analYSiS, we let AE = 0 and only 
consider one dimension. 

The suggestion to use a perturbed operator was made by 
Dupree. 2 According to the formalism of this paper. 

L -~ + v~ 
0- at aR' L' = q/mE'~. 

av 

It the turbulence spectrum is very broad, the auto
correlation time of the fields is very short. In this case 
the term ~ becomes 

(3.3) 

with D a function (the diffusion coefficient) rather than 
an operator. The equation for the Green's function (2.16) 
can be written 

(~ + v~ - ~ D ~) g (Rvt/Rovoto) = 0, 
at aR av av 

g(Rvto/Rovoto) = B(R - Ro)B(v - vol, 

where 

(3.4) 

D = (q2jm2)J/ drJ dR'dv'(E(R,t)g(Rvt/R'v'r)E(R',r». 
o (3.5) 

We cannot solve Eq. (3.4) for arbitrary D(v), but in the 
special case that D(v) >::J const., it can be solved. This is 
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again a restraint on the broad banded nature of the tur
bulent spectrum (see Ref. 8 for a more detailed discus
sion). In this case9 

x exp [- (R - Ro - t(v + vo)T)2/1/3DT3], (3.6) 

Jt rrDT3 

where T == t - to' Substituting Eq. (3. 6) into Eq. (3. 5), 
we obtain Dupree's result 

D = ( 21m 2)J dkdw (E* E ) t-to dT 
q (2rr)2 kw kw 0 

x exp[i (w - kV)T - tk2DT3]. (3.7) 

Note the damping term - tk2D T3 in the exponential. The 
unperturbed operator gives an analogous integral in the 
perturbation expansion: 

t-t f 0 dT exp[i(w - kV)T]. 
o 

One source of secularity is derived from the action of 
the 'Olav operator on this integral: 

aft-to f t-to 
- dT exp[i(w - kV)T] = ik TdT exp[i(w - kV)T]. 
GV 0 0 

However, the damping term derived here keeps the in
tegral bounded as t goes to infinity. The other source of 
secularity is repeated integrations over time, such as 

t dt 1 exp[i(w - kV)t 1 ]t1 
dt2 exp[i(w - kv)t 2 ], 

o 0 

which arise whenever one calculates correlated quanti
ties. The damping term likewise removes this source 
of secularity. 

The requirement that this perturbation series converge 
is seen to be4 

(3.8) 

where II . 112 is the norm in the space of square integrable 
functions. This requirement may be written 

J dkdw W 2(k)T 2(k) < 1 
(2rr)2 B AC , 

where 

wi(k) == (qklm)(ELEkw)t, 

TAC 2(k) == rOTdTexpi[(w - kV)T - tk2D T3]. 
o 

(3.9) 

T A C is a measure of the autocorrelation time of the kth 
mode. wB(k) is called the bounce frequency, since a 
particle trapped in the potential trough of an electric 
wave E k will oscillate at this frequency. 

Thus Eq. (3. 9) means that no particle is trapped. The 
Green's function equation is diffusive,and we expect it 
to approximate the average nature of the particle trajec
tories. If a particle is trapped by a wave, obviously its 
trajectory will not be diffusive. Thus, the convergence 
criterion agrees with our heuristic expectations. 

We have also derived Eqs. (3. 6) and (3.7) purely on the 
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basis of finding the joint probability distribution function 
in R and v for a test particle undergoing a Markovian 
interaction with external fields (see Refs. 1 and 8). The 
equivalence of the two operators justifies terming the 
Green's function given in Eq. (3. 6) a Markovian propaga
tor. Note that the signature of such a propagator is the 
absence of all diagrams with crossings. 

We may use the propagator we have found to evaluate 
Poisson's equation and give the dielectric response. 
This will appear in a later paper. 

4. DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT 

We would like to make a final comment on the subject of 
evaluation of Eq. (3. 7) for D, the diffusion coefficient. 
The usual suggestion is solution by iteration, taking as 
the first guess Do ={--'. ; Le., the diffusion coefficient 
obtained from quasilinear theory, and also that used in 
the first order smoothing approximation. The question 
we wish to resolve is whether the diffusion coefficient 
of Eq. (3. 7) actually results from such an iterative pro
cedure. 

First we obtain a formal solution to the Kraichnan equa
tion in the form of a continued fraction of operators.4 
Denoting by £ the linear operator 

£[G] = (L'GL'). 

We can write G as (Eq. (2.16» 

G = L01 + L(jl£[G]G 

= {1 - L(jl£[G)}-lL(jl 

and iterate to obtain 

For the first iteration for D, we guess 

(4.1) 

The propagator corresponding to this approximation is 

The next iteration for D is 

with the next order propagator 

(4.2) 

As we continue the iteration, it is seen that we are con
structing the continued fraction expansion of Eq. (4.1). 
Thus, the iteration will converge to D, and Goo = G. 

5. CONCLUSION 

We have tried to indicate the connection between 
Dupree's theory of plasma turbulence using a perturbed 
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Green's function, and classic methods of solving stoch
astic differential equations by perturbation expansions. 
In particular, we have rigorously derived the perturba
tion series obtained with the Kraichnan Green's function 
and shown that the resummation of the series involves 
grouping all diagrams with no line crossings into the 
Green's function. 

We then solved the self consistent equation for the 
Green's function under the basic assumption of suffi
ciently broad band turbulence. To our knowledge, this is 
the only exact solution so far given for such a generali
zed Green's function,1 0 Our solution only applies to a 
special class of problems, but the basic results (pre
viously derived by Dupree and his co-workers) seem to 
have been verified in several experimental investiga
tions. ll ,l2,l3,l4 This particular solution may serve as 
a starting point to investigate more general solutions. 
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APPENDIX 
In this appendix, we compare our analysis with that of 
Weinstock. l5,l6 He obtains formal results for Jand the 
self-consistent field E through the use of a Green's 
function that incorporates the averaging operation. In 
his notation Lo = a/at + L, Our Eq. (2. 1) becomes 

(:t + L + p)f' = Pf' + (A - l)L'f' - £I!. (A1) 

Rather than iterating for f' at this stage, we define P so 
as to cancel the term on the right hand side that contains 
f': 

Pf' == - (A - l)L'f'. 

The Green's function satisfies 

Gt + L + (l-A)L) GA = 0, (A2) 

with the solution 

00 (A3) 

:::: 6 [LOl(A - 1)L']"Lo1. 
" =0 

The solution for f' is thus 

00 

=- 6 [L01(A -1)L']"Lo1L'J, 
" =0 

(A4) 

which is identical to Eq. (1.4). Weinstock's Green's 
function is not exactly the s~me as G A' however. Using 
the fact that AL'J = 0 and ALI' = 0, we can write Eq. 
(A. 1) as 

(:t + (l-A)L + p)f' =pf' + (A -l)L'f' + (A -1)L'J. 

(AS) 

Making the same definition for p, the Green's function 
equation becomes 
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(:1 + (l-A)(L + £I)) UA = O. (A6) 

This defines Weinstock's Green's function, UA • The solu
tion to this equation is 

00 

UA = 6 [LolLA + L01(A - 1)L']"Lo1. (A7) 
" =0 

It is clear that UA:f: GA' However, its action on L'! is the 
same, as can be seen by direct calculation. Therefore, 

00 

= 6 [Lo1LA + L01(A - 1)L']"Lo1L'} 
n=O (A7') 

00 

= - 6 [L01(A - 1)L']"Lo1L'! 
" =0 

=- GAL'!. 

Weinstock also includes the initial conditions in the solu
tion for f', which is not a difficult step. We did not in
clude them for several reasons: first, we wished to de
monstrate in the clearest manner the diagram expansion, 
eliminating extraneous details. Second, most calcula
tions done with this method apply to time scales long 
enough so that the effects of initial conditions are for
gotten. For an example of the opposite Situation, see 
Ref. 9. 

We have demonstrated that Weinstock's UA is a complete 
Green's function for the problem. However,it is too 
complicated to solve exactly, and must be expanded in 
terms of simpler operators. If the unperturbed operator 
is used, we are back to the results of ordinary perturba
tion theory. However, Weinstock makes an expansion in 
terms of U, the average Vlasov operator, which, to first 
order in E2, equals our Green's function (2.16). Thus, 
in the limit of weak turbulence, his result approaches 
ours (and Dupree's). The congruence of his theory and 
Dupree's in this limit was demonstrated in Ref.1S. A 
point we emphasize is that the solution using the UA 
operator is a formal result. It appears that application 
to real systems demands a way of expressing the full 
UA operator in a meaningful manner, i.e., one which 
makes further calculation possible. We suggest that 
the Green's function derived in the body of this paper 
is the proper vehicle for the expansion, which becomes 
(neglecting the term LA, which produces no results), 

00 

UA = 6 [G(A - 1)L' - G(L'GL')]nG. (A8) 
" =0 

Substituting (A. 8) into (A. 7), we obtain our previous 
result,Eq. (2.12). 
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Two expansions are discussed for the solution of the Thomas-Fermi equation for a degenerate 
electron gas at high density. In the first case, the boundary conditions appropriate to the Wigner
Seitz sphere are imposed, and terms up to fourth order are calculated explicitly to show the appear
ance of a logarithmic singularity in the density. This singularity accounts for the divergence difficul
ties in higher order encountered by previous authors, who assumed the existence of a power series 
expansion in the density. In the second case, we apply the boundary conditions appropriate to elec
tron screening of an ion in a neutral plasma at high density, and an expansion is obtained which 
gives the nonlinear corrections to the Debye-Huckel approximation. 

INTRODUCTION 

The Thomas - Fermi 1,2 approximation for a degenerate 
electron gas has been applied extensively to obtain 
properties of atoms and nuclei. 3 Since the Thomas
Fermi differential equation is non -linear, solutions have 
generally been obtained by numerical methods. However, 
in the case of matter at high densities, it is possible to 
obtain an analytic solution as an expansion in the den
sity. Several authors 4 ,5,6 have assumed that this ex
pansion is a power series in the cube root of the elec
tron density, but they have encountered divergence dif
ficulties in computing higher order terms. In this paper, 
we discuss expansions corresponding to two different 
boundary conditions of phYSical interest. In the first 
case, to obtain the equation of state, the boundary condi
tion is that the average number of electrons inside the 
Wigner -Seitz sphere 7 equal the charge Z of the ion at 
the center. In the second case, to obtain the electron 
screening of an ion in a neutral plasma, the boundary 
condition is that the electron denSity asymptotically 
approach a constant. In both cases, we find that the ex
pansions of the solution of the Thomas - Fermi equation 
contain terms which are logarithmic in the density, and 
the lowest-order contributions are explicitly calculated. 

1. WIGNER-SEITZ BOUNDARY CONDITION 

The Thomas-Fermi equation 1.2 for an electron gas in 
the presence of an ion of charge Z is 

~-~ 
dx2 - x 1 / 2 ' 

(1. 1) 

where x is the distance from the ion in units of l = 
ao(31T/4)2/3/2Z 1/3 = 0.88534 a o/Z 1/ 3, a o = Ji2/me 2 is 
the Bohr radius, and l/I(x) determines the Coulomb poten
tial (Ze/l)[l/I(x)/x] and the electron denSity (Z/41Tz3) 
[l/I(x)/ x)3l2. The boundary conditions at the origin and 
at the surface of the Wigner -Seitz sphere 7 are 

l/I(O) = 1 and (1. 2) 

where Xo is then the radius of a sphere containing Z 
electrons or, alternatively, the radius at which the elec
tric field of the electrons cancels the field of the ion. 
Hence, the mean denSity of no of electrons is 

(1. 3) 

We discuss now an analytiC expansion of l/I for high elec
tron density, which is defined by the condition Xo « 1. 
It is tempting to use Xo as the small parameter for a 
power series expansion of l/I, as has been done by sev-
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eral authors,4,5,6 but this procedure is incorrect in 
higher orders, as we shall show below. On physical 
grounds, we expect that in the high -denSity limit the 
electron denSity is nearly uniform except at distances 
very close to the ion. This suggests that the lowest
order approximation to l/I which incorporates the boun
dary condition at the origin, Eq. (1. 2), has the form 1 + 
ex, where e:::;P 1. We therefore write l/I in the form 

l/I(x) = 1 + ex + f(x), (1. 4) 

and derive an equation for the correction f~nction f. We 
require that the constant e be the slope of l/I at the ori
gin, and introduce y = ex as the independent variable in
stead of x. Hence,! satisfies the differential equation 

d 2f(y) [1 + y + f(y))3/2 
---=E 

dy2 y1/2 

where 

E=1/e3/ 2. 

The boundary condition at y = 0 is 

(1. 5) 

(1. 6) 

(1. 7) 

while the boundary condition at the surface of the Wig
ner-Seitz sphere, Eq. (1. 2), becomes 

(1. 8) 

and determines the relation between E and Yo' The solu
tion of Eq.1. 5, with the boundary condition Eq. (1. 7), is 
analytic near E = O. Therefore,for small E we can solve 
this equation by expanding f in a Taylor series in E, 

00 

fly) = L) Enfn(y). 
n=1 

(1. 9) 

Substituting Eq. (1. 9) in Eq. (1. 5) and equating powers 
of E, we obtain equations for fn which depend only on f m 
for m < n. To illustrate this procedure, the first four 
of these equations are given below: 

d 2f1 _ (1 + y)3/2 

dy2 y1/2 (1. 10) 

d 2f2 3 (1 + y)1/2 

dy2 -"2 yl/2 fl' (1. 11) 

d 2f3 3 (1 + y)1/2 3 j2 

dy2 ="2 yl/2 fz +"8 y1/2(1 ~ y)1/2' 
(1. 12) 
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d 2/4 3 (1 + y)1/2 6 1112 

dy2 - 2" y1l2 13 + 8" yl/2(1 + y)1I2 

1 II 
16 yl/2(1 + y)3/2· 

(1. 13) 

These equations are then integrated in sequence, satis
fying the boundary conditions at y = 0, 

din 
In = dY = O. (1.14) 

Finally, the solutions are then substituted in Eq. (1. 8) to 
determine the relations between f and Yo. The integra
tion of Eq. (1. 10), which satisfies the boundary condition, 
Eq. (1.14), is elementary and gives 

3 ( ) 3 In(z + 1) 1 1 =- y1ny-y +_=':""":'....:::.L 
8 4 (z - 1) 

+ll(Z+l\.. 3 z 
16 n Z + 1/ 8(z + 1) + 4(z + 1) 

2 z 1 z +- +------'---
3 (z2 - 1)2 6 (z2 - 1)3' 

(1.15) 

where z = (1 + 1/y)1/2. 

For an expansion up to fourth order in f, we require only 
the asymptotic form of the solutions of Eqs. (1. 11)-(1. 13) 
for large y, and the boundary condition at the origin, Eq. 
(1. 14), will actually not enter. The reason for this is 
that the boundary condition at the surface of the Wigner
Seitz sphere, Eq.(1. 8), implies that fY~::'; 1. Therefore, 
we need not calculate terms of In for large y of order 
smaller thany 3n-3. The integration is therefore ele
mentary, and we obtain [including the asymptotic ex
pansion of Eq. (1.15)] 

II = i y3 + ~ y2 + i ylny 

+ y (~ In2 + &) lny -ls + -is In4 + giJ, 

h =y7/1440 + 7~~0 y6, 

14 =y9/31l04. 

+ 3In2), 

(1. 16) 

(1. 17) 

(1.18) 

(1. 19) 

Substituting Eqs. (1.16)-(1. 18), evaluated at y = Yo' in 
Eq. (1.8) gives an implicit relation between £ and y o. It 
is clear that II and 12 contribute terms which are logari
thmic in y o. After some algebra, we find the initial slope 
c = 1/ £2/3 in terms of xo: 

32/ 3 9 3 7/ 3 32/ 3 
c-------- +--x 

- Xo 5%0 25 9 0 

x (lnxo + i In4 - ~ In2 - t In3 + ;~~~), (1. 20) 

which then determines the solution 1J; as a function of the 
physical parameter xo. In particular, at " = "0 we 
obtain 

(1. 21) 
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The first two terms in Eqs. (1. 20) and (1. 21) agree with 
the result of March.4 However, his expansion method 
assumed the existence of a power series expansion in 
x o, and therefore he encountered divergences in the 
higher orders. From Eqs. (1. 20) and (1. 21), we then 
obtain the high -density expansion for the total energy 
E = (z2e 2/l) rfsx/i/21J;5/2(xo) + ~ c 1 of the electron gas, 

E =-- -------- + --x (-lnx + ""ln4 z 2e 2 [35/ 8 9 310/3 35/ 3 7 

1 5xn 10xo 175 63 0 B 0 4 

7 9 23429 ] 
- 12 In3 - "4 In2 + 36000) . (1. 22) 

The first term in this expansion corresponds to the 
kinetic energy of a uniform electron gas, while the se
cond term is the Coulomb energy. The third term was 
first obtained by Salpeter 8 by applying the variational 
properties of the energy integral that leads to the 
Thomas - Fermi equation, and later on by Salpeter and 
Zapolski 6 from a power series expansion in x o, but 
their methods also lead to divergent results in higher 
order. We have verified Eq. (1. 22) by comparing it 
with the result of numerical integrations of the Thomas
Fermi equation obtained by G. Villere. 

The pressure P of the electron gas can be obtained di
rectly from the energy E, Eq. (1. 22), from the relation 
P = -dE/dv, where v = 41T13/3x~ is the volume of the 
Wigner-Seitz sphere, or, alternatively, by the relation 
Pv = 1sX/i/21J;5/2(xo), 

Pv = z 2e 2 [~3 5/ 3 __ 9 __ 35 / 3 x 
31 5 xg 10xo 63 0 

x (llnx + !.ln4 - .1. ln3 - ~ In2 + 1 09858)J. 
8 0 4 12 4 72000 

(1.23) 

Finally, we note that a similar expansion procedure can 
also be used to solve the Thomas-Fermi-Dirac 9 equa
tion, which includes the electron exchange contribution. 

2. THOMAS-FERMI SCREENING 

The Thomas-Fermi approximation has also been ap
plied 10,11.12 to obtain the screening of the Coulomb 
field of an ion by an electron gas in a neutral plasma. 
The effect of a uniform positive background of charge 
with denSity no modifies Eq. (1.1) into the form 

d 21J; 1J;3/2 
dx2 = Xl/2 - 17x, (2,1) 

where 17 = 41T13no/ Z. The dominant term of the solution 
of Eq. (2.1) at high density is 172/3x, and it can readily 
be seen that the remainder falls exponentially for large 
values of x. Hence, we assume the form 

1J;(x) = 17 2/ 3 x + ~(x)e-(XX, (2.2) 

and find a = if 7)1/6, while ~ satisfies the equation 

d2~ d~ ax - 2a dx = l(x,O, (2.3) 

where 

(
172/3X + ~e-ax)3/2 \ 

I(x,~) = x 1/ 2 -7)x/ e ax - a2~. (2.4) 

The boundary conditions for Eq. (2. 3) are 

HO) = 1 and limHx) = ~(CX)), 
%--)00 

(2.5) 
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where Hco) is a function of 1j to be determined below, 
Eq. (2.10). These conditions can be satisfied by con
verting Eq. (2.3) into the nonlinear integral equation 

~(x) = 1 + 1000 

K(x, x')f[x', ~(x')l, 

where the kernel K has the form 

, f(e- 2aX' - 1)/20', x' < x, 
K(x,x) = ) 

~[(1-e2ax)/20'1e-2ax', x < x'. 

For O'X » 1, the function f has the asymptotic form 

f(x,~) ~ 1 ~ e-
ax

. 
8 1j1/3 X 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

Hence, we can solve Eq. (2. 6) by successive iterations. 
A useful starting function is ~ o(x) = 1, which we sub
stitute in the integr and of Eq. (2. 6). For 1j » 1, this 
first iteration leads to a high -density approximation for 
~(x). For x;:; 1/1j2/3,we obtain 

~(x) ~ 1-(x/41j1l3) [tln(t1j)-~ + 7.f2 + 3ln(v'2 +1)] 

+ (2/31j) {(z + 1)1I2 z 1/2 (tz 2 + z - l~) + ~(3z 

+ tln[(z + 1)1/2 + Zl/2]} - ~ 1j1/3x 2 - i 1jX3 , (2.9) 
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where z = 1) 2/3x , while for x » 1/7) 2/3 

~(x) ~ Hco) ~ 1 - (1/81jmln(t1j) - if + ¥ v'2 + In(v'2 + 1)]. 
(2.10) 

These equations give the high-density nonlinear correc
tions to the Debye-Hiickel approximation, which corres
ponds to setting ~ (x) = 1. However, it should be remem
be red that the Thomas- Fermi equation cannot be used 
to obtain asymptotic screening for a degenerate elec
tron gas,as was first pointed out by Friedel. 13 

IL. H. Thomas, Proc. Camb. Phil. Soc. 23, 542 (1927). 
2E. Fermi, Z. Phys. 48, 73 (1928). 
'For a detailed review, see N. H. March, Advan. Phys. 6, 1(1957). 
4N. H. March, Proc. Phys. Soc. A. 68, 726 (1955). 
5J. J. Gilvarry, Phys. Rev. 96, 934 (1954). 
6E. E. Sal peter and H. S. Zapolsky, Phys. Rev. 158,876 (1967). 
7E. Wigner and E. Seitz, Phys. Rev. 43, 804 (1933): 46, 509 
(1934). 
BE. E. Salpeter, Astrophys. J. 134, 669 (1961). 
9P. A. M. Dirac, Proc. Camb. Phil. Soc. 26,376 (1930). 
ION. F. Mott, Proc. Camb. Phil. Soc. B2, 281 (1936). 
"H. Fujiwara, J. Phys. Soc. Japan 339, 727 (1955). 
12L. c. R. Alfred and N. H. March, Phil. Mag. 46, 759 (1955): Phys. 

Rev. 103, 877 (1956). 
I3J. Friedel, Advan. Phys. 3, 446 (1954). 
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We produce a counterexample to a lemma given by D, B. Litvin on the decomposition of direct 
products of irreducible representations [J. Math. Phys. 13, 1386 (1972)]. The error in his proof 
is noted. 

In a recent paper Litvin 1 claims to have proven the 
following lemma. 

Litvin: "The direct product of two type A (ortho
gonal) or two type B (symplectic) irreducible repre
sentations of an arbitrary decomposable unitary group 
does not contain type B representations; the direct pro
duct of a type A and a type B irreducible representation 
does not contain type A irreducible representations." 

Litvin does not seem aware of Mal'cev's lemmas. 2 

Mal'cev: "The Kronecker product of two contra
gredient representations is orthogonal. The Kronecker 
product of two orthogonal or two symplectic represen
tation is orthogonal, and the Kronecker product of an 
orthogonal and a symplectic representation is symplec
tic." One needs to use his results on reducible repre
sentations also. Dynkin3 quotes these as," In order that 
a reducible representation cf> be symplectic (orthogonal) 
it is necessary and sufficient that its decomposition 
into irreducible components has the form 

where the representations cf>1' cf>2' ••• cf> k are symplectic 
(or orthogonal, respectively) and the representations 
lJI; and Itt; (i = 1,2, ... ,1) are contragredient to each 
other." 

Note that these lemmas do not rule out the possibility 
of orthogonal (or symplectic) representations occurring, 
as long as they occur in pairs. (The proofs apply to 
finite groups equally.) 

In a recent study4 of the properties of jm and j sym
bols for an arbitrary (finite or compact) group, I obtain 
Mal'cev result using techniques which were very simi-
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lar to Litvin's. In that work, the question arose as to 
whether Litvin's result could be proved and if so was 
there a stronger result concerning the occurrences of 
type C (complex) representations. The application of a 
little character theory of the unitary groups suggests 
that complex representations (i.e., representation with 
complex characters) can be separated into two classes, 
"quasiorthogonal" or" quasisymplectic," where these 
terms are added into the statement of Litvin. King and I 
used5 explicit Kronecker product formulas (in terms of 
S-functions) to show that this much stronger lemma 
holds for all compact semisimple Lie groups. However 
a finite group of order 16 fails the stronger condition. 
Frame6 then produced a group, 2 F 4 (2) of order 
21233 52 13, which contradicts Litvin's lemma. 

The error in Litvin's proof is the assumption rafter 
his Eq. (6)1 that a certain unitary freedom exists. In 
fact his" arbitrary" unitary matrix has a symmetry 
imposed upon it by the reality of the characters, and 
not conversely.7 

Note: D. Litvin agrees with the conclUSions of this 
note. 

I D. B. Litvin, J. Math. Phys. 13, 1386 (1972). 
2A. J. Ma\'cev, Am. Math. Soc. Trans!. Ser. I 9, 172 (\ 962), see Lemma 
I, p. 194. 

JE. B. Dynkin, Am. Math. Soc. Trans!. Ser. 2 6, 245 (1957), see 
Theorem 0.25, p. 361. 
'P. H. Butler, "Wigner coefficients and n-j symbols for chains of 
groups", preprint, 1972. 
sp. H. Butler and R. C. King, Can J. Math. (to be published). 
6 J. S. Frame, private communication, for details see Ref. 4. 
7 J-R. Derome and W. T. Sharp, J. Math. Phys. 6, 1584 (1965), see 
Eq. (4.7). 
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The problem of the positivity of the residues in the simple Veneziano model is investigated. 
Previous studies of this problem have concentrated on the residues of poles lying along specific 
daughter trajectories, and hence needed to work only with polynomials of fixed low degree. A 
technique is developed here which is applied to all the spin zero daughters in the model, and 
which therefore deals with polynomials of arbitrarily high degree. It is found that the spin zero 
residues are all positive if "0':;:' 1/2, where "0 is the intercept of the leading trajectory in the 
model. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A number of investigators, including the present author 
in collaboration with W. A. Simmons, have looked into the 
problem of the positivity of the residues in the Veneziano 
model. l - 5 This model6 in its simplest form represents 
a scattering amplitude in terms of ratios of gamma 
functions in such a way that "partial fraction" expansions 
of the amplitude may be interpreted in terms of s- and 
f-channel (zero width) resonances. For such an inter
pretation to be tenable, the residues of the poles which 
appear in the partial fraction expansion should be all 
positive; otherwise, the poles would have to be regarded 
as. ariSing from negative norm intermediate states 
(ghosts). Finding a region of model parameters for 
which all the residues are positive has proven to be a 
very challenging mathematical problem. The relevant 
parameters of the model are ao, the intercept of the 
leading trajectory, and a' Jl2 where a' is the slope of the 
trajectory, and Jl is the particle mass. In Ref. 5, a region 
of these parameters is derived which ensures positivity 
of the residues for poles lying on the first six trajec
tories. The actual region is somewhat complicated in 
shape, but it includes the simpler region 

The poles in the Veneziano model lie along straight-line 
trajectories in the J-m 2 plane, as shown in Fig. 1. J 
represents the angular momentum of the partial wave in 
which the pole appears, and m is the invariant center-of
mass energy. If we number the poles along a trajectory 
by the integer K = 1, 2, ... , then the parent trajectory 
has J = K, the first daughter trajectory has J = K - 1, 
and so on. As shown in Ref. 5, the residue at each pole 

J 

K=5 

is expressed in terms of the model parameters by a 
polynomial which increases in degree as K - J increases. 
In fact, except for easily handled common factors, the 
residues of the nth daughter trajectory involve a poly
nomial of degree n for n even and n - 1 for n odd. Thus, 
work done so far has treated all the residues only on the 
leading trajectories, where the polynomials involved are 
of reasonably low degree. In this paper, we will look at 
the residues along a line of constant J rather than con
stant J - K; as a result, we will have to come to grips 
with polynomials of arbitrarily high degree. The parti
cular case dealt with here is J = 0, primarily because of 
simplifications in the forms of the polynomials that 
arise. However, studies of the high-K asymptotic limit 
by Nambu and Frampton7 indicate that the J = 0 residues 
are among the most crucial ones in the sense of having 
the values closest to violating positivity for a given set 
of model parameters. Thus, the results presented here 
lend considerable additional support to the already 
widely accepted conjecture that there are some values of 
the parameters for which all the residues are positive. 

In Sec. IT, we will derive equations for the boundaries of 
the regions in which the spin zero residues are positive, 
and discuss some properties of the polynomials which 
define these boundaries. In Sec. ITI, we will see how the 
boundary curves are formed, and discuss some aspects 
of their shape and location. In Sec. IV, a bound is derived 
which limits the locations of the boundary curves suffic
iently to give a region of positivity for all J = 0 residues. 
Numerical calculations for the finite number of cases 
not encompassed .by the bound:then show that the spin 
zero residues are posItive for a o ?: i. 

II. EQUATIONS FOR THE BOUNDARY OF THE 
POSITIVITy REGJpN. --

Following the notation and definitions of Ref. 5, we intro
duce variables aK and bK defined by 

aK = a1 + (K- 1)/2, bK = b 1 - (K - 1)/2, 

where a1 and blare related to the model parameters 
through the equations 

a 1 = - i(a o + 4a'Jl2 - 1), 

b1 = ~3ao + 4a'Jl2 - 1). 

We will also make frequent reference to the function 

TK(x) = x(x + 1)(x + 2)· .. (x + K - 1). 

As shown in Ref. 5, the residue of the Kth pole in the 
t-::-;IF'------j~--~~-__:*=-------__I .. m2 J = 0 partial wave is given by 

[K/2] aK2m 
C/f(aK,bK) = L; B/!-2m(bK), 

m=O 2m + 1 FIG.1. Regge trajectories in the Veneziano model. 
( 1) 
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where [x] means the largest integer contained in x, and 

1 dn 
B/!_n(x) = - - TK(x). 

n! dxn 
(2) 

To simplify the notation somewhat, we will henceforth 
drop the subscript K on the variables aK and bK' Then, 
combining Eqs. (1) and (2), we obtain 

[Kl2l a2m d2 m 
C{f(a, b) = :6 -- TK(b). (3) 

m=O (2m + 1)! db2m 

Let us now introduce the polynomial (of degree K + 1) 

1K(x) = f TK(y)dy. (4) o 
Consider a Taylor series expansion of 1K (b + a) around 
the point x = b; since 1K is a polynomial of degree K + 1, 
the Taylor series will be a finite sum: 

( 5) 

We can similarly expand I K(b - a); in fact, we can simply 
replace a by - a in Eq. (5) to obtain: 

(6) 

If we take the difference of Eqs. (5) and (6), all the even 
n terms in the two sums will cancel. The result will 
contain just the odd terms, and, letting n = 2m + 1 for 
these, we have 

1K (b + a) - 1K (b - a) 

[K!.ll 2 d2m+1 
= :6 --- a2m+ 1 --I (b). 

m=O (2m + 1)! db2m+1 K 
(7) 

But, from the definition of I K given in Eq. (4), it is clear 
that 

d2m+1 d2m 
--I (b) - - T (b) db 2m+1 K - db 2m K • 

By taking account of this relation, a comparison of Eqs. 
(3) and (7) gives 

CoK(a, b) = (1/2a)[ 1K(b + a) - 1K(b - a)]. (8) 

The boundaries separating positive residues from nega
tive residues are determined by C{f(a, b) = O. From Eq. 
(8), these boundaries are given by 

(9) 

except possibly at a = O. Letting a approach zero in Eq. 
(8), we see that 

C{f(O, b) = TK(b) = b(b + 1)(b + 2)'" (b + K - 1). 

Thus the boundaries of regions of positivity intersect the 
line a = 0 at the points b = 0, - 1, - 2, ... , and - K + 1. 
In terms of the variables a 1 and b l' this means that the 
boundaries for a given K intersect the line a 1 = 
- (K - 1)/2 at the pOints b 1 = - (K - 1)/2,- (K - 2)/2, 
.•• ,(K - 2)/2, (K - 1)/2. This result follows, of course, 
also from setting a = 0 in Eq.(1). 

To make full use of Eq. (9), we will need to investigate 
in some detail the properties of the polynomials 1K (x). 
We will first derive some symmetry properties. Con
sider 
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TK (- x - K + 1) 

= (- x - K + 1)(- x - K + 2)· .. (- X - 1)(- x) 

= (- 1)KX(X + 1)··· (x + K - 1) = (_. 1)KTK(x). 

If we now investigate 
-x-K+l 

1K(- x - K + 1) = fo TK(y)dy, 

the change of variables z = - y - K + 1 gives 
-K+l 

1K(- x - K + 1) = J TK (- z - K + 1)dz 
x -K+l 

= (- 1)K J TK(Z)dz 
x 

= (- 1)K[ 1K (- K + 1) - 1K (x)]. 

Thus, multiplying both sides by (- 1)K, we find 

542 

Consider first the case where K is even,K = 2k. Then 

12k(x) + 12k(- x - 2k + 1) = 12k(- 2k + 1), 

and putting x = - k + 1/2 gives 

12 .(- k + 1/2) = 1/212k (- 2k + 1). 

Our discussion of the properties of 1K (x) for K even will 
be simplified if we work with a function shifted to make 
use of the symmetry inherent in the above relationships. 
So, let us define 

Then the implication of Eq. (10) for the function Ak(x) is 
simply that it is an odd function of x. 

In the case that K is odd, K = 2k + 1, Eq. (10) becomes 

12k+l(x) - 12k +1(- X - 2k) = 12k +1(- 2k). 

If we substitute x = 0 into this, we see that 

12k +1(- 2k) = 1/212k +1(O) = 0, 

and so 

This result may be summarized by noting that the func
tion 

(12) 

is an even function of x. 

The functions Ak(x) and Bk(x) should have maxima and 
minima at the zeroes of their derivatives. In particular, 
extreme points of A.(x) occur where 

T2k (X - k + 1/2) = 0; 

Le., at 

x = ± 1/2, ± 3/2, ... ,± (2k - 1)/2. 

Similarly, Bk(x) will have maxima and minima at 

x = 0, ± 1, ± 2, ... , ± k. 

It will be important in our later discussion of the way 
the boundary curves are formed to have some estimates 
of the relative values of the functions Ak(x) and Bk(x) at 
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their maxima and minima. To make these estimates, we 
start with the following simple relation: 

TK(x - 1) = (x - 1)x(x + 1)'" (x + K - 2) 

= [(x - 1)/(x + K - 1)]TK(x). 

We write this as 

TK(x) = - rTK(x - 1), 

where 

r=[K/(1-x)]-1. 

Note that for 

1 - iK -'S x < 1, 

we have r ~ 1. Thus, when we shift from a value x in the 
interval specified above to a value increased by 1, the 
absolute value of TK increases (or at least does not 
decrease) while the sign changes. We can sharpen this 
statement as follows. Suppose we have 

- n -'S x -'S - n + 1, 

where 

O::=:n::=:iK-1. 

Then we find 

(K - n - 1)/(n + 1) -'S r -'S (K - n)/n. 

Thus, if TK(x) is positive, we have the inequality 

- [(K - n - 1)/(n + 1)]TK(X - 1) -'S TK(x) 

-'S - [(K - n)/n ]TK(x -- 1), (13) 

for x in the specified interval. If TK(x) is negative, the 
inequality is reversed. 

Now we can apply this result to the function AK(x). From 
the definition of Eq. (11), we have 

-k+l 
A k(1/2) = J T.2k (y)dy, 

-k+V2 
and 

A k(3/2) = r k
+
2
/: T2k (y)dy = A k(l/2) + r k

+
2

T2k (y)dy. 
-k+12 -k+l 

Now T2k may be either positive or negative for its argu
ment between - k and - k + 1; for k odd it will be nega
tive, and for k even, positive. For the sake of discussion, 
let us consider the case of k odd; as an example, see the 
graph of A 3 (x) given in Fig. 2. If T2k is negative in the 

FIG. 2. The function A 3 (x). 
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interval between - k and - k + 1, then clearly A k (1 /2) 
will be negative. Furthermore, T2k will be positive for 
its argument between - k + 1 and - k + 2, and so we 
may apply the inequality (13), taking n to be k - 1, to the 
last integral in the expression for A k (3/2). We find 

where we have put z = y - 1. Using the fact that 
T2k (x - k + 1/2) = T2k(- x - k + 1/2), this last integral 
is 

Thus 

A k(3/2)?- - A k(1/2). (14) 

We started from the assumption that k was odd, and 
hence that A k(1/2) was negative. We have shown that 
A k(3/2) is positive, and exceeds IA k(1/2) I. We can also 
apply the other half of the inequality (13) to show that 

A k(3/2) ::=: - [(k + 1)/(k - 1)]Ak(l/2). (15) 

The inequalities (14) and (15) are both just reversed if k 
is even and A k (1/2) is positive. We now wish to show 
that 

- r 1(k,p)Ak«2P - 1)/2)::=: A k«(2P + 1)/2) 

::=: - r 2(k,p)Ak«(2P - 1)/2) (16) 

is generally true [provided P is an integer such that the 
arguments of Ak in Eq. (16) are at maxima or minima of 
the function] and that 

r 1(k,p)?- 1, r 2(k,p)::=:(k + 3P)/(k-P), 

if A k«(2P + 1)/2)~ 0 

r 2(k,p)?- 1, r 1(k,p)::=: (k + 3p)/(k - P), 
(17) 

if A k«(2P + 1)/2) ::=: O. 

We will prove this by induction, first noting that Eqs. 
(14) and (15) are compatible with Eqs. (16) and (17), with 
P = 1. Now we assume that Eqs. (16) and (17) are true 
for a given value of p, and will show that they hold for p. 
replaced by p + 1. We have that 

2p + 3 -k+p+2 
A k(-2-) = Ik+1/2 T2k(y)dy 

= Ak -- + 1 T2k (y)dy. (
2P + 1) -k+p+2 

2 -k+p+l 

We will assume that A k«(2P + 1)/2) is positive. Applying 
Eq. (13), with the inequality reversed, we obtain 

A (2P + 3)::=: A (2P + 1) _ (k + P)1-
k

+P +
2 

T. (y _ 1)dy 
k 2 k 2 k _ P -k+p+l 2k 

= - (k ~ p~Akep 2+ 1) + (: ~ ~)Akep 2- 1). 

(18) 
Now note that Eq. (16) implies 
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Inserting this in Eq. (18), we see that 

Ak(~P2+3)!O- [(k~P) 

+ (~~ :) ;2(~'P) JA k (2P ; 1). (19) 

On comparison with Eq. (16), we can define 

r(kP+l}=(~L)+(jz+P) 1 . 
2 , k - P \.k - P r 2(k,p} 

Now, by hypothesis 

r 2 (k,p}!O (k + 3P}/(k - P), 

so 

r 2(k,p + I} ~ (~) +( k + P) 
k - P k + 3p 

>(~)+(k+P)_1 
k + 3p k + 3p - , 

verifying the first inequality in Eq. (17) for P replaced by 
P + 1, and choosing the case for Ak negative, as follows 
from Eq. (19). 

If we apply the other inequality in Eq. (13), we also have 

A (2P + 3) ~A (2P + 1) _ (k - P - l)r
k

+
p

+
2

T. (y _ l)dy 
k 2 k 2 k + P + 1 -k + P+ 1 2k 

= _ 2(- P + 1 )Ak(2P + 1) 
\.k-P-l 2 

+ (k + P + 1) A
k
(2P -~). 

k-p-l 2 
(20) 

From Eq. (16), 

Ak(2P2-1)~-Ak(2P2+ 1)/r l (k,p}, 

which, inserted into Eq. (20), leads us to define 

r l(k,P + I} = 2( P + 1 ) + (k + P + !\_1_. 
k-p-l k-p- iJrl(k,p) 

Using the assumed inequality, 

we see 
r k + 1 <: k + 3(P + I} 

l( ,P } - k - (P + I) , 

verifying the second inequality in Eq. (17). Had we 
assumed A

k
«(2P + 1}/2) negative, the obvious modifica

tions of the above argument verify the inequalities in 
Eq. (17) for the case of A k «(2P + 3}/2) positive. 

The implications of these inequalities for the shape of 
the curves Ak(x} is now fairly simple to s~ate. As x in
creases from 0, alternate maxima and minima are en
countered at half-odd-integer values of x up to i(2k - I}. 
Ak(X) is positive atthe maxima and negative at the 
minima, and the relative sizes of these are governed by 

IA k((2P + 1}/2} I> IA k ((2P - 1}/2} I, (21) 

which follows from Eqs. (16) and (17). Thus, as we go 
farther from x = 0 we find the peaks and valleys become 
higher and deeper. Because of the fact that Ak(x} is an 
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odd function of x, the same thing holds true if we move 
away from x = 0 in the negative direction. This property 
will prove to be crucial for the determination of the 
shapes of the boundary curves worked out in Sec. Ill. 

The arguments we have developed here for the functions 
Ak(x}, relevant when K is even, may be applied with 
minor modifications to the functions Bk(x}. As defined, 
~(O) = 0 is a maximum or minimum itself. As we move 
away from x = 0 in either the positive or negative direc
tion, we encounter successive positive maxima and nega
tive minima at integer values of x from - k to k. As is 
the case with the functions Ak(x}, the peaks and valleys 
become higher and deeper as we get farther from x = O. 

III. PROPERTIES OF THE BOUNDARY CURVES 

According to the discussion of the last section, the 
curves separating regions of positive residue from 
regions of negative residue are determined by Eq. (9). In 
terms of the variables a l and b 1> this can be rewritten 

Let us consider the case of even K = 2k. Then we can 
express the above as 

Ak(b 1 + a l + k -1/2} =Ak(b l - al - k + 1/2}. 

Let us define x = b l + a l + k - 1/2; then b l - a l - k + 
1/2 = x - c, where c = 2a l + 2k - 1. The equation is 
now Simply 

(22) 

If we plot Ak(x} and Ak(x - c} on the same graph as 
functions of x, then the intersections of these two curves 
will determine the solutions of Eq. (22). Thus, a fixed 
value of a l fixes the amount c by which the second curve 
is shifted, and the values of x at the intersections of the 
two curves determine values of b 1 which lie on the 
boundary curves. These values correspond to intersec
tions of the line a l = const. with the set of boundary 
curves. 

When c = 0, Eq. (22) is trivially satisfied for all x. But 
c = 0 implies a l = - k + 1/2, or a = 0, and so this 
simply reflects the fact that we have found it convenient 
to deal with the product of a and the residue functions 
C{f(a, b} instead of the latter directly. If we consider c 
small, it is clear that we will get intersections near the 
maxima and minima of Ak(x); see, as an illustration, Fig. 
3. For, let Xo be a point at which Ak(x} is a maximum or 
minimum; then for x - Xo small enough, we can write 

Ak(x} = Ak(xO} + iA"(XO}(X - XO}2, 

ignoring terms of higher order in the small quantity. 

FIG. 3. Intersections of y = A 3 (x) (solid curve) and 
y = A 3(x - c) (dashed curve) for small c. 
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But then x = Xo + ~ c will give a solution of Eq. (22) to 
the same order. As c approaches zero, the boundary 
curves approach the points b i = ± ~, ••• , ± i(2k - 1) on 
the line a1 = - k + 1/2. These intersections were 
already discussed in Sec. n. 
Now we must investigate the behavior of the solutions of 
Eq. (22) for arbitrary c. We will start by proving that all 
intersections between y = Ak (x) and the shifted curve 
y = Ak(x - c) originate in the fashion discussed in the 
last paragraph; i.e., any x that solves Eq. (22) will move 
smoothly to one of the extreme pOints of A k as c appro
aches zero. First of all, note that if x is a solution of 
Eq. (22), then so is c - x. For, 

Ak(c - x) = - Ak(x - c) = - Ak(x) = A k(- x) 

= Ak[(c - x) - c]. 

If we assume that c is positive, then either x or c - x 
(or both) will be positive. Let us choose the largest of 
these two solutions; assume it lies between the pth and 
(P + 1)th extreme pOint to the right of the origin, and 
call it xp' The other solution we will call x_ p = c - xp' 
So our assumed position for xp is 

i (2p - 1) < xp < -!(2p + 1). 

Also, since x_
f 

< xp , we must have c < 2xp • The shift c 
given by this imitlng value will move the dashed curve 
in Fig. 3 so that the point on it corresponding to - xp 
will have the same horizontal position as the point at xp 
on the unshifted curve. The point at - xp has only the 
extreme pOints beginning with - i(2P - 1) to its right. 
Since, in the general case, c < 2xp' we may have shifted 
fewer extreme pOints than this to the right of the point 
xp ' but we cannot have shifted more. Now consider what 
happens as we let c decrease so that the shifted curve 
moves to the left. The pOint at xp will slide up and down 
on the slope between i(2P - 1) and i(2P + 1) as the 
peaks and valleys on the shifted curve move past, but it 
will remain" trapped" on this slope until the approach of 
the extreme point at i(2P - 1) on the shifted curve as c 
approaches zero. This follOWS because none of the inter
vening peaks or valleys are high enough or deep enough 
to carry xp up or down to the extreme pOints on either 
side of it. The only extreme point for which Ak has even 
a large enough magnitude is that at - i (2P - 1), and 
here Ak has the wrong sign. As c approaches zero, we 
come into a configuration like that in Fig. 3, and even
tually xp goes to i(2P - 1). It is not hard to see that in 
this same limit x_p becomes - i(2P - 1). 

Next we prove that for sufficiently large c the pOints 
xp and x_p coincide. Reversing some of the arguments 
above, we can see that as c is increased from zero, the 
intersection at xp will move onto the slope between the 
extreme points at i(2P - 1) and i(2P + 1) and will be 
"trapped" there as the smaller peaks and valleys on the 
shifted curve move past. Eventually c will become large 
enough so that the intersection at xp on the unshifted 

(b) 

FIG. 4. Positions of intersections at xl' and x_ p just before they coin
cide. (a) xl' originates at a maximum, (b) xp originates at a minimum. 
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curve will be with the extreme point on the shifted curve 
at - i(2P - 1). That is, x - c = - i(2P - 1). But then 
x_ p = i(2P - 1), so the intersection at x_p will have 
moved to the extreme point just to the left of the slope 
where xp has been "trapped". The situation will now 
look like one of the cases in Fig. 4, depending on whether 
the pth extreme point was a maximum or minimum. 
Clearly, in either case a small additional increase in c, 
moving the dashed curve to the right, will cause the 
points xp and x_p to coincide. Since Ak(xP) = - Ak(x_p), 
the pOints can only coincide at a zero of A k • Let us call 
the root of Ak(z), which lies between the pth and (p + 1)th 
extreme point,zp' Then the points xp and x_p both be
come zp when c = 2zp' Let us show now that two inter
sections labeled by xp and x'l. cannot coincide unless q = 
-po Consider first p and m, both pOSitive, with p ;>< m, 
and q = - m. If for some value of c we have xp = x- m' 

then 

X_p= c-xp= c-x_m=xm' 

Suppose xm > xp' Then x_ p > xp as well; but this cannot 
be true, since x_p lies to the left of xp until the two coin
cide, and after coincidence neither intersection exists. 
If we have xp > xm , we get the same sort of contradiction. 
If we take p and q, both positive, with p ;>t q, it is clear 
that we cannot have xp = Xq for any value of c, since 
these points are trapped on slopes between different 
pairs of extreme points. But neither can we have x_p = 
x-q' since this condition implies xp = xq • 

We are now in a position to describe the system of 
curves determined by Eq. (22). Recall that 

a 1 =ic-k+i 

b1 =x-ic 

The values of x determined by Eq. (22) for a fixed value 
of c determine the values of b 1 at which a line of con
stant a 1 intersects the system of curves in the a1-b1 
plane. When c = 0, the line is a1 = - k + 1/2, and the 
intersections are at b 1 = i ..... ± i(2k - 1). As we 
move the line a 1 = const. to the right of this, we increase 
c, and eventually, when a l = z 1 - k + 1/2, the curves 
that are connected with the pOints b 1 = ± 1/2 on the line 
a 1 = - k + 1/2 join together. This occurs when c = 2z l' 
X = Z l' and so b 1 = O. The general pattern is clear: As 
the line moves through the positions at a1 = z - k + 
1/2, we find a joining of the curves which started from 
b == ± i(2P - 1) at b 1 = 0. Finally, when a 1 = Zk - k + 
172, where Z k is the largest root of A k (z) = 0, the last 
pair of curves joins, and this line is tangent to the outer
most curve of the system. Using the fact that the system 
of curves is symmetric about the line a1 = - k + 1/2, 
we find that they form a set of k nested closed curves, 
intersecting the line b 1 = 0 at a 1 + k - 1/2 = ± Z 1> ••• , 
± Z k' and lying completely in the region a 1 ::S Z k - k + 
1/2. An example of the system of boundary curves, for 
K = 6, is shown in Fig. 5. 
We have treated the case of even K at some length, and 
much the same methods can be applied for odd K = 2k + 
1. The boundary curves again form a system of k nested 
closed curves intersecting the symmetry line a1 == - k 
at b 1 = ± 1, •.. ,± k. For this case, however, we can 
determine explicitly the intersections with the line b 1 = 
o as well. From Ref. 5, we see that C{f(a, b) is propor
tional to b 1 when K is odd. Hence it is appropriate to 
replace Eq. (8) by 

(1/b 1 )C{f(a, b) = (1/2ab l ) 

X [IK(b l + a1) - IK(b l - al - K + 1)]. (23) 
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--------~----r---_+--------~~--~--+_~_. 01 

F1G.5. The boundary curves for regions of positivity when K = 6. 

Letting b 1 approach zero, the right-hand side of Eq.(23) 
becomes 

Thus the boundary curves intersect the line b 1 = 0 at 
a1 = 0, - 1, ... ,- K + 1. The system of curves lies 
entirely in the region a1 :::s 0, and since positive a1 is 
already required to give positive residues on the leading 
trajectory in the model, the spin zero residues with K 
odd provide no new restriction. 

IV. REGION OF POSITIVITY FOR ALL 
J = 0 COUPLINGS 

The results of the last section imply that the residue of 
the Kth pole in the J = 0 partial wave is positive if a1 
exceeds some value. For K odd, this value is zero, and 
for even K = 2k, it is afin = Zk - k + 1/2. Since Zk lies 
to the right of the minimum of Ak which occurs at k-
1/2, we see that afin > O. If we could determine a 
bound for Z k , such as 

all k, 

we would have a region of positivity valid for all K. It 
would not be a very useful region, however, because of 
the way a 1 is related to the model parameters a ° and 
a'/-l2. A more useful result can be obtained by recon
sidering (only briefly!) the formation of the boundary 
curves determined by Eq. (22). Let us write the latter in 
the form 

(24) 

The function Ak(x) is large and negative for x sufficiently 
small; it passes through zero at x = - z~ < - k + 1/2, 
and so the extreme point at x = - k + 1/2 must be a 
maximum, and from the results of Sec. IT it is the largest 
maximum of A k • Now consider solving Eq. (24) as 
follows. Choose a large value of x. Construct a vertical 
line from this value on the x axis until it intersects the 
curve y = Ak (x), and then draw a horizontal line from 
this intersection. If x is large enough that Ak(x) > 
A k (- k + 1/2), this horizontal line will have no other 
intersection with the curve y = Ak(x). Thus for this 
value of x, the only solution of Eq. (24) is the trivial one 
y = x. As we reduce x, the horizontal line constructed as 
above will move down, until finally at some x = xO' it will 
touch the peak at - k + 1/2. This means the line x = Xo 
is tangent to the outermost boundary curve determined 
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by Eq. (24) at y = - k + 1/2. The usefulness of this 
result becomes eVident when it is noted that lines of 
constant x correspond to the lines a1 + b

1 
= const. in the 

a 1-b 1 plane, and that a 1 + b 1 = ao' Also,y = - k + 1/2 
implies a 1 = b l' So we find that the boundary curves all 
lie in the region a o :::s 2al' where a1 = b 1 is the point on 
the outermost boundary where the tangent line discussed 
above intersects it. Furthermore, since any a 1 on the 
system of boundary curves must be less than Zk - k + 
1/2, we have 

(25) 

as a condition for positivity of the residue at the 2kth 
pole. 

We now want to prove that a o 2: 1/2 is sufficient to 
guarantee positivity for all K. We proceed first to show 
that 

Z k - k + 1/2 ~ Z k , 

where Zk goes to zero as k goes to infinity. Then we can 
determine a value n such that Zk ~ 1/4 for all k> n. We 
will then explicitly calculate the residue at the point 
a1 = b 1 = 1/4 for the cases k = 1,2, ... , n and show 
that it is not negative. 

The polynomial Ak (x) has zeroes at x = 0, ± Z l' .•• , ± Z k • 

For all of these except ± Z k' we have some limits on 
their positions, since they lie between extreme points of 
Ak(x). In particular, 

i(2P - 1) :::s zp :::s i(2P + 1), P = 1,2, ... , k. 

Since we are interested in Z k - k + 1/2, it will be some
what more convenient to work with the function 

F(x) = Ak(x + k + 1/2). 

Let us call its zeroes x o,- x 1 ,- x 2"" ,- X 2k ' where 
Xo =Zk -k + 1/2, Xl = -Zk-1 + k - 1/2, ... ,X2k = 

Zk + k - 1/2. 

We have the bounds 

P - 1 :::s xp :::s p, for p = 1,2, ... , 2k - 1. (26) 

Furthermore, all the xp as defined are positive. 

Since F(x) is a polynomial, we can write it in the form 

The natural logarithm of this is 
2k 

lnF(x) = InA + In(x - x o) + 6 In(x + xp)' 
p~l 

Taking the derivative of this expression, 

F'(x) = (x - x O>-l + -£ (x + X t1. 
F(x) p~1 P 

(27) 

But F'(x) = T2k (x), and so F'(O) = O. Putting x = 0 in Eq. 
(27), we have 

~ = -£ ~ 2: 2£1~. (28) 
Xo pd xp p~l xp 

But the bounds in Eq. (26) imply l/xp 2: l/p, so we have 
the further inequality 

1 2k-l 1 
-2: 6 --. 
Xo p~l P 
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Thus we have the desired bound 

(
2k-l 1)-1 

Xo = Zk - k + 1/2 ::'0 Zk = L; - . 
p=l P 

We would like to know how large a value of k is required 
before Z k < 1/4. We can find this rather easily from the 
bound 

2k-l 1 r2kdx (2k) L; - > J. - = In -
p=m p m X m 

For example, 

2k-l 1 (25) (k) p'f
l 
P > 12 + In 2 ' 

and the right-hand side is greater than 4 for k = 14 or 
greater. 

ThUS, if we can show that Cl is positive at a l = b l = 1/4 
for K = 2,4, ... ,28, we will have established the posi
tivity of all spin zero residues for 

1/2 ~ a o ::'0 1 - 4a'Jl2. 

Physically, this point corresponds to a o = 1/2, and 
a'Jl2 = 0, and it is well known that residue for K = 2 
vanishes there. Hence the lower limit cannot be im
proved, except by some function of a' Jl2. Wagner2 
reports computer calculations that indicate positivity of 
all residues at the point in question for K up to 50. Our 
own calculation of the relevant spin zero residues is 
given in Table I. As expected, all are positive except the 
K = 2 residue which vanishes. 

TABLE 1. The residues for even K from 2 to 28. Value given is C6' 
evaluated at a o = 1/2, a'1i2 = 0, diVided by r(K). 

2 0 
4 0.010 47 
6 0.011 22 
8 0.010 82 

10 0.010 24 

12 0.009 67 
14 0.009 14 
16 0.00868 
18 0.008 26 
20 0.007 89 

22 0.007 56 
24 0.007 26 
26 0.006 99 
28 0.006 74 

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

The final result we have obtained is Simple enough that 
it hardly warrants any extended discussion, but the argu
ment used to obtain it was sufficiently involved that it 
might be worthwhile to summarize it here. The dis
cussion began with a result set down in Ref. 5; namely, 
that any given residue is positive in the first quadrant of 
the a l -b 1 plane outside a region determined by the 
vanishing of a polynomial in a 1 and b l' In the case J = 0, 
we found that this polynomial in two variables was pro
portional to the difference of the values of a Single poly
nomial in one variable evaluated at two different points. 
We investigated the properties of this latter polynomial 
and then showed that those properties implied a rather 
Simple nature for the boundary curves; namely, that they 
consist of a system of k nested closed curves, where k = 
[K/2], symmetric about the lines b1 = 0 and a1 = 
- (K - 1)/2. For odd K, the outermost of these curves 
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does not enter the first quadrant of the a1 -b 1 plane; for 
even K, it does so but is limited to a region determined 
by a vertical tangent line through its intersection with 
the horizontal (a l ) axis, and a tangent line of the form 
a1 + b 1 = a o = const., which touches the curve where 
a1 = b l' We were able to show that for K greater than 
28, the region so determined lies entirely outside the 
region a o ~ 1/2, and treated the remaining cases by 
direct numerical evaluation of the residues. 

It would be desirable to extend the sort of argument 
used in this study to the case of general J, but there are 
special Simplifications for J = 0 which make it rather 
easier to treat. In the following Appendix, some formulas 
are given for the residue functions Cf which indicate a 
possible direction of approach to the general case. They 
unfortunately also indicate that the problem is not just 
a simple extension of the result obtained here. 

APPENDIX 

From Ref. 5, the formula for the residue function for 
arbitrary K and J is 

[K/2) 

Cf(a, b) = L; y;,a J+2m B!!_J_2m(b), (AI) 
m=1 

where the coefficients 

y;, = (J + 2m) !/2 m m !(2J + 2m + I)!!. 

From Eq. (AI), making use of the relation in Eq. (2), we 
can show that 

(A2) 

and 

(A3) 

A solution of these equations can be found in terms of 
the function TK(x) and repeated integrals of this function. 
If we define the polynomials Til so that 

~T!f(x) = T!f_l(x), 
dx 

with Te(x) = TK(x) == x(x + 1) ... (x + K - 1), and such 
that the lowest power of x in T!f is XN+l, then 

Cf(a, b) = ± (- l)n(J + n)! (2a)-n-l 
n=O n!(J-n)! 

x [Tn~l(b + a) - (- l)J-nTn~l(b - a»). (A4) 

This may be verified by direct substitution of Eq. (A4) 
into Eqs. (A2) and (A3). 
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Erratum: On the decomposition SO(p,1) :JSO(p-1,1) for 
most degenerate representations 
[J. Math Phys. 12,2070(1971)] 

Charles P. Boyer and Farhad Ardalan 

Department of Physics, The Pennsylvania State University, University Park, Pennsylvania 16802 
(Received 25 September 1972) 

1. The last two equations in Eq. (3. 1) read 1/P-2 and 
1/p-l instead of 1/p-l and 1/P respectively. 

2. In the first equation in Eq. (3. 8) read 

6. In Eq. (4. 7) read 

r(n + p 2" 2) instead of r(n + 1) 

and the last r function in the second line should 
have +iv in its arguments instead of -iv. In the 

and in the second equation of (3.8) the bracket [ 
should be in front of I r instead of N vN • 

4F3 function the first entry in the second row should 
be - n - (p - 4)/ 2 instead of -no 

3. The second equation in (3.9) should read1n,N(n p) 
instead of f!,N (n p)' 

4. In Eq. (3.11) insert NvNn before integral sign. 

5. In Eqs. (4.4), (4.5), and (4.6) read 

I P - 2 ) r\n+-2-- j instead of r(n + 1 - j). 
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7. The superscript on the sum ~ in Eq. (4. 9) should 
be n - 1 instead of n = 1. 

8. In line 11 p.2075 read 

11I11+(p-2 )/2 instead of 11I11+(p-3)/2. 

In line 13 p. 2075 read 

I II I n+(p-3)/2 instead of 
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